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Editorial Preface
From the Desk of Managing Editor…
It is our pleasure to present to you the May 2014 Issue of International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and
Applications.
Today, it is incredible to consider that in 1969 men landed on the moon using a computer with a 32-kilobyte memory
that was only programmable by the use of punch cards. In 1973, Astronaut Alan Shepherd participated in the first
computer "hack" while orbiting the moon in his landing vehicle, as two programmers back on Earth attempted to "hack"
into the duplicate computer, to find a way for Shepherd to convince his computer that a catastrophe requiring a
mission abort was not happening; the successful hack took 45 minutes to accomplish, and Shepherd went on to hit his
golf ball on the moon. Today, the average computer sitting on the desk of a suburban home office has more
computing power than the entire U.S. space program that put humans on another world!!
Computer science has affected the human condition in many radical ways. Throughout its history, its developers have
striven to make calculation and computation easier, as well as to offer new means by which the other sciences can be
advanced. Modern massively-paralleled super-computers help scientists with previously unfeasible problems such as
fluid dynamics, complex function convergence, finite element analysis and real-time weather dynamics.
At IJACSA we believe in spreading the subject knowledge with effectiveness in all classes of audience. Nevertheless,
the promise of increased engagement requires that we consider how this might be accomplished, delivering up-todate and authoritative coverage of advanced computer science and applications.
Throughout our archives, new ideas and technologies have been welcomed, carefully critiqued, and discarded or
accepted by qualified reviewers and associate editors. Our efforts to improve the quality of the articles published and
expand their reach to the interested audience will continue, and these efforts will require critical minds and careful
consideration to assess the quality, relevance, and readability of individual articles.
To summarise, the journal has offered its readership thought provoking theoretical, philosophical, and empirical ideas
from some of the finest minds worldwide. We thank all our readers for their continued support and goodwill for IJACSA.
We will keep you posted on updates about the new programmes launched in collaboration.
Lastly, we would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal, as
well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations.
We hope that materials contained in this volume will satisfy your expectations and entice you to submit your own
contributions in upcoming issues of IJACSA
Thank you for Sharing Wisdom!
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Integrating Android Devices into Network
Management Systems based on SNMP
Fernando Hidalgo

Eric Gamess

Escuela de Computación
Central University of Venezuela
Caracas, Venezuela

Laboratorio de Comunicación y Redes
Central University of Venezuela
Caracas, Venezuela

Abstract—Mobile devices are becoming essential for today
life. In developed countries, about half of the people have a
smartphone, resulting in millions of these electronic devices.
Android is the most popular operating system for smartphones
and other electronic devices such as tablets. Hence, for network
administrators, it is essential to start managing all the Android
based devices. SNMP is the de facto standard for network
administration, where agents that are running in managed
devices are polled by management stations. Some primitive tools
have already been developed to transform an Android device as a
basic management station. However, so far, there is no SNMP
agent for this operating system. In this paper, we develop the first
SNMP agent for Android. We also propose an SNMP benchmark
to study the SNMP traffic that can be supported by our SNMP
agent over some real and actual Android devices. The results
obtained show that it is realistic to integrate mobile Android
devices in network management systems since they can handle a
high number of SNMP requests in a reasonable period of time.
Keywords—Network Management Systems; SNMP; Android;
Performance Evaluation; Benchmarks

I. INTRODUCTION
All over the world, millions of cell phones have been sold.
In developed countries, smartphone penetration among cell
phone users are around 45% in US and 50% in Europe,
resulting in a huge number of new devices with a high
processing power.
Even if the majority of smart phones and tablets are owned
and operated by people, for an organization it can be very
useful to integrate these devices in its network administration
system. That is, the organization could manage the smart
mobile devices that are used for its operation, and the smart
mobile devices of its employees with their consent.
The industry standard for network administration is called
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [1][2], and has
been around for more than two decades now. SNMP is based
on the client/server model, where clients are also referred as
network management stations and servers are agents running in
the administrated devices. In SNMP, management stations
regularly poll agents for information. Even though SNMP is
widely spread, it is still rare in these new mobile devices. Most
of the SNMP applications proposed for mobile devices are
small management tools that allow a limited monitoring of
classical network devices such as servers, switches, or routers
from the mobile devices.

There are several Operating Systems (OSs) proposed for
mobile devices, such as Symbian [3] from Nokia, BlackBerry
OS [4] from BlackBerry Limited, iOS [5] from Apple,
Windows Phone [6] from Microsoft, and Android [7][8] from
Google. Recently, Android has taken the most important part of
the market with this OS installed in more than 70% of the
smartphones shipped. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
SNMP agent for Android, making it impossible for network
administrators to incorporate these devices to their monitoring
systems. In this work, we develop an SNMP agent for Andriod.
It implements many of the SNMP objects and can be used to
integrate Android mobile devices to network management
systems. To study the SNMP traffic that can be handled by our
SNMP agent in real Android based devices, we also develop an
SNMP benchmarking tool to get two important metrics
(Response Time and Reply Request Ratio). The results
obtained show that it is realistic to integrated mobile Android
devices in network administration systems since they can
handle a high number of SNMP requests in a reasonable period
of time.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
presents the related work. In Section III, we introduce SNMP,
the de facto network management protocol. Android is shortly
described in Section IV. The development of our SNMP agent
is discussed in Section V. Section VI is focused on evaluating
the SNMP traffic that can be handled by our agent in real life
Android devices. Finally, the paper concludes in Section I.
II. RELATED WORK
Despite of its popularity among developers and users, just a
few applications have been released for Android in the field of
network administration based on SNMP. SNMP MIB Browser,
created by ZOHO Corporation, can be downloaded for free
from Google Play, formerly known as the Android Market.
Google Play is a distribution platform for applications for the
Android operating system operated by Google. SNMP MIB
Browser enables users to browse/view the MIB data of SNMP
enabled network devices such as servers, switches, routers, etc.,
from an Android based device. Users can load any standard
MIB and fetch values from the managed devices to show the
MIB data in an intuitive manner, just by clicking an object, a
group of objects, or a table. It supports all the versions of
SNMP (v1, v2c, v3). In the case of SNMPv3 [9], it implements
MD5 and SHA algorithms for authentication, and DES, 3DES,
AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256 algorithms for encryption.
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SNMP Manager is similar to SNMP MIB Browser. That is,
it is another basic application for Android that allows users to
browse/view MIBs. Its support for SNMPv3 is actually in
development. However, it has additional features such as trap
reception and transmission. It can be freely downloaded from
Google Play.
ezNetScan1 is a free application developed by VR Software
Systems Pvt Ltd from India, for network administration for
mobile devices. It has been ported to Android and can be
downloaded from Google Play. ezNetScan can display basic
information of WiFi networks, scan the WiFi networks the
Android device is connected to, and display information about
the other connected devices, reporting their IP addresses,
hostnames, MAC addresses, and more. Through SNMPv1 or
SNMPv2c, ezNetScan can do basic operations and collect
information about monitored devices such as operating system,
file system capacity, installed applications, and running
processes. Other features of ezNetScan include TCP port
scanning, ping, and traceroute.
SNMP Traffic Grapher is a basic application that can be
downloaded from Google Play. It allows real-time graphing of
two SNMP Object Identifiers (OIDs) at the same time. The
idea is to monitor the download and upload streams that transit
the interface of a classical network device such as a server,
switch, or router. The first OID will be graphed in green
(download) and the second in blue (upload). The application
retrieves the SNMP data with SNMPv2c.
SNMP Trap Agent2 is a commercial product developed by
Maildover LLC that provides a limited monitoring of Android
phone's performance (percentage of busy CPU), usage (battery
charge level, percentage of free memory), and location (latitude
and longitude). It uses SNMP traps to send the selected
information to the management stations. Even if it allows some
flexibility for administration, it is not an SNMP agent since it is
restricted to SNMP traps and cannot respond to SNMP get- and
set-requests (GetRequest, GetNextRequest, and SetRequest).
As reported in this section, most of the development done
so far is limited to SNMP managers, i.e., applications to
monitor network devices. Unlike this previous work, our work
bring the first implementation of an SNMP agent to Android.
III.

SNMPv1 specifies five core Protocol Data Units (PDUs):
GetRequest, GetNextRequest, SetRequest, GetResponse and
2

SNMPv2c is a revised version of SNMPv1 and includes
improvements in the areas of performance, manager-tomanager communications, and error-handling. Three new
PDUs were added in SNMPv2c: GetBulkRequest,
InformRequest, and Report. The purpose of GetBulkRequest is
to request the transfer of a potentially large amount of data
including, but not limited to, the efficient and rapid retrieval of
large tables. Compared to GetNextRequest, GetBulkRequest
minimizes the number of requests and responses necessary to
complete the transfer. InformRequest is sent by a manager to
provide management information to a remote manager. Usage
and precise semantics of Report are not specified in [2];
therefore, any SNMP administrative framework making use of
this PDU must define it. The SNMPv2c improved errorhandling includes expanded error codes that distinguish
different kinds of error conditions; these conditions are
reported through a single error code in SNMPv1.
A Management Information Base [11] (MIB) is a formal
description of a set of network objects that can be managed
using SNMP. Standard minimal MIBs have been defined
(MIB-I, MIB-II, Host Resources MIB, etc), and vendors often
have private enterprise MIBs. MIB-I [12] was defined to
manage TCP/IP-based internets. MIB-II, defined in [13], is
basically an update of MIB-I. Another fundamental concept of
SNMP is the notion of Object Identifiers (OIDs). An OID is a
tag that allows a management entity to refer unambiguously to
a particular object. OIDs are allocated in a tree fashion and
described in the MIB. The value of the OID is a sequence of
integers that refers to a particular traversal of the object tree.
IV.

SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGMENT PROTOCOL

Simple Network Management Protocol [10][11] (SNMP) is
a protocol for network management defined by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) that is widely used since it is
simple and easy to implement. SNMP is an application layer
protocol that facilitates the exchange of management
information between agents (managed devices) and Network
Management Systems (NMSs). NMSs are also called
managers. It is part of the TCP/IP protocol suite and uses User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) as a transport protocol. Agents listen
to queries on UDP port 161, while NMSs received traps on
UDP port 162.

1

Trap. GetRequest is sent by a manager to retrieve the value of
some objects managed by an agent. GetNextRequest is used
iteratively by a manager to get tables or subtrees from
administrated systems such as the Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) cache, or the routing table. SetRequest is used by a
manager to modify an object in a managed device.
GetResponse is sent by agents to respond with data to getrequests (GetRequest, GetNextRequest) and set-requests
(SetRequest). Trap is used by agents to report an alert or other
asynchronous events to managers. SNMPv1 does not allow
manager-to-manager interactions as SNMPv2c and SNMPv3
do.

http://www.eznetscan.net
http://www.maildover.com/eurotrap.html

ANDROID OPERATING SYSTEM

Android Inc. was founded in Palo Alto, California in
October 2003 to initially develop an advanced operating
system for digital cameras. However, with the goal of reaching
a bigger market, Android Inc. diverted its efforts to produce a
smartphone OS to rival those of Nokia, BlackBerry Limited,
Apple, and Microsoft. The first version of Android was
unveiled in November 2007. It is based on the Linux kernel,
and designed primarily for touchscreen mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets. It is also used in televisions, games
consoles, digital cameras, and many other electronic devices.
On August 2005, Google acquired Android Inc. Part of the
success of Android is due to its license. Android source code is
released by Google under the Apache License, which allows
the software to be freely modified and distributed by device
manufacturers, wireless carriers, and the community.
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The user interface of Android is based on direct
manipulation, using touch inputs that loosely correspond to
real-world actions, like swiping, tapping, pinching and reverse
pinching to manipulate on-screen objects. Internal hardware
such as accelerometers, gyroscopes and proximity sensors are
used by some applications to respond to additional user actions,
for example adjusting the screen from portrait to landscape
depending on how the device is oriented.
As of May 2011, Android has become the leader of the
market for mobile OSs, having the largest installed base in
almost all the countries of the world. More than one million
applications for Android are available to be downloaded from
Google Play. Also, it is by far the most popular platform for
mobile OSs developers. For all the previous reasons, we
decided to develop an SNMP agent for this well accepted
architecture.
V. SNMP AGENT FOR ANDROID
Our SNMP agent runs in background and was developed by
extending class Services from the Android Application
Programming Interface (API). It is configured through a GUI
(Activity) and some of the parameters that can be set include:
the version of SNMP, the read-only community, the read-write
community, and the UDP port where the agent is listening (see
Figure 1). Users can start and stop the service through a simple
switch in the GUI.

Fig. 2. Interface to Configure Important Objects of the System Group

monitoring of the actual version of the installed applications or
the installation of new software. The storage of read-write
OIDs is done in a database kept in the system.
We made exhaustive tests to validate our SNMP agent for
Android using SNMP JManager [15], a famous Java based
manager that we developed a few years ago, and freely
available from SourceForge4. We also captured the traffic with
Wireshark [16] to validate the PDUs generated by our agent.
VI.

PERFORMANCE E VALUATION

To evaluate the performance of our SNMP agent for
Android, we decided to test its capacity over different Android
based devices. Two metrics are important when evaluating the
performance of an SNMP agent: response time and Reply
Request Ratio (RRR). Response time is the time elapsed
between sending an SNMP request (GetRequest,
GetNextRequest, or SetRequest) and receiving the
corresponding reply (GetResponse). RRR is the ratio between
the number of replies received and the number of requests sent.
This last metric is very useful when evaluating the number of
requests that can be handled in one second or to study the
behavior of the agent in stressed conditions. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no tool developed so far to evaluate the
performance of an SNMP agent. Hence, we developed our own
benchmarking tool.

Fig. 1. Interface to Configure the Android SNMP Agent

We implemented all the OIDs of MIB-II in our agent. It
also supports part of Host Resources MIB [14], such as the
Installed Software Group (hrSWInstalledTable), allowing the

For the response time, it is important to report a meaningful
time, i.e., a time that is not based on the sending of a unique
SNMP request and the reception of its associated reply. A
response time based on a unique SNMP request will have an
important error, due to (1) clock precision and (2) the
possibility of heavy OS processes being executed during the
test, such as disk swapping, which will alter significantly the
final results. Hence, our benchmark to measure the response
time is based on the client/server model. Basically, an SNMP
request (GetRequest, GetNextRequest, or SetRequest) with a
fixed number of OIDs is sent from the benchmarking tool
(client) to the agent (server) a number of times.

3

4

For the implementation of SNMP, we used a Java package
called SNMP Package 3 . Our agent supports both, SNMPv1
and SNMPv2c. We implemented all the SNMP messages:
GetRequest, GetNextRequest, GetBulkRequest, SetRequest,
GetResponse, Trapv1, and Trapv2c. We also added a module
for the configuration of some important OIDs of the System
Group, such as sysContact, sysLocation, and sysName
(see Figure 2).

http://jsevy.com/snmp

http://sourceforge.net/projects/snmpjmanager
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As soon as the reply arrives to the benchmarking tool, the
next request is sent, so there is no idle time introduced by the
benchmarking tool between two consecutive requests. We take
a timestamp before and after the interchange. The difference of
the timestamps is divided by the number of time the SNMP
request is done, to get the average response time. For the
response time test, our benchmarking tool has two parameters:
(1) the list of OIDs to be fetched or modified, and (2) the
number of time the request must be done before obtained the
total response time.

TABLE I.

Device
Phone

Tablet

PC

Brand

Samsung

Samsung

Hewlett Packard

Model

Nexus i9250

Tab 8.9

HP xw4600

Dual-Core
1.2 GHz

Dual-Core
1.0 GHz

Core 2 Duo
2.6 GHz

1 GB

1 GB

4 GB

Android v4.3

Android v3.0

Windows 7 Pro

Processor
RAM

In the case of the RRR test, our benchmarking tool has
three parameters: (1) the list of OIDs to be fetched or modified,
(2) the frequency of the requests or the number of requests that
must be done in a second, and (3) the duration of the
experiment.

OS

A. Results for the Response Time
Fig. 3 depicts the response time obtained with the Nexus
i9250 phone. We have three curves representing the response
time for GetRequest, GetNextRequest, and SetRequest
messages.

For a better explanation, let say that the frequency is 5 and
the duration is 30 seconds. Therefore, the benchmarking tool
will be sending 5 requests every second, during 30 seconds,
i.e., a total of 150 requests will be sent during the experiment.
The benchmarking tool will also count the number of received
replies, which must be less than or equal to 150. At the end of
the experiment, the RRR is computed by dividing the number
of replies received by the number of requests sent.

We varied the number of OIDs in the requests from 1 to 10.
As expected, the response time of the GetRequest is the
smallest, since we only fetch the value of the OIDs in the
Android device. GetNextRequest messages first search for the
next OID and then fetch its value. SetRequest messages modify
the value of the OID, and modifying is usually longer than
fetching.

We tested the performance of our agent with two different
Android devices: (1) a Galaxy Nexus i9250 phone and (2) a
Galaxy Tab 8.9 tablet. We chose these devices since they are
widely spread all over the world. We also used some PCs to
run the benchmarking tools. The specifications of the devices
are in Table I. We developed our benchmarking tool with Java,
so we can run it in all the platforms that have a Java Virtual
Machine (JVM).
GetRequest

SPECIFICATIONS OF DEVICES USED IN EXPERIMENTS

The SetRequest experiments have a better performance than
the GetNextRequest when the SNMP messages have a small
number of OIDs, and the behavior is inverted for higher
number of OIDs. Also note that all the three curves are
increasing with the number of OIDs as expected, with
SetRequest increasing with the fastest rate.

GetNextRequest

SetRequest

1,000

Response Time (Milliseconds)

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Number of OIDs per Message
Fig. 3. Response Time for Different SNMP Messages in the Nexus i9250 Phone

Fig. 4 shows the response time obtained with the Tab 8.9
tablet. We have three curves representing the response time for
GetRequest, GetNextRequest, and SetRequest messages. We

varied the number of OIDs in the requests from 1 to 10. The
results obtained are similar to the one of the Nexus i9250
phone (see Fig. 3). However, the response time is a little
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smallest (better in this case) for the phone since it has a better
GetRequest

processor than the tablet.
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10
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Fig. 4. Response Time for Different SNMP Messages in the Tab 8.9 Tablet

Results for the Reply Request Ratio
Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 show the results obtained for the
RRR, for GetRequest messages with 1, 3, and 6 OIDs,
respectively. We varied the number of GetRequest messages
sent by second according to the following values: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, 14, and 16.
For each value of the number of GetRequest messages sent
by second, we have six bars. The first two bars represent the
RRR for the Nexus i9250 phone and the Tab 8.9 tablet,
respectively, with one PC sending GetRequest messages. The
following two bars (third and fourth) represent the RRR for the
Nexus i9250 phone and the Tab 8.9 tablet, respectively, with

Galaxy Nexus with 1 PC

Galaxy Tab with 1 PC

Galaxy Nexus with 2 PCs

two PCs sending GetRequest messages at the same time. In
other words, the Android device receives twice the number of
requests in one second, from two different sources. The last
two bars (fifth and sixth) represent the RRR for the Nexus
i9250 phone and the Tab 8.9 tablet, respectively, with three
PCs sending GetRequest messages at the same time. In other
words, the Android device receives three times the number of
requests in one second, from three different sources. We can
observe from these figures than the Nexus i9250 phone has a
better RRR than the Tab 8.9 tablet, as expected, since it has a
better processor. The idea of these experiments is to stress the
Android devices and to see how much SNMP GetRequest
traffic can be handled by our agent before getting saturated.

Galaxy Tab with 2 PCs

Galaxy Nexus with 3 PCs

Galaxy Tab with 3 PCs
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10

12

14

16

Messages per Second

Fig. 5. RRR for GetRequest Messages with 1 OID
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Galaxy Nexus with 1 PC

Galaxy Tab with 1 PC

Galaxy Nexus with 2 PCs

Galaxy Tab with 2 PCs

Galaxy Nexus with 3 PCs
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Fig. 6. RRR for GetRequest Messages with 3 OIDs
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Fig. 7. RRR for GetRequest Messages with 6 OIDs

Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10 show the results obtained for the
RRR, for GetNextRequest messages with 1, 3, and 6 OIDs,
respectively. We varied the number of GetNextRequest
messages sent by second according to the following values: 1,
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16. Similarly to the GetRequest
Galaxy Nexus with 1 PC

Galaxy Tab with 1 PC

Galaxy Nexus with 2 PCs

experiments, we can observe from these figures than the Nexus
i9250 phone has a better RRR than the Tab 8.9 tablet, as
expected, since it has a better processor. That is, the Nexus
i9250 phone can handle a bigger number of SNMP requests
before been saturated.
Galaxy Tab with 2 PCs

Galaxy Nexus with 3 PCs

Galaxy Tab with 3 PCs
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Fig. 8. RRR for GetNextRequest Messages with 1 OID
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Galaxy Nexus with 1 PC
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Fig. 9. RRR for GetNextRequest Messages with 3 OIDs
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Fig. 10. RRR for GetNextRequest Messages with 6 OIDs

Fig. 11 shows the result of the RRR when varying the
number of SNMP requests sent by second to the Nexus i9250
phone from 3 PCs, by using the following values: 1, 2, 4. 6, 8,
10, 12, 14, and 16 requests per seconds. We have 3 curves for
GetRequest

GetRequest, GetNextRequest, and SetRequest messages. As
expected, GetRequest has the best performance of the requests.
GetNextRequest and SetRequest are showing similar results.
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Fig. 11. RRR for GetRequest, GetNextRequest, and SetRequest Messages Sent to the Nexus i9250 Phone with 3PCs and 6 OIDs
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Fig. 12 shows the results of the RRR when varying the
number of SNMP requests sent by second to the Tab 8.9 tablet
from 3 PCs, by using the following values: 1, 2, 4. 6, 8, 10, 12,
14, and 16 requests per seconds. We have 3 curves for
GetRequest, GetNextRequest, and SetRequest messages. The
GetRequest

results are similar to the ones obtained for the Nexus i9250
phone (see Fig. 11). However, the RRR is better in the case of
the Nexus i9250 phone, due to the better processor. These
results also show that common Android devices can manage a
high volume of SNMP request in a short period of time.
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Fig. 12. RRR for GetRequest, GetNextRequest, and SetRequest Messages Sent to the Tab 8.9 Tablet with 3PCs and 6 OIDs

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Million of Android devices have been sold all over the
world, making Android the favorite mobile OS. Due to the
growing interest in these devices, changes in network
administration to integrate them in NMSs are required. Since
SNMP is wildly spread in NMSs, an SNMP agent for Android
is the first step for the inclusion of Android devices in
monitoring systems. In this paper, we presented the first
implementation of an SNMP agent for Android. Our agent has
support for SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c. With our agent, users can
retrieve almost all the OIDs of MIB-I, MIB-II, and Host
Resources MIB.

[2]

To validate the agent and to show that the actual Android
mobile devices have enough power to be integrated in a
management system, we also proposed a performance
benchmarking tool for SNMP. Our tests showed that common
Android devices (Nexus i9250 phone and Tab 8.9 tablet) can
be integrated in NMSs, since they can handle a high number of
SNMP request in one second.

[9]

As future work, we plan to extend our agent to support
SNMPv3 [9]. Today, authentication and privacy are important
due to the numerous security threads in networks, especially in
wireless networks where the radio waves spread in all
directions.
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Abstract—The use of Web 2.0 technology tools or social media
in educational context is being emphasized in recent times in
different parts of the world and this has brought about a
significant increase in the number of educational institutions who
are aware of their usefulness when either implementing them as a
separate system or incorporating them into their learning
management systems. However, there is little research on the
acceptance and how much these tools are currently being used
for learning hence the need for more empirical studies to
investigate factors that would influence acceptance and increase
the use of these technologies. The study developed hypotheses and
a research model which was operationalized into a questionnaire
administered to academics and students in Scotland and Nigeria.
317 responses were received from Nigeria and 279 from Scotland.
Analysed data was used to validate the research model that is
aimed at explaining acceptance and present level of use of Web
2.0 technology tools in learning environments.
Keywords—Web 2.0 technologies; acceptance factors; adoption
for learning; collaboration; participation; Nigerian higher
education; Scotland

I.
INTRODUCTION
Acceptance of technology has long been a challenging
issue in information systems research [1]. Understanding the
reason why people accept or reject technology is very crucial
because it serves as a guide to investors, manufacturers,
institutions and their managers. Much research has used
technology acceptance models (TAM) to measure acceptance
of technology [2][3][4][5]. Whereas some research exist in
developed countries on acceptance of Web 2.0 tools in
learning, not much of such empirical studies has been done in
developing economies. Neither has there been a comparative
study of these economies. Hence, this study investigates
Nigeria and Scotland as well as compares these two countries
in terms of the factors of the model such as perceived
usefulness, performance expectancy, motivation, ease of use,
attitude, behaviour and actual use. The investigation also
endeavours to ascertain how the model can be used to explain
the acceptance and the use of Web 2.0 social network
technology tools in teaching and learning in higher institutions
of developed and developing communities. The rest of this
paper presents literature review, method, data analyses,
discussion, conclusions, implications and areas for future
study.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Nigeria and Scotland
Few empirical studies exist in Nigeria that examined the
use of Web 2.0 in learning [6][7]. These researches were
interested in the use of Web 2.0 by librarians, academics and
students in Nigeria. They found the use of these tools for
academic purpose lacking and identified five major problems:
personality characteristics, motivation, lack of facilities and
lack of computer expertise. They also suggested more
research into how these technologies can be adopted for
teaching and learning.
Little research has been done on the acceptance of Web 2.0
tools in higher institutions in developed countries [8] and their
research inferred that subjective norm of students affect their
acceptance, and little has been researched on users’ acceptance
of Web 2.0 technology tools in learning in Scotland as found
in some other developed communities [9][10], hence this
research is a comparative study that seeks to bring together
factors that influence acceptance and use of Web 2.0
technology tools in learning in order to understand the key
factors that could be associated with adoption in these two
educational communities.
B. Challenges of Adoption of Web 2.0 in Education
Literature has documented the challenge of getting
students and educators to adopt Web 2.0 tools for educational
purposes [11].
Some research explained that the limited
adoption is due to lack of understanding of the behaviour of
users thereby shifting focus from what users want to what is
technologically achievable [12]. Though innovative educators
appreciate and use Web 2.0 technologies, others are afraid that
these technologies would disrupt young people’s engagement
with “traditional” education [13[12]. These challenges and
debates on them have been noticed in higher education of
developed economies [11]. However, these technologies are
potentially useful in learning activities.
C. Potential of Web 2.0 technology tools
Over the past five to six years, there has been a significant
increase in research on educational usefulness and potentials
of Web 2.0 [14][15][16]. Most of them have shown that Web
2.0 social network tools can enhance participation,
collaboration and interaction in learning. They enable social
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networking site users who are mostly young people to create
profiles and build personal networks that connect them to each
other for a variety of professional and personal reasons.
However, there is still the problem of acceptance and use for
academic purposes by both students and educators [17][11]
and this calls for investigation on constructs that influence
such acceptance and use.
D. User Acceptance
User acceptance is exhibited in the willingness of a user or
group of users to employ information technology tools for the
tasks that they are designed to support. The acceptance of
technology has been a challenging issue in information
systems research for a long time and researchers have studied
a range of issues related to technology acceptance, from
individual user characteristics such as cognitive style to
internal beliefs and their impact on user’s behaviour. It is
crucial to understand the reason why people accept or reject
technology, because it can serve as a guide to investors,
manufacturers, and institutions and for managerial
intervention.
Existing research on user acceptance has produced a
variety
of
explanatory
and
predictive
models
[18][2][4][8][20][11]. However, these models suggest
different and, sometimes, conflicting sets of predictor
variables. Ajjan’s [8] study used the theory of planned
behaviour and his findings inferred that subjective norm of
students is a key factor that affects their acceptance whereas
Armitage and Cornor [19] studied 185 researches that used the
theory of planned behaviour (TPB) from 1980 until 1997 and
found that subjective norm was a weak variable for predicting
behavioural intention. Hence, the need to review other
popularly used technology acceptance models in order to
understand the major constructs that could contribute to
acceptance and use of Web 2.0 technology in learning.
E. Technology Acceptance Models
Literature review revealed three widely used models of
acceptance of technology and these are: theory of reasoned
action [18]; technology acceptance model [2]; and unified
theory of acceptance and use of technology [4]. Acceptance of
technology has been studied in different contexts, but there is
limited research on acceptances of Web 2.0 tools in teaching
and learning in higher institutions [8] [20] hence, this research
developed hypotheses to test acceptance of Web 2.0
technology tools in learning and to answer to the research
question which is: What are the factors that would relate to
acceptance and use of Web 2.0 tools for learning?
III. HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
A selection of constructs was made from three technology
acceptance models that support learning: theory of reasoned
action [18]; technology acceptance model [2]; and unified
theory of acceptance and use of technology [4]. These
constructs are: motivation to use, social factor, facilitating
conditions, performance expectancy, ease of use and perceived
usefulness. This selection was guided by the preliminary
interviews with five ICT directors, five lecturers and 16
students in five Nigerian Universities and one university in
Scotland.

Fifteen semi structured questions were used to investigate
the situation on learning with Web 2.0 technology tools and
the possible motivating factors that could be used to enhance
the use of these tools in learning. These interviews were
analyzed using NVIVO tag cloud in order to retrieve text that
were mostly used by the respondents and the clustering cooccurrence or non-occurrence to determine important
constructs to be included [21]. This was done to support the
inclusion of constructs from the three models and also this
analysis suggested the addition of a new construct (prior
knowledge) in the hypothesis development. The hypotheses
are presented in the rest of this section.
A. Perceived usefulness (PU)
Perceived usefulness is the belief that the use of
technology will improve and progress the work or learning
activity of an individual or an organization. Research by Davis
et. al.[2] and Venkatesh et. al [4] found that perceived
usefulness affects technology acceptance. This research is to
examine the effect of perceived usefulness with regards to
Web 2.0 technologies for learning with the hypothesis:
H1: There is a positive relationship between perceived
usefulness and behavioural intention to adopt Web
2.0 technologies in learning.
B. Social Factor (SF)
Social factor in this context comes from the impact of
social presence on individual behaviour. This could be
communication and interaction with students and lecturers
which may result in interpersonal agreements that affect
behaviour of individuals in a group [23][24][25][8]. This
factor was included in Davis et. al.’s [2] Model as an external
factor, which they argued may influence technology
acceptance. This variable is also included in UTAUT. This
research seeks to validate this argument when considering
Web 2.0 technologies acceptance for learning. Therefore:
H2: Social factor has a positive relationship with
behavioural intention to accept Web 2.0 technologies
for learning.
C. Prior Knowledge (PK)
Prior knowledge can be described as knowledge of a set of
circumstances gained in the past sufficient to make actions
based on those circumstances. It is often helpful and very
useful in learning environments [27][28]. This knowledge or
experience could positively relate to acceptance of Web 2.0
technologies for learning, hence the following hypotheses:
H3: Prior knowledge has a positive relationship with
behavioural intention to adopt Web 2.0 technologies
for learning.
D. Facilitating conditions (FC)
The access to internet facilities, the availability of good
internet signals and the cost of broadband can be regarded as
facilitating conditions for the use of Web 2.0 technologies for
learning. Therefore, they may be related to the use of Web 2.0
technologies in higher education. Thus, it can be hypothesized
that:
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H4: There is a positive relationship between facilitating
conditions and behavioural intention to use Web 2.0
technologies in learning.
E. Perceived Ease of use (PEOU)
Perceived ease of use is the degree to which an individual
believes that the use of technology will be without much
effort, but will help to achieve much in a short time [2][26].
This has been used to predict acceptance of technology [2],
and this research suggests that perceived ease of use should
explain acceptance of Web 2.0 technology tools for higher
education, hence the hypothesis:
H5: There is a positive relationship between perceived
ease of use and behavioural intention to adopt Web
2.0 technology tools in learning.

Fig. 1. Conceptual model

F. Performance Expectancy (PE)
Performance expectancy is the degree to which an
individual or group of people expect to be proficient in their
work or education when they are using technology. Ajjan and
Harshone's [8] research found this variable as promoting
technology acceptance. To investigate this finding in the case
of Web 2.0 in learning in higher education, we used the
hypothesis:

IV. METHOD
The nature of the research question and focus which are on
the acceptance of Web 2.0 technologies guided the method
adopted. The literature also revealed that most researchers
approach similar studies using quantitative research [2][8].
This research operationalized the constructs (see Table 1) into
a questionnaire to collect data that would measure the eight
constructs in the model.

H6: There is a positive relationship between performance
expectancy and behavioural intention to use Web 2.0
technologies in learning.

The questionnaire was divided into three parts: the first
part measured students’ level of satisfaction in learning and
facilities available for teaching and learning; the second part
measured the eight constructs in the research model (attitude
to use, actual use, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use,
social factor, acceptance and performance. Then the third part
investigated demographics (age, gender, educational level,
faculty, having personal computer, and having internet
access). Items were measured using 5 and 7 point Likert
scales with 19 questions. All items in the questionnaire were
adapted from earlier and similar research to suit this study
[2][8].

G. Motivation to use (MTU)
Motivation in this context involves emotional support,
internal or external support that stirs up a learner or gives the
desire to act. Motivation can facilitate or hinder change in a
learner [18][28][29]. Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation
develops personal behaviour which can in turn affect
evaluation of choice, goals and achievements. Thus,
motivation to use Web 2.0 technology tools for learning is
likely to relate to the attitude of the learners, and it should also
be related to behavioural intention.
H7: There is a positive relationship between motivation
and intention to use Web 2.0 technologies for
learning.
H. Behavioural intention (BI)
Ajzen and Fishbein [18] argued that a person’s exhibition
of a specific behaviour is determined by their behavioural
intention. Behavioural intention to use Web 2.0 technology
can relate with actual use. Thus the hypothesis:
H8: Behavioural intention has a positive relationship with
actual use of Web 2.0 technologies for learning.
A conceptual model was developed from the hypotheses
that have been presented in this section (see Figure 1)

A. Content Validation
The questions had strong theoretical basis and besides they
were validated by allowing prospective participants to answer
them in order to check whether the questions were
understandable and answerable. The questionnaire was
amended based on comments from these respondents [30].
B. Participants
Questionnaire was sent online to students and lecturers in
one university in Scotland and participation was voluntary.
279 (78 lecturers and 201 students) responded. The Nigeria
questionnaire was administered by lecturers and the researcher
who visited five Institutions and collected 317 usable data
from participants. Five universities were selected due to
differences in Nigerian educational system.
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QUESTIONNAIRE AND CONSTRUCTS

Constructs

Questions

Perceived ease of use

How easy do you find using these Web 2.0 tools (listed in question 6) to
obtain the resources you need for your studies?

Question
No.
7

To what extent do you agree that Web 2.0 tools would speed up
acquisition of knowledge?

12

Perceived usefulness

To what extent do you agree that Web 2.0 tools will encourage active
participation in learning?

13

Actual use
Social

How often do you use Web 2.0 tools for academic purposes per week?
To what extent do you agree that the social part of e-learning platforms
(e.g. Module and Blackboard) motivates learner to achieve learning
objectives?
E-learning platforms enable you to send mails, download course
materials upload assignments, read announcements, access the library
material and discuss with other students, professionals and your
lecturers. To what extent do you think such systems would motivate you
to achieve your learning objectives?
Regarding facilities available for learning and teaching in the university,
how satisfied are you? Add any comments regarding conditions
necessary to facilitate Web 2.0 in in learning.
To what extent do you agree that the use of Web 2.0 technologies for
learning will help to improve performance?
How often do you use Web 2.0 tools (e.g. blogs, Wikis, twitter) for
social purposes per week?
To what extent do you agree that social computing should be adopted in
higher education and training for sharing of knowledge and information?
What is your gender?
Are you a student or lecturer?
What is your field?
What is your age bracket?

8
10b

Motivation

Facilitating condition
Performance Expectancy
Prior knowledge
Behaviour intention
Demographics

Gender
Status
Field
Age bracket

10a

4
14
6
11
16
1
19
17

V.
DATA ANALYSIS
This study adapted the quantitative data analysis.
Descriptive analysis with frequency tables and histograms was
carried out to describe the general responses of each question.
The model was tested for general validity.

Fig. 3. Level of use for social activities

Fig. 2. Level of use in academic activities

Inferential statistical analysis in the form of correlation
analysis was used to evaluate the relationships between
variables, therefore testing the hypotheses of this study (see the
conceptual model at Fig. 1). The correlation formula is given
as:
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E[( X   X )(Y  Y )]

where x is one variable, e.g. motivation to use and y
another, e.g. behavioural intention; and ρX,Y is the correlation
coefficient.

VI. DISCUSSION
Table 3 is a correlation table from the data collected from
Scotland and Nigeria, it shows that all the relationships
examined in the model were significant except motivation to
use in the Nigerian data.

Kendall tau rank correlation coefficients were used because
we do not have absolute values [30]. Tables 3 is a summary of
relationships between variables and links the relationships to
hypotheses presented previously in the model. Correlations
marked with a single asterisk are significant at level 0.05 and
those with double asterisks are significant at level 0.01. The
absence of an asterisk indicates no correlation and this is the
case in motivation to use and behavioural intention. The rest of
this section will discuss each pair of variables before a general
summary of the findings and implications are presented.

This research validates the constructs: perceived usefulness,
performance expectancy, perceived ease of use, prior
knowledge, motivation, facilitating conditions, and social
factor from TAM, UTAUT and TRA [2][8][18] and also
validate the new construct prior knowledge. The correlation
between behavioural intention (BI) and perceived usefulness
(PU) in Scotland data and Nigeria is highly significant and
reaches the value of .616 and .549, respectively. That means
that there is a relationship between acceptance and usefulness
in the case of Web 2.0 technologies. The rest of this section
will discuss the relationships between BI and other variables.

X , Y  corr ( X , Y ) 

cov( X , Y )

 XY

Table II.



 XY

GENERAL CORRELATION BETWEEN BEHAVIOUR INTENTION AND OTHER CONSTRUCTS

Dependent
Variable

Independent Variable

Correlations Coefficients

Significance

Hypothesis

BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
AU

TAM (PU)
TAM, UTAUT (SF)
Mine (PK)
UTAUT (FC)
TAM (PEoU)
UTAUT (PE)
MtU (TRA)
TAM, UTAUT (BI)

Scotland
.616**
.674**
.625**
.130*
.221**
.620**
.290**
.155*

Scotland
Yes 0.01
Yes 0.01
Yes 0.01
Yes 0.05
Yes 0.01
Yes 0.01
Yes 0.01
Yes 0.01

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8

Figures 2 and 3 show the percentage of academic and social
uses, respectively. We observe that the percentage of academic
use per week is very low (0-5) for majority of users and social
purpose use is as high as 20 times and above for majority of
users.
Table 3 also shows the relationship between Behavioural
Intention and Performance Expectancy as highly significant for
Scotland and Nigeria (.620**, .431**) at 0.01 level of
significance. This is in agreement with existing research [8]
that there is a relationship between acceptance and performance
expectancy. The correlation between Behaviour Intention and
Social Factor is highly significant (.674** and .520** at 0.01
level of significance. This also agrees with previous research
[8][2] meaning there is a relationship between social factor and
intention to use Web 2.0 technologies for learning.
The correlation between behavioural intention and actual
use is significant at 0.05 level in the two economies. This is in
line with the technology acceptance model [2][8][33[34].
There is correlation between behavioural intention and
motivation (MtU) in Scotland at 0.05 level of significance (see
Table 3) and this agrees with the research by Ajzen and
Fisnbein [18]. However, MtU is not significant in Nigeria and
the reason was that learning management systems (LMS) are
rarely available in Nigerian universities, hence the need for
more research in this area when LMS are more available in
Nigeria.

Nigeria
.549**
.520**
.153*
.115*
.134*
.431**
.932
.189*

Nigeria
Yes 0.01
Yes 0.01
Yes 0.05
Yes 0.05
Yes 0.05
Yes 0.01
No
Yes 0.01

The relationship between behavioural intention and
perceived ease of use is highly significant in Scotland at 0.01
level, but just significant at 0.05 level in Nigeria. However this
agrees with other research [2][35] that ease of use influences
behavioural intention, meaning that there is a relationship
between perceived ease of use and behavioural intention. The
table also shows that there is a significant correlation between
behavioural intention and facilitating conditions, meaning that
there is a relationship between these two variables and this
agrees with other research [8][11][20].
On the whole, this research has validated the conceptual
model (Figure 1), it agrees with other research
[2][3][4][8][18][11][20] and also unveils a new construct, prior
knowledge, which has a positive relationship with behavioural
intention which should explain acceptance of Web 2.0 tools for
learning.
VII. CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND AREAS FOR
FURTHER STUDY
This research examined user acceptance and adoption of
Web 2.0 technology tools for learning among populations in
Nigeria and Scotland. It aimed to give insight into the very low
use of these tools and to proffer key related factors that should
be borne in mind by policy makers and system developers who
aim to encourage increased use of these tools in teaching and
learning. The research has validated its conceptual model. It
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has also revealed low motivation in Nigeria to the use these
tools for academic purposes. A casual observation suggests
that this is caused by inadequate provision of learning
management systems (LMS) with social media tools. Thus,
future research should investigate in Nigeria or a similar
developing country motivation to use Web 2.0 tools when
learning management systems (LMS) with social media are
popular in such environments. Besides, a qualitative approach
should be used to complement the quantitative findings of this
research. It is also the intent of the researcher to set up an
experimental use of LMS with social media in some of these
institutions in Nigeria to further validate this work as well as
discover implementation issues.
This work contributes to the body of knowledge on factors
that affect acceptance and use of Web 2.0 social networking
technology tools in teaching and learning. This will aid
management decisions towards enhancing and improving
educational experience as they consider the key variables
validated in this research.
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Abstract—PIM-SM is the most commonly used IP multicast
routing protocol in IPTV systems. Its fault tolerance is examined
by experimenting on a mesh topology multicast test network built
up by Cisco routers under GNS3. Different fault scenarios are
played and different parameters of the PIM-SM and of the OSPF
protocols are examined if they influence and how they influence
the outage time of an IPTV service. The failure of the
Rendezvous Point (RP) of the given IP multicast group as well as
the complete failure of a router in the media forwarding path of
the multicast stream are examined. A method is given how the
service outage time caused by the complete failure of a router can
be limited by an appropriate choice of the Dead Interval
parameter of OSPF.
Keywords—IP multicast protocols; PIM-SM; OSPF; fault
tolerance; GNS3; modelling and simulation

I. INTRODUCTION
Protocol Independent Multicast – Sparse Mode [1] (PIMSM) is the most commonly used multicast routing protocol in
IPTV systems. The customers of these systems expect
uninterrupted entertainment, which requires fault tolerance
from the transport network. PIM-SM allows only one
Rendezvous Point (RP, see later) per multicast groups [2] thus
the RP can be a critical part of the multicast network. PIM
version 2 introduced a fault tolerance mechanism with the help
of the bootstrap mechanism [3]. This mechanism makes
possible for a multicast based IPTV system to survive the
failure of the RP; however the switching over to the new RP is
not always invisible for the customers, but may cause service
outage for a certain amount of time. In our previous research
papers [4] and [5], we investigated the possible length of the
service outage time and the parameters it may depend on.
Different scenarios were investigated and parameters were
tested whether they have an influence on the length of the
service outage time, and if so, how they influence it. The
measurements were performed on a mesh topology network
built up by four times four XORP [6] routers. However, the
behaviour of the fault tolerance of the PIM-SM implementation
in the tested XORP system might depend on implementation
specific details. In our current research, we performed our
previous tests again using Cisco images under GNS3 [7] to
validate our previous results.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. First,
an introduction to the operation of PIM-SM and a very brief
summary to IPTV systems are given. Second, the test

environment is described. Third, the different kinds of
experiments are presented and the results are interpreted.
Fourth, the directions of our future research are outlined.
Finally our conclusions are given.
II. INTRODUCTION TO PIM-SM AND IPTV SYSTEMS
The following descriptions are the taken from our previous
paper [5] with some shortening. For a more detailed description
with illustrative figures, see our original paper or [8].
A. The Operation of PIM-SM
Protocol Independent Multicast builds multicast trees on the
basis of routing information obtained from a unicast routing
protocol (e.g. RIP, OSPF) – this is why PIM is called “protocol
independent”. It has four variants, from which we deal with
PIM-SM only. PIM-SM [9] does not suppose group members
everywhere in the network but it sends multicast traffic into
those directions where it has been requested using
unidirectional shared trees rooted at the Rendezvous Point
(RP). It may optionally use shortest path trees per source. PIMSM does not have an own topology discovery method, but uses
the Routing Information Base (RIB) of the unicast routing
protocol applied in the Autonomous System (AS). With the help
of this "outer" Routing Information Base (RIB), PIM-SM
builds its own Multicast Routing Information Base (MRIB).
Unlike unicast RIB (that specifies the next router towards the
destination of the packets) MRIB specifies the reverse path
from the subnet to the router.
As PIM-SM is an Any-Source Multicast (ASM) protocol,
the receivers need to find the source(s). The so-called
Rendezvous Point (RP) is used for this purpose. The RP can be
set statically by the administrator of the AS, or it can be elected
from among the RP candidate routers. There can be only one
RP per multicast groups in the AS (or multicast domain) at a
time.
The operation of PIM-SM has three phases. Now, we
briefly describe what happens in these phases.
1) Phase One: RP-Tree
The Rendezvous Point Tree (RP-tree) is being built in the
following way. The receivers send their IGMP (or MLD) Join
messages with the required group address as destination IP
address. The Designated Router (DR) of the receiver (that was
elected from among the local routers before) receives the
IGMP Join message and sends a PIM Join message to the RP
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of the required multicast group. This PIM Join message travels
through the routers in the network and the visited routers
prepare the appropriate MRIB entries thus the RP-tree is being
built. The PIM Join messages have the marking: (*, G), where
the first element is the IP address of the streaming source and
the second one is the IP address of the multicast group.
The star (“*”) means that when a receiver joins a group, it
will receive the traffic from all the sources that send steam to
multicast group G. The PIM Join messages do not need to
travel until the RP; it is enough to reach a point where the RPtree has already been built. (The RP-tree is also called shared
tree because the multicast traffic from all the sources uses the
same tree.) The PIM Join messages are resent periodically
while there is at least a single member in the group. When the
last receiver of a leaf network leaves the group then DR sends a
(*, G) PIM Prune message towards the RP so as to cut back the
tree until the point where there are other active receivers
connected.
When an S data source starts sending to a group, the first
hop router (DR) of the source encapsulates the data packets of
the source into unicast messages called Register messages and
send them to the RP. The RP router knows from the Register
messages that the source is ready to send the stream. The RP
decapsulates the Register messages, and forwards the contained
streaming data message to the appropriate multicast group (if it
has at least a single member) using the RP-tree.
Note that the multicasting is fully functional at end of phase
one; the following two phases serve efficiency purposes only.
2) Phase Two: Register-Stop
The RP sends an (S, G) Join message to the source. As this
message travels to the source, the routers along its path register
the (S, G) pair to their MRIB (if they do not have it yet). When
this Join message arrives to the subnet of the source (S) or to a
router that already has an (S, G) pair registered in its MRIB,
then the streaming data start flowing from the S source to the
RP by multicast routing. Now, a source-specific multicast tree
between the S source and the RP was built. After that, the RP
sends a Register-Stop message to indicate that the first hop
router of the source does not need to send Register messages
(encapsulating the multicast data packets into unicast
messages).
3) Phase Three: Shortest-Path Tree
The path of the packets from the source to the receivers
through the RP may be not optimal. To eliminate this, the DR
of the receiver may initiate the building of a source specific
shortest-path tree (SPT) towards the source (in this way
possibly leaving out RP from the path). To do this, DR sends
an (S, G) Join message to S. When this message arrives to the
subnet of S or to a router that already has an (S, G) pair, then
the streaming data start flowing from S to the receiver using
this new SPT.
Now, the receiver receives all the streaming data packets
twice. To eliminate this, the DR of the receiver sends an (S, G)
Prune message towards the RP. (This is also known as an
(S, G, rpt) Prune.) This message will prune the unnecessary
tree parts and the streaming data will not arrive to the receiver
through the RP-Tree any more.

4) The Built-in Fault Tolerance Mechanism of PIM-SM
It is an important element of the fault tolerance of PIM-SM
that the RP does not need to be set up manually, it can be
automatically elected from among those PIM-SM routers that
were configured Candidate RP (C-RP).
The election uses the bootstrap mechanism described in
[10]. The BSR router is elected dynamically from among the
PIM-SM routers that were configured Candidate BSR (CBSR). All the C-BSR routers flood the multicast domain with
their Bootstrap messages (BSM). The one with the higher
priority wins. During the BSR election all the routers –
including C-RP routers – learn the IP address of the BSR. After
that, all the C-RP routers send their Candidate-RPAdvertisement (C-RP-Adv) messages to the BSR periodically.
(The C-RP-Adv messages are sent in every C_RP_Adv_Period
seconds, the default value is 60 seconds.) The BSR collects
these messages, builds an RP list and advertises it also
periodically for all the routers. The list is encapsulated into a
BSM and is sent in every BS_Period seconds. All the routers –
including the BSR and the C-RPs – can decide the winner RP
by the priority of the C-RPs. If the current RP fails to send its
C-RP-Adv message to the BSR within RP Holdtime (a value
included in the C-RP-Adv message) then BSR decides that it is
dead and starts advertising the new RP list leaving out the dead
one.
Notes:
1) Ref. [10] says that the RP candidate routers should set
RP Holdtime to a value that is not less than
2.5*max{BS_Period, C_RP_Adv_Period} so that the system is
able to tolerate the loss of some Bootstrap messages and/or CRP-Adv messages.
2) The C-BSR routers also take care if the elected BSR
fails, but that is not addressed in this paper.
3) The Choice of the Underlying Unicast Routing Protocol
As PIM-SM is protocol independent, there is a certain
freedom in the choice of the underlying unicast routing
protocol. The two most widely used protocols are the Routing
Information Protocol [11] (RIPv2) and the Open Shortest Path
First [12] (OSPFv2) for routing within a single autonomous
system. Even though RIP is much simpler and more widely
used in LANs than OSPF, it is not scalable and therefore it is
not appropriate for the size of networks that are often used for
providing IPTV services. This is why OSPF was chosen for our
test network.
Note that OSFP also uses a fault tolerance mechanism but it
is much simpler than that of PIM-SM. The OSPF routers take
care for their neighbours only. All the OSPF routers send Hello
messages in every Hello Interval seconds to their neighbours. If
they do not see a Hello message from a neighbour within the so
called Dead Interval time they consider the given neighbour
dead and they calculate new routes leaving out the dead
neighbour.
B. IPTV in a Nutshell
Nowadays, several data transmission technologies are
available to transmit digital data (that may represent various
media types, e.g. video, audio, text, etc. – the standard handles
them in a uniform way) over different channels such as
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DVB-S/S2 via satellite, DVB-T/T2 via terrestrial, DVB-C/C2
via cable TV links and so on. In the TCP/IP based networks,
the commonly used solution for delivering the digital video,
audio and auxiliary data is based on the DVB-IPTV [13].
A general property of the above mentioned technologies is
that they use the same MPEG2 Transport Stream (MPEG2-TS)
format to organize the digital data (video, audio, etc) and
additional service information (SI/PSI tables) into a common
frame. The MPEG2-TS is divided into 188 bytes long packets
(4 bytes header and 184 bytes data). In the IPTV environment,
usually seven TS packets are embedded into one IP/UDP or
IP/UDP/RTP packet and they are sent through the network.
Unlike other DVB technologies, IPTV does not use
broadcasting to deliver these packets. Instead, it uses IP
multicast for the live or online streaming (e.g. live TV) and
unicast for the offline services, for example VoD or Timeshift.
When a subscriber would like to watch the selected IPTV
program his/her receiver joins to the TV program's preprogrammed IP multicast group. After the join process (a few
seconds) the receiver will get continuously the MPEG2-SPTS
packets of the TV program through the IP multicast enabled
network. If the subscriber switches over to another IPTV
program then the receiver will leave the current one and join to
the next IP multicast group.
III. TEST ENVIRONMENT
In our previous paper [5], a mesh topology network was
used in a virtualized environment with XORP [6] routers. Now
the same topology is used and the GNS3 [7] environment was
chosen for our experiments.
For our experiments, one Sun Server SunFire X4150 was
used with the following configuration: two Quad Core Intel

Xeon 2.83GHz CPUs, 8GB DDR2 800MHz RAM, 160GB
HDD, Gigabit Ethernet NICs.
The topology of the test network was a mesh network built
up by 4 times 4 virtual Cisco 7200 routers interconnected via
Gigabit Ethernet point-to-point links as shown in Fig. 1. There
were some further devices used: three virtual computers and
three virtual hubs. The virtual computers were realized as
Virtualbox virtual machines with 1GB RAM and 10GB HDD
per virtual machine. The computers called Server and Client
were used for media streaming, and the one named Manager
was used for both managing the experiments and monitoring
the traffic. For this reason, it had direct connections to all the
three hubs (but the lines were omitted from the figure for
aesthetic and clear-cut considerations). The usage of the hubs
was inevitable for monitoring for the traffic and it also helped
to keep away the management traffic from the mesh network.
The virtual computers had Ubuntu 12.04 LTS operating
system. As for media streaming, the VLC software of
VideoLAN was used for both server and client purposes.
A. IP Configuration
Private IP addresses were used from the 192.168.0.0/16
network. The IP addresses of the virtual routers were
configured manually as shown in Fig. 1. The network segments
between two routers displayed by horizontal and vertical lines
got IP addresses from 192.168.{1-12}.0/24 and 192.168.{1324}.0/24 networks respectively. The last octets of the IP
addresses of the interfaces are written next to the interfaces.
The IP addresses of the network segments connecting the
server and the client virtual computers are displayed in a
similar manner. Plus the Manager computer had additional IP
addresses from the subnets it was connected to (through hubs).

Fig. 1. Topology of the test network
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D. Time Synchronization

B. OSPF Configuration
Because of the nature of the mesh, the OSPF protocol could
be configured by the definition of peer-to-peer connections (it
can be done if the neighbouring routers are interconnected by
point-to-point links).
The typical general OSPF configuration commands were
(they belong to R2):
router ospf 20
router-id 192.168.1.2
log-adjacency-changes
network 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255 area 1
network 192.168.2.0 0.0.0.255 area 1
network 192.168.16.0 0.0.0.255 area 1

ntp master 3
ntp server 130.149.17.21

The other routers had the following command:
ntp server 192.168.1.1

And the typical interface configuration fragment for an
interface looks like follows (it belongs to an interface of R2):
interface GigabitEthernet1/0
ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0
ip ospf network point-to-point
ip ospf cost 1
ip ospf hello-interval 10
ip ospf dead-interval 40
negotiation auto

Configuring OSPF in this way made the network fully
connected: unicast IP packets can be sent from anywhere to
anywhere. Note that PIM-SM uses the unicast routing table
(RIB) when building its own multicast routing table (MRIB).
C. PIM-SM Configuration
For PIM-SM, those and only those interfaces should be
configured where PIM-SM has to handle multicast traffic. A
typical configuration for an interface looks like follows:
interface GigabitEthernet1/0
ip pim sparse-mode

In order to be able to experiment with the fault tolerance of
PIM-SM, the dynamic election of the RP was used. This
required us to configure some routers as C-RP and at least one
router as C-BSR. Routers R2, R4 and R14 were configured as
both C-RP and C-BSR but with different priorities1.
The R2 router was the highest priority C-RP, the R4 was
the second highest priority one; R14 was the highest priority CBSR. A typical configuration for a router that was set as both
C-RP and C-BSR looks like follows:
ip pim bsr-candidate GigabitEthernet1/0 1 2
ip pim rp-candidate GigabitEthernet1/0 priority 2

E. Streaming
A single program transport stream (SPTS) – that was
demodulated and demultiplexed from a Hungarian DVB-T
multiplex – was pre-recorded and used for all the measurements. The VLC server sent the stream to the 239.1.1.1
multicast IP group address using UDP. The VLC client
received the stream and the standard tshark program was
used by the Manager virtual machine to capture (and record for
offline analysis) the stream on the receiver side through HUB3.
IV.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Testing the Failure of the RP
Hypothesis 1: Killing the RP on R2 router will not stop the
stream (unlike it was stopped when XORP was used [5])
because Cisco PIM-SM fully complies with the PIM-SM
standard [9] and thus the RP functionality is no more needed at
the end of phase two.
The measurements were controlled by a script executed on
the Manager virtual computer. The RP functionality was
switched off by the remote execution of the following
commands on the R2 router:
no ip pim bsr-candidate GigabitEthernet1/0 1 2
no ip pim rp-candidate GigabitEthernet1/0 priority 2

The experiments were executed multiple times and we did
not experience service outage. We have also checked that R2
stopped functioning as an RP and R4 was elected as the new
RP.
B. Testing the Failure of the Complete PIM-SM router

Considering the fact that in phase three there is no need for
the RP, but a source-specific shortest path tree (SPT) is used
for the transmission of the stream (that may not contain RP, or
even if it contains RP then RP acts like a simple multicast
router only), PIM-SM was configured so that it would never
enter phase three:
ip pim spt-threshold infinity

1

The important events of the measurements were logged into
text files. In order be able to compare the timestamps of the
events occurred on different virtual routers or computers, the
system times of the other virtual routers and computers were
synchronized to R1 using the standard NTP protocol. The R1
router had an Internet connection and it was synchronized to a
stratum 1 time server in the Internet. The configuration of R1
had the following commands:

Hypothesis 2: Switching off the operation of the complete
R2 router will stop the stream for a while, but the stream will
be restored when the underlying unicast routing (OSPF) finds a
new route (that does not contain the R2 router) from the DR of
the server to the DR of the client. The length of the service
outage time is expected to show no correlation with the time
elapsed from the last C-RP-Adv message when the RP is killed.
The measurements were controlled by a script executed on
the Manager virtual computer. This script did the following:
after the establishment of the OSPF routing table on R2 and
starting the streaming, it made sure that R2 is the actual RP.

As it is defined in [9], the lower numeric value means higher priority.
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Then it waited until PIM-SM sent a C-RP-Adv message.
From that time it waited until a predefined delay (it was a
parameter, see later). After that it started the scripts and it sent
a marker (ICMP echo request) to the client and then it remotely
switched off both unicast and multicast routing functionality of
R2 by shutting down of its network interfaces.
The following commands were used:
access-list 100 deny
ospf any any
interface GigabitEthernet1/0
ip access-group 100 in
ip access-group 100 out
shutdown
interface GigabitEthernet2/0
ip access-group 100 in
ip access-group 100 out
shutdown
interface GigabitEthernet3/0
ip access-group 100 in
ip access-group 100 out
shutdown

Fig. 2. Service outage times in the function of the delay from the last
C-RP-Adv Message to the stopping of the R2 router

Note that the filtering out of all the OSPF messages was
necessary because otherwise the OSPF running on R2 would
have notified its neighbours (using OSPF LSA updates).
However, our aim was to simulate not the regular shut down
but the failure of R2.
The predefined delay was increased from 5 seconds to 55
seconds in 5 seconds steps. (As C-RP-Adv is sent in every 60
seconds by the defaults settings of the Cisco IOS, thus there
would be no point in increasing the delay above 55 seconds.)
The whole measurement was executed 11 times. The complete
script can be found in the Appendix.
The results can be found in Fig 2. They justify hypothesis
2: the stream stopped for a while and it continued after a certain
amount of time; the service outage time shows no correlation
with the time elapsed from the last C-RP-Adv message. Both
prove that no new RP is necessary for the restoration of the
stream.
Hypothesis 3: The length of service outage time caused by
the switching off the operation of the complete R2 router
depends on the time elapsed from the last Hello message of the
OSPF protocol.

C. Limiting the service outage time by parameter tuning
As we have shown in section B, if the service outage was
caused by the complete failure of a multicast router2 which is
an element of the path from the DR of the server to the DR of
the client then the service outage time was determined by the
parameters of the underlying unicast routing protocol. In our
experiments, the service outage time was upper bounded by the
Dead Interval of OSPF. The actual value of the service outage
time depended on the elapsed time from the last OSPF Hello
message at the time of the failure of R2.
Hypothesis 4: The service outage time caused by the
complete failure of a multicast router can be limited by an
appropriate setting of the OSPF Dead Interval parameter. The
measurements were taken in the usual way but using 20
seconds and 15 seconds as OSPF Dead Interval and Hello
Interval, respectively. The used values of the delay from the
last OSPF Hello message to the failure of R2 were 5 and 10
seconds. The results can be found in Table 1. They justify
hypothesis 4.

The default values of the OSPF Hello Interval and Dead
Interval are 10 seconds and 40 seconds respectively. For testing
purposes, the first one was raised to 35 seconds and similar
series of the measurements were performed in the way that the
delay from the last OSPF Hello message before the stopping of
R2 was increased from 5 seconds to 30 seconds in 5 seconds
steps.
The results can be found in Fig. 3. They justify hypothesis
3: the average service outage times are approximately 5
seconds higher than the time that was left from the Dead
Interval of OSPF at the time of stopping R2. (The stream was
restored because OSPF calculated a new route that did not
contain the R2 router.)

Fig. 3. Service outage times in the function of the delay from the last
OSPF Hello Message to the stopping of the R2 router
2

It can be the RP, but it is not necessarily the RP.
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TABLE I.
SERVICE OUTAGE TIMES IN THE FUNCTION OF THE DELAY
FROM THE LAST OSPF HELLO MESSAGE TO THE STOPPING OF XORP O N
XORP2 ROUTER USING 20 SECONDS OSPF DEAD INTERVAL
Service outage time (s)
Delay (s)
min

max

average

std. dev.

5

19.7

20.8

20.07

0.26

10

14.9

15.1

15.05

0.07

The significance of the findings of hypotheses 4 is that the
time of the service outage caused by the complete failure of a
multicast router can be limited by the appropriate choice of the
Dead Interval parameter of OSPF. Note that the service outage
time cannot be arbitrarily decreased in this way for at least two
reasons:
1) The choice of the Dead Interval parameter of OSPF has
a consequence on the frequency of the OSPF Hello messages.
This frequency should not be too high as these messages
consume both network and router capacity.
2) The exchange of the topology information and the
recreation of the routing tables in OSPF require a certain
amount of time. Though this time was negligible in our
experiments due to the small size of our test network, the
situation can be different in the case of a real life multicast
network for IPTV.
V.

FUTURE RESEARCH AND RELATED WORK

It is also our aim with the experiments described above to
collect both measurement data and experience with PIM-SM
implementations to be able to prepare a new or to improve an
existing PIM-SM simulation model. Simulation is a powerful
tool for the performance and fault tolerance analysis of
complex ICT (Information and Communication Technology)
systems [14]; and our measurement results may help in
building a good simulation model.
Our preferred simulation environment is the OMNeT++
[15] discrete event simulation framework for multiple reasons:

Multipath stream transmission [20] is also a novel and
challenging idea. The MPT [21] library was developed and it is
being actively researched at the Faculty of Informatics,
University of Debrecen, see also [22] and [23]. We have
already contacted Béla Almási, the first author of these papers
and we are looking for a common ground for our research
activities.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have given an introduction to the PIM-SM multicast
routing protocol and the description of our test environment.
We have shown that RP is no more used at the end of phase
two of PIM-SM thus its failure does not interrupt the ongoing
media streaming. This is an important difference between the
behaviour of the XORP and of the Cisco PIM-SM implementations in phase 2.
We have shown that the complete failure of a PIM-SM
router that resides in the media forwarding path results in
service outage but the restoration of the stream does not
requires an active RP rather it is done by the underlying unicast
routing protocol (actually OSPF). The length of the service
outage depends on the parameters of the underlying OSPF and
can be bounded by the appropriate choice of the Dead Interval
parameter of OSPF.
Our results may be used by IPTV service providers for
improving the availability and fault tolerance of their IPTV
systems.
We plan to use our experience with the different PIM-SM
implementations in the development and/or improvement of
simulation models for PIM-SM.
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APPENDIX
This script was used for testing our second hypothesis in section 4.B. The scripts used for the other tests are very similar to this
one.
#!/bin/bash
rtlog="/mnt/data/measurements/runtime.log"
for j in {1..11}
do
echo -e "$j-th run\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
echo -e "================================================" >> $rtlog
mkdir /mnt/data/capture/t$j >> $rtlog 2>&1
for i in {5..55..5}
do
echo -e "\nDelay $i seconds\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
echo -e "-----------------" >> $rtlog
msglog="/mnt/data/measurements/messages_$j-$i.log"
echo -e "R2 start\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
sshpass -p cisco ssh -t admin@r2 "tclsh disk0:switchon.cfg" >> $msglog 2>&1
ospf=$(sshpass -p cisco ssh -t admin@r2 "sh ip route ospf" 2>/dev/null | wc -l | tr -cd "[:print:]")
echo -e "Number of OSPF routes: $ospf\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
while [ $ospf -eq 0 ]
do
ospf=$(sshpass -p cisco ssh -t admin@r2 "sh ip route ospf" 2>/dev/null | wc -l | tr -cd "[:print:]")
done
echo -e " Number of OSPF routes: $ospf\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
echo -e "R2 started\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
echo -e "Sending the stream\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
screen -S streaming -d -m ssh -t steve@server "/home/steve/streaming.sh" >> $msglog 2>&1
echo -e "Receiving the stream \t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
screen -S streamplay -d -m ssh -t steve@client "/home/steve/streamplay.sh" >> $msglog 2>&1
rp=$(sshpass -p cisco ssh -t admin@r2 "show ip pim rp" 2>/dev/null | awk '{ print $4 }' | sed 's/,//' | \
tr -cd "[:print:]")
echo -e "Current RP: $rp\t" >> $rtlog
echo -e "Waiting until the restoration of RP\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
while [ "$rp" != "192.168.2.1" ]
do
rp=$(sshpass -p cisco ssh -t admin@r2 "show ip pim rp" 2>/dev/null | awk '{ print $4 }' | sed 's/,//' | \
tr -cd "[:print:]")
done
echo -e "RP was restored\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)\tRP: $rp" >> $rtlog
echo -e "Waiting for Cand-RP-Advertisement\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
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tshark -i eth2 'ip host 192.168.16.1 and pim[0]=0x28' -c 1 -t a >> $msglog 2>&1
echo -e "Cand-RP-Advertisement was found\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
echo -e "Start Capture\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
screen -S capture -d -m tshark -i eth3 -a duration:180 -s 128 -w /mnt/data/capture/t$j/test-$i.pcap >> \
$msglog 2>&1
echo -e "Delaying $i seconds\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
sleep $i >> $msglog 2>&1
echo -e "Elapsed\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
echo -e "Set Marker\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
ping -c 1 client >> $msglog 2>&1
echo -e "Stop R2 \t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
sshpass -p cisco ssh -t admin@r2 "tclsh disk0:switchoff.cfg" >> $msglog 2>&1
echo -e "Wait until the end of the capture interval\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
capture=$(ps aux | grep tshark | wc -l)
while [ $capture -gt 1 ]
do
capture=$(ps aux | grep tshark | wc -l)
done
echo -e "Stop receiving the Stream\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)" >> $rtlog
screen -S streamplay -X quit >> $msglog 2>&1
screen -S streaming -X quit >> $msglog 2>&1
echo -e "End of Capture\t$(date +%T.%N | cut -b1-12)\n" >> $rtlog
done
echo -e "================================================" >> $rtlog
done
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Abstract— The paper presents the novel design of a one-pass
large vocabulary continuous-speech recognition decoder engine,
named SPREAD. The decoder is based on a time-synchronous
beam-search approach, including statically expanded cross-word
triphone contexts. An approach using efficient tuple structures is
proposed for the construction of the complete search-network.
The foremost benefits are the important space savings and higher
processing speed, and the compact and reduced size of the tuple
structure, especially when exploiting the structure of the key. In
this way, the time needed to load the ASR search-network into
the memory is also significantly reduced. Further, the paper
proposes and presents the complete methodology for compiling
general ASR knowledge sources into a tuple structures.
Additionally, the beam search is enhanced with the novel
implementation of a bigram language model Look-Ahead
technique, by using tuple structures and a caching scheme. The
SPREAD LVCSR decoder is based on a token-passing algorithm,
capable of restricting its search-space by several types of token
pruning. By using the presented language model Look-Ahead
technique, it is possible to increase the number of tokens that can
be pruned without decoding precision loss.
Keywords—LVCSR decoder; tuple structure; finite automata;
perfect hashing; Look-Ahead; language models

I. INTRODUCTION
A LVCSR decoder represents a major component in the
development of any continuous speech-recognition system.
Since tasks’ and systems' complexities are constantly
increasing, the decoder becomes an increasingly significant
component within the overall development of compact and
efficient speech-recognition systems. Therefore, more efficient
designs can improve the trade-off between the needed decoding
time and the recognition error rate. Furthermore, large
knowledge sources are used in the LVCSR decoder, enabling
estimation of the most likely word sequence from specific
acoustic evidence. In general, these knowledge sources are:
acoustic models (HMM - Hidden Markov Models),
pronunciation lexicon, and N-gram language models. More and
more new application areas require increase in the complexity
of acoustic, lexicon and language models used in LVCSR
decoders. Consequently, the requirements for time and space
efficiency of LVCSR decoders are becoming greater and
greater, despite the continuous growth of hardware
performance, and GPU-like parallel processing. Therefore,
efficient management of all these knowledge-sources, and
efficient decoding of the acoustic input, still remains important

issues and challenging tasks. Furthermore, in LVCSR decoders
a lot of optimisation techniques, specific architectures, and
heuristics have to be used and developed in order to achieve
lower computational complexity and lower memory
requirements. Progress regarding LVCSR decoding algorithms,
together with the availability of ever increasing computing
power and memory capacity, has also resulted in more accurate
and close to real-time LVCSR decoders for tasks such as, e.g.
broadcast news transcription, conversational telephone speech
recognition systems etc. Technology based on weighted finitestate machines (WFSM) has already shown that it is possible to
efficiently encode all those knowledge sources present within a
speech-recognition system, such as e.g. language models,
pronunciation dictionaries, context decision-trees, etc. By using
them, a LVCSR network is usually obtained by a composition
of several WFSTs. After using minimisation algoritms, an
LVCSR network can be directly used in a Viterbi-based
LVCSR decoder. These decoders have already been shown to
yield good performance when compared to the classic
approaches. This results in the implementations of several
Viterbi-based decoders using FSA technology [7, 16, 17, 18,
19, 24]. Nevertheless, the complexity of acoustic and language
models used in speech recognition tasks still imposes growing
requirements for the efficiency and accuracy of LVCSR
decoders, and fosters the development of new approaches and
techniques such as, e.g. cross-word acoustic models and longspan language models, already resulted in the development of
several solutions for the speech-decoding problem [1, 2, 5, 6, 8,
10, 21, 22].
II. RELATED WORK
Nowadays, a lot of speech-decoding software packages
exist that employ a number of different decoding techniques,
based on time synchronous Viterbi search and many are also
available for research purposes. CMU/Sphinx, released by
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) [26], contains less features
and flexibility, but in contrast to HTK [27], focuses more on
speed and was one of the first ASR systems to offer support for
speaker-independent Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech
Recognition (LVCSR) system. Latest versions, although less
efficient than previously, are more flexible and enables faster
and easier development and maintainance of different
applications [17]. Further, the Julius LVCSR decoder is a highperformance, two-pass decoder, focusing on performance,
modularity, and availability [9]. The HTK framework is very
flexible and comprises a lot of state-of-the-art ASR features,
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e.g. vocal tract length normalization (VTLN), heteroscedastic
linear discriminant analysis (HLDA) and discriminative
training with maximum mutual information (MMI), and
minimum phone error (MPE) criteria [15,27]. Some of the
decoder implementations have shifted from dynamic search to
static graphs in the form of probabilistic weighted finite-state
transducers (WFSTs) [4, 7, 18]. Architectures based on the
theory of weighted finite-state transducers represent flexible
and efficient decoder architectures. The advantages of this
implementation can be seen in the simplicity of LVCSR
decoders and the seamless composition of lexicon, acoustic,
and language models. One of the most efficient solutions for
search-network optimization is the WFST framework from
[12]. In these architectures, all the knowledge sources are
combined together statically. Furthermore, the search network
can be optimised for maximal efficiency. In such LVCSR
systems the decoding network is usually compiled
independently of the LVCSR decoder itself, in this way
representing also more flexible solutions for e.g. the
incorporation of several application-specific knowledge
sources. Nevertheless, Mohri's approach can restrict the
complexity of the knowledge sources, and prevent some onthe-fly adaptation [22]. A drawback can also be seen in the
memory requirements for the compilation of very large static
decoding networks for LVCSR systems, although today this
issue has become less crucial because of the availability of 64bit systems, and a lot of available RAM memory. Another
approach from [25] expands the search network dynamically.
This approach, on the other hand, can be computationally too
expensive for efficient decoding regarding larger LVCSR
tasks. Recently, the Juicer WFST decoder has become a
popular WFST-based alternative to the tree-based dynamic
decoders, as provided with the HTK and Sphinx toolkits. The
T3 WFST decoder is a system that performs favorably against
several established decoders in the field, including the Juicer,
Sphinx, and HDecode [27] in terms of RTF versus Word
Accuracy [17]. In the case of the T3 WFST decoder, in
addition to the existing HTK conversion tool, a tool has also
been developed for converting arbitrary Sphinx format acoustic
models into a format suitable for use with the T3 WFST
decoder [4]. Juicer provides similar functionality to the T3
WFST decoder in terms of the model inputs it accepts. It is
capable of performing decoding on both static cascades, as well
as on-the-fly composition, and it has been developed to read in
HTK-based acoustic models in native format [13].
This paper proposes a novel LVCSR decoder named
SPREAD that is implemented by using efficient perfect-hash
automata and tuple structures. The complete search network is
compiled independently of the LVCSR decoder (off-line),
including the needed pronunciation lexicon, language models
and Look-Ahead structures, and can be fast loaded by the
runtime system. The language model information is, in this
way, dynamically obtained during the search within the
LVCSR decoding engine. Furthermore, the proposed off-line
compilation methodology of large static networks is simple and
fast, even on 32-bit machines with less available RAM
memory. In this LVCSR decoder, the novel implementation of
the language model Look-Ahead technique (used to enhance
the beam search results), based on tuple structures, is further
integrated. In this way, the proposed LVCSR decoder

incorporates several novel design strategies, which have not
been used earlier in conventional decoders of HMM-based
large vocabulary speech recognition systems. The paper starts
with a motivation for using tuple structures in speechtechnology-related applications, and for developing a LVCSR
decoder, based on tuple structures. Firstly, the formalism
behind tuple structures is presented, regarding their form and
representation. Then the presentation of the LVCSR decoder
technology used within the LVCSR SPREAD decoder follows.
Next, the proprietary FSM tools are discussed and their
application for the construction of tuple structures when
developing LVCSR decoders. The main part of the paper
represents the proposed compilation methodology of all the
tuple structures used within a general LVCSR decoder.
Additionally, the implementation of a large-scale searchnetwork using tuple structures is described in detail. The
proposed work is based on real implementation of the LVCSR
decoder based on tuple structures, as used for 64k broadcast
news transcription speech-recognition task for the Slovenian
language. Statistics and achieved compactness of the proposed
implementation are, therefore, presented in Section 8. In this
way, the paper familiarizes the readers with the design
solutions encountered, when building a tuple-based LVCSR
decoders. The conclusion is drawn at the end.
III. MOTIVATION
The general practical issue in LVCSR speech-recognition
applications concerns the size of the knowledge sources, and
the size of the complete search-network. This issue can be even
more crucial when the knowledge sources are consulted
frequently and must, therefore, be loaded into the memory.
Perfect hashing techniques based on finite-state automata can
be very efficient when solving these problems [3, 23]. Namely,
as will be shown, they enable compact representations without
sacrificing the lookup time. In the case of LVCSR speechrecognition applications, large dictionaries are not the only
space-consuming resources. Namely, several types of language
models containing statistical information about the cooccurrence of words, require even more memory space, and
also at the same time as fast lookup operations as possible –
LVCSR systems need to be capable of working with e.g.
bigram, trigram, fourgram models etc. Therefore, for speechrecognition applications, the achievable size and compactness
of language models and other knowledge sources within the
runtime
system
represent
an
important
practical
implementation issue, and also motivation for the work
presented in this paper. The Slovenian language is a highly
inflectional language. Therefore, the number of distinct word
forms in everyday use is very large, resulting in large
knowledge sources for general LVCSR speech recognition
tasks. When considering this, efficient management of the data
structures’ size when representing knowledge sources, and the
lookup efficiency, are general requirements. In this respect a
very compact representation of knowledge sources and the
search-network is needed, and a highly-optimized LVCSR
ASR decoder must be implemented. In order to better cope
with this problem, it was decided to work on a new design
approach for the development of an LVCSR decoder that is
based completely on perfect hash automata and the so-called
tuple structures, by following the established theory on tuples
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in [3]. In general, the needed knowledge sources for LVCSR
ASR decoder can be represented in the form of a simple data
structure that defines a mapping from some strings to some
value. These data structures can be easily generalized, in which
the keys are n-tuples of strings, for a fixed n. Such data
structure is called tuple structure, and apart from the N-gram
language models, it can also be used for the creation of large
ASR search-networks including LMLA (language model lookahead) info, as presented in the following sections. Although
operations on tuple structures, like insertion and deletion, are
not well supported, they can be ignored in the case of LVCSR
decoders, since tuple structures can be constructed once from a
given data-set (off-line), and then only loaded and used within
the runtime system. At the end, also compact representation of
the tuple structure is very important. Namely, by compact
representation of knowledge sources using tuple structures, the
time needed to load the structures into the memory is
significantly reduced. The techniques used in the presented
work, can be seen as applications and extensions of perfect
hashing based on finite-state automata. Therefore, the proposed
implementation yields to flexible and compact representation
of large scale knowledge sources and also LVCSR searchnetworks in practice. The following section presents the basic
formalism behind tuple structures.
IV.

advantage of such shared dictionaries, it is not required that the
dictionaries for different word columns are the same.

Fig. 1. Table forms consisting of word and number columns.

In general, several hash automata are used (one for each
word column). Nevertheless, in the first case more space
savings can be achieved. Figure 2 then shows the
representation of word columns by the corresponding hash
keys for the bigram language model and for one of the layers
used in the ASR search-network.

TUPLE STRUCTURES

A tuple structure T i , j is a finite function
W1 ...Wi   Z j . In this finite function, W1 ... Wi are
simple sets of strings, and Z are the integers [3]. This finite
function can map to a tuple of integers, or to a tuple of real
numbers. The so-called word columns contain words (e.g.
lexicon words, pronunciations, diphones, triphones, language
models’ pairs, Look-Ahead pairs etc.). And the so-called
number columns contain one or several integer numbers, or real
numbers (e.g. N-gram probabilities, N-gram backoff-weights).
Figure 1 presents part of the table forms used for the
construction of tuple structures for a bigram language model,
and for one of the layers within the LVCSR search network. In
the first case, the word columns contain word sequences, and
the number columns the bigram probabilities and backoffweights. In the second case, the word columns contain
triphones and diphones, and the number columns contain the
next layer ID and the next node type (context or model node).
Perfect hash finite automata are needed for the tuple structures.
The perfect hash finite automaton for a finite set of words W is
such minimal deterministic acyclic finite automaton N that
accepts each word in W. And each transition within the
automaton has an assigned integer number j. Let some word w
represents the i-th word of W. Then the sum of the integers
along an accepting path in N is i. If N(w) refers to the hash key
assigned to w by N, then the time spent for its computation is
 w  [3]. The perfect hash automata are needed in order to
represent all the words in the word columns with hash keys.
Furthermore, they can be used within the LVCSR decoder,
when translation from the hash keys back into words is needed
(e.g. ASR output results etc.). When there is enough overlap
between the words from several word columns within the table
forms, the same perfect hash automaton for all those columns
can be used. Although, the tuple structures are able to take

Fig. 2. Representation of word columns in table forms by using the hash
keys.

A. A Table Form for Compact Representation of Tuple
structures
The tuple structure T i , j : W1 ... Wi   Z j is in general
represented by maximal i perfect hash automata (when each
word column has its own perfect hash automaton). Then, for
each tuple structure a table form consisting of i+j rows is
constructed (Figure 2). The table forms are constructed for each
sequence w1 ...wi in the domain of T. For T we have the
following transformation T w1...wi   z1...z j  . The sequences
of words w1 ... wn are converted into their hash-keys

N w1 ... N wn  by using perfect hash automata. In this way,
each word sequence is represented by a row in the table,
consisting of N w1 ,..., N wi , z1 ,..., z j [3]. As can be seen in
Figure 2, all the cells in the table contain numbers at the end.
For compact representation it is, therefore, important that each
hash-key is represented with as few bytes as are required by the
largest number within individual column. An additional benefit
is the machine-independency of such representation. The tables
also have to be sorted in order to guarantee sorted and unique
entries. At the end, the tuple structure is represented by a table
of packed numbers and i perfect hash automata that can be used
for translating words into corresponding hash-keys and vice
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versa. In order to access value(s) for a given sequence, a query
string is needed, consisting of hash-keys. A binary search is
used to find the corresponding entry within the table. The data
for a given sequence can be obtained after an unpacking of the
values found in the table is performed. The time needed for
calculating the hash-keys is proportional to the combined
length of words within the table’s entry. The binary search
O log T i , j
takes
time and is proportional to the logarithm of





i, j

the number of tuples. Tuple structures T can also be
constructed when i=1 (there is only one word column, e.g.
unigrams for language model). In this case, the words in the
word column are unique, therefore, their hash keys are also
0...W1  1
unique numbers from
. Consequently, there is no
need to store the hash keys of the words within the table.
Instead, the hash-keys just serve as an index within the table.
Also the lookup function is different. After the hash-key is
obtained, it is used as the address of the numerical tuple.
B. Tree representation
The hash-key in the first column of the table can be the
same for many rows (e.g. in Figure 2). On the other hand, a
particular instance of initial words w1...wk , k  n within a
tuple may appear several times. The so-called trie structure is
obtained when representing them only once, and providing a
pointer towards the remaining part, and performing the same
steps recursively for all the remaining columns. The
corresponding edges from the root are labelled with all the
hash-keys used in the first column. These edges then point
towards the following vertices with outgoing edges, thus
representing tuples that have the same two words at the
beginning etc. In order to economize the storage space, only
one copy of the hash-keys from the first few columns is kept.
Additional memory for the pointers is also needed. Each vertex
is represented as a vector of edges. Each edge then consists of
the label (hash-key) and a pointer that always points to the first
son of the vertex. In this way, the number of sons for a specific
vertex can be defined as the difference between the pointer for
the current vertex, and the pointer for the next one. Such
representation works best if the table is dense, and if it has very
few columns.
According to [3], it is necessary to only construct the trie
from the word columns. Namely, the numerical columns are
the corresponding output, and can be kept intact. Furthermore,
the overall size of the trie structure must be minimal.
Therefore, the sizes of the used pointers should be as small as
possible. Each level of the trie structure corresponds to a word
column of a table, and is kept separate from other word
columns. Next, each word column has a separate address.
Pointers only point to the next column. In this way, they
represent an index within the next column (is the ordinal
number of the entry within the column that they point to), and
not an index in all nodes of the trie. At all trie levels (except for
the last one) all vertices have at least one son. Therefore, it is
possible to store a given pointer again as a difference between
the index of the item it points to, and the index of the current
(pointing) item. The difference will always be non-negative.
The size of the pointer is defined as the smallest number of
bytes needed to represent the difference between the number of

items within the next column and the number of items within
the current one. We don’t need pointers for the last column.
Namely, its indexes are the same as those in the numerical part
of the tuple. Let’s e.g. try to access entry T w1...wi  . First, the
value N w1  is calculated, and then follows the search for it
within the first column. When the value is not found, then the
searched entry T w1...wi  is not stored in the tuple. On the
other hand, if the value N w1  is found, the next value N w2 
has to be calculated and then searched in the specific portion of
the second column. This portion is defined by the pointer found
by N w1  . The portion end is defined by the pointer at the next
hash-key value in the first column. The process continues into
the next columns in the same way until reaching the hash key
of the last word (or fail). The index of the hash-key for the
word in the last column also represents the index in the
numerical part of the tuple. Binary search is best to use to find
the appropriate keys in specific portions of the word columns.
A special case are those tuple structures T i , j , where i=1. In
this case there is no need to store the hash-keys of the words in
the first word column. As the first word column is also the last
one, there are also no pointers. Each hash-key of the first word
column is just an index to the numerical part of the tuples.
C. Representation of real numbers
Especially in the case of N-gram language models, the
number columns containing the N-gram probabilities and the
backoff-weights, that demand most space. Therefore, their
compact representation is even more important. Further,
different computer platforms represent real numbers in a
different way, using various precision. Therefore, porting
numbers from one computer to another many times also results
in loss of precision. The precision of a representation can be
increased when we use more bytes. But in this case, the goal is
also to achieve as compact a representation as possible (in the
case of real numbers). Knowledge sources for the LVCSR
decoder, in general, contain N-gram language models with real
numbers that are frequently represented in textual form (e.g.
ARPA language model). Obviously, loss of precision in this
case has already happened and the precision of the
representation as used in the LVCSR decoder cannot be any
higher. When considering this, it is possible to specify the
precision of the real numbers within the tuple data, based on
the number of digits in the mantissa. In the case of ARPA
language models, it is assumed that only the digits presented in
the textual form of a number are significant. Then, each real
number in a specific number column is decomposed into a
normalized mantissa m and an exponent t, such that r  m  2t ,

m  0.5 or m  0.0 . Let m  a0 .a1...an be a representation of

n

a mantissa m, where m   ai  2 i . The precision  is then
i 0
2 n1 (the biggest number, where m  m   ). In this way, at
least n / 8  1 bytes are needed to represent the mantissa with
precision  . The number of needed bytes for the exponent is
also calculated, but in all practical applications it is one [3]. In
the following sections, the SPREAD LVCSR decoder is
presented in detail, especially by describing the implementation
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of knowledge sources and the ASR search-network when using
tuples.
V. LVCSR DECODER – SPREAD –
The SPREAD LVCSR decoder has been designed with a
high degree of modularity. Figure 3 presents the high-level
architecture of the decoder. The decoder architecture consists
of four main blocks that are defined, or controlled depending
on the specific application in mind. The code within each
module is modularly and flexibly structured, thus enabling
flexible configurations of the decoder engine.

decoder-block then performs the recognition. The decoding
problem within the system is to find the most likely word
sequence W1n  w1 , w2 ,..., wn , given a sequence of acoustic
observation vectors O1T  o1 , o2 ,..., oT , obtained from the
speech signal. According to the theory in [14], this can be
described by the following equation:

  







Wˆ  arg max P W1n  P O1T W1n  arg max P W1n   P O1T , S1T W1n
W1n
W1n

S1T


where

W1n

stands

 

for

the

sequence

of



(1)



words,

S  s1 , s2 ,...., wT represents any state sequence of length T,
T
1

and PW1n  comprises the language model (LM) representing
prior linguistic knowledge independently of the observed
acoustic information. In the SPREAD LVCSR decoder, this is
carried out by using a stochastic N-gram, where word
probabilities are only dependent on the N-1 predecessor, and
P O1T W1n represents the model of the lexical, phonetic, and



Fig. 3. Architecture of the SPREAD LVCSR decoder, based on the tuple
structures.

By using tuple structures, the language-dependent
knowledge sources are separated from the decoder.
Furthermore, the proposed methodology of constructing one
compact tuple structure (large ASR search-network, with an Ngram language model and LMLA information included), is
performed off-line. Within the runtime decoder, the tuple
structure is then loaded and used within the Viterbi-based
search engine. Since the loading of the compact tuple structure
is fast, even for large knowledge sources, the decoder is able to
switch between several knowledge sources quickly and
efficiently - even within a runtime system. All LVCSR decoder
modules are written in C++ programming language. The offline methodology for constructing a tuple structure from
knowledge sources is performed by set of Perl1 scripts, using
several proprietary C++ FSM tools, as presented in the next
sections.
Specific application defines the knowledge sources that, in
general, consist of lexical, phonetic, and acoustic knowledge.
The lexical knowledge consists of known words, along with
their corresponding pronunciations. Additionally, multiple
pronunciations can be included with a prior probability for each
pronunciation variant. The phonetic knowledge consists of
fundamental units within the pronunciation lexicons that are
modelled in the context of their neighbours. In this way they
account for the systematic and contextual variations that can be
found in natural spoken speech across word boundaries. The
acoustic knowledge is described by way of the state emission
probability density functions (PDF) associated with each state
of each context-dependent phoneme. Several parameters tying
schemes can be used in estimation of emission PDF. The
frontend module takes care for acoustic pre-processing, and the
parameterisation of the speech data. The SPREAD LVCSR
1

http://www.perl.org/



acoustic knowledge. A complete search through such a space is
still practically infeasible. Therefore, a number of approaches
exist that try to solve this decoding problem. In the SPREAD
LVCSR decoder, a time-synchronous search approximates the
solution of the previous equation, by searching only for the
most probable state sequence:

 





(2)
n
Wˆ  arg max 
P O1T , S1T W1n 
P W1  max

T
n
S
1


W1
Decoding within the SPREAD LVCSR decoder performs a
time-synchronous search of a network of hypotheses. At each
time-step only the best hypotheses arriving at each state are
retained and, in order to improve the efficiency, only the most
likely hypotheses are extended to the next time-step. As already
mentioned, the decoder block does not construct the ASR
search-network within the runtime system. Namely, it is
constructed off-line in the form of one common tuple structure
that is loaded into the system during initialisation, or changed
any time during the on-line process. The final tuple structure
combines a standard N-gram language model, pronunciation
dictionary, Look-Ahead information, and seen/unseen
triphones mapping info. The decoder block is based on the
token-passing algorithm with beam-search, and histogram
pruning. At run time, the decoder expands the model-level
tuple structure-based network into a state-level network that is
suitable for finding the best state-level path. The search module
requires likelihood scores for any current feature vector, in
order to generate the active list. The likelihoods are computed
by the state probability computation module that has access to
the feature vectors.
VI.

FSM TOOLS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF TUPLE
STRUCTURES
An important advantage when using tuples for speech
decoding is that they enable the integration and optimisation of
several knowledge sources under the same generic
representation. The proposed methodology for compiling
knowledge sources into common tuple structure is performed
by using proprietarily developed FSM tools, based on the
theory and tuple technology as proposed in [3]. In Figure 4, the
fsmbuild, fsmhash, and fsmtuple are those tools needed for
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compiling ASR knowledge sources into a corresponding tuple
structures. Each ASR knowledge source can be split into N
word columns, and M data columns. Further, the input data has
to be sorted. Then perfect hash automata are built for word
columns (by using the fsmbuild tool). In this way, a finite-state
automaton is obtained that recognizes all words within
individual word column (representing e.g. the triphones,
diphones etc.) of the given knowledge source.

number of needed bytes for storing the numbers within a
specific column. In this way, only so many bytes as needed are
used, to correctly represent any float or integer number within
the columns of the table. Next, the tuple is constructed from the
input table and written into the file. All data are written as
bytes. Therefore, dedicated functions for converting numbers
into bytes are used. Their input arguments are corresponding
number and the calculated number of bytes that has to be used
for its representation in bytes. As shown in Figure 6, the header
is first written into tuple, containing e.g. the version, the
word/number structure as described in the table, etc. Then, the
sizes of the numbers for each column and sign vector (columns
can also contain negative numbers) are written. Next, the
calculated mantissa size is written for each column in the
numerical part.

Fig. 4. FSM tools used for compiling ASR knowledge sources.

The perfect hash automata provide the mapping between
words and a range of integer numbers – hash-keys. The exact
numbering of the words is important for the tuple construction
process. The perfect hash-automaton is at the end written into
the file in binary form: a table of structures corresponding to
arcs, with each arc containing a label, the number of arcs that
lead from the node the arcs point to, and the index of the first
arc that leads from the node the given arc points to. The
fsmhash tool is used for translating words in specific word
columns of the given knowledge source (e.g., diphones,
triphones, words, etc.) into unique hash-keys. The input to the
tool represents N built perfect hash automata and the
corresponding N word columns’ lists created beforehand. The
outputs are N hash lists. In any step within the SPREAD
LVCSR decoder, the mappings from hash numbers back into
strings, and vice versa, can be easily and efficiently performed
using these perfect hash automata. The N hash lists and
additional data columns (containing integer or real numbers)
are stored as table forms. At the end, the fsmtuple tool creates a
compact structure, named the tuple structure. As can be seen
from Figure 5, the input for the tuple construction process is
represented in table form (*.llist), consisting of N columns
representing words (as hash-keys), and several numbers’
(integer or real) columns M+Y, representing tuple’s data. The
number of all columns n has to be specified, and the number of
word columns w in a table. Furthermore, the size of the
mantissa s can be specified (or calculated). The hash-keys for
words have already been computed before, using the fsmhash
tool. Therefore, the first step is to find the sizes of these hashkeys for each word column. Then the size of numbers in the
numerical part is determined. The numerical part can contain
integer or real numbers. The mantissa and exponent are
calculated in the case of real numbers. The size of the whole
number is, in this case, the sum of the mantissa size and the
exponent size. In the case of integer numbers, the size of the
numbers is just calculated. All these sizes are calculated as the

Fig. 5. The steps used during the tuple-structure construction process.

All data stored in the tuple structure is needed in order to
correctly restore any number from bytes. Then, follows the
construction of the tree structure: creation of the root node,
with a list of pointers (1 for each child). These pointers point to
records (ordered lists) of several fields e.g. hash-key, reference
to a subtree etc. At the end, the indexes for the whole tree are
calculated. Namely, the individual nodes of the tree are
accessible via pointers from their parents. Nevertheless, in the
tuple the pointers are replaced with indexes, being the ordinal
numbers of the nodes within the corresponding layers. Then,
the size of the whole tree is calculated (in bytes) and written
into the file. Based on the indexes calculated and stored before,
it is now possible to calculate and store addresses (at the byte
level) of all columns in the tuple. This step is only needed
when there is more than one word column in the table. At the
end, the tree is also written into the tuple file (tree node’s IDs,
corresponding numerical part as data etc.). In this way, the tree
and the corresponding numerical data are represented in the
form of bytes. Such a structure is also easily stored as a binary
file. In fsmtuple tool's configuration file, only the number of all
columns has to be defined, and a number of word columns
within the table. Additionally, the developer can optionally
specify the size of the mantissa (can also be calculated), the
desired separator between the columns in the table, the desired
precision for the real numbers, the tuple’s output file name, etc.
All FSM tools are written in C++ programming language.

Fig. 6. Binary representation of the tuple structure.
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VII. APPLICATION OF TUPLES TO THE SPREAD LVCSR
DECODER
In this section we propose a novel design for a one-pass
LVCSR decoder engine SPREAD, based on tuple structures.
The application’s specific knowledge sources and ASR searchnetwork are represented in the form of tuple structures that are
combined within compact tuple-based decoding network. All
these steps can be performed off-line. The detailed architecture
of the LVCSR decoder SPREAD is presented in Figure 7.

probabilities are incorporated into their probability scores. This
pruning method is used to limit the number of tokens that are
fed back into the root node of the PPT. Histogram pruning can
also be used in the LVCSR decoder. Here, only the best N
tokens are retained, when the number of tokens exceeds the
maximum N (we significantly restrict required memory).
Similar to beam pruning, histogram pruning can be performed
both globally (global histogram pruning), and also in the leaves
of the tree (word-end histogram pruning).
By using the proposed language model look-ahead (LMLA)
technique based on tuple structures, it is possible to increase
the number of tokens that can be pruned without any loss of
decoding precision. It is well-known that, in the case of tokenpassing decoders that use PPT, full n-gram LMLA
considerably increases the needed number of language model
probability calculations. The SPREAD LVCSR decoder uses a
full n-gram LMLA with a single static PPT, which is based on
the tuple structures and efficient caching mechanism.
Additionally, an LMLA index is assigned to each PPT's node,
and an index to an LMLA field is added to each token list. The
N-gram language model is also implemented in the form of a
tuple structure. The language model knowledge is added to the
hypothesis score at the PPT leaf nodes, and used by the LMLA
mechanism.

Fig. 7. The architecture of the tuple-based LVCSR decoder SPREAD.

The Viterbi search of the decoder is implemented using the
token passing paradigm [27]. Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
applying Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and the n-gram
back-off language models are used to calculate the acoustic
likelihoods of the context-dependent phones, and to calculate
the language probabilities, respectively. The HMMs are
organized within a static pronunciation prefix tree (PPT), as
described in [8]. Each token contains a pointer to its LM
history. Tokens coming from the leaves of the PPT are fed
back into the root node of the tree after their n-gram history is
updated. Token collisions will only occur for tokens with the
same LM history. This means that each HMM state of each
node in the PPT can contain a list of tokens with unique n-gram
histories. These lists are sorted in descending order of the token
probability scores.
Furthermore, decoders that make use of token-passing,
restrict their search-space by various types of token pruning. In
PPT-based decoders the global pruning and word-end pruning
are commonly used [8]. Within the LVCSR decoder SPREAD
both beam pruning methods are supported. In the case of beam
pruning, tokens with a probability value between the best found
probability and the best probability minus a constant beam are
retained at each time-frame. All those tokens that do not fall
within this beam are deleted.
During global beam pruning all tokens of the entire PPT are
also compared to the best scoring token, and pruned if
necessary. Word-end beam pruning is performed on all tokens
that are at the leaves of the PPT, and for which the LM

In the following subsections the proposed methodology for
constructing a compact ASR search-network based on tuple
structures for a LVCSR decoder SPREAD, is presented in
detail.
A. Compiling N-gram language models
Compiling N-gram language models (LM) into a tuple
structure is also performed off-line. In the presented LVCSR
decoder configuration, the input represents the LM N-gram
language model stored in ARPA format, as shown in Figure 8.
The separation into 1-gram and 2-gram data is performed first.
Each file consists of word and number columns, representing
unigram/bigram probabilities, and backoff weights. Next, each
file is split into separate word columns and number columns,
since different tasks have to be performed on each of them.
Pre-processing has to be performed, in order to obtain unique
and sorted lists for each word column.
The sorted word lists are then fed into the fsmbuild tool,
and the corresponding perfect hash automata are built. In the
next step the fsmhash tool is used, in order to translate all the
words in the word columns into the corresponding lists, using
hash-keys. Namely, for a final LM table form, hash keys are
needed instead of words.
Furthermore, by using perfect hash automata, it is possible
to translate hash-keys back into words effectively and
efficiently, and vice versa, when needed. The obtained hash
lists and number (data) columns are then merged into the table,
by specifying the desired separator between the columns, and
given to the fsmtuple tool. Its output then represents a LM tuple
structure that has an efficient and compact trie structure.
Basically, two separate tuple structures are built, and then
merged into one. One structure is constructed for unigrams, and
the other for bigrams.
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Such a network also uses application specific vocabulary,
and a HMM model set. The goal was to build a compact tuple
representation of such a network topology, and integrate within
it all the needed knowledge sources, like tuple-based N-gram
language models, and tuple-based LMLA info. Construction of
the LVCSR search-network to be used by the SPREAD
LVCSR decoder is performed off-line, and can be repeated for
any other ASR knowledge source available for application. The
proposed methodology is presented in Figure 9.

Fig. 8. Compilation process for N-gram language models.

B. Compiling the LVCSR search network
The main step within the proposed methodology for
compiling ASR knowledge sources into a tuple structure
represents the tuple-based construction of the ASR searchnetwork. This structure can be constructed off-line, and is
based on the idea of static PPT, and the work done in [27]. The
traditional phone-level tree can be made more efficient by
utilizing HMM level state tying, which has also been
implemented. Cross-word triphone contexts are handled by
compiling several tuple structures, with which the PPT tuple
structure is merged at the end of the procedure. The obtained
tuple-based network structure is in this way very compact. A
general search network consists of nodes that are linked to each
other with arcs.
These nodes can either correspond to one HMM state, or be
dummy nodes without any acoustic probabilities associated
with them. During decoding, the dummy nodes are passed
immediately. They only mediate the tokens used to present the
active search-network. A node can also have a word identity
associated with it, which leads to the insertion of the word into
the word history of the token passing that node. The proposed
procedure of compiling such a LVCSR search-network into a
tuple structure, assumes triphone models, where every triphone
is defined in the acoustic models, and they are not tied at the
triphone level. Instead, each triphone has a set of HMM states
(three states in a left-to-right topology), and these states are
shared amongst all triphones.
The state tying is performed using a decision tree. In this
way the SPREAD LVCSR decoder is based on tuple-based
network topology, including cross-word triphone models. The
proposed methodology of compiling a search-network into a
tuple structure follows the classical network topology idea,
which is described with nodes and transition links, where the
nodes are ordered in several layers [27].

Fig. 9. The construction of the tuple-based LVCSR search network (first
step).

The input represents a large dictionary. Firstly, the outsym
and phonetic lexicons are built. A phonetic lexicon can be
viewed as a list of word entries, where each entry contains
orthography for the word and a corresponding list of
pronunciations. A phonetic pronunciation in the dictionary can
also contain a so-called output symbol. It is optional, but when
present, the recognition output can use the specified output
symbol rather than the word itself.
Therefore, an additional outsym lexicon can be built when
this info is available. Additionally, a phonetic transcription list
is built, containing only phonetic transcriptions for all the
words. This list is then used for the construction of three phone
sets, named P (all 1- phoneme transcriptions), A (first
phonemes of all transcriptions), and Z (last phoneme of all
transcriptions). All these sets are used in the next step for the
construction of nodes within all layers of the network topology,
here numbered from 0 to 8.
Layers 0, 2, 4, and 6 are those layers with model nodes, the
other layers are used for context nodes. This step includes
creation of the word final nodes (layer 0), silence (sil/sp) nodes,
sentence start node (layer 3) and sentence end node (layer 5),
word initial nodes (layer 4), PPT nodes (layer 6), word end
nodes (layer 7), and other context nodes in layers 1, 3, 5, and 8.
1-phoneme words are represented with corresponding nodes in
layer 3. The model nodes are actually triphones, and other
nodes are diphones. All the model nodes are firstly represented
by linguistic triphones (using linguistic phonetic transcriptions
from the dictionary), and then replaced by acoustic ones using
seen/unseen mapping lists.
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merged by using the fsmtuple tool. Additionally, LMLA
indexing of all the nodes is performed. In this step all those
nodes are numbered, where LMLA calculation has to be
performed (the LMLA technique will be presented in the next
subsection). The value 0 is assigned only to unique successors
in the PPT, since in this case no LMLA calculation is needed.
All nodes’ LMLA indices are stored as a binary file. Within the
runtime system they are loaded, and then directly accessible via
hash-keys.

Fig. 10. The construction of the tuple-based LVCSR search network (second
step).

In this way there is direct access from each model node to
the corresponding HMM model stored within the HMM
models’ array in the runtime decoder. Context nodes are
represented as diphones, and word end nodes with unique node
names (layer 7). PPT (layer 6) consists of several sublayers of
triphone model nodes, depending on the length of the word. As
seen in Figure 9, then follows the creation of links between all
these nodes in layers from 0 to 8. In this way, the last nodes
within the PPT structure (layer 6) are linked with the
corresponding word end nodes in layer 7. The 1-phoneme
nodes in layer 3 are linked with the corresponding word end
nodes in layer 7. Furthermore, the context nodes in layer 5 are
linked with the starting nodes of the PPT structure, and the
model nodes in layer 4 are linked with the context nodes in
layer 5. All the word end nodes are further linked with the
nodes in layer 8. The final layer 8 is linked back to the
corresponding model nodes in layer 0, and the model nodes in
layer 0 with the corresponding context nodes in layer 1, and
with the silence models in layer 2. Additionally, the context
nodes in layer 1 are linked with the silence models. And the
silence models in layer 1 are linked with the context nodes in
layer 3. It is clear that each of such layers can be represented in
the form of “word” and “number” columns. Namely, here word
columns represent a node column, and a link column.
Additional data (on transitions) can be added in the form of
number columns, when needed. Since all layers can be
represented in such a way, they can also be compiled into tuple
structures. Therefore, all the constructed layers and lexicons are
first split into word columns (actually diphones, triphones,
ortographic, phonetic transcriptions, output symbols etc.) and
translated into corresponding hash-keys (Figure 10). This is
performed by using the fsmbuild and fsmhash tools.
Additionally, in layers 0, 3, 4, 5, and 6, phonetic and LM
information has to be added in the form of additional data
columns (number columns). Next, a table form for each layer is
constructed, consisting of several word and number columns
(data). Finally, all the tuple structures are constructed and

C. Compiling Language Model Look-Ahead Data
Calculating all the possible LM probabilities for all the
tokens takes a lot of time and consumes a lot of computational
resources. When the lexical network is constructed as a static
tuple-based PPT, as described in the previous subsection, word
identities can be determined only after there are no more
branches in the tree structure. Thus, any inclusion of the
language model (LM) probability is delayed until the final
nodes are reached. It is well-known that by using LM
probabilities in such structure as early as possible, enhances the
beam pruning and, therefore, decreases the size of the searchspace. This can be achieved by applying so-called language
model Look-Ahead techniques. In the literature a number of
methods are proposed for managing these calculations [8,16].
The least complex way for reducing the needed number of LM
lookups whilst applying LMLA, is to use for the Look-Ahead
only unigram probabilities. By using unigrams, the
approximation of the best final LM score is less precise, but it
becomes possible to integrate the corresponding Look-Ahead
scores directly within the PPT. In this case, each node stores a
single value: the difference between the best LM score from
before and after entering the particular node. In the case of
unigrams, these Look-Ahead values can be applied for all
tokens, without regard to their n-gram history. However, it has
been shown that unigram Look-Ahead is outperformed by
higher order Look-Ahead systems [8]. A method that can be
used for reducing the number of LM lookups has been
proposed in [20]. In this case, all those PPT nodes with only
one successor node are skipped when calculating the LMLA
values. Their decoder used tree copies in order to incorporate
the LM probabilities. Furthermore, whenever a new copy is
required, the LMLA is performed on demand. In [11] at each
PPT node, a special list is stored with all those words that are
still reachable from that node. In the cases of small word lists,
the Look-Ahead value is calculated exactly (each trigram
probability is calculated, and the best one selected). Larger
word lists at the PPT root node, are skipped. For all remaining
lists, the intersection with the n-gram lists is calculated, before
computing the corresponding LMLA values. This approach can
save a considerable amount of search-time, especially for those
words that do not have a trigram or bigram LM value. The
proposed LMLA technique is based on tuple structures. In this
approach, Look-Ahead structures are tuples that are constructed
off-line. The LVCSR decoder SPREAD does not make tree
copies. Instead, LM histories are stored in the tokens and the
PPT tuple is shared by all the tokens. In this decoder, the
language model knowledge is added to the hypothesis score at
the PPT tuple’s leaf nodes. Incorporating the LM model at an
early stage into the tuple structure, makes it possible to
compare and prune the hypotheses based on both linguistic and
acoustic evidence.
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Fig. 11. Compiling LM Look-Ahead tuples for layers 4, 5, and 6.

In the SPREAD LVCSR decoder, the LMLA tuple-based
mechanism in the runtime system performs calculations for
each token in the tuple, the LM probabilities for all words that
are reachable from that token, and temporarily adds the best
one to the token's score. When the token reaches a PPT tuple’s
leaf node, the temporary LM probability is replaced by the
probability of the word represented by the PPT tuple’s leaf
node. Following this procedure, sharper beams can be applied
during the pruning so that fewer tokens need to be processed
and, consequently, the decoding is speeded up considerably.
Each node within the PPT tuple that has more than one
successor, or that is a leaf node, is assigned a unique LMLA
index. These indices are found in the binary file ‘LMLA
indices’ (Figure 10). The LM Look-Ahead score is computed
by finding the maximum of the LM scores over the words in
the specific node's list, only when the node’s LMLA index
value is not 0. The words and the corresponding LM
probabilities are accessed via LMLA tuple structures.
Nevertheless, in order to minimize the significant amount of
redundant computations involved in the LM Look-Ahead, a
caching structure is also part of the LMLA process within a
runtime system. The caching structure contains the LookAhead values for those tokens with a particular language model
history. In this way, for each node the maximum LM scores of
the possible follow-up words are stored for specific word
histories. The LMLA index of a specific node then points to
these corresponding LMLA probabilities in cache. Using this
method, each node’s LMLA probability is exactly calculated
once. Therefore, in the case of a cache miss, the probabilities of
all the words in the LM for the given word history are
computed and stored to the cache. The LM Look-Ahead is
applied only in those nodes where the list of possible word
identities has changed from that of the previous nodes.
Reducing the number of nodes in which LM Look-Ahead is
applied also helps to save memory when node level caching is
involved. Figure 11 illustrates the compiling of LMLA tuple
structures to be used in the decoder. The input represents the

seen/unseen triphones’ info, the dictionary, and the nodes from
layers 4, 5, and 6, where LMLA has to be performed.
Seen/unseen triphones’ info is needed in order to link the
acoustic triphones’ nodes in these layers with the dictionary
entries, as used in unigrams, and bigrams. After the LVCSR
search-network (Figure 10) has been built, the node lists for
layers 4, 5, and 6 can be created (consisting of diphones and
triphones). The next step is the mapping. Based on the
seen/unseen triphones’ info, the dictionary, and the node lists,
for each layer corresponding maps are constructed, containing
all the word identities that are reachable from each node in
those layers. These maps are actually tables consisting of
diphones or triphones in the first column, and corresponding
possible words in the second. The next step is to split each map
file into M separate word columns (one column contains layers’
nodes, and the other corresponding words from dictionary).
Next, perfect hash automata are constructed for the M separate
word columns, using the fsmbuild tool. Then all the entries in
the M word columns are translated into hash-keys by using the
fsmhash tool. Since the LM Look-Ahead structures are
constructed off-line, LMLA values cannot already be stored
directly within the LMLA tuple structure. Instead, N data
columns are created, containing hash-keys for the
corresponding N-grams, by using N-grams perfect hash
automata and the fsmhash tool. In this way, direct access to LM
scores is possible in the online LVCSR decoder, when the LM
histories are also known. Now, the corresponding tables for all
layers can be constructed, containing M separated word
columns, and N number columns (unigram and bigram hash
keys). Finally, the tables are compiled into tuple structures. In
this way, three tuple structures are obtained. Within the runtime
system they are accessed in layers 4, 5, and 6.
VIII. RESULTS
The LVCSR decoders used today employ acoustic models,
pronunciation lexicon, N-gram language models, and other
linguistic sources. An approach using efficient and compact
tuple structures was proposed in the paper, for a construction of
the LVCSR search network. As presented, tuple structures can
be implemented as ordinary dictionaries. Namely, the elements
within the tuple structures of a given key are concatenated with
a selected separator symbol. This also means that a standard
implementation of dictionaries can be employed based on
perfect hash. The benefits are foremost, the important space
savings and higher processing speed (automata), and the
compact and reduced size of the tuple structure, especially
when the structure of the key can be exploited (depending on
the used knowledge sources). In this way, the time needed to
load LVCSR search network into the memory is practically
instantaneous. Furthermore, fast switching between several
applications' specific knowledge sources is possible, since the
LVCSR search network is already constructed off-line, and just
loaded within the runtime system.
As presented in this paper in detail, application specific
ASR knowledge sources can be compiled into tuple-based
LVCSR search-network. All the needed steps are accomplished
by using several Perl scripts, with proprietary FSM tools,
developed in the C++ programming language. The whole
procedure is completed within a matter of minutes on a PC
with Intel Core 2 Quad CPU, 2.83 GHz, with a 4 GB RAM.
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The largest part is spent compiling the N-gram language model
into the tuple structure. Overall, the whole compiling procedure
is simple, fast, without a large memory, or processor
requirements. In the experiment, the following ASR knowledge
sources were used: context-dependent acoustic models
(triphones), a dictionary, and an interpolated bigram language
model. The dictionary contained 64K words, and the bigram
language model consisted of 64K unigrams, and of approx. 7M
bigrams. The proposed methodology for compiling ASR
knowledge sources into a tuple structure, can also be used in
the same way for higher-order language models (if available),
and for other application specific knowledge sources, and
languages.
Table 1 presents the statistics about the layers’ nodes of the
tuple-based LVCSR search network for this speech recognition
task. Table 2 then presents statistics about the nodes of the
tuple-based language models, and Table 3 presents statistics
about the nodes in the tuple-based LMLA structures. These
data are based on table forms constructed by using available
knowledge sources.
THE LAYERS’ NODES IN THE TUPLE -BASED LVCSR SEARCH
NETWORK

TABLE I.
Laye
r
Node
s

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

8,15
5

65
0

65
1

65
1

7,22
1

49
7

1,254,73
9

64,87
4

65
0

TABLE II.

THE NODES IN THE TUPLE-BASED LM MODEL

1-grams
64,000

N-gram
Nodes
TABLE III.

THE NODES IN THE TUPLE-BASED LMLA STRUCTURES

LMLA – layer 4
71,183

LMLA
Nodes
TABLE IV.

LMLA – layer 5
64,457

LMLA – layer 6
66,645

THE COMPACT SIZES OF TUPLES USED FOR LVCSR SEARCH
NETWORK
0
304kB
6
5.87MB

Layer
Tuple
Layer
Tuple

TABLE V.

1
2
3
3.93kB
11.2kB
274kB
7
8
380kB
47.1kB

4
182kB

5
81.8kB

THE COMPACT SIZES OF TUPLES USED FOR LM MODEL

N-gram
Tuple
TABLE VI.
LMLA
Tuple

2-grams
127,696

1-grams
812kB

2-grams
63.4MB

THE COMPACT SIZES FOR TUPLES FOR LMLA DATA

LMLA – layer 4
9.43MB

LMLA – layer 5
438kB

LMLA – layer 6
440kB

All the table forms additionally contain several data
columns (number columns) that are used within the ASR
system. The tables 4-6 then represent the achieved compact
sizes of the tuples after compiling constructed table forms. The
sizes reported in the tables are the sizes of the final compiled
files. The overall size of the merged tuple structure loaded for
the specific task by the SPREAD LVCSR decoder is 81.234
MB for the 64k LVCSR task.

The same task was also tested by HDecode [27]. In the case
of HDecode, the loading of knowledge sources prepared in
their format and construction of internal ASR structures, took
50 times longer (since all the structures for the LM, LMLA and
LVCSR search-network has to be constructed during
initialisation). Furthermore, a set of 100 audio files was
recognized by using both decoders in order to evaluate whether
the tuple-based decoder also showed any benefits regarding the
processing speed. In both systems the same configuration was
performed in order to compare the obtained results. In the case
of the SPREAD LVCSR decoder, approx. 20% higher
processing speed was achieved, without loss of recognition
accuracy. All the experiments were performed on a PC with
Intel Core 2 Quad CPU, 2.83 GHz, with a 4 GB RAM.
IX.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented the novel design of a LVCSR decoder
engine, named SPREAD. This LVCSR decoder is based on a
time-synchronous beam search approach. The ASR search
network includes statically expanded cross-word triphone
contexts. An approach using efficient tuple structures was
proposed and presented, for constructing a complete ASR
search-network. These data structures were motivated by
practical applications in speech and language processing. The
used technique for compact representation of tuple structures
can be seen as an application and extension of perfect hashing
by means of finite-state automata. Therefore, the benefits are
foremost the important space savings and higher processing
speed. Furthermore, the advantage of the proposed LVCSR
decoder implementation based on tuple structures is the
compact and reduced size of the tuple structure, especially
when exploiting the structure of the key (n-tuples of strings).
Therefore, the time needed to load an ASR search-network into
the memory is also significantly reduced. Further, in the paper
the complete methodology of compiling general ASR
knowledge sources into a tuple structure (representing an ASR
search-network) was proposed and presented. It has been
shown that ASR knowledge sources can be implemented by
ordinary dictionaries, where the elements in the tuple of a given
key are concatenated with a specific separator symbol of our
choice. Therefore, a standard implementation of dictionaries
can be employed, typically a hash table or perfect hash.
Furthermore, the beam search was enhanced with a novel
implementation of bigram language model Look-Ahead
technique, by using a tuple structure and a caching scheme. The
SPREAD LVCSR decoder is based on a token-passing
algorithm and is able to restrict search-space by several types
of token pruning. By using the presented language model lookahead (LMLA) technique, it is possible to increase the number
of tokens that can be pruned without any decoding precision
loss.
[1]

[2]
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Earth’s Gravity, Drag Force and Solar Radiation
Pressure in terms of the KS-regularized Variables
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Abstract— This paper is concerned with an orbit prediction
using one of the best regular theories (KS-regularized variables).
Perturbations due to the Earth’s gravitational field with axial
symmetry up to the fourth order zonal harmonic, atmospheric
drag (variation in density model with height) and solar radiation
pressure are considered. Applications of the problem with a
comparison between the perturbations effect will be illustrated
by numerical and graphical example.
Keywords—KS-regularized
Numerical Modeling

variables;

orbit

determination;

Most of the other non-gravitational forces acting upon a
space vehicle are negligible with respect to the effect of the
Earth’s oblateness and atmosphere when the vehicle is close to
the Earth.
Getting high in the atmosphere (above 600 Km) the solar
radiation pressure force is more important than atmospheric
drag. As the vehicle enters inter-planetary space, the
previously neglected perturbations become increasingly more
important as the space vehicle leaves the region of the Earth's
influence.

It is well known that the solutions of the Classical
Newtonian Equations of motion are unstable and these
equations are not suitable for long-term integrations. Many
transformations have emerged in the literature in the recent
past to stabilize the equations of motion either to reduce the
accumulation of local numerical errors or allowing of using a
larger integration step size, in the transformed space, or both.

The drag acceleration causes a distortion in the shape of
the orbit and a continuous loss of the kinetic energy of the
satellite, to the atmosphere (e.g., [11]). If the atmosphere were
stationary, the orientation angles would have not been
affected. But due to the rotation of the atmosphere the
velocity of the satellite relative to the atmosphere differs from
its initial velocity. Consequently, the drag force vector will not
lie in the plane of the unperturbed motion and therefore, all six
orbital elements will be affected. The net result is:

Examples of such transformations include the use of a new
independent variable-time transformation, transformation to
orbital parameter space which tends to decouple fast and slow
variables, and the use of integrals as control terms. One of
such transformation, known as the KS-transformation, is due
to Kustaa-neimo and Stiefel, who regularized the non-linear
Kepler motion and reduced it to linear differential equations of
a harmonic oscillator of constant frequency. Reference [29]
further developed the application of the KS-transformation to
problems of perturbed motion, producing a perturbational
equations version ([1] ; [3] ; [4] ; [13] ; [14] ; [15] ; [20] ;
[21] ; [23] ; [28] ; [30]; [31]; [32] ; and [33]).

1) a secular variation of the orbital elements, and
2) a drop in orbital altitude which increases the potential
energy to compensate the drop in kinetic energy.
This effect is largest at perigee where the density of the
atmosphere is maximum (along the orbit), and is reflected as a
decrease in altitude at the next apogee passage. The result is
that apogee altitudes decrease more rapidly than do the perigee
altitudes. Thus an elliptic orbit will tend to become circular,
while an initially circular orbit with uniform drag over its
entire path will tend to remain nearly circular and decays
through a nearly spiraling trajectory.

Space vehicles (including artificial Earth satellites) are
subjected to a number of disturbing forces which are classed
as non-gravitational forces. These non-gravitational forces are,
for example, atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, drag
on a charged satellite and meteorite collisions. Aside from the
effects of the Earth’s imperfect shape, the largest perturbative
force on a space vehicle close to the Earth is caused by the
atmosphere. Whenever a space vehicle passes within about
800 Km of the Earth’s surface, it is subjected to a dissipative
force induced by motion through the Earth’s atmosphere.

The interest in studying the effects of radiation pressure on
the motion of artificial satellites has been initiated by the
discrepancies between theory and observations of the balloontype satellites. The effect due to direct solar radiation pressure
exceeds that of atmospheric drag at a height of 800 Km with a
force magnitude of 10-5 dyne/cm ([27] and [26]) and is
particularly emphasized for balloon-type satellites for which
the area to mass ratio is large. Certain such satellites changes
shape from spherical to spheroidal shapes, producing a
component of force at right angles to the Sun-satellite
direction ([18]).

I.

INTRODUCTION
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The solar radiation pressure force becomes a discontinuous
function of time when the satellite enters the Earth’s shadow.
Reference [19] derived first order expressions for the rates
of change in the osculating elements caused by solar radiation
pressure by the method of variation of vector elements,
shadow effects were not taken into account. References [5]
and [12] used Lagrange's planetary equations to find first order
solutions, with the integrations performed between the times
of exit and entry into the shadow. The resonance effects
produced by the commensurabilities between the different
mean motions gave good field for detailed theoretical studies
(e.g., [9] and [22]). The effect of solar radiation pressure are
analyzed in four very useful and interesting expositions given
by [10] , [25] and [26] who discussed it (as one of the nongravitational forces) from all its different aspects and [17]
which analyzed in great detail the effects produced both by the
direct and albedo radiation pressures on both spherical
satellites as well as those of complex shapes.
Reference [24] derived the components of the force in the
directions of the radius, normal to it in the direction of motion
and normal to the orbit plane, the shadow effect is considered
and the effect of diffuse radiation pressure were to be about
1/100 of the direct solar radiation pressure.
References [8] and [26] pointed out the practical use of a
shadow function is limited by the number of terms we need to
take into account which makes the integration process
extremely laborious.
Further, numerical integrations show that the shadow
functions give inaccurate results outside of the shadow
cylinder since in this region the function is no longer equal to
one and the effect is as though the satellite is in the shadow.
Reference [7] studied the behavior of a particle moving
under the effect of central attraction and perturbed by the
constant radiation pressure. He obtained evidence for the
existence of a surface of stable circular orbits with centers on
an axis through the primary body and derived the necessary &
sufficient conditions for the existence of stable circular orbits
when taking the primary’s shadow into account.
Also, [16] studied the Kepler problem including radiation
pressure and drag, the secular and vector integrals of motion
are obtained and [8] pointed out the importance of both solar
radiation pressure and atmospheric drag in a first order theory
of some satellites.
In this paper, we use the method of fourth order RungKutta method to predict the motion of a satellite under the
perturbation effects the Earth’s gravitational field with axial
symmetry up to the fourth order zonal harmonic, atmospheric
drag (variation in density model with height) and solar
radiation pressure by using KS-regularized differential
equation. we compare graphically the influence of each
perturbation.
II. FORMULATE THE PROBLEM
The equations of motion of an artificial satellite are given
generally as


x   x   V
(2.1)
  P,
3
x
r

where x is the position vector in a rectangular frame (the

physical frame),


r  x is the distance from the origin,  is

the Earth's gravitational constant, V is the perturbed time



independent potential and P is the resultant of all nonconservative perturbing forces and forces derivable from a
time dependent potential.
The potential of the Earth's gravity with axial symmetry
can be written as
V 



 1
Ri Ji  

r
i2

i 1

Pi (x3 /r) ,

(2.2)

where R is the Earth's equatorial radius, Ji is the nondimensional coefficient of the Earth's oblateness and
Pi (x3 /r) is the Legendre polynomial of order i. In the
present paper we shall assume that the potential of the Earth's
gravity of the axial symmetry is taken up to the fourth order
zonal harmonics J4, then Eq.(2.2) rewrite as

3
1
5
3
V  Q2 x32 r 5  Q2 r 5  Q3 x33 r 7  Q3 x3 r 5 
2
2
2
2
(2.3)
35
3
4 9 15
2 7
5
Q4 x3 r  Q4 x3 r  Q4 r ,
8
4
8
where
Qi =  Ri Ji , i = 2(1)4
and

r  x12  x 22  x32 .

Since the perturbing acceleration due to air drag is
expressed as

 
1
A
(2.4)
D C
 v v
2

D

M

where - CD is the non-dimensional drag coefficient
depending on the satellite geometry and in most cases its value
lies between 2.1 & 2.3;
A is the effective cross-sectional area, M is the
satellite mass;
 is the density function of the ambient gas (the
atmosphere) and depends primarily on the altitude and to a
lesser extent on the solar and geomagnetic activity. In this
paper we’ll take the most famous models of air density which
is


 r   ,
  0  0

 r  

(2.5)

where 0 is the value of  at the reference level r0, while
 and  are two adjustable parameters. They can be adapted to
the estimated or observed variations of the solar activity and
periodically updated so that the dynamics of the atmosphere is
taken into account. The value of  is approximately equal to
the mean Earth’s equatorial radius and  equals the inverse of
gradient of the density scale height and can take values in the
range from 3 to 9 ([6]).
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- v is the velocity of the satellite relative to the
atmosphere.
Also, since the perturbing acceleration due to solar
radiation pressure can be expressed as ([16])



Fsolar  

 
r3

r

(2.6)

where r is the radius vector and  is a constant associated
with the radiation pressure effect. The range of physically
possible , for a repulsive force, is 0<<1. For  = 0 the
attracting center does not radiate at all. But for >1 the
resultant of the collinear force turns from attraction to
repulsion, with the consequence that the problem is quite
different from the initially stated ([16]).

r
λ1 ,
2
r
u 2   αk u 2 
λ2 ,

u1   αk u1 

2
r
u 3   α k u 3 
λ3 ,
2
r
u 4   αk u 4 
λ4 ,
2

 
αk    u', λ  ,
(2.7.2)
t  r ,

 
r''  4 αk r  μ  r  u, λ  ,

where

where

k is one-half of the negative Keplerian energy as
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and


 
r    u,u  ,

 
r'  2  u,u'  ;

 
hence  a , b  is used to denote the scalar product of


two vectors a and b . Denoting differentiation with respect
to the new time s (knowing as the fictitious time) by a prime
(), since the independent variable is changed from time (t) to
fictitious time (s) according to ([29])

dt
r,
ds
then for any variable  we have

   r  .
III. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The differential equations of motion for the satellite in KSregularized variables under the perturbations of the Earth’s
gravity and air drag are

(3.3)
(3.4)

1  u1 b1  u 2 b2  u3 b3 ,
2  u2 b1  u1 b2  u4 b3 ,

3  u3 b1  u 4 b2  u1 b3 ,

(2.7.1)

(2.7.3)
(2.7.4)

(3.2)

(3.5)
αk   u1 λ1  u2 λ2  u3 λ3  u4 λ4 ,
,
(3.6)

t r
r   μ  r  4 αk  u1 λ1  u2 λ2  u3 λ3  u4 λ4  , (3.7)

Finally, the equations of motion of an artificial satellite in
KS-regularized variables are


r ,
u ''  α k u 
λ
2

(3.1)

4  u 4 b1  u3 b2  u 2 b3 ;
and we have two forms of b’s; one with drag force only
and the second with drag and solar radiation pressure; of
course under the Earth’s gravity.
The first form of bi (i=1,3) are
15
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35
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The second form of bi (i=1,3) are
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IV. SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
In this section, the solution technique of the formulations
of section 3 will be applied by two steps. The first step is to
transform Eqs.(3.1) to (3.7) into first order differential
equations by the following substitutions

yi  ui ,

yi 4  ui , i = 1(1)4,

y9   k ,
y12  r  .

y10  t ,

y11  r

and
Then the first order system of the problem becomes
(4.1)
y1  y5 ,

y2  y6 ,
y3  y7 ,

(4.2)
(4.3)

y 4  y8 ,

(4.4)

y5   y9 y1  y11 b1 ,
y6   y9 y2  12 y11 b2 ,
1
2

y7   y9 y3  12 y11 b3 ,
y8   y9 y4  12 y11 b4 ,
y9   y5 b1  y6 b2  y7 b3  y8 b4 ,
  y11 ,
y10
  y12 ,
y11
    y11  y1 b1  y2 b2  y3 b3  y4 b4  4 y9  .
y12

(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)

Also, the accuracy checks were need in the solution could
be obtained. The accuracy of the computed values of the y's
variables at any fictitious time s (corresponding to the time t)
could be checked by the bilinear relation (BI)
BI  y 4 y1  y3 y 2  y 2 y3  y1 y 4 ,

and it must be equal to zero in excellent accuracy. The
second step is solving the above system by using the fourthorder Runge-Kutta method with a fixed step size in the next
section.
V.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

We’ll take as the numerical example the Explorer 19 at
750 Km height ([2]). So, the initial position and velocity
components are

x0  (3538.646,- 2902.799,- 5483.478) Km ,

x0  (5.842408,- 1.772259,4.707377 ) Km/sec ,

at epoch 14 February 1976, where one orbital revolution is
elapsed in 111 min., it has the ratio A/m = 13.04E-07 Km/Kg.
Since the adopted physical constant are
R = 6378.135 Km,
 = 398600.8 Km3/sec2 ,
and the coefficients of the four order zonal harmonic are
J2 = 1.0826157  10-3,
J3 = - 2.53648  10-6,
J4 = - 1.6233000  10-6,
where CD = 2.2 ([27]), also we’ll chose  equals 4, and
finally  equals 0.5 .

We’ll use all the above values to compute the position and
velocity components, i.e., the six elements; especially (the
elements a, e, i) because of these elements are much affected
by our studied forces. Also, we’ll get the accuracy check
(bilinear relation, BI) at any time (days); and we get the
following figures and supplemented tables. The figures show
the variations of the classical orbital elements with the time
over one hundred, one thousand and two thousand revolutions
(as an example). All the Figures show the effects of the
Earth’s gravitational field with axial symmetry up to the four
order zonal harmonic, air drag and solar radiation force. Also,
all the Figures show a significant difference in a,i; but in e
show the slightly difference, that is because the height of
satellite about 750 Km. All Tables give the bilinear relation
(BI) under the studied forces at any time (days), which
indicates a good prediction for the numerical solution. The
numerical results are just only as an example, since this
method could be applied to any orbit. To get more accurate
prediction of the motion of the artificial satellite we will be
taken into account the whole other forces affecting on the
motion.
TABLE I.
THE VALUES OF BILINEAR RELATION CORRESPOND TO
THEIR PERTURBATION FORCES, OVER ONE HUNDRED REVOLUTIONS.
Time
(Days)

The bilinear relation (BI)
With pert. and
without SRP

Only gravity

With pert. and
with SRP

0.0

9.094947018E-13

9.094947018E-13

9.094947018E-13

0.768729642

-2.119122655E-10

-2.437445801E-10

-2.037268132E-10

1.537459283

-4.147295840E-10

-4.174580681E-10

-4.110916052E-10

2.306188925

-6.075424608E-10

-6.511982065E-10

-6.184563972E-10

3.074918567

-7.621565601E-10

-9.304130799E-10

-8.494680515E-10

3.843648208

-9.813447832E-10

-1.155967766E-09

-1.048647391E-09

4.61237785

-1.190528565E-09

-1.263288141E-09

-1.218722900E-09

5.381107492

-1.396074367E-09

-1.469743438E-09

-1.429725671E-09

6.149837133

-1.651642378E-09

-1.701664587E-09

-1.690750651E-09

6.918566775

-1.876287570E-09

-1.972694008E-09

-1.965418051E-09

7.687296417

-2.097294782E-09

-2.193701221E-09

-2.183696779E-09

TABLE II.
THE VALUES OF BILINEAR RELATION CORRESPOND TO
THEIR PERTURBATION FORCES, OVER ONE THOUSAND REVOLUTIONS.
The bilinear relation (BI)

Time
(Days)

Only gravity

With pert. and
without SRP

With pert. and
with SRP

69.10879479

-1.300668373E-08

-1.282751327E-08

-1.281568984E-08

69.87752443

-1.291800800E-08

-1.270018402E-08

-1.277567208E-08

70.64625407

-1.278158379E-08

-1.255057214E-08

-1.275566319E-08

71.41498371

-1.259513738E-08

-1.254329618E-08

-1.268517735E-08

72.18371335

-1.251191861E-08

-1.239686753E-08

-1.255466486E-08

72.95244299

-1.232592695E-08

-1.229727786E-08

-1.244961823E-08

73.72117264

-1.223497748E-08

-1.209718903E-08

-1.233775038E-08

74.48990228

-1.212993084E-08

-1.196940502E-08

-1.219359547E-08

75.25863192

-1.194939614E-08

-1.186663212E-08

-1.204853106E-08

76.02736156

-1.177386366E-08

-1.179296305E-08

-1.197349775E-08

76.7960912

-1.170656105E-08

-1.166154107E-08

-1.182388587E-08
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TABLE III.
THE VALUES OF BILINEAR RELATION CORRESPOND TO
THEIR PERTURBATION FORCES, OVER TWO THOUSAND REVOLUTIONS.
The bilinear relation (BI)

Time
(Days)

Only gravity

With pert. and
without SRP

With pert. and
with SRP

145.981759

3.085688149E-09

3.104332791E-09

2.578872227E-09

146.7504886

3.039986041E-09

3.069544618E-09

2.542719812E-09

147.5192182

2.985871106E-09

3.016566552E-09

2.493834472E-09

148.2879479

2.934029908E-09

2.949946065E-09

2.428350854E-09

149.0566775

2.875594873E-09

2.886963557E-09

2.359001883E-09

149.8254072

2.803062671E-09

2.816250344E-09

2.294882506E-09

150.5941368

2.724959813E-09

2.752358341E-09

2.222009243E-09

151.3628664

2.638671504E-09

2.673573363E-09

2.130605026E-09

152.1315961

2.550564204E-09

2.580577529E-09

2.056481208E-09

152.9003257

2.444039637E-09

2.470642357E-09

1.969851837E-09

153.6690554

2.341835170E-09

2.371393748E-09

1.866283128E-09

Fig. 1.a Semi-major axis of One hundred revolutions

Fig. 1.c Inclination of One hundred revolutions

Fig. 2.a

Fig. 2.b

Semi-major axis of One thousand revolutions

Eccentricity of One thousand revolutions

Fig. 1.b Eccentricity of One hundred revolutions
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Fig. 2.c

Inclination of One thousand revolutions

Fig. 3.c
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Abstract—Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) is a
software framework to make easy the development of MultiAgent applications in compliance with the Foundation for
Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) specifications. JADE propose
new infrastructure solutions to support the development of useful
and convenient distributed applications. Security is one of the
most important issues in implementing and deploying such
applications. JADE-S security add-ons are one of the most
popular security solutions in JADE platform. It provides several
security services including authentication, authorization,
signature and encryption services. Authorization service will give
authorities to perform an action based on a set of permission
objects attached to every authenticated user. This service has
several drawbacks when implemented in a scalable distributed
context aware applications. In this paper, an ontology-based
access control model called (OJADEAC) is proposed to be
applied in JADE platform by combining Semantic Web
technologies with context-aware policy mechanism to overcome
the shortcoming of this service. The access control model is
represented by a semantic ontology, and a set of two level
semantic rules representing platform and application specific
policy rules. OJADEAC model is distributed, intelligent,
dynamic, context-aware and use reasoning engine to infer access
decisions based on ontology knowledge.
Keywords—Java Agent Development Framework (JADE);
JADE-S; Ontology-Based Access Control Model; Web Ontology
Language (OWL)

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently Multi-Agent system provides a platform to build
open distributed systems including e-commerce, web-services
and pervasive computing environments.
Security is an
important issue in most of these applications and must be
quarantined or they will face significant deployment problems.
JADE is a popular Multi-Agent platform used in many
commercial, academic and scientific agent-based Projects.
There are a number of extensions to JADE that provide a
security platform to the system in particular S-Agent and the
JADE-S plug-in. JADE-S is a security Add-ons component
providing secure platform with authentication, authorization,
encryption and public key infrastructure [1]. The authorization
in JADE-S depends on Java Security model and Java access
controller. JADE-S extends this controller to act with JADE
platform architecture and permissions [2]. It structures the
platform as a multi-user environment where every agent or
container will be owned by an authenticated user, who is
authorized to perform several privileged critical actions.

However these permissions are an extension to Java Permission
objects to support JADE platform actions. Its access control is
depends on Identity Based Access control, where permissions
are given based on the identity of the user. Thus it cannot
support policy, attributes, and context aware access decisions.
Also, a fine grained access rule cannot be adopted in such
model.
By introducing Semantic Web and Semantic Web
technologies from Berners-Lee [3], a new intelligent and
semantic vision is introduced for building security services.
The new Semantic Web technologies shows great promising in
building semantic based security services especially in building
an access control model.
In this paper, OJADEAC model, an ontology based access
control based on Semantic Web technologies is proposed.
OJADEAC relies on a proposed JMASO ontology that models
the JADE Multi-Agent system knowledge with any information
needed to support access decisions. OJADEAC is a policy
model where an access is taken according to access control
policy rules. Policy rules are specified at two levels: platform
and application. Complete authorization architecture is
provided by building a kernel service that automatically
enforces access control policies on request to JADE
commands. OJADEAC model shows great advantages over
JADE-S authorization model. However it also suffers from
some drawbacks including model performance and JADE
shortcomings.
The paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the
related works. Section 3 introduces JADE and JADE-S
platforms. Section 4 gives a brief introduction to OWL. Section
5 deals with model and model implementation, introducing
JADE multi-agent ontology and the model architecture.
II. RELATED WORKS
Several projects build a secure agent platform based on
JADE-S secure platform extending and substituting its
authorization service. In other side, using Semantic Web
technologies in access control mechanisms has taken
considerable attention from different researchers who build an
ontology based access control for different domains. Related
works are reviewed in these two dimensions. The first
dimension on extending JADE-S authorization service, Vila
and Schuster [4] built an Intelligent Learning Management
System called EUME, based on JADE-S. Permission service is
extended to define a fine-grained access to specific
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functionality provided by special agents by implementing a two
authorization layers. Vitabile [5] proposed a new access control
model which merges the advantages of the three classical
models: Role Based Access Control (RBAC) model,
Mandatory Access Control (MAC) model and Credential
Based Access Control (CBAC). The new model replaces
JADE-S authorization service.
In using Semantic Web technologies to build access control
model, Giunchiglia [6] presented Relation Based Access
Control (RelBAC) which is a model and logic to deal with the
problem of access control in Web 2.0 applications representing
access control rules and policies as DL formulas and reasoning
about them using reasoner. Masoumzadeh [7] proposes social
network system ontology, ontology based access control model
and authorization policy rules to address the protection of
semantic rich information in the knowledge base ontology for
social network.
Shen [8] proposes semantic context-based access control
model to be applied in a mobile Web services environment by
combining Semantic Web technologies with context-based
access control mechanism. His work focuses on the context
aware access decision due to the characteristic of the open
mobile Web services pervasive applications.
III. JADE AND JADE-S
JADE is a platform that provides basic middleware–layer
functionalities which are independent of the specific
application and which simplify the realization of distributed
applications that exploit the software agent abstraction [9]. A
JADE platform is composed of agent containers that can be
distributed over the network. A special container called main
container represent the bootstrap point of a platform [10].
JADE based on distributed coordinated filters architecture.
According to this architecture every agent based operation will
be forwarded to the service responsible for implementing it
[10].
JADE supports defining a new kernel service to implements
new agent operations. The kernel Service composed form
several components including: outgoing and incoming sinks
responsible for implementing the commands belonging to this
service, service slice which represents a service proxy in other
nodes. At last a two chain filters work as incoming and
outgoing filters. Service can use outgoing filter to intercept any
command issued from another service and react in a service
specific way. Service use incoming filter to intercept any
vertical commands issued by service slices in that node and
react in a service specific way [10]. Figure 1 shows the filter
architecture for message kernel service.
JADE-S is formed from standard JADE with JADE
Security plug-in. JADE-S provide some security features to
JADE platform. It extending Java security model provides the
advantages of Java Authentication and Authorization Service
(JAAS), Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) and Java Secure
Socket Extension (JSSE). It allows exchanging critical
information through a network using a secure data transmission
(SSL) [3] .

Fig. 1. Filter architecture for message kernel service [8]

JADE-S structures the agent platform as a multi-user
environment where every agents and containers will belong to
authenticated users. A permissions file contain a set of actions
that each user is authorized to perform will represent the
security policy of the platform [2]. JADE-S provides four
JADE kernel services: Security Service which represents the
base service to run JADE-S, and carried the authentication
process. Signature and Encryption Services which provides
Java cryptography message signing and encryption methods to
assure message integrity, non-repudiation and confidentiality
[1]. Permission Service based on an access control list saved in
a policy file that follows the Java/JAAS syntax to make a
decision on all actions that agents can perform in the platform
[4]. The main policy file resides in main container, while other
containers will have their own local policy file. Right given to
an authenticated user will be translated to all its owned agents
[4].
Access rights will enforced during the platform execution
in a point that based on the Permission kernel service filters.
The check command method performs the authorization check
on received command. The main drawback for this service is
that it is based on Identity Based Access Control (IBAC)
model. Where every access decision is taken based on the
permissions given to authenticated username. Such model is
not suitable to be implemented in an open and distributed
applications, thus many research projects that based on JADES platform tend to replace this service with another one to
overcome its deficiency as mentioned in related work.
IV. WEB ONTOLOGY LANGUAGE
OWL is a Semantic Web language proposed by W3C [11],
and is probably the most popular language for creating
ontologies today.
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OWL defines classes, properties, and their hierarchies.
OWL gives a more expressivity in expressing a complex and
richer relationships with greatly enhanced reasoning ability
[12]. OWL comes in three different versions: Lite, DL and
FULL. The most suitable one in building ontologies and
reasoning over it is DL, because it is designed to support
existing description logics, and has properties that are desirable
for reasoning systems [13].
V. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
An ontology-based access control model called OJADEAC
is proposed based on Semantic Web technologies. OJADEAC
is a fine grained semantic aware model that protects resource
access in JADE platform and service access in domain specific
application. The model relies on an ontology called (JMASO)
that model the JADE Multi-Agent platform knowledge by
storing keys entities and their relationships typically found in
JADE and any information related to access control purpose
including inferences based on access control policy rules.
A. JADE Multi-Agent System Ontology
JADE ontology called JMASO is proposed that
modelsmain concepts with its relationships found in JADE
platform. JAMSO can be extended to cover other aspects in
this domain. The current version of JMASO contains 6
concepts, 10 object properties and 8 data properties. Protégé
editor has been used to create JMASO ontology. Figure 2 show
the complete ontology graph. Node concept represents any
container in JADE platform with two descendents:
MainContainer and Container.

The Principle concept represent any entity that can be
responsible about their actions, it specialize into two concepts:
Agent and Owner. Owner represent all users begin a new node.
Agent is the class of all agents created in platform. Node is
linked to Owner with OwnedBy object properties. Agent is
linked to Node with hasLocation object properties.
NamedAction is an important class that models all action in
JADE that can be requested and checked against access control
policy rules. Service concept models all services registered in
DF agent. NamedAction concept has three descendents
subclasses: AgentAction, ContainerAction and ServiceAction.
NamedAction relates to Agent with hasSubject property and
relates to Agent or Service with hasObject property.
PermissionAction is specialized to two disjoint classes
ProhibiedAction and PermittedAction. Access check is taken
according to the inferred type of NamedAction object which
must be either PermittedAction or ProhibiedAction.
B. OJADEAC model architecture
OJADEAC authorization architecture is shown in Figure 3.
The diagram reflects the following logical actors involved in
OJADEAC model:
Knowledge Base: is composed form JMASO ontology and
a set of two levels of policy rules (system and application
specific). In OJADEAC model, Jena rules are used to express a
policy rules. For example, the following platform policy rule
says that if agent created in container that is owned by action
requester, then it is permitted action.

Fig. 2. JAMSO ontology graph
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checked. If action is prohibited, then a security exception is
raised and command is blocked, else command will continue
its implementation.

[permittedCreate: //name of rule
(?x rdf:type ac:CreateAgent )
(?x ac:hasSubject

?y(

Policy Administrator Point (PAP): platform administrator
and application vendors are responsible for creating policy and
policy rules set.

(?x ac:hasLocation ?z)
)?z ac:NodeOwnedBy ?y(
->
)?x rdf:type ac:permittedAction (]

Ontology manager: It is responsible for gathering and
updating A-Box knowledge parts. New individuals and its
related properties with other individuals and data values are
asserted to knowledge base during runtime. Ontology manager
is distributed over nodes gathering its knowledge during
runtime. Main container will contain knowledge about the
whole platform by sharing and exchanging it with other node's
knowledge. RDQL is used in knowledge sharing and
exchanging between different ontology knowledge scattered on
different nodes in platform. When node knowledge need an
information from other node, it send an ACL message with
RDQL query as message content to this node or to main
container and gets response as sub model to be added to its
ontology. For example, the following RDQL query asks for
triples that have subject (?x) which own Container-1:
" SELECT ?x WHERE {?x ont:OwnNode ont:Container-1}"

ont: is the prefix name space of JMASO ontology. The
query answer is a set of triples with subject zaid binding to ?x
variable:
[http://Onto.owl#zaid, http://Onto.owl#hasJob, "Faculty"]
[http://Onto.owl#zaid,http://Onto.owl#hasRole, ContainerAdmin"]
[http://Onto.owl#zaid, http://Onto.owl#hasDegree, "null"]
[http://Onto.owl#zaid,http://Onto.owl#hasEmail, "sss@yahoo.com"]
[http://Onto.owl#zaid, rdf#type, http://Onto.owl#Owner]
[http://Onto.owl#zaid, rdf#type, owl#Thing]
[http://Onto.owl#zaid, rdf#type, http://Onto.owl#Principle]

VI. DISCUSSION
OJADEAC model is an ontology based access control for
JADE platform. It substitutes its authorization service
providing several advantages over it. OJADEAC features over
JADE-S authorization service can be summarized in following
points:
1) Using ontology provides reasoning ability for access
control decision. Also access control information can be
accessed, queried and discovered automatically including
owner attributes which can be deduced from knowledge by
reasoning.
2) The proposed model has a higher degree of
interoperability compared with other approaches to access
control. This is because of the nature of ontologies in
providing semantic interoperability.
3) Fine-grained access control policies are expressed
using a set of Jana rules. Policy rules are formulated either as
a system level policy rules or application level policy rules.
4) In addition to supporting ABAC decisions and RBAC
decisions, OJADEAC model can support context aware
decisions because policy rules can take into account any
resource, object and environment conditions. These
constraints can be evaluated by reasoning over OMASJ
ontology model. Date, time and location in addition to others
can be included in decision making.
5) OJADEAC model can store past agent/user behaviors.
So it can adapt a trust and reputation model and detect any
abnormal behavior to act as intrusion detection.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

[http://Onto.owl#zaid, rdf#type, http://Onto.owl#Agent]

Policy Enforcement Point (PEP): OntSecure service is a
new kernel service that is added to JADE platform to support
OJADEAC model implementation. The PEP will be placed in
OntSecure incoming and outgoing filters. PEP is different
form one command to other depending on the sequence steps
executed to implement this command. Figure 4 shows sequence
steps including OJADEAC PEP and ontology assertions when
REQUEST-CREATE command is issued.
Policy Decision Point (PDP): Decision is made by
inference over JAMSO ontology and policy rules to infer
action type. The action will belong either to PermittedAction or
ProhibiedAction. A method to add a new action to ontology
will activate the inference process, and then action type will be

As OJADEAC model has several features, it also suffers from
some draw backs that need to be addressed and solved to
apply this model in real applications implementation. The first
drawback is its performance due to time spent in reasoning
and in managing ontology. Another problem is JADE
shortcomings that affect the model behavior. Some commands
are implemented in a way that cannot be intercepted in service
filters (example, DF service commands). Other problem is the
missing parameters attached to some commands (example,
KILL-CONTAINER requestor parameter is always NULL)
which effect making a decision. At last, the model is a good
start to overcome the shortcoming of JADE-S permission
service and to reduce the gap with Semantic Web applications.
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Fig. 3. OJADEAC model architecture
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Fig. 4. Sequence steps for CRAETE-AGENT command
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Abstract—Sound is very widely used in communication. In
order to ensure secure communication a cryptographic data
scheme is used. Secure sound is needed in many fields such as
military, business, banking and electronic commerce. There is
also an increasing demand for secured sound in network
communication. Several symmetric and asymmetric algorithms
are used for sound encryption. In this work, NTRU, the last in
line public key cryptosystem is enhanced in two methods and
used for encrypting sound files after converting the sound into
text. In the proposed methods the message is encrypted one
character at a time, since NTRU encrypts only prime numbers,
thus 7 bits of each character is encrypted and the eighth bit is left
without encryption. In method I NTRU algorithm is enhanced by
adding the result obtained from calculating a mathematical
equation of one variable to the message and then the resulted
encrypted bit is fed-back and added to the next bit of the message
in the next step; this procedure is repeated for the subsequent
bits of the message. In method II NTRU algorithm is enhanced by
adding the subsequent states of LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift
Register) to the subsequent bytes of the message. The proposed
methods are tested on several sound files; the results show that
the proposed methods I and II maintain approximately the same
original method encryption and decryption time while generating
more complex encryption.
Keywords—NTRU; security; sound

I.

INTRODUCTION

NTRU (Number theory Research unit) algorithm is a public
key cryptosystem invented by three professors of mathematics
from brown university of America Jeffrey Hoffstin, Jill Pipher
and Joseph H. Silverman in 1996. [1] NTRU is built on
polynomial algebra. The basic objects are truncated
polynomials in the ring R=Z[X] / (XN-1) and the basic tool is
the reduction of polynomials with respect to two relatively
prime modulo. The security of the system is (hoped to be)
based on the difficulty of finding a "short" factorization for
such polynomials. This latter problem is equivalent to finding a
short vector in a certain 2N dimensional lattice, a commonly
known and also widely studied hard problem. [2] Since NTRU
is a ring based public key cryptosystem and is therefore quite
different from the group based cryptosystems whose security
relies on the integer factorization problem or the discrete
logarithm problem. This extra structure can be exploited to
obtain a very fast cryptosystem; to encrypt/decrypt a message
block of length N, NTRU only requires O(N2) time, whereas
the group based schemes like RSA etc. requires O(N3) time.
Furthermore, NTRU also has a very short key size of O(N) and
very low memory requirements, which makes it ideal for
constrained devises such as smart cards. [3]

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: related work
is given in section II, section III provides a brief description of
NTRU algorithm, the proposed methods are described in
section IV, section V presents the experimental results and
finally conclusions and future work are given in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Jaspreet Kaur and Er. Kanwal preet Singh [4] use three
different kinds of algorithms NTRU, RSA and RINGDAEL for
speech encryption and decryption by first converting the speech
into text then further the text is converted into cipher text. The
performances are analyzed of these three approaches
respectively the parameters calculated are encryption,
decryption, delay time, complexity, packet lost and security
levels. In these three approaches, encryption decryption and
delay time are varied according to the number of bits per
second.
On the other hand, complexity and packet lost are
approximately the same. There is no packet lost during
transmitting and receiving the data. Also, Jaspreet Kaur and Er.
Kanwal preet Singh [5] use three different kind of techniques
i.e. MD-5, SHA-2 and RINGDAEL for speech encryption,
where the speech is first converted into text then the text is
converted into cipher text. At the end, the performances of
these three approaches are analyzed, respectively.
III.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF NTRU ALGORITHM

A. Prameters
NTRU has three integer parameters N, p and q. N
represents the degree of the polynomials at most N-1, p and q
are used to reduce the coefficients of the polynomials, p is
smaller than q and they have no common divisor. [6, 7, 8]
B. Key generation
Sending a secret message from Bob to Alice requires the
generation of a public and private key. The public key is known
by both Alice and Bob and the private key is only known by
Alice. To generate the key pair two polynomials f and g with
coefficients much smaller than q, with degree at most N-1 and
with coefficients in {-1, 0, 1} are required.
The polynomial f must satisfy the requirement that the
inverses modulo q and modulo p exist, which means that f*fp =
1 (mod p) and f*fq = 1 (mod q) must hold. So when the chosen
f is not invertible Alice has to go back and try another f. Both f
and fp is Alice private key. The public key h is generated by
computing h = fq * g (mod q). [9]
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C. Encryption
When Bob wants to send a secret message to Alice, he puts
his message in the form of a polynomial m with coefficients
between  1/2 p and 1/2 p .Next Bob randomly chooses
another small polynomial r. This is the blinding value which is
used to obscure the message. Bob uses the message m;
randomly chosen polynomial r and Alice's public key h to
compute the polynomial e = r * h + m (mod q). The polynomial
e is the encrypted message which Bob sends to Alice. [10, 11]
D. Decryption
In addition to the publically available information Alice
knows her own private key, on receiving Bob's cipher text,
Alice start the decryption process by computing the polynomial
a = f * e (mod q). [12] She then shift the coefficient of
polynomial a to the range  q/2, q/2 [13] and does a mod p
computation to obtain: d = fp * a (mod p). Assuming that the
parameters have been chosen properly then the polynomial d
must be equal to Bob plain text m. [12]



IV.



PROPOSED METHODS

A. methodI
In this method Alice and Bob agree on a mathematical
equation of one variable say (x), the value of this variable is
send via one of the key establishment protocols. [14]
Bob start the encryption process by calculating the result of
the mathematical equation and assigning it to a variable say (v),
the value of this variable is added to the message (m), then for
each bit of the encrypted message (e) the value of the previous
e is assigned to the variable v, this means for each bit the value
of the encrypted message is fed-back and added to the new
value of m. Adding the mathematical equation to the message
makes the encryption process more complex especially if the
degree of this equation is high. The pseudo code of encryption
process in the original NTRU algorithm [15, 13] is enhanced in
this method and listed in pseudo code (1) as follows:
Pseudo code 1 Encode (N, q, r, m, h, e, x)

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

v = calculate the result of mathematical equation of one
variable
for i = 0 to N - 1 do
vv = e[i]
e[i] = e[i] – v mod q
v= vv
end
Star Multiply (f, e, a, N, q)
for i = 0 to N - 1 do
if a[i] < 0 then
a[i] = a[i] + q {Make all coefficients positive}
end if
if a[i] > q/2 then
a[i] = a[i] - q {Shift coefficients of a into range (-q/2,
q/2)}
end if
end for
Star Multiply (a, fp, d, N, p)
{Decode returns the decrypted message, d, through the argument list.}

B. methodII
In this method pseudo random bits are generated with a
LFSR [16], Alice and Bob agree on the initial state of the
LFSR. The generation of LFSR is shown in pseudo code (3)
Pseudo code 3 LFSR
1: for i = N down to 2 do
2:
lfsr (i) = lfsr (i-1)
3: end for
4: lfsr (1) = xor (lfsr (3), lfsr (5))
To encrypt the message Bob adds the initial state of the
LFSR to the first byte of the message. The subsequence states
of the LFSR are then added to the subsequent bytes of the
message. The changes that are made to the pseudo code of
encryption process in the original NTRU algorithm are shown
in pseudo code (4) as follows:
Require: N, q, Public Key h, message m, and random polynomial r.

v = calculate the result of mathematical equation of one
variable
Star Multiply (r, h, e, N, q)
for i = 0 to N - 1 do
e[i] = e[i] + m[i] + v mod q
v = e[i]
end for
{Encode returns the encrypted message, e, through the argument list.}

When Alice starts the decryption process, she also
calculates the result of the mathematical equation and assigns it
to a variable, but instead of adding the result of the
mathematical equation to the message she subtracted it form
the encrypted message, then for each bit the value of the
encrypted message is fed-back and subtracted from the new
value of the message. The pseudo code of the decryption
process in the original NTRU algorithm is enhanced in this
method and listed in pseudo code (2) as follows:
Pseudo code 2 Decode (N, q, p, f, fp, e, d, x)

1:

Pseudo code 4 Encode (N, q, r, m, h, e, lfsr)

Require: N, q, Public Key h, message m, and random polynomial r.

1:

Require: N, q, p, secret key f, inverse polynomial fp, and encrypted message e.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Star Multiply (r, h, e, N, q)
for i = 0 to N - 1 do
e[i] = e[i] + m[i] + lfsr[i] mod q
end for
{Encode returns the encrypted message, e, through the argument list.}

To decrypt the message Alice repeats the same steps that
are followed by Bob but instead of adding the states of the
LFSR to the message, she subtracted the states from the
subsequent bytes of the message. The changes that are made to
the pseudo code of the decryption process in the original
NTRU are shown in pseudo code (5) as follows:
Pseudo Code 5 Decode (N, q, p, f, fp, e, d, lfsr)
Require: N, q, p, secret key f, inverse polynomial fp, and encrypted message e

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

for i = 0 to N - 1 do
e[i] = e[i] – lfsr[i] mod q
end
Star Multiply (f, e, a, N, q)
for i = 0 to N - 1 do
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this work the sound is first converted into text then
further the text is converted into cipher text. This method can
be applied to any kind of sound files after storing the file in a
text editor such as note pad. This method is applied to the
original NTRU algorithm (namely original method) and to the
two proposed methods. The sound is converted into text via
ISO-8859-1: 8-bit single-byte coded graphic character sets Part 1: Latin alphabet No. 1, is part of the ISO/IEC 8859 series
of ASCII-based standard character encodings. It is generally
intended for “Western European” languages [17].
In the original method and proposed methods I and II the
message is partitioned into characters, each character is
encrypted separately. Since N must be a prime number, 7 bit of
the character is encrypted and the eighth bit is left without
encryption. The method is tested for different values of N, the
results show that the maximum value for N in this method is
47; it is also shown that if the value of N is increased,
encryption and decryption time will also increase. The original
method and the proposed methods are tested on 25 wave
sound files of sizes ranging from 10 KB to 1MB. The
encryption and decryption time in seconds is computed for
each one of the 25 files 25 times and then average of
computation is taken to increase the accuracy of calculation.
Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively, displays the effect of
file size on the time of encryption and decryption of the
original method proposed method I and proposed method II
respectively. Fig. 4 displays a comparison for the effect of file
size on the time of encryption of the original method, proposed
method I and proposed method II. Fig. 5 displays a comparison
for the effect of file size on time of decryption of the original
method proposed method I and proposed method II.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Proposed method I enhanced the original NTRU algorithm
by adding the results obtained from calculating a mathematical
equation of one variable to the message. This led to a more
complex encryption while maintaining approximately the same
original algorithm encryption and decryption time. Proposed
method II enhanced the original NTRU algorithm by adding
the states of the LFSR to the bytes of the message. This
maintains approximately the same original method encryption
and decryption time while generating more complex cipher.
The time needed for encryption and decryption in proposed
method I and II is approximately the same in spite of the
different values that are added to the message in each method.
In future research, Apply the proposed methods on Field
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Fig. 3. The Effect Of File Size On The Time Of Encryption And
Original Method
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Abstract—In recent years, BTO (Build to Order) system is
prevailing. It pursues short lead time, minimum stocks, and
thereby minimum cost. But the high accuracy demand
forecasting is inevitable for the parts manufacturers. In this
paper, well organized BTO system in the sanitary materials
manufacturer is seek with the aid of high accuracy demand
forecasting, which is newly developed by us. Focusing that the
equation of ESM is equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA model
equation, a new method of estimation of smoothing constant in
ESM was derived. Trend removal method was also devised. AR
model is also used for forecasting. After removing trend, AR
model is utilized and forecasting is executed. Better one in the
forecasting accuracy between them was chosen for the final
forecasting.
Thus, we could obtain the high accuracy demand forecasting.
These methods are examined by the data of sanitary materials
manufacturer and the BTO system is newly built by utilizing this
method. Further development of this system should be
performed hereafter.
Keywords—BTO; forecasting; lead time; stock; sanitary
materials; AR model

I. INTRODUCTION
Supply Chain Management has developed in various
aspects. In recent years, BTO (Build to Order) is becoming a
big trend. BTO is a system that manufacturers produce goods
after they take the order from the customers. The
manufacturers can handle the order with the stockless
production system. The success story of BTO is found in Dell,
where the direct sales to customers have been built. It has the
advantage that it has low risk of holding stocks and it can
make flexible manufacturing and it can also cope with the
customers detailed requests. It is called “Mass Customization”
because it has realized the low cost production with mass
production and enabled to cope with the customers’ requests
at the same time. Stockless production with minimum lead
time bears a good cost benefit but it has a lot of problems and
issues. Even if manufacturer takes a BTO system, parts
suppliers must have certain stocks in order to meet the request
of manufacturer who gather parts and make assembling.
Minimum stocks including parts manufacturer should be
pursued. Otherwise, the system would not work long.

2
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Reviewing past papers, there are many researches made on
this. G. Parry and A. Graves (2008)[1] and D. M. Anderson
(2004)[2] made a versatile overview on BTO. G. Parry and A.
Graves (2008) especially focused on the possibility of BTO
for automobile manufacturing. Fukushima et al. (2006)[3],
Fukushima et al. (2007)[4] made a research on Dell China at
Amoy and detailed production scheme including suppliers was
analyzed.
In this paper, we are trying to build at the sanitary
materials manufacturer, which has a particular circumstance of
suppliers and users. Therefore it would be a rare and precious
research. One of the most biggest hazard point is how to make
correct forecasting. Stock level including parts manufacturers
depends much on this.
We proposed a new method of estimation of smoothing
constant in ESM before[5]. Focusing that the equation of ESM
is equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA model equation, a new
method of estimation of smoothing constant in ESM was
derived. Trend removal method was also devised. In making
forecast such as production data, trend removing method is
devised. Trend removing by the combination of linear and 2nd
order non-linear function and 3rd order non-linear function is
executed to the data of sanitary materials manufacturer. The
weights for these functions are set 0.5 for two patterns at first
and then varied by 0.01 increment for three patterns and
optimal weights are searched. For the comparison, monthly
trend is removed after that. Theoretical solution of smoothing
constant of ESM is calculated for both of the monthly trend
removing data and the non-monthly trend removing data.
Then forecasting is executed on these data. AR model is also
used for forecasting. After removing trend, AR model is
utilized and forecasting is executed. Better one in the
forecasting accuracy between them was chosen for the final
forecasting.
In this paper, utilizing above stated method, BTO system
for the sanitary materials manufacturer is newly built.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
current status and issues of sanitary materials manufacturer are
stated. Section 3 through 6 are the description of forecasting
method. In section 3, ESM is stated by ARMA model and
estimation method of smoothing constant is derived using
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ARMA model identification. The combination of linear and
non-linear function is introduced for trend removing in section
4. The Monthly Ratio is referred in section 5. AR model is
described in section 6. Forecasting is executed in section 7,
and estimation accuracy is examined. In section 8, building
BTO system is stated, which is followed by the conclusion of
section 9.
II.

CURRENT STATUS AND ISSUES OF SANITARY
MATERIALS MANUFACTURER

A. Outline of Sanitary Materials Manufacturer
Outline of Sanitary Materials Manufacturer (Company O)
is as follows.
/ Established: 1936
/ Business Domain: Production and sales of Sanitary
Materials
/ Business Department and Product:
A. Medical Department
absorbent gauze, absorbent cotton, products for
maternity clinic, products for gynecological department,
products for surgery
B. Consumer Department
hygiene cotton, products for nursing and nursing care

B. Problems and Issues
Under the severe competition with other companies,
Company O has took every means in order to reduce cost. The
methods they took are as follows.
/ Increase Sales Base so as to respond to the customers’
needs
/ Increase distribution center
/ Increase purchase from abroad
/ Build factory in abroad
Partially, these made contribution of cost reduction, but
caused disadvantage of the increase of stocks and prolonged
lead time.
Imported parts from abroad consist of nearly 20 % and
these take more than one month’s lead time, which causes
increase of stocks. Each department made every effort in each
department and that did not make any optimization in the
total.
There are several means for the total optimization. Among
them, correct forecasting is inevitable in the total supply chain
management.
From now on, the newly developed forecasting method by
us is stated in section 3 through 6 and forecasting is executed
in section 7.
This time, we set Rank A items (Share is 15% in the total
items) as important items to be controlled and make
forecasting for them. The base data for forecasting is each
sales amount of September 2009 through August 2012.

/ Base:
A. Headquarter
Nagoya

III.

B. Sales Base

DESCRIPTION OF ESM USING ARMA MODEL

A. ESM and ARMA mode
In ESM, forecasting at time t +1 is stated in the following
equation.

10 places in Japan
Shanghai

xˆt 1  xˆt   xt  xˆt 
 xt  1   xˆt

C. Factory
3 factories in Japan
Indonesia (Affiliated)

xˆ t 1 :



l
xˆt 1    1    xt l

/ ABC Analysis in the Sales Amount (September 2011
through August 2012)

2639

0    1

(2) is re-stated as

B. Non Sterilized Product: 5~7 days

Rank C items

t 1

realized value at t
 : smoothing constant

A. Sterilized Product: 10~12 days

Rank B items (Upper 90%) 727

forecasting at

xt :

/ Lead Time for the Production:

Rank A items (Upper 70%) 577

(2)

Here,

/ Number of Product Items: 3943 (Real Moving one:
about 1600)

Total items: 3943

(1)

(3)

l 0

By the way, we consider the following (1,1) order ARMA
model.

xt  xt 1  et  et 1
(4)
Generally,  p, q  order ARMA model is stated as
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p

q

q

xt   ai xt i  et   b j et  j
i 1

(5)

j 1

Process

(10)

j 1

Here,

xt :

~
xt  et   b j et  j

Sample process of Stationary Ergodic Gaussian

xt  t  1,2,, N ,

et  : Gaussian White Noise with 0 mean  e2 variance
MA process in (5) is supposed to satisfy convertibility
condition.

We express the autocorrelation function of ~
x t as ~r k and
from (9), (10), we get the following non-linear equations which
are well known.
q k

~
rk =

Utilizing the relation that

 e2  b j bk  j

(11)

k  q  1

0

Eet et 1 , et 2 ,  0

k  q 

j 0

q

~
r0   e2  b 2j

we get the following equation from (4).

j 0

xˆ  xt 1  et 1
(6)
Operating this scheme on t +1, we finally get

For these equations, recursive algorithm has been
developed. In this paper, parameter to be estimated is only b1 ,
so it can be solved in the following way.

xˆt 1  xˆt  1   et

From (4) (5) (8) (11), we get

 xˆt  1   xt  xˆt 

(7)

q 1
a1  1

If we set 1     , the above equation is the same with
(1), i.e., equation of ESM is equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA
model, or is said to be (0,1,1) order ARIMA model because 1st
order AR parameter is  1 .
B. Estimation of Smoothing Constant utilizing System
Identification of ARMA model
Comparing with (4) and (5), we obtain.

b1       1
~
r0  1  b12  e2
~
r b 2



1

If we set

a1  1

(12)



1

e

~
r

 k  ~k
r

b1       1

0

the following equation is derived.

From (1), (7),

1 

  1  .
Therefore, we get

b1
1  b12

(13)

We can get b1 as follows.

a1  1
b1       1

b1 

1  1  4 12

(8)

From above, we can get estimation of smoothing constant
after we identify the parameter of MA part of ARMA model.
But, generally MA part of ARMA model become non-linear
equations which are described below.

In order to have real roots,

1 

i 1

(9)

1
2

(15)

b1 must satisfy
b1  1

p

~
xt  xt   a i xt i

(14)

1 must satisfy

From invertibility condition,

Let (5) be

2 1

(16)

From (14), using the next relation,
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1  b1 2  0
1  b1 2  0



y  1 a1 x  b1    2 a2 x 2  b2 x  c2





y γ1 a1 x  b1  γ2 a2 x 2  b2 x  c2

As



γ3 a3 x 3  b3 x 2  c3 x  d 3

  b1  1
 1  b1  0
Finally we get



1  1  4 12
1  2 1  1  4 



(22)


(23)



as a combination of linear and 2nd order non-linear and
3rd order non-linear function. Here, , , . Trend is removed by
dividing the original data by (21),(22) and (23). Comparative
discussion concerning (21), (22) and (23) is described in
section 5.

b1 is within the range of

2 1

(21)

y β1 a1 x  b1  β2 a3 x 3  b3 x 2  c3 x  d3

(16) always holds.

b1 



V. MONTHLY RATIO
For example, if there is the monthly data of L years as
stated bellow:

(17)

x  i  1,, L  j  1,,12

2
1

ij

2 1

where, xij  R in which j means month and i means

which satisfy above condition. Thus we can get a theoretical
solution by a simple way.

year and xij is a shipping data of i-th year, j-th month, then,
monthly ratio

Focusing that the equation of ESM is equivalent to (1,1)
order ARMA model equation, we can estimate smoothing
constant after estimating ARMA model parameter.

~
x j  j  1,,12 is calculated as follows.
1 L
 xij
L i 1
~
xj 
1 1 L 12
  xij
L 12 i 1 j 1

It can be estimated only by calculating 0th and 1st order
autocorrelation function
IV. TREND REMOVAL METHOD
As a trend removal method, we describe the combination
of linear and non-linear function.

(24)

Monthly trend is removed by dividing the data by (24).
Numerical examples both of the monthly trend removal case
and the non-removal case are discussed in section 7.

[1] Linear function
We set:

VI.

y  a1 x  b1

(18)

AR MODEL BY USING DELAY OPERATOR

p - th order AR model is stated as follows.

xt  a1 xt 1    a p xt  p  et

as a linear function.

(21)

[2] Non-linear function
VII. FORECASTING THE SHIPPING DATA OF MANUFACTURER

We set:

y  a2 x  b2 x  c2

(19)

y  a3 x3  b3 x 2  c3 x  d3

(20)

2

nd

rd

as a 2 and a 3 order non-linear function.
[3] The combination of linear and non-linear function
We set:

A. Analysis Procedure
The shipping data of sanitary materials manufacture for 4
cases from September 2009 through August 2012 are analyzed.
Contents of these are as follows.
Case 1: Sum data of all Rank A items
Case 2: Product A (absorbent cotton)
Case 3: Product B (Set product for birth)
Case 4: Product C (Material of set product for birth)
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Analysis procedure is as follows. There are 36 monthly
data for each case. We use 24 data (1st to 24th) and remove
trend by the method stated in section 4. Then we calculate
monthly ratio by the method stated in section 5. After
removing monthly trend, the method stated in section 3 is
applied and Exponential Smoothing Constant with minimum
variance of forecasting error is estimated. Then 1 step forecast
is executed. Thus, data is shifted to 2nd to 25th and the forecast
for 26th data is executed consecutively, which finally reaches
forecast of 36th data. To examine the accuracy of forecasting,
variance of forecasting error is calculated for the data of 25th
to 36th data. Final forecasting data is obtained by multiplying
monthly ratio and trend.
Forecasting error is expressed as:

200
（milion¥）

180

160
140
120
100
80

Realized value
Trend
Forecasting

60
40

FAR:97.62%
Adopted Forecasting Model: Revised AR Model

20
0

Fig. 1. Forecasting result for Case 1
12,000

 i  xˆi  xi
 

1
N

（K¥）

(25)

10,000

N



(26)

i

i 1

8,000

6,000

Realized value

4,000

Variance of forecasting error is calculated by:

Trend
Forecasting

FAR:95.59%
Adopted Forecasting Model: Revised AR Model

2,000

0

2

1 N
 2 
  i   
N  1 i 1

(27)
Fig. 2. Forecasting result for Case 2
900

These schemes are similarly adapted to AR model stated in
section 6. We set Forecasting Accuracy Ratio (FAR) as follows.

（K¥）

800
700



x i  xi

N
FAR  1  

xi
i 1





 ×100(%)




600
500

400

(28)

Realized value

300

Trend
Forecasting

200

FAR:93.05%
Adopted Forecasting Model: Revised Exponential smoothing Method

100
0

The method that has better PAR value is adopted between
them.
B. Forecasting Results
Forecasting results for 4 cases are exhibited in Figure 1
through Figure 4.

Fig. 3. Forecasting result for Case 3
25,000
（K¥）

20,000

Forecasting results for 4 cases are exhibited in Figure 1
through Figure 4.
We can observe that each case has a very good forecasting
accuracy.
We have confirmed the FAR for all the Rank A items and
materials of set product for birth in Rank A. Summary of them
is exhibited at Table 2.

15,000

10,000

5,000

Realized value
Trend
Forecasting

FAR:96.14%
Adopted Forecasting Model: Revised AR Model

0

Summary of them is exhibited at Table 2.
Fig. 4. Forecasting result for Case 4
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Fig. 5. The Scheme of BTO for the Set Production of Birth
TABLE I.

THEIR SUMMARY IS EXHIBITED IN TABLE 1

Selected Model
Revised AR Mode
Revised Exponential Smoothing
Method
Revised AR Mode
Revised AR Mode

Case1
Case2
Case3
Case4

TABLE II.

All the Rank
A items
Materials of
Set Product
for Birth

Number
of items
577
124

FAR (%)
97.62
95.59
93.05
96.14

Distribution (FAR) (%)
~85% ~80%
~75%
70.2
86.5
92.7

Mode

97.6

96.0

98.4

By shortening the lead time, they can cope with the
request of customers flexibly. Improvement of cash flow is
also achieved by decreasing stock level.
Now, we summarize the advantage of forecasting in this
company.

FAR FOR ALL THE RANK A ITEMS

97.6

procurement lead time and lack of materials. After receiving
the order from the customer, they soon start production and
make delivery after it is completed. The operation is mainly
consisted by the hand work of making set, therefore replacing
the product with other products can easily be done.

90.0

/ Exquisite production planning can be achieved by
utilizing the result of precise forecasting. Demand forecasting
is the basis and the starting point of Supply Chain
Management.
/ Exquisite preliminary order can be built, which causes
less stocks and shorter lead time in suppliers.
/ Smooth BTO is established with short lead time and
stockless production by co-operating with suppliers, which
will derive win-win relationship among maker and suppliers..

The mode is 90% for all the Rank A items.
We take up materials of set product for birth in Rank A
and the mode is 96%. These are sufficiently enough to utilize
these forecasting methods to the actual daily business.
VIII. BUILDING THE BTO SYSTEM FOR THE SET PRODUCTION
OF BIRTH
The construction of materials for the set product of birth
differs by customer. Therefore procurement becomes difficult.
Exquisite forecasting of materials of set product for birth
enables procurement to be a stable and correct one, which
would contribute to keep the appropriate stock level. From this
condition, building the BTO system for the set product of birth
is a good way to this set product. In Figure 5, the scheme of
BTO system for the set product of birth is exhibited.
Factory does not have product stocks basically. Planner
makes order sheet based upon the forecasting results of
materials, and he announce unofficially to the suppliers
(Abroad, for example, Indonesia) for 3 through 4 months’
preliminary order quantities. Suppliers make production under
this preliminary order. Thus, it helps the shortening of

IX. CONCLUSION
In recent years, BTO (Build to Order) system is prevailing.
It pursues short lead time, minimum stocks, and thereby
minimum cost. But the high accuracy demand forecasting is
inevitable for the parts manufacturers.
In this paper, well organized BTO system in the sanitary
materials manufacturer is seek with the aid of high accuracy
demand forecasting, which is newly developed by us.
Focusing that the equation of ESM is equivalent to (1,1) order
ARMA model equation, a new method of estimation of
smoothing constant in ESM was derived. Trend removal
method was also devised. AR model is also used for
forecasting. After removing trend, AR model is utilized and
forecasting is executed. Better one in the forecasting accuracy
between them was chosen for the final forecasting. Thus, we
could obtain the high accuracy demand forecasting. These
methods are examined by the data of sanitary materials
manufacturer and the BTO system is newly built by utilizing
this method. Smooth BTO is established with short lead time
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and stockless production by co-operating with suppliers,
which will derive win-win relationship among maker and
suppliers. By shortening the lead time, they can cope with the
request of customers flexibly. Improvement of cash flow is
also achieved by decreasing stock level..

[1]
[2]
[3]

X. FUTURE WORKS
Future works of this paper are as follows.
[4]

/ To examine the advantage in the performed case
/ To further develop the BTO system in the performed case
/ To Extend the BTO system in various cases

[5]

Further development of this system should be performed
hereafter. In the end, we appreciate Mr. Norio Funato for his
helpful support of our study.
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Abstract—Sales forecasting is a starting point of supply chain
management, and its accuracy influences business management
significantly. In industries, how to improve forecasting accuracy
such as sales, shipping is an important issue. In this paper, a
hybrid method is introduced and plural methods are compared.
Focusing that the equation of exponential smoothing method
(ESM) is equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA model equation, a new
method of estimation of smoothing constant in exponential
smoothing method is proposed before by Takeyasu et.al. which
satisfies minimum variance of forecasting error. Firstly, we make
estimation of ARMA model parameter and then estimate
smoothing constants. In this paper, combining the trend
removing method with this method, we aim to improve
forecasting accuracy. Trend removing by the combination of
linear and 2nd order non-linear function and 3rd order nonlinear function is carried out to the manufacturer’s data of
sanitary materials.
The new method shows that it is useful for the time series that
has various trend characteristics and has rather strong seasonal
trend. The effectiveness of this method should be examined in
various cases.
Keywords—component; minimum variance; exponential
smoothing method; forecasting; trend; sanitary materials

I. INTRODUCTION
The needs for sales forecasting is prevailing among
companies, but the contents of such needs are undergoing
significant changes because of the rapid changes in the recent
business environment. Correct forecasting along with supply
chain management is required that leads to the shortened lead
time and less stocks.
Time series analysis is often used in such themes as sales
forecasting, stock market price forecasting etc. Sales
forecasting is inevitable for Supply Chain Management. But in
fact, it is not well utilized in industries. It is because there are
so many irregular incidents therefore it becomes hard to make
sales forecasting. A mere application of method does not bear
good result. The big reason is that sales data or production
data are not stationary time series, while linear model requires
the time series as a stationary one. In order to improve
forecasting accuracy, we have devised trend removal methods
as well as searching optimal parameters and obtained good

Kazuhiro Takeyasu3
3

College of Business Administration,
Tokoha University, 325 Oobuchi,
Fuji City, Shizuoka, 417-0801, Japan

results. We created a new method and applied it to various
time series and examined the effectiveness of the method.
Applied data are sales data, production data, shipping data,
stock market price data, flight passenger data etc.
Many methods for time series analysis have been
presented such as Autoregressive model (AR Model),
Autoregressive Moving Average Model (ARMA Model) and
Exponential Smoothing Method (ESM)[1] － [4]. Among these,
ESM is said to be a practical simple method.
For this method, various improving method such as adding
compensating item for time lag, coping with the time series
with trend [5], utilizing Kalman Filter [6], Bayes Forecasting[7],
adaptive ESM[8], exponentially weighted
Moving Averages with irregular updating periods [9],
making averages of forecasts using plural method [10] are
presented. For example, Maeda[6] calculated smoothing
constant in relationship with S/N ratio under the assumption
that the observation noise was added to the system. But he had
to calculate under supposed noise because he could not grasp
observation noise.
It can be said that it does not pursue optimum solution
from the very data themselves which should be derived by
those estimation. Ishii [11] pointed out that the optimal
smoothing constant was the solution of infinite order equation,
but he didn’t show analytical solution. Based on these facts, a
new method of estimation of smoothing constant in ESM was
proposed before [12]. Focusing that the equation of ESM is
equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA model equation, a new
method of estimation of smoothing constant in ESM was
derived. Furthermore, combining the trend removal method,
forecasting accuracy was improved, where shipping data,
stock market price data etc. were examined [13] －[19].
In this paper, utilizing above stated method, a revised
forecasting method is proposed. A mere application of ESM
does not make good forecasting accuracy for the time series
which has non-linear trend and/or trend by month. A new
method to cope with this issue is required. Therefore, utilizing
above stated method, a revised forecasting method is proposed
in this paper to improve forecasting accuracy. In making
forecast such as production data, trend removing method is
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devised. Trend removing by the combination of linear and 2nd
order non-linear function and 3rd order non-linear function is
executed to the manufacturer’s data of sanitary materials. The
weights for these functions are set 0.5 for two patterns at first
and then varied by 0.01 increment for three patterns and
optimal weights are searched. For the comparison, monthly
trend is removed after that. Theoretical solution of smoothing
constant of ESM is calculated for both of the monthly trend
removing data and the non-monthly trend removing data.
Then forecasting is executed on these data. This is a revised
forecasting method. Variance of forecasting error of this
newly proposed method is assumed to be less than those of
previously proposed method. The new method shows that it is
useful especially for the time series that has stable
characteristics and has rather strong seasonal trend and also
the case that has non-linear trend. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. In section 2, the new method is
described. ESM is stated by ARMA model and estimation
method of smoothing constant is derived using ARMA model
identification. The combination of linear and non-linear
function is introduced for trend removing and the Monthly
Ratio is also referred. Forecasting is executed in section 3, and
estimation accuracy is examined, which is followed by the
Discussion of section 4
II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW METHOD

A. Description of ESM Using ARMA Model[12]
In ESM, forecasting at time t +1 is stated in the following
equation.

xˆt 1  xˆt   xt  xˆt 

(1)

 xt  1   xˆt

xt :
Sample process of Stationary Ergodic Gaussian Process

xt  t  1,2,, N ,

et  : Gaussian White Noise with 0 mean  e2 variance
MA process in (4) is supposed to satisfy convertibility
condition. Utilizing the relation that

Eet et 1 , et 2 ,  0
we get the following equation from (3).

xˆt  xt 1  et 1
Operating this scheme on t +1, we finally get
xˆt 1  xˆt  1   et
 xˆt  1   xt  xˆt 

Finally we get:

Here,

xˆ t 1 : forecasting at t  1
xt : realized value at t

Here 1 must satisfy



l
xˆt 1    1    xt l

(2)



l 0

By the way, we consider the following (1,1) order ARMA
model.

xt  xt 1  et  et 1

(3)

Generally,  p, q  order ARMA model is stated as

i 1

Here,

1
 1  0
2

(8)

in order to satisfy 0    1 .

Focusing on the idea that the equation of ESM is
equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA model equation, we can
estimate smoothing constant after estimating ARMA model
parameter.
It can be estimated only by calculating 0th and 1st order
autocorrelation function.

q

j 1

(7)

Thus we can obtain a theoretical solution by a simple way.

(1) is re-stated as

p

1  1  4 12
2 1

1  2 1  1  4 12

2 1

xt   ai xt i  et   b j et  j

(6)

If we set 1     , the above equation is the same with
(1), i.e., equation of ESM is equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA
model, or is said to be (0,1,1) order ARIMA model because
1st order AR parameter is 1 [1][3]. Focusing that the equation
of exponential smoothing method (ESM) is equivalent to (1,1)
order ARMA model equation, a new method of estimation of
smoothing constant in exponential smoothing method is
derived.

b1 

 : smoothing constant 0    1

(5)

(4)

B. Trend Removal Method[12]
As ESM is a one of a linear model, forecasting accuracy
for the time series with non-linear trend is not necessarily
good. How to remove trend for the time series with non-linear
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trend is a big issue in improving forecasting accuracy. In this
paper, we devise to remove this non-linear trend by utilizing
non-linear function.
As trend removal method, we describe the combination of
linear and non-linear function.
[1] Linear function

III.

FORECASTING THE SHIPPING DATA OF
MANUFACTURER

A. Analysis Procedure
Manufacturer’s data of sanitary materials from September
2009 to August 2012 are analyzed. First of all, graphical charts
of these time series data are exhibited in Fig. 1, 2,3.

We set

y  a1 x  b1

(9)

as a linear function.
[2] Non-linear function
We set

y  a2 x 2  b2 x  c2

(10)

y  a3 x 3  b3 x 2  c3 x  d 3

(11)

nd

rd

as a 2 and a 3 order non-linear function.

Fig. 1. Product A

[3] The combination of linear and non-linear function
We set



y  1 a1 x  b1    2 a2 x 2  b2 x  c2



(12)



y β1 a1 x  b1  β2 a3 x3  b3 x 2  c3 x  d3



y γ1 a1 x  b1  γ2 a2 x 2  b2 x  c2



γ3 a3 x 3  b3 x 2  c3 x  d 3







(13)
(14)

as the combination of linear and 2nd order non-linear and
3 order non-linear function. Here,  2  1  1 , β2  1 β1 ,
γ3  1  (γ1 γ2 ) . Comparative discussion concerning (12),
(13) and (14) are described in section 5.
rd

Fig. 2. Product B

C. Monthly Ratio[12]
For example, if there is the monthly data of L years as
stated bellow:

x  i  1,, L  j  1,,12
ij

Where, xij  R in which j means month and i means
year and xij is a shipping data of i-th year, j-th month. Then,
monthly ratio

~
x j  j  1,,12

is calculated as follows.

1 L
 xij
L i 1
~
xj 
1 1 L 12
  xij
L 12 i 1 j 1

Fig. 3. Product C

(15)

Monthly trend is removed by dividing the data by (15).
Numerical examples both of monthly trend removal case and
non-removal case are discussed in 5.

Analysis procedure is as follows. There are 36 monthly
data for each case. We use 24 data(1 to 24) and remove trend
by the method stated in 2.2. Then we calculate monthly ratio
by the method stated in 2.3. After removing monthly trend, the
method stated in 2.1 is applied and Exponential Smoothing
Constant with minimum variance of forecasting error is
estimated.
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Then 1 step forecast is executed. Thus, data is shifted to
2nd to 25th and the forecast for 26th data is executed
consecutively, which finally reaches forecast of 36th data. To
examine the accuracy of forecasting, variance of forecasting
error is calculated for the data of 25th to 36th data. Final
forecasting data is obtained by multiplying monthly ratio and
trend. Forecasting error is expressed as:

 i  xˆi  xi
 

1
N

In pattern1 and 2, the weight of

the weight of  1 and  2 are shifted by 0.01 increment in (14)
which satisfy the range 0   1  1.00 , 0   2  1.00 .The
best solution is selected which minimizes the variance of
forecasting error. Estimation results of coefficient of (9), (10)
and (11) are exhibited in Table 2. Estimation results of
weights of (12), (13) and (14) are exhibited in Table 3.

(16)
(17)

i

i 1

B. Trend Removing
Trend is removed by dividing original data by
(12),(13),(14). The patterns of trend removal are exhibited in
Table1.
TABLE I.

Graphical chart of trend is exhibited in Fig. 4, 5, 6 for the
cases that monthly ratio is used.

COEFFICIENT OF (9),(10) AND (11)

1st
Pro
duct
A
Pro
duct
B
Pro
duct
C

are set

0.5 in the equation (12),(13). In pattern3, the weight of  1 is
shifted by 0.01 increment in (12) which satisfy the range
0  1  1.00 . In pattern4, the weight of  1 is shifted in the
same way which satisfy the range 0  1  1.00 . In pattern5,

N



 1 ,  2 , 1 ,  2

2nd

3rd

a1

b1

a2

b2

c2

a3

b3

c3

d3

43209.1095
7

5856643.29
7

1333.16432

9880.00155
4

6001069.43
2

567.0224981

19930.17936

226879.511
6

5503507.19

12078.8556
5

2983007.05
4

50.8956065
7

10806.4654
9

2988520.74
5

249.7081938

9414.952874

84756.8602
8

3207639.68
5

12459.3434
8

3155302.37
3

397.796594
7

22404.2583
5

3112207.74
2

256.3640436

9215.855041

75706.2611
5

3337167.19

TABLE II.

THE PATTERNS OF TREND REMOVAL

Pattern1

 1 ,  2 are set 0.5 in the equation (12)

Pattern2

1 ,  2 are set 0.5 in the equation (13)

Pattern3

 1 is shifted by 0.01 increment in (12)

Pattern4

 1 is shifted by 0.01 increment in (13)

Pattern5

γ1 and γ2

are shifted by 0.01 increment in (14)

TABLE III.

Monthly
ratio
Product A
Product B
Product C

Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used

Pattern1

WEIGHTS OF (12), (13) AND (14)

Pattern2

Pattern3

Pattern4

Pattern5

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0
0
0.1
0.37
0.47
1

1
1
0.9
0.63
0.53
0

1
1
0.92
1
1
1

0
0
0.08
0
0
0

0
0
0.1
0.37
0.47
1

1
1
0.9
0.63
0.53
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
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Fig. 4. Trend of Product A

Fig. 5. Trend of Product B

Fig. 6. Trend of Product C
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C. Removing trend of monthly ratio
After removing trend, monthly ratio is calculated by the
method stated in 2.3.
Calculation result for 1st to 24th data is exhibited in Table
4 through 8.
D. Estimation of Smoothing Constant with Minimum Variance
of Forecasting Error
After removing monthly trend, Smoothing Constant with
minimum variance of forecasting error is estimated utilizing
(7). There are cases that we cannot obtain a theoretical solution
because they do not satisfy the condition of (A-9).
TABLE IV.

Month
Product A
Product B
Product C

1
1.10
0.97
1.06

2
1.01
1.16
1.06

3
0.92
0.83
1.00

4
1.19
1.02
1.23

TABLE V.

Month
Product A
Product B
Product C

1
1.12
0.96
1.05

2
1.02
1.15
1.05

3
0.93
0.83
0.99

4
1.20
1.02
1.22

TABLE VI.

Month
Product A
Product B
Product C

1
1.10
0.97
1.06

2
1.01
1.16
1.06

3
0.92
0.83
1.00

4
1.19
1.02
1.23

TABLE VII.

Month
Product A
Product B
Product C

1
1.10
0.97
1.06

2
1.01
1.16
1.06

3
0.92
0.83
1.00

4
1.19
1.02
1.23

TABLE VIII.

Month
Product A
Product B
Product C

1
1.10
0.97
1.06

2
1.01
1.16
1.06

3
0.92
0.83
1.00

4
1.19
1.02
1.23

In those cases, Smoothing Constant with minimum
variance of forecasting error is derived by shifting variable
from 0.01 to 0.99 with 0.01 interval. Calculation result for 1st
to 24th data is exhibited in Table 9.
E. Forecasting and Variance of Forecasting Error
Utilizing smoothing constant estimated in the previous
section, forecasting is executed for the data of 25th to 36th
data. Final forecasting data is obtained by multiplying
monthly ratio and trend.
Variance of forecasting error is calculated by (18).
Forecasting results are exhibited in Fig. 7, 8, 9 for the cases
that monthly ratio is used.

MONTHLY RATIO (PATTERN1)

5
0.72
0.77
0.84

6
0.91
0.84
0.68

7
0.98
1.15
1.12

8
0.89
1.33
0.77

9
1.03
0.80
1.03

10
1.07
1.00
1.06

11
1.12
1.05
1.20

12
1.05
1.09
0.96

8
0.88
1.33
0.77

9
1.03
0.80
1.03

10
1.07
1.01
1.07

11
1.11
1.05
1.21

12
1.04
1.10
0.97

8
1.03
1.33
0.77

9
1.07
0.80
1.03

10
1.12
1.00
1.06

11
1.19
1.05
1.20

12
1.05
1.09
0.96

8
0.89
1.33
0.77

9
1.03
0.80
1.03

10
1.07
1.00
1.06

11
1.12
1.05
1.20

12
1.06
1.09
1.00

8
0.89
1.33
0.77

9
1.03
0.80
1.03

10
1.07
1.00
1.06

11
1.12
1.05
1.20

12
1.05
1.09
0.96

MONTHLY RATIO (PATTERN2)

5
0.72
0.77
0.84

6
0.91
0.84
0.68

7
0.98
1.15
1.12

MONTHLY RATIO (PATTERN3)

5
0.72
0.77
0.84

6
0.91
0.84
0.68

7
0.89
1.15
1.12

MONTHLY RATIO (PATTERN4)

5
0.72
0.77
0.84

6
0.91
0.84
0.68

7
0.98
1.15
1.12

MONTHLY RATIO (PATTERN5)

5
0.72
0.77
0.84

6
0.91
0.84
0.68

7
0.99
1.15
1.12
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TABLE IX.
Mont
hly
ratio
Product
A
Product
B
Product
C

Used
Not
used
Used
Not
used
Used
Not
used

Pattern1

ESTIMATED SMOOTHING CONSTANT WITH MINIMUM VARIANCE
Pattern3

Pattern2

Pattern4

Pattern5

1



1



1



1



1



-0 .4 1 1

0 . 4 7 6

-0.4423

0 . 3 9 6 6

- 0 . 3 9 7 6

0 . 5 0 5 0

- 0 . 4 2 1 0

0 . 4 5 3 0

- 0 . 2 6 4 8

0 . 7 1 3 5

- 0 . 2 6 9 1

0 . 7 0 8 0

- 0 . 3 9 7 6
- 0 . 2 6 4 8

0 . 5 0 5 0
0 . 7 1 3 5

- 0 . 2 2 4 6

0 . 7 6 2 8

- 0 . 2 2 6 4

0 . 7 6 0 6

- 0 . 2 2 4 6

0 . 7 6 2 8

- 0 . 0 6 6 0

0 . 9 3 3 7

- 0 . 0 6 6 1

0 . 9 3 3 6

- 0 . 0 6 6 0

0 . 9 3 3 7

- 0 . 4 2 3 5

0 . 4 4 6 9

- 0 . 4 1 7 8

0 . 4 6 0 7

- 0 . 4 2 3 5

0 . 4 4 6 9

- 0 . 2 6 5 6

0 . 7 1 2 5

- 0 . 2 6 5 6

0 . 7 1 2 5

- 0 . 2 6 5 6

0 . 7 1 2 5

-0.2679

0.7095

-0.2864

0 . 6 8 5 2

-0.2245

0.7628

-0.2357

0 . 7 4 9 6

-0 .0 6 6

0.9337

-0.0749

0 . 9 2 4 7

-0.4232

0.4476

-0.4211

0 . 4 5 2 6

-0 .2 6 6

0.7119

-0.2671

0 . 7 1 0 6

Fig. 7. Forecasting Results of Product A

Fig. 8. Forecasting Results of Product B
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Fig. 9. Forecasting Results of Product C

Variance of forecasting error is exhibited in Table 10
TABLE X.

Product
A
Product
B
Product
C

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR

Monthly
ratio

Pattern1

Pattern2

Pattern3

Pattern4

Pattern5

Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used

841,383,645,691.7740
1,233,162,627,302.1600
272,535,112,508.2970
530,376,395,688.7940
1,144,959,209,811.1200
2,104,397,068,344.4300

1,253,890,581,301.6900
1,476,091,369,104.5700
298,632,461,408.8090
578,434,563,503.2370
1,361,652,912,074.6500
2,357,366,912,250.4600

828013457221.089
1228777654815.98
258441818256.66
529971383044.765
1144904100567.48
2075183264170.54

878641598931.531
1239890302140.87
276267182227.964
539573173959.263
1161683354954.07
2075183264170.54

828013457221.089
1228777654815.98
258441818256.66
529971383044.765
1144904100567.48
2075183264170.54

F. Remarks
These time series have non-linear trend and trend by
month. Applying only an ESM does not make good
forecasting accuracy.
All cases had a good result in 1st+2nd order with the case
that monthly ratio is used. We can observe that monthly trend
is rather apparent in these cases. Therefore the method has
selected the monthly trend removing case.
IV.

DISCUSSION

Correct sales forecasting is inevitable in industries. Poor
sales forecasting accuracy leads to a gap between the sales plan
and result, which in turn generates a gap between the sales plan
and the production plan. The condition in which the quantity in
a production plan exceeds that in a sales plan (excess
production) pushes up cost caused by increased finished and
intermediate product inventory. Increased inventory and
prolonged dwell time of product in inventory will lead to
increased waste loss as well as extended lead-time, affecting
customer satisfaction. In order to improve forecasting accuracy,
we have devised trend removal methods as well as searching
optimal parameters and obtained good results. We created a
new method.

V. CONCLUSION
Focusing on the idea that the equation of exponential
smoothing method(ESM) was equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA
model equation, a new method of estimation of smoothing
constant in exponential smoothing method was proposed
before by Takeyasu et.al.[12] which satisfied minimum
variance of forecasting error. Combining the trend removal
method with this method, we aimed to improve forecasting
accuracy.
A mere application of ESM does not make good
forecasting accuracy for the time series which has non-linear
trend and/or trend by month. A new method to cope with this
issue is required. Therefore, utilizing above stated method, a
revised forecasting method is proposed in this paper to improve
forecasting accuracy. An approach to this method was executed
in the following method. Trend removal by a linear function
was applied to the manufacturer’s data of sanitary materials.
The combination of linear and non-linear function was also
introduced in trend removing. For the comparison, monthly
trend was removed after that. Theoretical solution of
smoothing constant of ESM was calculated for both of the
monthly trend removing data and the non-monthly trend
removing data.
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Then forecasting was executed on these data. Product Ⅰ
and Product Ⅱ had a good result in 1st+2nd order with the case
that monthly ratio is used, while Product Ⅲhad a good result in
1st+2nd order with the case that monthly ratio is not used.

[9]

VI. FUTURE WORKS
It is our future works to investigate much further cases to
confirm the effectiveness of our new method. Various cases
should be examined hereafter.

[11]

In the end, we appreciate Mr. Norio Funato for his helpful
support of our study.

[10]

[12]

[13]
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Abstract—In this paper, a comprehensive survey on gaming
tree searching methods that can use to find the best move in two
players zero-sum computer games was introduced. The purpose
of this paper is to discuss, compares and analyzes various
sequential and parallel algorithms of gaming tree, including some
enhancement for them. Furthermore, a number of open research
areas and suggestions of future work in this field are mentioned.
Keywords—game tree search; searching; evaluation; parallel;
distributed; GPU

I. INTRODUCTION
Game playing; where a human play versus a computer have
a long history. In the earlier game playing programs, the
computer couldn't win a human because of the weakness of the
game tree algorithms for finding the best next-move or the
limitation of computer computation and memory space. The
advances in this field and the field of computer architecture
finally allowed computers to win humans in most complex
games, including chess. Many algorithms have already been
invented to find the best next-move for the computer, including
sequential algorithms such as MiniMax [1], NegaMax [2],
Negascout [3], SSS* [4] and B* [5] as well as parallel
algorithms such as Parallel Alpha-Beta algorithm [6]. These
Parallel algorithms are now modified to run not only on CPUs,
but also on GPUs [7] to provide a faster solution.
Almost all game playing programs use game trees to find
the next-best move. An example of a game tree for Tic-TacToe game [8] is shown in Fig. 1 The figure shows the
following:
 Each node represents a game state.
 The root represents the current game state.
 All the branches for a given node represent all the legal
moves for that node.
 The node that doesn't have any successor called a leaf.
Evaluation function is used to determine whatever a leaf
represents a win, lose, draw or just a score, in case the

algorithm was stopped before any player won, lose or the game
ended with a draw. The developers usually do that because in
more complex games, there is no practical algorithm that can
search in the entire tree in a reasonable amount of time even if
it uses the power of parallel processing. An example for this is
the checkers and chess game where they need to evaluate about
1020 and 1040 nodes respectively. WD is used as an estimation
of the number of nodes needs to be visited, where W represents
the average number of legal moves for each node, and D
represents the game length. Two solutions for this problem are
to use a fixed depth "D" or to use a specific time to stop
generating the tree.
There are many categorization methods for sequential game
tree. However, the most common categorization is based on
depth-first and breadth-first, which was used in this paper.
Depth-first search "DFS" [9] means the algorithm will start
from the root and explores as long as the depth limitation didn't
meet along each branch before backtracking. Breadth-first
search "BFS" [10] begins from the root and inspects all the
children of the root node before it inspects all the children of
each root children's node. The parallel algorithms are hard to
categorize as depth or breadth first since some parallel
algorithms work as follows: each core or each processor
inspects a child of the root using DFS or BFS. In the first case,
the distribution of the root’s children uses a BFS algorithm, but
each core or processor uses a DFS. In this case, it is called a
hybrid-system.
To make it clear for the reader, the paper was organized as
follows:
Section [II], presents a discussion for sequential game tree
algorithms categorized into depth-first & breadth-first
algorithms. Section [III], presents a discussion for parallel
game tree algorithms from the programming point of view and
from the hardware point of view. Section, [IV], provides an
analysis for depth algorithms and breadth algorithms based on
algorithm complexity for both time and memory. Section [V],
concludes the paper with some future work that can enhance
the current algorithms.
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II. SEQUENTIAL GAME TREE ALGORITHMS
As mentioned in the previous section, sequential algorithms
were categorized into depth-first search [9] and breadth-first
search [10]. Furthermore, the depth-first search algorithms
categorized again into brute-force search and selective search
[11]. The brute-force search is looking at every variation to a
given depth while the selective search is looking at important
branches only. Section [A], presents a discussion for the bruteforce search in depth-first search. Section [B], presents a
discussion for the selective search in depth-first search. Section
[C], presents a discussion for the breadth-first search.

Fig. 1. Game tree for Tic-Tac-Toe game using MiniMax algorithm.

A. Brute-Force algorithms in Depth-First Search
The most famous algorithms in brute-force search are
MiniMax [1], NegaMax [2], Alpha-Beta [12], NegaScout [3],
and Principle-Variation [13]. Following is a description of each
of these algorithms.
MiniMax [1] algorithm is a game tree algorithm that is
divided into two logically stages, the first one for the first
player which is the computer and the second one for the second
player which is the human. The algorithm tries to find the best
legal move for the computer even if the human plays the best
move for him. Which means, it maximizes the computer score
when it chooses the computer move, while minimizing that
score by choosing the best legal move for the human when it
chooses the human move.
In Fig. 1 there is a simulation of MiniMax search for TicTac-Toe game [8]. Every node has a value calculated by the
evaluation function. For a given path, the value of the leaf
nodes passed back to its parent. An example for that the value
of any O's move will always choose the minimum value for the
computer, while the value for any X's move will always choose
the maximum value for the computer.
In Fig. 2 a pseudo code for the MiniMax algorithm [1] is
presented. The program first calls the function MiniMax which
starts the chain of calls for MaxMove and MinMove. Each time
MaxMove function or MinMove function is called it
automatically calls the other function until the game ended, or
it reached the desired depth.
NegaMax [2] algorithm is an identical algorithm for
MiniMax with only one slight difference. It uses only the

maximization function rather than using both maximization and
minimization functions. This can be done by negating the value
that is returned from the children from the opponent's point of
view rather than searching for the minimum score. This is
possible because of the following mathematical relation:
Max (a, b) == -Min (-a, -b)

(1)

MinMax (GamePosition game) {
return MaxMove (game);
}
MaxMove (GamePosition game) {
if (GameEnded(game)) {
return EvalGameState(game);
}
else {
best_move < - {};
moves <- GenerateMoves(game);
ForEach moves {
move <- MinMove(ApplyMove(game));
if (Value(move) > Value(best_move)) {
best_move < - move;
}
}
return best_move;
}
}
MinMove (GamePosition game) {
best_move <- {};
moves <- GenerateMoves(game);
ForEach moves {
move <- MaxMove(ApplyMove(game));
if (Value(move) > Value(best_move)) {
best_move < - move;
}
}
return best_move;
}
Fig. 2. MiniMax Algorithm Pseduo Code

In Fig. 3 there is a pseudo code for NegaMax algorithm.
Clearly, (1) was used to simplify the MiniMax algorithm.
Alpha-Beta [12] algorithm is a smart modification that can
be applied to MiniMax or NegaMax algorithms. Kunth and
Moore proved that many branches could be pruned away of the
game tree which reduces the time needed to finish the tree, and
it will give the same result as MiniMax or NegaMax. The main
idea of the algorithm is cutting the uninteresting branches in the
game tree. The following examples illustrating the idea:
Max (8, Min (5, X)) and Min (3, Max (7, Y))
The result is always 8 in the first example and 3 in the second
example, no matter the values of X or Y. This means the
algorithm can cut the node X or Y with its branches. The
Alpha-Beta algorithm uses two variables (alpha & beta) to
detect these cases, so any value less than alpha or larger than
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beta will automatically cutoff without affecting the result of the
search tree.
The enhanced version of the NegaMax algorithm from Fig.
3 with Alpha-Beta property is shown in Fig. 4.
// Search game tree to given depth, and return evaluation of
// root node.
int NegaMax(gamePosition, depth)
{
if (depth=0 || game is over)
// evaluate leaf gamePositionition from
// current player’s standpoint
return Eval (gamePosition);
// present return value
score = - INFINITY;
// generate successor moves
moves = Generate(gamePosition);
// look over all moves
for i =1 to sizeof(moves) do
{
// execute current move
Make(moves[i]);
// call other player, and switch sign of
// returned value
cur = -NegaMax(gamePosition, depth-1);
// compare returned value and score
// value, update it if necessary
if (cur > score) score = cur;
// retract current move
Undo(moves[i]);
}
return score;
}
Fig. 3. NegaMax Algorithm Pseudo Code

Several enhancements for the Alpha-Beta algorithm was
published [13]; some of them is listed as follows:
 Move Ordering: The speed and the number of cutoffs of
the Alpha-Beta algorithm can change dramatically
depending on the moving search order. The best move
should be examined first, and then the second best move
and so on. This will maximize the effectiveness of the
algorithm. Many techniques developed to solve this
problem, including:
o

Iterative deepening.

o

Transposition tables.

o

Killer Move Heuristic.

o

History Heuristic.

improve the Alpha-Beta algorithm which discussed
below.
// Search game tree to given depth, and return evaluation of
// root node.
int AlphaBeta(gamePosition, depth, alpha, beta)
{
if (depth=0 || game is over)
// evaluate leaf gamePositionition from
// current player’s standpoint
return Eval (gamePosition);
// present return value
score = - INFINITY;
// generate successor moves
moves = Generate(gamePosition);
// look over all moves
for i =1 to sizeof(moves) do
{
// execute current move
Make(moves[i]);
// call other player, and switch sign of
// returned value
cur = -AlphaBeta(gamePosition, depth-1,
-beta, -alpha);
// compare returned value and score
// value, update it if necessary
if (cur > score) score = cur;
// adjust the search window
if (score > alpha) alpha = score;
// retract current move
Undo(moves[i]);
// cut off
if (alpha >= beta) return alpha;
}
return score;
}
Fig. 4. Enhanced NegaMax with Alpha-Beta Property Pseudo Code

The NegScout [3] and Principal Variation Search [13]
algorithms were based on the scout algorithm which was an
enhanced version of the Alpha-Beta algorithm that can make
more cutoffs in the game tree. It contains a new test condition
that checks whatever the first node in the siblings is either less
than or equal to beta value or greater than or equal to the alpha
value. If the result of the condition is true, then the algorithm
cuts off the root node for these siblings, and if it is false, then it
searches the rest of the siblings to get the new values of alpha
and beta.
In Fig. 5 there is a pseudo code for the NegaScout [3]. It
looks like the same algorithm in Fig. 4 with the modification of
the minimal window search.

 Minimal Window Search: Alpha-Beta algorithms
depend on the values of alpha and beta to cutoff the
branches, so by narrowing the search window by
changing the values of alpha and beta; it will increase
the possibilities of the cutoffs. Many algorithms such as
NegaScout [3] and MTD (f) [14] used this property to

B. Selectivity algorithms in Depth-First Search
The main difference between the brute-force algorithms and
the selectivity algorithms; it doesn't depend on fixed depth to
stop looking in each branch. The most common techniques in
this category are Quiescence Search and Forward Pruning.
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Below is a discussion of the implementation of the Quiescence
Search technique [15] and ProbCut [16] algorithm that is based
on the Forward Pruning technique.
// Search game tree to given depth, and return evaluation of
// root node.
int NegaScout(gamePosition, depth, alpha, beta)
{
if (depth=0 || game is over)
// evaluate leaf gamePositionition from
// current player’s standpoint
return Eval (gamePosition);
// present return value
score = - INFINITY;
n = beta;
// generate successor moves
moves = Generate(gamePosition);
// look over all moves
for i =1 to sizeof(moves) do
{
// execute current move
Make(moves[i]);
// call other player, and switch sign of
// returned value
cur = -NegaScout(gamePosition, depth-1,
-n, -alpha);
if (cur > score) {
if (n = beta ) OR (d <= 2)
// compare returned value and
// score value, update it if
// necessary
score = cur;
else
score = -NegaScout
(gamePosition,depth-1,
-beta, -cur);
}
// adjust the search window
if (score > alpha) alpha = score;
// retract current move
Undo(moves[i]);
// cut off
if (alpha >= beta) return alpha;
n = alpha+1;
}
return score;
}
Fig. 5. NegaScout Algorithm Pseudo Code Using the Minimal Window
Search Principle

Quiescence Search [15] based on the idea of variable depth
searching. The algorithm follows the normal fixed depth in
most branches. However, in some branches the algorithm takes
a deeper look and increases the search depth. An example of
that is the chess game where in critical moves like checks or
promotions, the algorithms extend the depth to make sure there
is no threat exists.

In Fig. 6 there is an abstract pseudo code for the
Quiescence Search that extends the depth and checks if there is
any capture for pieces after a specific move or not.
int Quiesce( int alpha, int beta ) {
int stand_pat = Evaluate();
if( stand_pat >= beta )
return beta;
if( alpha < stand_pat )
alpha = stand_pat;
until( every_capture_has_been_examined ) {
MakeCapture();
score = -Quiesce( -beta, -alpha );
TakeBackMove();
if( score >= beta )
return beta;
if( score > alpha )
alpha = score;
}
return alpha;
}
Fig. 6. Abstract Pseudo Code Version for Quiescence Search

Forward Pruning technique completes the idea of the
variable depth, where it cuts-off unpromising branches.
However, this can lead to errors in the result. Many algorithms
implemented the idea of this technique, including N-Best
Selective Search, ProbCut and Multi-ProCut [16].
N-Best Selective Search only looks for the best N-best
moves at each node. All other siblings for the N-best moves
will automatically cutoff.
Both ProbCut Multi-ProCut algorithms use the result of
shallow search to determine the possibility that a deeper search
will change the value of alpha and beta or not.
ProbCut [16] algorithm uses the statistics’ correlation
techniques to cutoff branches, because it was discovered that
there is a strong correlation between values obtained from
different depth. The relation was described by Micheal Buro as
follows:
V_D = a * V_D’ + b + e

(2)

Where V_D means the value of a given depth, a & b are
real numbers and e is a normally distributed error with zero
mean.
Since the value of a ≈ 1, b ≈ 0 and σ2 is small in most stable
evaluation function, the probability of V_D >= beta could be
predicted from the following equivalent equation:
V_D’ >= ((1/ Φ(P))*σ + beta –b) / a

(3)

Furthermore, the probability of V_D <= alpha could
predicted from the following equivalent equation:
V_D’ <= (-(1/Φ(P)*σ + alpha –b) / a

(4)
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In Fig. 7 there is an abstract implementation for the
ProbCut algorithm. Remember it's up to you to choose the
values of D, D', the cutoff threshold (1/Φ(P)), a, b and σ. The
algorithm can provide a faster result than any brute-force
algorithm. However, it needs many accurate parameters, which
may be difficult to choose and may lead to errors in the results.
int alphaBetaProbCut(int α, int β, int depth) {
const float T(1.5);
const int DP(4);
const int D(8);
if ( depth == 0 ) return evaluate();
if ( depth == D ) {
int bound;
// v >= β with prob. of at least p?
// yes => cutoff */
bound = round( ( T * σ + β - b) / a );
if ( alphaBetaProbCut( bound-1, bound,
DP) >= bound )
return β;
// v <= α with prob. of at least p?
// yes => cutoff */
bound = round( (-T * σ + α - b) / a );
if ( alphaBetaProbCut( bound, bound+1,
DP) <= bound )
return α;
}
// the remainder of alpha-beta goes here
...
}
Fig. 7. Abstract Pseudo Code Version for ProbCut Search without the alphabeta implementation

Multi-ProbCut [16] algorithms generalize the idea of
ProbCut by using additional cutoff thresholds and checks,
including allowing more regression parameters and cutoff
thresholds, using many depth pair and using internal iterative
deepening for shallow searches.
C. Breadth-First Search
As mentioned before the BFS begins from the root node
then it visits its first child after that it visits all its siblings from
the same depth before it moves to the next depth. One of the
problems with this technique; it requires huge memory to store
node’s data. Many algorithms use this technique like NegaC*
[17], MTD (f) [14], SSS* [4], B* [5] and Monte-Carlo search
[18] algorithms, which discussed below.
NegaC* [17] algorithm uses the minimal-window with failsoft Alpha-Beta algorithm like NegaScout [3] algorithm, but it
parses the tree in Breadth-First way. The fail-soft technique
uses two more variables than the Alpha-Beta algorithms to
cutoff more branches.

In Fig. 8 there is an abstract pseudo code implementation of
the NegaC* algorithm.
int negaCStar (int min, int max, int depth) {
int score = min;
while (min != max) {
alpha = (min + max) / 2;
score = failSoftAlphaBeta (alpha,
alpha + 1, depth);
if ( score > alpha)
min = score;
else
max = score;
}
return score;
}
Fig. 8. An Abstract Pseudo Code Implementation of the NegaC* Algorithm

MTD (f) [14] algorithm, which is an abbreviation for
"Memory-enhanced Test Driver" also uses the minimalwindow technique like NegaScout [3] algorithm, but it does it
efficiently. It was introduced as an enhancement to the AlphaBeta Algorithm as mentioned before. It also uses two more
variables to determine the upper-bound and lower-bound. The
normal Alpha-Beta algorithm uses only alpha and beta
variables with -∞ & ∞ as a start and the values are updated one
time at each call to make the only one returning value lies
between the alpha and beta values. However, MTD (f) may
search more than one time at each Alpha-Beta [12] call and use
the returned bounds to converge toward it using the lowerbound and upper-bound to make faster cutoffs of the tree.
Furthermore, the algorithm uses a transposition table to store
and retrieve data about portions of the search tree to use it later
to reduce the over-head of re-examining same game state.
However, it uses memory space to store this data, which
required more memory space.
Fig. 9 shows a pseudo code for the MTD (f) algorithm
without the implementation of the Alpha-Beta algorithm which
was described in Fig. 4.
SSS* [4] is another famous breadth-first search algorithm,
which is non-directorial search algorithm. The algorithm
expands into multiple paths at the same time to get globalinformation of the search tree. However, it searches fewer
nodes than fixed depth-first algorithms like Alpha-Beta
algorithm.
The algorithm stores’ information for all active nodes
which didn't solve yet in a list in decreasing order depends on
their importance. The information consists of three parts:
 N: a unique identifier for each node.
 S: a status of each node whatever it's live or has been
solved.
 H: an important value for the node.
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function MTDF(root, f, d){
g := f
upperBound := +∞
lowerBound := -∞
while lowerBound < upperBound{
if g = lowerBound then
β := g+1
else
β := g
g := AlphaBetaWithMemory (root, β-1,
β, d)
if g < β then
upperBound := g
else
lowerBound := g
}
return g
}
Fig. 9. Pseudo Code for the MTD (f) Algorithm Without the Implementation
of the Alpha-Beta algorithm Which was Described Previously in Fig. 4

The core of the SSS* [4] algorithm depends on two phases:
 Node Expansion: Top-down expansion of a Min
strategy.
 Solution: Bottom-up search for the best Max strategy.
Fig. 10 shows the pseudo code for the SSS* algorithm
using three function push, pop and insert to store, remove and
update node information.
Monte-Carlo Tree Search "MCTS" [18] algorithm made a
breakthrough in game theory and computer science field. The
algorithm is based on randomized exploration of the game tree.
The algorithm also uses the results of previous examined
values for nodes. Every time the algorithm runs it produces a
better estimation of values. However, the game tree gradually
grows in the memory, which is the main disadvantages of
breadth-first algorithms.
The algorithm consists of four phases, which is repeated as
long as there is still time for the computer to think:
 Selection phase, it starts from the root node; it traverses
the game tree by selecting the most promising move
until reaching a leaf node.
 Expansion phase, if the number of visits reaches a predetermined threshold, the leaf is expanded to build a
larger tree.
 Simulation phase, calculates the outcome value of the
leaf by performing a play-out at it.
 Back-propagation phase, it traces back along the game
tree path from the leaf to the root to update the values
changed in the simulation phase.

int SSS* (node n; int bound)
{
push (n, LIVE, bound);
while ( true ) {
pop (node);
switch ( node.status ) {
case LIVE:
if (node == LEAF)
insert (node, SOLVED, min(eval(node),h));
if (node == MIN_NODE)
push (node.1, LIVE, h);
if (node == MAX_NODE)
for (j=w; j; j--)
push (node.j, LIVE, h);
break;
case SOLVED:
if (node == ROOT_NODE)
return (h);
if (node == MIN_NODE) {
purge (parent(node));
push (parent(node), SOLVED, h);
}
if (node == MAX_NODE) {
if (node has an unexamined brother)
push (brother(node), LIVE, h);
else
push (parent(node), SOLVED, h);
}
break;
}
}
}
Fig. 10. Pseudo Code for the SSS* Algorithm

Fig. 11 shows the pseudo-code for MCTS algorithm using
the four phases described before.
B* [5] is the final algorithm that will be described in the
BFS. It finds the least-cost path from the node to any goal node
out of one of more possible goals. The main idea of this
algorithm is based on:
 Stop when one path is better than all the others.
 Focus the exploration on paths that will lead to
stopping.
The algorithm expands the searching based on prove-best
and disprove-rest strategies. In prove-best strategy, the
algorithm chooses the node with the highest upper-bound
because it has a high probability to raise its lower bound higher
than any other nodes' upper-bound when it expands. On the
other hand, the disprove-rest strategy chooses the next highest
upper-bound node because it has a good probability to reduce
the upper-bound to less than the lower-bound of the best child
when it expands.
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Many algorithms use the previous technique as well as
other techniques, including ABDADA, Parallel Alpha-Beta,
Parallel PVS, YBWC and Jamboree and Dynamic Tree
Splitting. Next, a description of each algorithm is presented.

Data: root node
Result: best move
while (has time) do
current node ← root node

ABDADA is a loosely synchronized and distributed
search algorithm designed by Jean-Christophe. The algorithm
uses the shared hash table technique as well as adding more
information for each node like the number of processors
searching this node.

/* The tree is traversed
while (current node ϵ T ) do
last node ← current node
current node ← Select(current node)
end

Parallel Alpha-Beta [6] is the parallel version of the
previously discussed Alpha-Beta algorithm. The basic idea is
splitting the search tree into sub-search trees and run each one
in specific core or more in case of multi-core and one or more
processor in case of multi-processor system. The problem of
this algorithm is the complexity of implementing it. However,
it can maximize the utilization of the cores or processors. The
two methods of splitting the tree are showing in Fig. 12.

/* A node is added
last node ← Expand(last node)
/* A simulated game is played
R ← P lay simulated game(last node)
/* The result is backpropagated
current node ← last node
while (current node ϵ T ) do
Backpropagation(current node, R)
current node ← current node.parent
end
end
return best move = argmaxN ϵ Nc (root node)

Fig. 12. Partitioning of the Game Tree for Alpha-Beta Search

Fig. 11. Pseudo-Code for MCTS Algorithm

In the next section, a discussion of most famous parallel
game tree search algorithms is presented.
III.

PARALLELISM IN GAME TREE SEARCH

The technological advances of the computer architecture
and the release of multiprocessors and multi-core computers,
allows algorithms that can be partitioned into independent
segments to be solved faster. Many enhancements were done
on the sequential algorithms to make it run in parallel as well as
new algorithms are designed for parallel computing. The
problem of parallel computing is the trade-off between the
overhead of communication and synchronization and the
benefits of exploring many nodes in the same time in parallel.
This made the speedup is sub-linear rather than linear. Section
[A], presents a discussion of various techniques & algorithms
made to solve these problems. Section [0], presents a
discussion for the parallelism of the game search tree from the
hardware point of view.
A. Game Tree Parallelism Techniques & Algorithms
As mentioned before many techniques were designed to
solve the overhead problem. One of them is the "Shared Hash
Table" technique, which stores information about nodes in the
game tree so it could be used by any processor or core in the
system. This reduces the communication over-head between
processors or cores, especially if the processors are not on the
same physical computer.

PVS [13] algorithm expresses each node as a thread which
can run in parallel. However, before running them in parallel,
the problem of data dependency that exists among threads must
be solved. A simple solution is to get the initial required value
from the first node among any siblings then run the remaining
siblings in parallel. The sequential and parallel tasks for PVS
algorithm using two processors is showing in Fig. 13 while a
pseudo code for the algorithm is showing in Fig. 14.

Fig. 13. Sequential and Parallel Tasks by Two Processors using PVS

YBWC and Jamboree algorithm [19] is shown in ,which
based on a recursive algorithm that visits the first node in
siblings before spawning the remaining sibling's nodes in
parallel. It uses this technique because the first node may
produce a cutoff so it does not waste the others processors’
time by searching in the sibling nodes or will produce better
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bounds, then the algorithm search the remaining siblings in
parallel. A pseudo code of the algorithm is showing in Fig. 15.
PVSplit (Node curnode, int alpha, int beta, int result)
{
if(cur_node.is_leaf)
return Evaluate(cur_node);

jamboree(CNode n, int α, int β, int b)
{
if (n is leaf)
return static_eval(n);
c[] = the childen of n;
b = -jamboree(c[0], -β, -α);
if (b >= β) return b;
if (b > α) α = b;

succ_node = GetFirstSucc(cur_node);
score = PVSplit(curnode, alpha, beta);

In Parallel: for (i=1; i < |c[]|; i++)
{
s = -jamboree(c[i], -α - 1, -α);

if(score > beta)
return beta;
if(score > alpha)
alpha = score;

if (s > b)
b = s;
if (s >= β
abort_and_return s;
if (s > α)
{
//Wait for the completion of previous
iterations of the parallel loop
s = -jamboree(c[i], -β, -α);

//Begin parallel loop
while(HasMoreSuccessors(curnode))
{
succ_node = GetNextSucc(curnode);
score = AlphaBeta(succnode,alpha,beta);
if(score > beta)
return beta;
if(score > alpha)
alpha = score;
}//End parallel loop
return alpha;

if (s >= β)
abort_and_return s;
if (s > α)
α = s;
if (s > b)
b = s;

}
Fig. 14. Pseudo Code for PVS Algorithm Using Alpha-Beta Function

}
Finally, DTS algorithm [20] is the most complex parallel
game tree search algorithm and there are a few implantation of
it. However, it gives the best performance in symmetric multiprocessors systems. A pseudo-code of the DTS algorithm
presented in Fig. 16.
Table I shows the speedup for the three algorithms
compared using 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors.
TABLE I.
Algorithm

POPULAR GAME TREE PARALLEL ALGORITHMS SPEEDUP
Number of Processors
1

2

4

8

16

PVS

1.0

1.8

3.0

4.1

4.6

YBWC

1.0

1.9

3.4

6.1

10.9

DTS

1.0

2.0

3.7

6.6

11.1

All the previous parallel algorithms need a parallel
programming language or library that can handle threads and
parallel computing. Many libraries and programming languages
were released to support CPU parallelism in general. However,
the most famous library that used in parallel game tree
algorithms is MPI (Message Passing Interface) [21] which is an
extension of C programming language. MPI handles the burden
of synchronization, communication and distributed resources
management. The latest version of MPI is version 2 which
supports C++ and object-oriented programming.

}
return b;
}
Fig. 15. Pseudo Code for Jamboree Algorithm

DTS(root)
{
while (Stopping_criterion() == false)
{
//One processor search to ply = N
SearchRoot(root);
//Detect free processors, and begin tree split
Split(node v);
//Initialize new threads.
ThreadInit();
//Copy a “split block” to begin a new search
CopytoSMP(node v);
SearchSMP(node v);
}
ThreadStop();
}
Fig. 16. Pseudo Code for DTS Algorithm
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Another trending library for artificial intelligence
algorithms that runs on CPU is Microsoft Task Parallel Library
(TPL) [22]. This library uses the concept of finite CPU-bound
computation based on task notation and the concept of
replicating task using work-stealing technique. It is more
effective to develop parallel algorithms such as DTS and
YBWC.
Other programming libraries were designed to run parallel
algorithms in GPU rather than CPU, including CUDA [23].
However, few algorithms were implemented using these
libraries because of the complexity of programming search
trees using these libraries. On the other hand, the implemented
algorithms that tested on GPU showed a better speedup than
the CPU.
B. CPU & GPU for Parallel Game Tree Search
In the previous fifteen years, all researches focused on
designing parallel algorithms that can run in parallel on multicores or multi-processors. However, the new trend of search
trees field is to design and implement algorithms that can run
on parallel on the GPU. Early the GPU was built just for
graphic computing.
However, in the last 10 years the GPU became a platform
for general parallel processing computing. The idea of GPU is
to have hundreds or thousands of simple cores that can run
threads in parallel with higher GFLOPS than the CPU. On the
other hand, the CPU contains few powerful cores or few
powerful multi-processors that can run more instructions and
have a faster clock speed than the GPU. As mentioned before
few algorithms were modified to support GPU. However, in the
next five years many AI algorithms will designed to use the
power of GPUs. Fig. 17 shows the CPU and GPU architecture.

 Space Complexity: the maximum number of nodes in
memory during the search.
 Optimality: whatever if the algorithm always finds the
least-cost or the best solution.
The following terms were used to measure the time and
space complexity:
 B: maximum branches factor.
 D: depth of the best solution.
 M: maximum depth of the state space.
 L: depth cut-off
Table II compares the various sequential algorithm
categories based on the previous criteria.
TABLE II.
Criterion
Completeness

SEQUENTIAL ALGORITHMS ANALYSIS

BreadthFirst

Yes

DepthFirst

DepthLimited

Iterative
Depending

No

Yes, if l >= d

Yes
bd

Time

b

b

bl

Space

bd

bm

bl

bd

No

No

Maybe

Optimality

d

Maybe

m

All algorithms that fall into any of the categories should
match the mentioned table criteria value. However, this is the
worst-case scenario. In most cases, a better space and time
values may be found. An example of that is the Alpha-Beta
algorithm where the average time is equal b3m/4.
The complexity analysis of parallel game tree searching
algorithms is more difficult than the sequential algorithms.
Usually, the parallel game tree searching algorithms could be
analyzed in terms of:
 Time complexity T (n): How many times steps are
needed?
 Processor complexity P (n): How many processors are
used?
 Work complexity W (n): What is the total work done by
all the processors?

Fig. 17. Difference Between CPU and GPU Architecture

In the next section, an analysis of the previous algorithms
based on several criteria is presented.
IV. GAME TREE ALGORITHMS ANALYSIS
As the game tree was categorized according to specific
criteria, the evaluation of the previous algorithms is categorized
according to specific criteria ; which are:
 Completeness: whatever if the algorithm finds a
solution if one exists.
 Time Complexity: the number of nodes generated.

The sequential Minimax algorithm with alpha-beta
modification has a time complexity of O(bm) in the worst case,
O(b3m/4) in the average case and O(bm/2) in the best case; where
b is the branching factor and m is the maximum depth of the
search tree. The total work done by the parallel alpha-beta
algorithm equals the total work done by the sequential
algorithm. Hence, table III summarizes the time complexity of
the parallel alpha-beta algorithm in the best, average and worst
case.By increasing the number of processors or cores, the
algorithm could provide a better speed-up. However, it will
never reach the ideal speedup, because of the communication
overhead between nodes for sharing alpha and beta values as
well as the synchronization overhead.
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TABLE III.
Criterion

PARALLEL ALGORITHMS ANALYSIS
Case

[1]

Complexity

[2]
worst
[3]
Time Complexity

average
[4]
best

Processor Compleixty

worst
average

[5]

best
[6]

worst
Work Compleixty

average

[7]

best
[8]

Besides the normal criteria that will make you choice any
game searching algorithms; which includes the amount of
memory you have, if you need an optimal solution or not, and
the time you need to solve, etc.. An important criterion is the
nature of the problem or the nature of the game and the nature
of the hardware architecture you have.
V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
A discussion of various game tree-searching algorithms was
presented in this paper, including sequential and parallel
algorithms. The popular sequential algorithms were covered in
details the common algorithms in both depth-first and breadthfirst. Furthermore, an overview of common parallel algorithms
as well as the hardware architecture for parallel game tree
searching was presented. In the end, an analysis the algorithms
based on four criteria was discussed.
The use of service-oriented approach to expand the
searching trees into a distributed system will solve many
distributed issues, while using tasks technology rather than
threads to implement the parallel algorithms to maximize the
utilization of multi-core computers. Another suggestion is to
implement the search algorithms using the OpenCL library
which allows the code to run on both GPU and CPU, or CUDA
library to produce a massive parallel game tree searching
algorithm.
The new feature of dynamic parallelism in CUDA v5.5
allows recursion based algorithms to run faster on the GPU, by
eliminating the CPU initialization time of each kernel.
Furthermore, the unified memory in CUDA 6.0 creates a pool
of management memory that is shared between the CPU and
GPU, which make the development of complex games easier.
Both the dynamic parallelism and unified memory features can
improve the speedup of current AI game tree searching
algorithms.

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]

[18]

[19]
[20]

[21]

[22]
[23]
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Abstract —This research was triggered by the criticism on the
emergence of homogeneity in recommendation within the
collaborative filtering based recommender systems that put
similarity as the main principle in the algorithm. To overcome
the problem of homogeneity, this study proposes a novelty, i.e.
the diversity of recommendations applied to the multicriteria
collaborative filtering-based document recommender systems.
Development of the diversity recommendation was made by the
two techniques, the first is to compare the similarity of content
and the second is to use a variation of the criteria. The
application of diversity, both content and criteria-based, was
proven to provide a sufficiently significant influence on the
increase of recommendation precision.
Keywords—Algorithms; multicriteria; content; collaborative;
filtering; systems; similarity; diversity; precision

I. INTRODUCTION
The development of collaborative filtering based
recommender systems always puts the aspect of similarity as
the main reference in the algorithm, and the main parameter
used to assess the performance is the accuracy of prediction.
Therefore, most studies on the recommender systems are
focused on improving the accuracy of predictions, including
when developing a multicriteria collaborative filtering model
[1] [2] [3]. The implication of similarity implementation is the
resultant recommendation that is homogeneous in nature. It is
the advantage of collaborative filtering approach, but on the
other hand it can also be disadvantage. The homogeneity of
recommendation is due to process in collaborative filtering
algorithm that does not involve the description or the content
of recommendation object, so that the system does not
accommodate the existence of new items [4]. The adverse
effect is the case where many objects whose content is very
interesting for the users, but it were never promoted to be a
part of a list of recommendations.
Based on this fact, it is necessary to conduct a study with a
focus on the development of recommendation diversity, but it
remains in the corridor of multicriteria collaborative filtering.

Recommendation diversity is very important to be taken
into account because it is closely related to the level of user
satisfaction. In fact, it is not only important in recommender
systems, but is also very important in developing a model of
information retrieval systems and social media with very rapid
development. The ideas of diversity developed in this study
are of two kinds, content-based diversity and criteria-based
diversity, which were done on multicriteria collaborative
filtering model.
Besides prediction accuracy, there is other parameter used
to measure the performance of recommender systems. The
parameter is recommendation precision, which is defined as a
number that indicates the percentage of items that were given
a high predictive value by recommender systems, as well as by
users. In this study, how much the influence of the
implementation of recommendation diversity on the increase
of precision in the multicriteria collaborative filtering applied
to construct a scientific document recommender systems will
be measured.
The writing of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the content-based diversity. Section 3 describes the
criteria-based diversity. The testing of recommendation
precision is presented in section 4, while the discussion of the
results of test is written in section 5. The writing of the paper
is concluded by section 6.
II. CONTENT BASED DIVERSITY
The objects of recommendation in this study are scientific
documents with text format, making it possible to do an
analysis of its content. The results of the analysis of a
document can be compared with other document contents. The
results of the comparison of the document contents generate
similarity values that are then used as the basis of determining
which documents that need to be recommended to the users,
with the guideline that the higher the content similarity, the
lower the document diversity [6][7]. The scenario for
determining the diversity based on the document content can
be explained as follows:
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a) Documents whose contents are analyzed are those
already included into the list of Top-N produced by a
multicriteria collaborative filtering engine.
b) Content analysis is sufficiently done on document
abstract.
c) Content analytic process is meant to find out or
measure the similarity.
d) One of the documents with high enough similarity
values are chosen to be included into the list of the
recommendation.
The analytic process of document content is done in two
steps, i.e. indexing process and similarity measurement.
B. Document Indexing
Document index is a set of terms representing the content.
Each document is represented with bag-of-words. The process
is started by transforming the document into a bag containing
independent words. Each word is stored into a database that is
arranged as an inverted index. The arrangement of inverted
index required the involvement of linguistic processing with
aim of extracting important terms by deleting stop-words and
stemming. The definition of stop-words is ‘words that have no
relevance with main subject, although the words often appear
in many documents’. The example of stop-words include a, an,
all, also, after, although, because, beside, every, the, this, it,
these, those, his, her, my, our, their, your, few, many, several,
some, for, and, nor, bit, or, yet, so, if, unless, on, off, over, of,
during and etc. Meanwhile, stemming is an operation to gain a
form of the roots of word by deleting the prefix or suffix. By
the technique, a group of suitable words, where words in the
group are variants, will be gained. As an example, the words
write, written, writer, writing are interchangeably used in term
with the general stem of write.
Forming the inverted index requires five steps, i.e.:
a) The deletion of format and document markup with
many tags and formats such as HTML document.
b) Tokenization. The words in sentence, paragraph or
pages are separated into token or pieces of a single word or
stemmed word. Being included into the step is to delete certain
characters such as punctuation mark and to change all the
tokens into lower case.
c) Filtering, i.e. to determine which terms will be used
to represent document in order to describe the document
content and distinguish them with other documents. The terms
with the very high level of frequency in appearance cannot be
used for the purpose because they are unable to be
discriminator inter-documents or often called by a term of
poor discriminator. Moreover, terms often appearing in many
documents do not also reflect the definition of the topic of subtopic of documents. Therefore, the terms often used can be
considered as stop-word and must be deleted. In order that the
process of stop-word deletion goes fast, a book of stop-word
or the stop-list of term that will be deleted must be arranged.
d) The retrieval of term into a form of root. Document
can be expanded by searching synonymous for certain term
within it. Synonym is words that have similar meaning but

morphologically seem different. The step is similar with
stemming process, but what want to find is a group of relevant
words. The main difference is that synonym does not share in
use of term, but found based on thesaurus.
e) The weighting of term. To do the weighting, it can be
selected local or global weighting model or the combination of
both. The model often used in several applications is a
combined weighting by the multiplication of the local weight
of term frequency and the global inverse document frequency,
written by tf.idf. [8]
C. The Measurement of Content Similarity
To measure the similarity of text formatted document, the
bag-of-words need to be converted first into the vector space
model with each document represented as a multidimensional
vector with dimensions in accordance with the chopped term
in the database. Figure 1 shows an example of visualization of
three-dimensional vector space models with the terms of T 1,
T2, and T3 as well as two documents of D1 and D2.

4
3

D2 = T1+3T2+4T3

D1 = 4T1+2T2+3T3
1

4

T1

2
3

T2

Fig. 1. An Example of Three-Dimensional Vector Space Model

The database of documents is represented by the matrix of
term-document or term-frequency where each cell match with
the weight given. The value of zero shows that the term does
not appear in the document. Figure 2 is an example of termdocument matrix for the database containing n document and t
term.
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.

.
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Fig. 2. The Example of Term-Document Matrix

Based on the term-document matrix formed and the
weighting of tf-idf, the numeric value of the document can be
known, thus the inter-document nearness can be calculated.
The nearer the two vectors are, the more similar the two dua
documents. The similarity of text content document can be
calculated by using a cosine similarity formula. For example,
two vectors representing documents dj and dk were given, so
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the content similarity between both documents was defined as
[9].
(3) similarity D2 and D3 :

To make understanding easier, the example of 3 documents
was given by vector representation as follows :

User Profile Representation

Document
Database

User Neighborhood Formation
k1

k2

k3

k4

similarity-4

(2) similarity D1 and D3 :

similarity-3

(1) similarity D1 and D2 :

III. CRITERIA BASED DIVERSITY
Referring to a construction of document recommendation
system by using multicriteria collaborative filtering, actually a
space is available to engineer at the step of recommendation
generation to make sure the presence of diversity [2] [10]. The
new concept of diversity sufficiently bases at four individual
criteria that was determined and used since earlier, different
from the concept of document content-based diversity whose
process was long enough and need the step of indexing. The
construction of document recommendation system by using
multicriteria collaborative filtering whose recommendation
generation takes criteria-based diversity into account is shown
in Figure 3.

similarity-2

Thus, the inter document similarity value can be calculated
as follows:

From the three values of document similarity above, it can
be known that document D3 had similarity with the other two
documents. The smallest similarity value was gained between
document D1 and document D2, so the document prioritized to
recommend was D1.

similarity-1

D1 = 2T1 + 5T2 + 6T3
D2 = 5T1 + 3T2 + 4T3
D3 = 4T1 + 5T2 + 5T3

User
Database

k1

k2

k3

k4

rating-1

rating-2

rating-3

rating-4

Prediction of Individual Criteria Rating

Calculation of Criteria Weight
b1 : weight of k-1
b2 : weight of k-2
b3 : weight of k-3
b4 : weight of k-4
e : error

Prediction of Overall Rating
rating overall = b1.rating-1 + b2.rating-2 + b3.rating-3 + b4.rating-4 + e

Recommendation Generation
Top-N Documents
k1 : Topics
k2 : Novelty
k3 : Recency
k4 : Author
ku : Overall

Fig. 3. The Construction of Multicriteria Collaborative Filtering (MCF) Recommender Systems Model Applying the Criteria-Based Diversity.
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Figure 3 shows that the scenario run was still in
collaborative filtering paradigm with four individual document
criteria and one overall criterion. Only the modification of
document selection procedures and its generation process are
required, so that the recommended documents are more
various.
In the Multicriteria Collaborative Filtering, prediction
process of ratings is done for each criterion [11]. So, by using
the four individual criteria and one overall criterion, actually
five values of prediction results were generated and each can
be used to generate recommendation. For each criteria (topic,
novelty, recency, author and overall), a number of document
Top-N with the highest predictive value was generated. After
the step, one document was taken respectively and put into a
list of document recommended to the users. Thus, there will be
five document variations recommended based on different
criteria, although it is still possible for the emergence of the
same document.
IV.

EXPERIMENT

Initially the precision is only used in information retrieval
systems and has always been associated with another metric
called as recall that is defined as follows: [5]

For measuring the precision in this study, the term is
modified to be “Precision in Top-N” that is defined as a
percentage of documents with the high production value,
becoming the most relevant N document for the users.
In the testing, rating value will be categorized as high if the
value was larger or equal to 4.0. The measuring of precision
was done when the number of the users and documents
reached 200x400, while the rating value used was the value
for the overall criteria. The variation of the testing was based
on the neighborhood size by determining a number of the
users with the highest similarity value. In the testing, three
neighborhood sizes were selected, including 5 users, 10 users,
and 50 users. At the last option, the large neighborhood size
led the meaning of nearest-neighborhood was bias and the
load of computation become large also, but the measuring
under the condition still need to do for the performance of
system. Meanwhile, the Top-N values used were 5, 10 and 15.
The testing was done under two different conditions. The
first was when the system did not apply the recommendation
diversity yet, and the second was after the system applied the
diversity. There were three variations in recommender systems
run in the testing, namely : classic collaborative filtering (CF),
multicriteria collaborative filtering using cosinus-based
similarity (MCF Cosinus) and multicriteria collaborative
filtering using multidimensional distance-based similarity
(MCF MD Distance). Result of the testing of precision before
the implementation of diversity was presented in Table 1.

From Table 1, it can be indicated that the larger the
neighborhood size used, the higher the precision given by all
of the recommendation systems models.
TABLE I.
NO

1

2

3

PRECISION WITHOUT D IVERSITY IMPLEMENTATION

NEIGHBORHOOD
SIZE

5 Users

10 Users

50 Users

PRECISION (%)
MODEL
Top-5

Top-10

Top-15

Collaborative Filtering

65.0

65.0

67.4

MCF Cosinus

68.2

68.4

68.9

MCF MD Distance

70.1

71.8

73.3

Collaborative Filtering

66.9

66.7

68.5

MCF Cosinus

68.8

68.9

69.3

MCF MD Distance

70.8

71.6

74.4

Collaborative Filtering

70.8

69.8

70.1

MCF Cosinus

71.8

69.9

70.2

MCF MD Distance

71.9

75.1

76.4

In computation perspective, it can be concluded that the
more the members accommodated in collaborative process, the
more relevant and appropriate the resultant recommendations
for meeting the need of the users. Observation on the size of
Top-N document determined also resulted in the same
information, where the larger the size of Top-N, the larger the
precision value had by all the models. The highest value of
recommendation precision was reached by MCF MD Distance
at the neighborhood size of 50 users and with Top-N of 15
documents, i.e. 76.4%.
Results of the measuring of recommendation precision
after the content-based diversity applied were presented in
Table 2. Actually, the precision value increased significantly.
It can be clearly seen from comparison between them with
results of the measurement of recommendation precision when
the diversity was not applied as presented in Table 1.
TABLE II.
NO

1

2

3

NEIGHBORHOOD
SIZE

5 Users

10 Users

50 Users

PRECISION WITH CONTEN T BASED D IVERSITY
PRECISION (%)
MODEL
Top-5

Top-10

Top-15

Collaborative Filtering

67.0

67.8

69.5

MCF Cosinus

69.2

69.9

70.4

MCF MD Distance

72.1

74.8

75.3

Collaborative Filtering

68.0

68.8

70.5

MCF Cosinus

70.1

71.9

72.7

MCF MD Distance

72.1

74.8

75.3

Collaborative Filtering

71.8

72.8

73.1

MCF Cosinus

72.2

73.9

74.2

MCF MD Distance

76.9

77.1

77.8

The concept of content-based diversity can be applied in
all of the recommendation system models, while the concept
of criteria-based diversity can only be applied in multicriteria
collaborative filtering model with a process scheme simply
illustrated by Figure 3. The results of the testing on the effect
of criteria-based diversity concept application on the increase
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of recommendation precision also give sufficiently positive
information. It can be seen at the results of recommendation
precision measurement as presented in Table 3.
The results of the testing increasingly affirm that the larger
the neighborhood size used, the higher the precision given by
all recommendation system models. Moreover, the larger the
Top-N values selected, the larger the precision value had by
all models. The highest value of recommendation precision
was reached by MCF MD Distance at the neighborhood size
of 50 users and the Top-N of 15 documents, i.e. 77.5 %.
TABLE III.
NO

1

2

3

NEIGHBORHOOD
SIZE
5 Users

10 Users

50 Users

PRECISION WITH CRITERIA BASE D IVERSITY
PRECISION (%)
MODEL
Top-5

Top-10

Top-15

MCF Cosinus

68.2

70.9

70.8

MCF MD Distance

72.0

73.8

75.4

MCF Cosinus

70.2

72.5

72.6

MCF MD Distance

72.6

74.6

76.2

MCF Cosinus

72.4

74.1

74.4

MCF MD Distance

76.8

77.3

77.5

V. DISCUSSIONS
The idea of recommendation diversity was generated with
the aim to provide the added value, making it possible for the
users to get documents that are more relevant to their needs. It
can be expected that after getting the relevant documents, the
users will be satisfied and give the high value of rating on the
documents. This was consistent with the theory of consumer
behavior, explaining that when a person feels satisfied and so
happy with the service, it will provide a high and sustained
appreciation. The more the documents are given the high value
of rating by the users, the more the increase of
recommendation precision. For the reason, in this testing, the
measurement
of
recommendation
precision
as
recommendations are generated involved content- and criteriabased document diversity.
The two concepts of diversity give a special feature in the
process of generating recommendations, so that there is
diversity within uniformity. The higher the level of the content
similarity, the lower the level of document diversity. The main
implication of the application of content diversity was that
among the documents with high rating, some documents with
relatively different contents are selected. For the criteria-based
diversity, it is sufficiently determined based criteria variation.
It means that among the documents with high rating, several
documents with different criteria are selected.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of the measuring of recommendation
precision, it can be concluded that the application of diversity
in multicriteria collaborative filtering-based recommendation
document system had a positive effect, namely, to increase the
recommendation precision. It can be interpreted that basically
the users want various recommendations, although generated
by a system built on the collaborative filtering concept based
on the principle of similarity. The results of the study indicate

that each effort to develop the recommender systems should
accommodate the idea of diversity in order to produce a kind
of recommendation that is more relevant and able to meet the
subjective needs of the users. Thus, the principle of similarity
in the collaborative filtering can be enriched by the feature of
diversity.
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Abstract—Ameliorating the lifetime in heterogeneous wireless
sensor network is an important task because the sensor nodes are
limited in the resource energy. The best way to improve a WSN
lifetime is the clustering based algorithms in which each cluster is
managed by a leader called Cluster Head. Each other node must
communicate with this CH to send the data sensing. The nearest
base station nodes must also send their data to their leaders, this
causes a loss of energy. In this paper, we propose a new approach
to ameliorate a threshold distributed energy efficient clustering
protocol for heterogeneous wireless sensor networks by excluding
closest nodes to the base station in the clustering process. We
show by simulation in MATLAB that the proposed approach
increases obviously the number of the received packet messages
and prolongs the lifetime of the network compared to TDEEC
protocol.
Keywords—Heterogeneous
wireless
sensor
networks;
Clustering based algorithm; Energy-efficiency; TDEEC Protocol;
Network lifetime

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network is the set of sensor nodes,
deployed in the hostile environment, in the goal to sense the
events detection, such temperature, pressure or vibration and
send their measurements toward a processing center called
sink [1], [2]. These tiny nodes are limited in their battery
capacity which its replacement is impossible. Furthermore, an
important part of energy is consumed in the communication
circuit which must be minimized. Because of those limitations,
the major wireless sensor networks’ challenging issues is the
energy consumption.
A number of research techniques about energy-efficient
have been proposed to solve these problems. In order to
support data aggregation through efficient network
organization, nodes can be partitioned into a number of small
groups called clusters. Each cluster has a cluster head, and a
number of member nodes [3]. Among WSN heterogeneous
protocols there is DEEC (Design of a distributed energyefficient clustering algorithm) [4]. This protocol is based on
the election of cluster head by the balance of the remaining
energy probabilities for each node. It uses the average energy
of the network as the energy reference. The cluster-heads are
elected by a probability based on the ratio between the residual

energy of each node and the average energy of the network.
DEEC has improved by a Stochastic approach SDEEC [5],
which reduces the intra-cluster transmission. In this protocol
the non-CH are going in to sleep mode to conserve more
energy. Another version of improved DEEC is DDEEC which
define a new residual energy threshold to elect CH [6]. On the
other hand TDEEC enhance the network lifetime by
introducing a new threshold based on the residual energy to
become CH [7]. The last version of TDEEC is ETDEEC
which prolong the lifetime by modifying the probabilities of
CH election based on the distance average between the CHs
and BS [8].
Otherwise, in order to improve the lifetime of the network,
ATDEEC employs a new technique which excludes closest
nodes to the base station from the clustering process. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II
the main related works are summarized. Section III and IV
introduced the problem formulation and proposed approach.
Sections V and VI explains the network and the energy
models. Therefore, theoretical analysis are presented and
discussed in Section VII, whereas section VIII describes
performance analysis of the proposed method. Finally, Section
IX concludes our work, and discusses some future directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Currently, clustered routing protocols have gained actually
increasing attention from researchers because it’s potential in
extending WSN lifetime. Heinzelman et al. designed and
implemented the first distributed and clustered routing
protocol with low energy consumption LEACH [9]. Moreover,
the heterogeneous protocols are more energy efficient than the
homogeneous ones. Q. Li et al. have proposed Distributed
Energy Efficient Clustering Protocol (DEEC) [4]. This
protocol is based on multi-level and two level energy
heterogeneous schemes. The cluster heads are selected using
the probability utilizing the ratio between residual energy of
each node and the average energy of the network. The epochs
of being cluster-heads for nodes are different according to
their initial and residual energy. A particular algorithm is used
to estimate the network lifetime. Afterward, the network can
avoid the need of assistance by routing protocol [4]. TDEEC
[7] uses the same process of CH selection and estimation of
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average energy as in DEEC. At start of each round, the nodes
decide whether or not to become a CH by selecting a random
number within 0 and 1. If this selected number is lower than a
threshold, then the node becomes a CH for this round.
Simulation results show that in terms of network lifetime, both
EDEEC and TDEEC protocols are better than DEEC. TDEEC
provide best results compared to the three versions over
DEEC. Otherwise, Suniti Dutt et al [6], has proposed
ETDEEC protocol to enhance the network lifetime by
introducing a distance factor in CH probability. However, this
approach present a limitation lies in the fact that the network
instability observed after the death of the first node is caused
mainly by the bad energy distribution. It means that all nodes
not die approximately at the same time.

algorithm whose main objective is to increase the lifetime of
the network and to enhance the ability to deliver more packet
messages in the heterogeneous WSN by minimizing the
number of the nodes elected to become CH.
V.

ENERGY MODEL

This study assumes a simple model for the radio hardware
where the transmitter dissipates energy for running the radio
electronics to transmit and amplify the signals, and the
receiver runs the radio electronics for reception of signals [7].
Multipath fading model ( power loss) for large distance
transmissions and the free space model ( power loss) for
proximal transmissions are considered. Thus to transmit
an
message over a distance , the radio expends:

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paragraph we formulate the problem that we’ll
solve in the next sections. We consider a network with
nodes, which are uniformly distributed in a
network
field as shown in Figure1.
Each node has a mission to send every time the data to the
base station which is located at the center of network. This
network divide in the cluster regions, and the cluster-heads
receive the data from the member nodes to transmitting toward
the base station. According to this model, it was found that the
member nodes that are closer to the base station must go
through a long path to route a data.
Contrariwise, they have the possibility to send the packet
messages directly to the base station (Figure 1). In this case,
these nodes should not go through the CH election process.
Consequently we can conserve the lost energy during this step
and we can prolong the network lifetime. To simulate this
problem, we present in the next section the model of the
studied network.

(1)
(2)
(3)
Where do is the distance threshold for swapping
amplification models, which can be calculated as
To receive an

message the receiver expends:
(4)

To aggregate data signals of length
consumption was calculated as:

, the energy
(5)

VI.

NETWORK MODEL

This section describes the network model and other basic
assumptions:

Fig. 1 Through the clustering process, all nodes must form clusters even those
who are closest to the base station

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
This paper proposes a new approach called Ameliorate
Threshold Distributed Energy Efficient Clustering (ATDEEC)

1) N sensors are uniformly distributed within a square
field of area
. The Base Station is positioned at the
center of the square region. The number of sensor nodes N to
be deployed depends specifically on the application.
2) All nodes are deployed randomly and can fall in the one
of two types of regions which can be defined by the threshold
distance from the base station.
3) In this case we define two types of nodes, Excluded and
not Excluded nodes. The Excluded are the nodes that not enter
in the clustering process because there are closed to the base
station and the other are far.
4) All sensors are heterogeneous, i.e., they not have the
same capacities.
5) All the sensor nodes have a particular identifier (ID)
allocated to them. Each cluster head coordinates the MAC and
routing of packets within their clusters. (see Fig. 2)
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Where
is the average distance of not
Excluded node from the base station and
is the average
distance between cluster members to CH.
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Where denoting the number of the clusters. The energy
total dissipated in a network is:

VII. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Let
be the Expected distance of Exclude node
from the base station. Assuming that the nodes are uniformly
distributed, so it is calculated as follows:
(6)

(16)
Where s is the number of the excluded nodes.
Using the Eq.11 to Eq. 16 the expected value of the energy
dissipated in the network is calculated as follows:

(17)

(7)

The optimal number of clusters can be found by letting
If the density of sensor nodes is uniform throughout the
area then becomes independent of and . It is equal to
then:
(18)
(8)
According to the energy model proposed in section 5, the
energy consumed by each Excluded nodes is:
(9)
By combining the equations (8) and (9) the energy
consumed by each Excluded nodes is:
(10)
The energy consumed by the Not Excluded nodes is:
(11)
Where
and
are the energy consumed by each
cluster head and member node respectively and can be
calculated by:
(12)

(13)

Where

is the distance threshold for swapping

amplification models and R must be less the threshold Ro,
where
.
The different forms of the
calculation will lead to
different optimal
settings depending on the values of,
and . The optimal probability for becoming a cluster-head
can also be computed as
In Figure 3, we show the average energy consumption by
each sensor node against varying numbers of clusters for
different values of number of excluded nodes s and threshold
distance R from base station.
While the number of cluster increases, the total energy
starts to decrease and reaches a minimum for clusters number
comprised between 10 and 18 depending on the value of s and
R. However, it is clearly shown that when s increases, the
energy consumption decreases and turns between 4.069 J and
1.473 J. These results are coincided with our conception and
our goals. In the next section we have evaluate these results by
computer simulation the network in Matlab.
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nodes to the base station consume less energy, because they
send data directly to it. However, when this distance increases
the nodes become farther away and consume more energy.
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VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we simulate the performance of ATDEEC
protocol under different scenarios using MATLAB. We
consider a model illustrate in the figure 2 with
nodes
randomly distributed in a
field. To compare
the performance of ATDEEC with TDEEC protocol, we
ignore the effect caused by signal collision and interference in
the wireless channel. The radio parameters used in our
simulations are shown in Table1.
ENERGY MODEL PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Initial Node Energy

0.5J

N

100

0
5

Fig. 4
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FND and Copt vs Threshold distance R

On other hand, we study three other performance metrics
such as, the number of live nodes per round, energy residual
and number of message packets for both ATDEEC and
TDEEC protocols. The simulation results are discussed below.
100
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TDEEC

90
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Number of live nodes

Fig. 3 Variation of energy consumption for different values of R and s
depending on clusters number c.

TABLE I.
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We define two performance metrics to evaluate our
protocol as: First Node Dies (FND), or stability period and
Last Node Dies (LND), or instability period.
First, we present an empirical result for the optimal
number of cluster-head Copt and optimal threshold distance to
the base station for our ATDEEC protocol shown in Figure 4.
The number of cluster-heads decreases from 10 to 45 meters.
This figure reveals that although the cluster-heads decreases
from 5 to 17, the FND improves significantly and has a
maximum value at 20 meters. Beyond this value, the curve
starts descending. The optimality of Copt lies around 17
cluster-heads for our setup. This result can be interpreted by
when the threshold distance R start to increase, the closer
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8000

Life time ATDEEC and TDEEC comparison

Figure 5 shows the network lifetime of ATDEEC and
TDEEC for threshold distance equal to 20m. Since the
TDEEC protocol is designed to be robust with respect to a
heterogeneous network, we test the performance of ATDEEC
against these criteria. Based on our experimental results, we
conclude that ATDEEC has a superior stability period life
time performance compared with TDEEC by an increase with
25% as shown in this same figure.
In the Figure 6, we emphasis our discussion on how each
node consumes its own residual energy in the network. This
energy is calculated during the network operation, by
observing the variation of energy levels between the nodes at
each round. The total initial energy of the network is 90 J
which decreases linearly up to 3000 rounds and after that there
is a difference from the round where first node dies in respect
to them. Energy residual per round for ATDEEC is more as
compared to TDEEC.
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Performance metrics of the ATDEEC protocol

Total residual energy over rounds TDEEC and TDEEC

Referred to figure 7, it show clearly that proposed
approach provide a better throughput compared to TDEEC
protocol, this increase is justified by the life time enhancement
which give the improved ATDEEC protocol.
5

4

Number of packets sent to the base station

25%

30

10

The simulation result by Matlab, demonstrate the ability of
developed algorithm to prolong the network lifetime
significantly and increase the number of packet messages
received by the base station. In the future work we’ll evaluate
this approach by the real-time performances and simulate it by
adequate simulator software.
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Performance of the protocols

Generally, we can illustrate the increase of the proposed
protocol in the figure 8. It’s noted that the throughput
increases twice as much than TDEEC due to its energy
efficiency. Whereas, ATDEEC outperforms the FND of
TDEEC by 25% and by 46% for LND.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, an energy efficient protocol ATDEEC has
been proposed to solve the problem of the closest nodes to the
base station which were consumed more energy in data
traffics.
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Abstract—Energy efficiency (EE), energy consumption cost
and environmental impact are vibrant challenges to cloud
computing and data centers. Reducing energy consumption and
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO 2) in data centers represent open
areas and driving force for future research work on green data
centers. Our Literature review reveals that there are currently
several energy efficiency frameworks for data centers which
combine a green IT architecture with specific activities and
procedures that led to decrease the impact on environment and
less CO2 emissions. The current available frameworks have some
pros and cons that is the reason why there is an urgent need
for an integrated criterion for selecting and adopting energy
efficiency framework for data centers. The required energy
efficiency framework criteria should also consider the social
network applications as a vital related factor in elevating energy
consumption, as well as high potential for better energy efficiency
in data centers. Additionally, in this paper, we highlighted the
importance of the identification of efficient and effective energy
efficiency metric that can be used for the measurement and
determination of the value of data centers efficiency and their
performance combined with sound and empirically validated
integrated EE framework.
Keywords—Cloud Computing;
Energy efficiency

I.

green Cloud;

Datacenter;

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN TECHNOLOGY IN CLOUD
COMPUTING
Cloud computing is a promising area in distributed
computing. Data centers are the main component of cloud
computing. Data centers energy consumption cost and
environmental effect are dynamic challenge to cloud
computing. Additionally, the growing usage of social
applications and the expansion of e-business require an
increase in the number of data centers. However, the
combination of global warming and inconsistent climate make
the cost of energy a major challenge for the sustainability of ebusiness [1]. It is a corner stone of the infrastructure of cloud
computing approach by which a variety of information
technology (IT) services were built. They extended the ability
of centralized repository for computing, hosting, storage,
management, monitoring, networking and deployment of data.

With the rapid increase in the capacity and size of data
centers, there is a continuous increase in the demand of energy
consumption [2]. Data centers, beside their ongoing high
energy consumption, also produce carbon dioxide that riddled
with IT inefficiencies. International Data Corporation (IDC)
annual report found that cloud computing reached $42bn in
2012 and the revenue of cloud in 2013 was $150bn [3].
Environmental impact of Information Technology (IT)
under the banner of “Green IT” was been discussed by
academia, media and government Since (2007), when the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) submitted a report to
the US Congress [5] about the expected energy consumption of
data centers. Since then Green IT has been receiving growing
attention. The overall objective of Green IT is to increase
energy efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions [6], figure 1
represents the effect of good practice of green data centers to
gas emission. There are two ways to make data center greener:
First, improve energy efficiency of data center, second, use
clean energy supply. Cloud computing has different techniques
to solve energy-efficient problem by minimizing the impact of
cloud computing on the environment. These techniques deal
with energy efficiency consumption like virtualization,
hardware base, operating systems base and data centers. Some
new features arise like energy performance, and time wise.
However, the concerns should be to swap problem between
energy consumption and performance.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY
FRAMEWORKS FOR CLOUD COMPUTING
In our literature review below is based on previous studies
of investigated energy efficiency on cloud computing and
focused on data center technology.
Asghar Sabbaghiet al.[9], investigated previous researches
and introduced energy efficiency framework on information
technology that enabled Green supply chain management. They
proposed a unique conceptual taxonomy of information
technology for sustainability. They also identified the
relationship between Green supply chain management
information flow, IT governance and Green infrastructure
components.
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Anton Beloglazov et al.[12],
developed a unique
mechanism which supports dynamic consolidation of VMs
based on adaptive utilization thresholds, which put into account
Service Level Agreements (SLA).
$16.00
$31.81

$14.00

$10.68

Uddin et al.[14]and his team introduced a unique
framework to improve the performance and energy efficiency
of data centers. They developed a classification mechanism for
data center components depending on different resource pools
and different parameters like energy consumption, resource
utilization, workload, etc. The framework highlights the
importance of implementing green metrics like Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE) to measure the efficiency of data center in
terms of energy utilization and carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions. The framework is based on virtualization and cloud
computing to increase the resource utilization of already
installed servers from 10% to more than 50%.
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$9.26

$8.00
$6.39
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Meenakshi Sharma et al.[15],developed a new mechanism
with two steps: firstly they developed an analysis of different
Virtual Machine(VM) load balancing algorithms, second
introduced a new VM load balancing algorithm that has been
developed and implemented in Virtual Machine environment of
cloud computing in order to achieve better response time and
cost.

$3.82

$2.00

$0.00

2010

Nguyen Quang Hung et al.[13], proposed unique server
selection policy, and four algorithms solving the lease
scheduling problem. This approach reduces 7.24% and 7.42%
energy consumption than the existing greedy mapping
algorithm.

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

In S. Kontogiannis et al.[16], the research team developed a
unique mechanism called Adaptive Workload Balancing
algorithm (AWLB) for cloud datacenter based web systems
which deals with agents into two dimensions the web
datacenter and web servers. AWLB algorithm also supports
protocol specification for signaling purposes among web
switch and datacenter nodes and also utilizes other protocols
such as SNMP and ICMP for its balancing process.
Performance gains are shown from tests of AWLB against
known balancing Least Connections (LC) and Least Loaded
(LL) algorithms. Table 1 represents the summary of our
literature review on cloud computing energy efficiency
frameworks and techniques.

Fig. 1. Green Data Center Market Value [7]

Zhiming Wang et al.[10], proposed mechanism to support
maximizing resource utilization by using active and idle energy
consumption by finish time minimization. This mechanism
reduces the power consumption by allowing spare servers to be
in idle state. This mechanism put into account QoS of cloud
datacenter.
RajkumarBuyya et al.[11], proposed a novel mechanism in
three ways: (a) architectural principles for energy-efficient
management of Clouds; (b) energy-efficient resource allocation
policies and scheduling algorithms considering QoS, and
devices power usage characteristics; and (c) a novel software
technology for energy-efficient management of Clouds.

III. URGENT NEED FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY INTEGRATED
FRAMEWORK FOR CLOUD COMPUTING AND DATA CENTERS
Reducing energy consumption and emissions of carbon
dioxide (CO2) in data centers represent open challenges and
driving the future research work for green data centers. Our
Literature review reveals that there is an urgent need
for integrated energy efficiency framework for data centers
which combines a green IT architecture with specific activities
and procedures that led to minimal impact on environment and
less CO2 emissions. The required energy efficiency framework
should also consider the social network applications as a vital
related factor in elevating energy consumption, as well as high
potential for energy efficiency.
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TABLE I.

DATA CENTERS ENERGY EFFICIENCY TECHNIQUES

N
o
1

Author

Approach

Strengths

Limitation

Asghar
Sabbag
hi

Supply
Management

Focus
on
infrastructure
only

2

Zhimin
g Wang

Conceptual
taxonomy of
information
technology
Maximizing
resource
utilization

Put
into
account QoS

3

Rajku
marBu
yya

Quality-ofservice

4

Anton
Belogla
zov

Resource
allocation
and
scheduling
Adaptive
utilization

Much
job
performance
take amount of
time
Sleep-inWaking
upready.
No parameter to
indicate
CO2
emission

5

Meena
kshi
Sharma

Load
balancing
algorithms

6

Mueen
Uddin

Virtualizatio
n

S.
Kontog
iannis

workload
balancing
algorithm

7

IV.

Meeting the
Service
Level
Agreements
(SLA)
Good
in
reduce
energy,
pricing and
time
Increase the
utilization
ratio
can balance
the workload
in
multidimensi
onal
resources

No parameter to
show
the
energy
efficiency level
Much
calculation need
more time to
take decision
High utilization
leads
to
introduce CO2
Increase
the
Web traffic

Our literature review on common energy efficiency metrics
that are currently in use by data centers reveals that none of
these metrics are meeting the prior mentioned criteria.
Therefore, our research is not only introducing a comparative
review of the most common used metrics and their features
(criteria) but also attempting to recommend better metric to be
used in the assessment of data centers energy efficiency.
In last few years operators have adopted PUE metrics as the
measure of energy efficiency for the mechanical and electrical
infrastructure of the data center. The process of assessment has
submitted a focus and comparable measure of performance,
which has enabled data centers operators to make substantial
improvements. However, until now no consensus about IT or
software energy efficiency and most energy efficiency
measurements stopped at the IT power cord. In this paper we
are proposing the Fixed to Variable Energy Ratio (FVER)
metric which could be used to measure the data centers energy
efficiency instead of PUE. The reason behind our choice in
favor of the FVER metric is that it combines and meets all the
needed criteria for better energy efficiency assessment in data
centers, listed in table 2, including the usage of IT and software
applications in data centers [24]. Figure 1 depicts the difference
between FVER and PUR and Table 2 represents the different
Goals of energy efficiency metrics including PUE, DCiE,
FVER, and DCeP where:
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) =
Total Facility Power/ IT Equipment Power

Data Center Infrastructure Effectiveness (DCiE) = 1 / PUE (2)
Fixed to Variable Energy
Energy/Variable Energy

GREEN METRICS TO MEASURE AND ASSESS ENERGY
EFFICIENCY OF DATA CENTER

Globally, the energy consumption of data centers is
continuously on the increase [17]. The energy operations cost
will continue to double every ﬁve years between 2005 and
2025 [18]. This increase led to higher emission of CO2that
reflects negatively on global warming and environmental
health.
Measuring energy consumption of data centers has become
a signiﬁcant concern of all datacenters stakeholders to meet
end-user agreement [19].Energy efficiency metric is a tool used
to measure energy efficiency in data centers [20]. The most
important challenge in the data centers industry is the limitation
of effective standard energy efficiency metrics, which supports
improving energy efﬁciency [21,22].
For an effective energy efficiency assessment on data
centers and its components, we need to assess the effectiveness
of the used metrics and to measure the energy efficiency of
data centers. To determine whether these metrics are effective
or not we need to assess these metrics against its intended goals
and under a range of common used cases to determine the
values of its effectiveness in terms of reporting, targets,
education, analysis and decision support [23].

(1)

Ratio

(FVER)

=1+Fixed
(3)

Data Center Energy Productivity (DCeP) = Useful Work
Produced / Total Data Center Energy Consumed over time (4)
V. CONCLUSION AND CONTRIBUTION
The first contribution of this paper is our literature review
on current energy efficiency frameworks. The study reveals
that there are currently several energy efficiency frameworks
for data centers which combine a green IT architecture with
specific activities and procedures that will lead to decrease
the impact on environment and the diminution of CO2
emissions. The current available frameworks have some pros
and cons (see Table 1) that is why there is an urgent need for an
integrated energy efficiency framework for data centers and
cloud computing. The framework should consider a common
and integrated set of criteria. The selection and adoption of
such framework should be in accordance with the data center
area of application and its surrounding environment.
The second contribution was the literature review on
energy efficiency metrics that are currently used for the
assessment of energy efficiency in data centers (depicted in
Table 2 and Figure 2). This part of our study developed a
comparative study of the most commonly used metrics and
their features (criteria), additionally we recommended the use
of FVER instead of PUE as a better metric for the assessment
of data centers energy efficiency which was based on certain
required criteria including the usage of IT and software
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applications in data centers. Our future work will focus on the
development and empirical validation of an integrated energy
efficiency framework for cloud computing and data centers.

TABLE II.
No
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
Fig. 2. FVER Vs PUE [25]
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Abstract—Underwater Acoustic methods have been
extensively used to locate and identify marine objects. These
applications include locating underwater vehicles, finding
shipwrecks, imaging sediments and imaging bubble fields. Ocean
is fairly transparent to sound and opaque to all other sources of
radiation. Acoustics technology is the most effective tool for
monitoring this environment because of the sound's ability to
propagate long distance in water. We used single beam echo
sounder to discriminate underwater objects. Development of the
algorithm and applied it to detect and quantify underwater
object such as fish, sea grass, and seabed. We found the detected
target has different backscatter value.
Keywords—single
algorithm

beam;

I.

echo

sounder;

backscattering;

estimation of target strength (TS). Target strength
distributions must be estimated statistically when using singlebeam systems. To address this problem, we develop the
algorithm and applied it to detect and quantify the receiving
signal using single beam echo sounder.
II.

METHODOLOGY

A. Development of Sonar Equation for Single Beam
The sonar equation deals with working relationship that tie
together the effects of the medium, the target, and the
equipment. For single beam echo sounder, the received signal
are computed using
TS = 20 log (counts) - SL - RS + PS + TL + TVG

INTRODUCTION

(1)

Ocean acoustics is the use of sound to measure the
distribution and abundance of fish and other aquatic
organisms. The physics of sound propagation in seawater is
well understood [1; 2] and an appreciation thereof is helpful to
interpret acoustics data correctly. Fortunately, analysis
software performs most calculations; however, fish are
complex sound scatterers, and theory developed for simple
bodies such as spheres is only partly applicable [3;4;5;6].
Therefore, practical experience with fisheries surveys is also
important. A scientific echo sounder consists of a transceiver
(which includes transmitting and receiving electronics), a
transducer, and a recording device, which is usually a
computer. The computer controls operation of the echo
sounder [7;8;9;10;11]. The transceiver sends a short electric
signal to the transducer, which transforms this electric energy
to a sound pulse (also called a ping). Ease of use the time until
the next transmission, the transducer “listens” for any
returning echoes and back transforms them to electric voltages
that are digitized by the transceiver and recorded, typically on
the computer hard drive [12;13;14;15].

where TS is target strength, SL is source level, RS is
receiving sensitivity, PS is power setting, TL is transmission
loss due to absorption and geometrical spreading of acoustic
wave, and TVG is time varied gain.

The main considerations when selecting an echo sounder
are frequency, beam width, and type of transducer. Transducer
configurations can be single-beam, dual-beam, split-beam or
multi beam[16;17;18;19;20]. A single-beam system provides
no information on target location, thereby precluding direct

SV = 20 log (Count) - SL - RS + PS + TL + TVG + Ce + C +V
(5)
where V is volume sampling of acoustic beam

Counts = DN / 255

(2)

DN is digital number of signal with 8 bit sampling.
To calculate the beam pattern, the equation 1 is developed by
TS = 20 log (Count) - SL - RS + PS + TL+ TVG + Ce + C (3)
Ce = 10 log ( c  / 2 )

(4)

c is sound speed, is pulse width, is equivalent beam
angle for volume backscattering and C is correction factor for
acoustics instruments.
To calculate the fish abundance, the volume backscattering
(SV) is calculated by

V = c × τ/2 × ψ × R2

(6)
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R is range.
Algorithm design for single beam acoustic processing is
shown in Figure 1.
Open File

' String data '

Parssing Data

*.CSV File

Coordinat,
Depth

Echo (Digital number)

conversition

Parametter Setting

Fig. 2. Acoustic calibration using sphere ball
Bandpass Filter
(Thresholding)

TABLE I.
Instrument
parameters

Enviromental
parameters

N

- Mayor axis 3 dB beam angle
- Minor axis 3 dB beam angle
- Max count
- Max power

Function

Source Level (SL)
50 kHz = 156 dB
200 kHz = 163 dB

Power Setting

Beam width

Sound speed

Depth

Koef.Absorbtion

- Frekuensi
- Diameter transduser
- Pulse duration
- Temperature
- Salinity
- pH
- Depth measurement

Receive Sensitivity
(RS)
50 kHz = - 173 dB
200 kHz = - 185 dB

Time Varian Gain
(TVG)

Correction factor

Sound speed :
1. Leroy (1969)
2. Medwin (1975)
3. Mackenzie (1981)
4. Del Grosso
Koef. Absorbtion :
Francois Garrison
(1982)

Algoritm

valid
missing

Mean
Median
Modus
Std. Deviation
Variance
Minimum
Maximum

COMPARISON USING MEASUREMENT AND THEORETICAL
VALUE

Measurement
1654
0
-39.9
-39.9
-39.9
0.13
0.02
-40.2
-39.7

Theory
1654
0
-39.9
-39.9
-39.9
0.00
0.00
-39.9
-39.9

B. Application of Acoustic Algorithm
The application of algorithm using single beam sounder
are compared using another system of split beam method for
underwater vegetation, fish and seabed. Figure 3 show the
backscatter intensity (Sv) of seagrass. Table 2 shows data
comparison using this system.

Target strength

Volume reverbration
(VR)
Scattering volume
Function

Visualitation
Echogram 2D

EK 500 colorbar

Figure
(*.fig, *.jpeg, *.png, *.bmp

Fig. 1. Algorithm design for single beam acoustic processing

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Acoustics Calibration
Scientific echo sounders must be calibrated at regular
intervals to ensure consistently high data quality. Calibration
involves measuring volume backscattering (SV) and TS of
standardized (known TS) copper or tungsten carbide spheres
located on the main axis and in the far field of the transducer
(Figure 2). Calibration should be done under the conditions
and field settings of the survey to provide whole-system
calibration that combines source-level and receiver sensitivity
into one correction factor.

Fig. 3. Backscattter intensity of seagrass (rea line for single beam, black line
for split beam).

Table 2 shows the backscattering intensity for single beam
ranges from -60,5 dB to -69.7, for split beam ranged from
-60,8 to -67,40 dB with the average are -67,4 dB and -66,4dB,
respectively. Figure 4 shows the backscatter intensity from
coral reef and Table 3 is the statistical vale of the results.
Backscatter intensity for coral reef using single beam ranged
from -31 dB to -33 dB, while using split beam ranged from 28 dB to -35 dB.
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TABLE II.

COMPARISON SINGLE BEAM AND SPLIT BEAM FOR SEAGRASS
DETECTION

N

valid
Missing
Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Variance
Minimum
Maximum

Single beam

Split beam

30
0
-67.4
-68.2
2.33
5.44
-69.7
-60.5

30
0
-64.4
-64.6
2.01
4.03
-67.4
-60.8
Fig. 5. Backscatter intensity of mud bottom using single and split beam
TABLE IV.

COMPARISON SINGLE BEAM AND SPLIT BEAM FOR MUD
BOTTOM

Single beam
N

Valid
Missing

60
0
-29.2
-29.2
0.33
0.1
-30.0
-28.4

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Variance
Minimum
Maximum

Split
beam
60
0
-29.6
-29.6
1.86
3.5
-32.3
-25.1

Fig. 4. Backscatter intensity of coral reef using single and split beam
TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF SINGLE BEAM AND SPLIT BEAM FOR CORAL
REEF DETECTION

N valid
Missing
Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

Single beam
70

Split beam
70

0
-31.7
-32.0
-32.0
0.69
-33.0
-31.0

0
-31.4
-31.0
-32.0
1.61
-35.0
-28.0

Figure 5 shows backscatter intensity from mud bottom
using single beam and split beam with the statistical value in
Table 4.
Table 4 shows backscatter intensity for mud bottom using
single beam ranged from -30.0 dB to -28.4 dB and using split
beam ranged from -32.3 to -25.1 dB.
Figure 6 shows the backscatter intensity from sand using
single and split beam. Range of intensity from -19.6 dB to 19.8 dB using single beam and -25.1 dB to -16.7 dB (Table
5).
Figure 7 and Table 6 shows the comparison of backscatter
intensity using single and split beam for fish. The backscatter
intensity of fish range from -58.3 dB to -49.0 dB for single
beam and for split beam range from -58.3 to -45.8 dB.

Fig. 6. Backscatter intensity from sand bottom
TABLE V.

COMPARISON OF SINGLE AND SPLIT BEAM FOR SAND
BOTTOM

Single
beam
N

Valid
Missing

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Variance
Minimum
Maximum

44
0
-19.6
-19.6
0.06
.004
-19.8
-19.6

Split beam
44
0
-19.5
-18.5
2.12
2.498
-25.1
-16.7
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[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

Fig. 7. Backscatter intensity from fish using single and split beam
TABLE VI.

COMPARISON OF SINGLE BEAM AND SPLIT BEAM FOR FISH

Single
beam
N

Valid
Missing

37
0
-51.9
-52.0
2.1
4.4
-58.3
-49.0

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Variance
Minimum
Maximum

IV.

[7]

Split beam
37
0
-51.4
-51.5
2.9
8.5
-58.3
-45.8

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

CONCLUSION

We had developed algorithm of processing signal using
single beam echo sounder. The application of this algorithm
had applied to detect underwater objects such as coral reef,
fish, seagrass, mud and sand bottom. We also compare the
single beam echosounder result with established split beam
acoustics method. From the result of comparison we conclude
that backscatter intensity measured using developed algorithm
using single beam is nearby the established acoustic system
using split beam. Future work is to examine this algorithm in
the real condition in ocean field, simultaneously with split or
multi beam method. For quantitative purpose, single beam
acoustic is easy to operate and classification of detected
underwater target is possible.

[12]
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Abstract—IT governance is critical to the success of
Enterprise governance by providing effective, efficient and
measurable improvements in business processes by ensuring that
information technologies are in line with business objectives.
Consequently, this paper provides an intelligent solution to audit
Information System Business processes using the IT Governance
Framework COBIT. The particularity of this solution is the use
of Inter-organization Workflows (IOW), Multi-agent System and
semantic web. In fact Inter-Organizational Workflow is used to
cooperate autonomous, heterogeneous and distributed
organizations processes to reach a common goal. In this paper
case the goal is the dynamic alignment of every Business Process
with the convenient Information System component and this
through a permanent interaction with different stockholders.
Multi-agent Systems (MAS) are known as the natural solution for
IOW modeling since they provide dynamic modification and
execution of adaptive processes. In addition, MAS have the
ability to describe distribution and coordination of IOW
organizations in micro and macro level, with high level
communication protocols. As for the semantic web, the proposed
IT Governance IOW based on COBIT, has the principal role to
match Enterprise real Business Goals with COBIT Business goals
, so the use of the semantic web is a way to share business
terminology and avoid semantic conflict for a correct and
efficient Audit operation.
Keywords—Inter-organizational Workflow; COBIT; Audit;
Information System; IT Governance; Business Processes; MultiAgent System; Semantic Web; Ontology

I. INTRODUCTION
Highlight the competitiveness and cost-effectiveness ratio
implies increased confidence in information technologies
which are becoming an essential component of business
strategy. The automation of business functions dictates the
incorporation of most powerful control mechanisms not only in
computers and networks but in Business Processes, Human
Resources and Services as well.
Indeed, many successful enterprises recognize the potential
benefits of the Information technologies and understand in the
same time how to manage the risks associated with their
implementation by the use of IT Governance Frameworks.
The idea of this work is to propose a solution to control and
govern IT and Business Processes (BP) in a parallel intelligent

and interactive way, taking the benefit of COBIT, the
referential framework of Information Systems Governance.
The solution also avoids the high cost of Audit missions and
this by interfacing it to any kind of Information System (any
technology, any dimension, any architecture…). potential users
evaluate permanently their Information technologies in terms
of Business Processes [1].
To implement such solution, the proposition was the use of
Inter-Organizational Workflow able to cooperate many
organizations (Information System components) to achieve a
comment goal:
Audit Operation in COBIT way, which
consists on :


IT alignment with business

 Responsible use of OT Resources
 Appropriate IT risk management
In fact, IOW is a technical model helping heterogeneous
and autonomous Enterprises/organizations to put in common
their respective BP and skills in order to produce a global
cooperative service [2]. IOW have three additional aspects
from the classical Workflow:
 The distribution process organizations.


The autonomy of organizations: each individual
organization takes decisions regarding the conditions of
cooperation,

 The heterogeneity of organizations to cooperate: this
relates to the differences in terms of models and
systems.
It’s the reason why an IOW context was chosen to deal with
simultaneous audit of different components of an Information
system.
Ontologies are the key of the semantic web, and they are
used in many fields of Computer Sciences for automatic
processing, interaction and interoperability of machines. There
are many definition of ontology, the most common is that
ontology includes or implies a certain view of the world with
respect to a given domain; this view is often designed as a set
of concepts [3]. IOW can also get the benefit of ontologies, in
this solution, its use is necessary for the understanding of the
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common terminology to avoid semantic conflicts and to ensure
the right matching of Business objectives.

cooperation and their workflows (business processes) are
interdependent [8].

At least, the use of Multi-agent System to implement the
IOW is justified by the theoretical background this technology
propose to deal with heterogeneity, autonomy and distribution
constraints of IOW. MAS also support ontologies through
communication protocol.

- Chained execution: modeling a global workflow into
several disjoint workflows executed sequentially. Each partner
is responsible for a part of the workflow. Once this part is
executed, the partner transfers the stream to the next partner.
Not in a parallel way.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents IOW
and its specificities and justify it use in the Audit context.
Section 3 gives an overview of Multi-agent System and Web
Semantic. Section 4 talks about COBIT as IT Governance
Framework and define the relations between its different
components. Section 5 presents the organizational model and
the global architecture. Section 6 is devoted to the mediation
layer architecture. Section 7 shows the used ontology and
extracts as example the case of COBIT processes DS5done in
Protégé 4.3 platform. Section 8 presents a MadKit simulator of
the IT Governance IOW. Section 9 concludes the paper.

- Subcontracting: allowing to a main partner to delegate
the implementation and coordination of part of its workflow to
other partners. Workflow control is hierarchical; the partner
sees the subcontracted workflows as atomic while they may
have complex structures at the running level.

II.

WHY AN INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL WORKFLOW?

A. Workflow and Inter-organizational Workflow
A workflow in general is the total or partial automation of
business process execution, execution during which
documents, information tasks from one participant to another to
perform specific activities according to predefined rules.
There are many kinds of workflows namely:
 Administration Workflow: [4] devoted to manage
administrative procedures whose rules of conducts are
established and known by everyone in the company.
 Production Workflow: [5] devoted to manage the
production process in the company.
 Collaboration Workflow: [6] devoted to manage
awareness and group collaboration in a project of
creative work
 Ad-hoc Workflow: [7] is a class of workflows for
specific situations where the flow logic to be followed is
set during execution. It forms a hybrid solution
collecting characteristics administration, production,
and collaboration
The interested on these kinds of Workflow will find in the
references more details about them the advantages and
drawbacks of every one.
Inter-organizational Workflow: is an extension of the
classical Workflow aiming at cooperating between
heterogeneous and autonomous organizations. The reason why
it was chosen as a workflow model for this Audit solution
B. Interoperability in Inter-Organizational Workflows
There are many forms of interoperability in an IOW:
- Capacity sharing (static context): structural cooperation
among organizations with a well-established infrastructure
among pre-defined partners in conception phase. Involved
organizations, in this case are engaged in a long-term

-Loose IOW (dynamic context): occasional and opportunist
cooperation, without structural constraints, where the partners
involved and their number are not pre-defined. Workflows
must be increased by a structure of interactions to allow
communication between the different partners and the correct
execution instances. Interaction is achieved through
asynchronous communication and is based on the flow of
messages between local partner’s workflows.
C. IT Governance Inter-Organizational Workflow
This article is about Information system Audit context
which consists on evaluating the adequacy of every Business
Process in the Company in terms of existing parts of the IS. In
fact, nowadays IS are more and more complex and open to
World Wide Web and new network technologies constraints.
So , for this problematic the most adaptive interoperability
form for the IOW is the Loose scenario, since sub-IS should
not obligatory be known in advance and be interconnected and
every part has his own objectives and participate in the same
time to the global goal achievement.
III.

SEMENTIC WEB AND MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

A. IOW modeling with MAS and Semantic Web
The combination of Multi-agent system and semantic Web
are widely used for modeling system coordination [9]. It seems
to be appropriate to describe the coordination of IOW as a
dynamic system aiming at finding “supply service for a
demand service” and adopting the negotiation between
partners. In fact, agent technology is a custom frame for IOW
abstraction: it resolves its constraint of distribution,
heterogeneity, autonomy and flexibility:
-Autonomy: every organization of the IOW can be
encapsulated in an Agent as autonomous entity having its
intentions goals and resources and able to be executed alone or
in an environment, depending on the context.
- Distribution: IOW is a distributed context and MAS
includes specific architecture, communication protocols and
languages to support this constraint.
-Heterogeneity: Agent technology allows communication
and interaction between heterogonous agents through AgentCommunication-Languages (ACL). It also provides
synchronous and asynchronous ways of communication
depending on the agent localization and constraints.
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MAS offer many Meta-Models to cover the organizational
aspect of Workflow. It also covers the scalability and security
worries in loose IOW context.
As for the semantic Web which is the collaborative
movement of W3C providing a model that allows data to be
shared and reused across applications, enterprises and groups
of users [10]. It helps to represent shared business terminology
of the IOW in a formal way to solve semantic conflicts in the
one hand and to define properly services ( supply and demand)
in the other hand.
The best representation of semantic web on MAS context is
the use of ontology recognized in communication protocol of
agents.
B. Ontlogies conceptualisation
As defined before, ontology includes or implies a certain
view of the world with respect to a given domain; this view is
often designed as a set of concepts such as entities, attributes,
processes…etc.
It can take different forms but it necessarily includes a
vocabulary of terms and specification of their meaning.
To define ontology four points are essential[11]:
 Ontology type : there five types of ontologies namely :
- Domain ontology
- Generic ontology
- Problem resolution ontology
- Application ontology
- Representation ontology
 Properties definition : it’s the definition and
classification of concepts and their properties ( simple
or complex)

supported by FIPA-ACL as this solution Agent communication
languages
IV. COBIT: IT GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK
IT Governance is a structure of relationships and processes
to control the enterprise to achieve its objectives by generating
value while finding the right balance between risk and benefits
of IT and processes. It could not be efficient without a
referential framework giving best practice. this article is based
on COBIT 4.1 (Control Objectives for Information and related
Technology Business).
A. What is COBIT? how to grasp it?
COBIT [8] is an IT Governance framework developed in
1994 (published in 1996) by ISACA (The Information System
Audit and Control Association). It is designed for the control
objectives of information technology.
COBIT proposes best practices through a framework by
domain and by process. It presents activities in a manageable
and logical structure. Its practices focused more on control, less
on execution. To optimize IT-enabled investments, ensure
service delivery and provide a good measure to face potential
risks
For COBIT, as shown in the figure below, every
information system can be decomposed into 34 processes,
which are divided into four functional areas:
 Planning and Organization) (10 processes).
 Acquire and Implement) (7 processes).
 Deliver and Support) (13 processes).
 Monitor (4 processes).
These four areas can cover 318 goals with different criterias

 Relation “is a”: it’s called “subsomption” which define
a generalization relationship.
 Author relations: it concerned conceptions relations
other than “is a” such as “part of”, “primitive of”..etc.
C. Ontologies Editors
There are many ontologies editors namely:
Protégé [12]: graphical environment for ontologies
development based on hierarchical knowledge model ( classes
attributes  properties ). It’s one of the most used editors
regrouping a wide community of users , it has compatibility
with OWL reference , Knowledge base management ,
ontologies visualizations, alimentation and fusion.
OILED [13]: it’s also based on classes’ hierarchy, it
provides roles specialization, properties test but it’s limited to
the construction of OIL ontologies example.

Fig. 1. COBIT Process Model ( IT Processes and Doamains).

OntoEDit[14] :
it’s an owner solution based on
hierarchical concepts , able to express axioms but it’s not
reliable since it’s limited to a lexical comparison of terms .

B. Mapping Business Goals, IT Goals and COBIT Processes
COBIT offers variety of components interconnected to
guide Audit mission and/or IT Governance procedure.

The most adaptable ontology to the proposed IT
Governance IOW is domain ontology to match BP Demand
and BP supply in IT Governance Domain. In this article,
Protégé 4.3 is used for modeling this ontology in OWL-S

In fact, COBIT proposes three essential kinds of
components namely: Business Goals, IT Goals, and IT
Processes. These components cover mainly the totality of
possible Goals and processes for an Information System.
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-Business Goals [15]: COBIT V4.1 (the used version)
proposes 20 Business Goals distributed according to the four
pillars of balanced square i.e. customer perspective; financial
perspective; Information System Direction (ISD) internal
perspective and future or anticipation perspective.
-IT Goals: the 20 Business goals refer to 28 IT goals,
themselves related to COBIT process. The same IT Goal can be
associated with one or more COBIT process (one of the 34
processes presented before.)
Consequently, COBIT offers to every Business Goals, IT
goals, IT processes, Key activities, Controls, Metrics, RACI
Chart, etc. These outputs represents recommendations and
measures ISD and Top management should consider for better
IT governance.

This 20th IT Objectivecall three IT processes (see fig4) . For
the same reason, let’s take the exemple of DS5 COBIT process
witch concerns “system security insurance”. It belongs to
“Deliver and Support” Domain includes establishing and
maintaining IT security roles and responsibilities, policies,
standards, and procedures.
TH
B USINESS OBJECRIVE TO IT OBJECTIVES [9]
TABLE TYPE STYLES

TABLE I.

LINKING 9

BO N°

List of the correspondents ITO

9

2

4

12

20

26
a.

LINKING 20TH IT OBJECTIVE WITH COBIT IT PROCESSES [9]

TABLE II.
ITO
N°

List of the correspondents COBIT IT Processes

20

PO6

V.

A17

DS5

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE OF IT GOVERNANCE INTERORGANIZATIONAL WORKFLOW

A. Organizational Model
Agent-Group-Role (AGR) is a Multi-Agent System Meta
model where an agent as an intelligent and communicating
entity can play one or more roles through membership in a
group or groups without any constraints on its architecture [1].
Based on AGR, the proposed organizational model is
organized around the following components:
-

Fig. 2. COBIT Components relationship

the proposed loose IOW architecture is based on the
process oriented aspect of COBIT and the “agentification” of
its components detailed before. In fact, COBIT provide
hierarchy able to be divided between Actors who can take the
responsibility of giving a full image of IS business Objective
(BO). The added value of this work is the intelligent matching
between real Enterprise Business Goals (expressed by users
and managers about IT worries and standard (Business Goals
of the BSC) proposed in the framework. This matching is the
first mission of IOW Agents, and then an Audit operation will
be launched as shown in Figure 2.
C. Case Study : DS5 process Goals and Metrics
In this paper, to illustrate the flow of the proposed IT
Governance loose IOW, the case study is as following : an IS
user evokes an IS business objective about information
reliability for top decisions.
This IS BO will be matched with the 9th COBIT Business
Objective: “Obtain reliable and useful information for strategic
decision making”. This 9th BO calls many IT Objectives (see
fig3).
To simplify and well clarify the case study for next sections
only the example of 9th Business Objective calling the 20th IT
Objective will be illustrated:” Ensure that automated business
transactions and information exchanges can be trusted.”

Five types of groups represented by an eclipse (Audit,
Finding Audit, Finding Auditor, Audited and Auditor)
Ten roles represented by a circle as every agent has
double role in every group ( Mediator, SI Connection
Server, COBIT Connection Server, IS Workflow
Agent, COBIT Agent)
Communication between agents is represented by
arrows.

-

-

Audited
Group

Mediator Agent

Auditor Group
Cobit
Server
Agent

IS Connection
Server Agent

Cobit Agent

Finding
Audited
Group

Finding
Auditor
Group
IS Workflow
Agent

: Role

Audit
Group
: Link

:Group

Fig. 3. Organizational Mode
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Fig. 4. Global Architecture of the IT GRC Loose IOW

Every part of Information system (application, ERP
module, etc..) is encapsulated on an Agent having IS Workflow
Agent role. In the same way every COBIT Business Goal or
Business Objective is encapsulated in an Agent having COBIT
Agent.
Connection server submits an audit request about a business
objective; it allows the mediator agent to return the identity of
the appropriate COBIT agent in Audited Group.
IS Workflow Agent and COBIT Agent, after getting each
other identities from connection servers negotiate the more
priority COBIT process to implement; the RACI matrix, the
key metrics and the maturity model to follow in Audit Group.
IS Workflow Agent or COBIT Agent interact
with a
connection server (COBIT or IS) from which they get
requested partner identity in Finding Audited Group and
Finding Auditor Group.
Connection server via a mediator Agent (recording COBIT
Agents capabilities), release the appropriate COBIT process
(offered by COBIT Agent) in Auditor Group.
B. Global Architecture
This architecture is essentially based, on:
- Loose WIO literature model [19]
- Workflow reference Architecture [20]
- Agentifacation of COBIT 4.1 components relationship.

It contains the following Agents:
IS Workflow Agent: Agent encapsulating a part of the IS
and launched by stakeholders requests about the audit of one or
many business processes of the system.
Manager Agent monitors and controls the running of IS
Workflow Agents.
COBIT Agent is the auditor agent who broadcasts services
throw the COBIT Connection Server. Once into contact with
an IS Workflow Agent, COBIT Agent calls other agents: IT
Objective Agents and COBIT IT Process Agents to audit the IS
BO in COBIT framework way.

Connection Server Agent is responsible for publishing
Workflow IS Agents requests and getting convenient COBIT
Agents from Mediator Agent.
Mediator Agent: it’s a yellow pages Agent which publishes
COBIT Agents offered services and requests made by the IS
Workflow agents. the next section will be devoted to it.
VI.

MEDIATION LAYER : BUSINESS OBJECTIVES
MATCHMAKING

A. Medaition Agent proposed architecture
There are principally three kind of mediator Agent:
Matchmaker, Broker [21] and Facilitator [22]. The difference
between a Matchmaker and a facilitator is that the second one
intermediate transaction and the first one links provider with
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requester by identities exchanging, then they communicate
directly. As for a Broker, he gets delegated services with
preferences from the requester, asks the provider for results and
sends directly this result to the requester.
In this paper case a Matchmaker agent is necessary so as to
link between IS Workflow Agent and COBIT agent and let
them exchange audit information directly in Audit Group
without interfering. This to simulate a real Audit operation
consisting on interviewing IS user to propose convenient
recommendations.
The role of the Matchmaker in the WIO is to find convenient
partner (COBIT BO) for every IS BO instance.
Matchmaker
Persistance

BD IS
Services

Fig. 5.

BD
COBIT
service
s

Processing

BD
Ontologie
s

Matching

Audit
Knowledge
Base

Mediator Agent Architecture

There are three parts In the Matchmaker Agent:
-Persistence: it’s a dynamic layer responsible for COBIT
Agents offered services saving and optionally IS Workflow
Agents demands saving. This layer communicates with COBIT
Services Data base and IS Objectives Database (optional).
- Processing: it’s a dynamic layer where Audit ontology en
OWL-s format is created and saved. In fact it’s the hierarchical
description of demand services and supply ones. This layer
communicates with an ontology Data-base, in this paper,
Protégé save ontologies by default in a web localization; so
data-base could be replaced with an XML file containing
ontologies URL.
Matching: it’s the comparison and link between a demand
and convenient offers; it’s a return of convenient COBIT Agent
Addresses to IS Workflow Agent. The comparison is based on
the Audit Ontology defined in Processing layer and need an
algorithm to filter offers (not yet done). This is the intelligent

layer of the Matchmaker agent and it’s linked to Knowledge
Base of Audit operation.
B. AUML Sequence Diagram for BP Matchmaking
To illustrate the intelligent matching of IS Business
Objectives and COBIT Business Objectives by mediation
entities, the following AUML Sequence Diagram is proposed (
see Fig.6.):
IS Workflow Agent sends the IS BO (demanded service)
to IS Connection Server. IS Connection Server confirms the
demand reception by an acknowledgement to IS Workflow
Agent and Send. Then, it sends demand service to
Matchmaker Agent.
At the same time, COBIT Agent send throw its own
Connection Server COBIT BO (supplied services).
Matchmaker Agent saves the service coming from IS
Workflow Agent and all supplied services (Persistence layer
of Matchmaker Agent see Fig5), processing every service via
existing ontologies and compares them (matching layer). In the
next section these two layers roles will be detailed.
Once the Matchmaker Agent find convenient supplied
service: COBIT BO for the demanded service IS BI; it sends
COBIT Agent Address to IS Workflow Agent.
To conclude, the Mediation entity in this paper is a
Matchmaker Agent able to save “Supply and Demand”
Business Objectives, define them throw Audit ontology and
match IS Business Demand with the corresponding COBIT
Business Objective.
This matching simulates the Audit activity first step:
indentifying the problematic IS Business Objectives and its
measure in COBIT Framework. From this step, IT Objectives
and IT Processes of this IS demand can be defined to get as a
result recommendations about:
-

Activities : list of activities to achieve IT Objective

-

Metrics: measures able to quantify IT Processes
performance.

Responsibilities chart: repartition of activities among
-

Maturity model : degree of IT Process
implementation (0: nonexistent -5 optimized)

-

IS stakeholders
with the following values(
Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed)
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Fig. 6. AUML Sequence Diagram for the Mediation Layer

VII. AUDIT DOMAIN ONTOLOGY : CASE STUDY DS5
A. Audit ontology in OWL
As said before, domain ontology is used in the proposed IT
Governance Inter-Organizational Workflow to define IS
Business Objectives as demanded services and COBIT
Business Objectives as supplied services. The role of this
ontology is to understand the common vocabulary of IOW
organizations and to allow the Matchmaker to compare and
match “demand with supplies”.
As a result of ontologies state of art, the “Audit Ontology”
of this solution is implemented with Protégé 4.3 in OWL (with
Resource Description Framework (RDF) format).
OWL is a widely used web semantic language; it provides
many advantages through its hierarchical structure [17],
namely:
 Service definition through a process model.


Attributes detailed
constraints)

description

(Inputs,

outputs,

 Support of different structures of service
simple or complex)

(atomic,

 Set operators default use.
-

Maturity model : degree of IT Process
implementation (0: nonexistent -5 optimized)

IS stakeholders
with the following values(
Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed)
This technical choice is in line with the fact that the IT
Governance IOW simulator is developed in MadKit 5 platform
with FIPA-ACL as Agent Communication language, more
details will be given about this point in the next section.

At this stage, this same language is kept as Agent
Capability description Language since it supports
performatives, and ontologies and offers development
flexibility.
Coming back to “Audit Ontology” : the Matchmaker
Agent is connected to an ontology Data base. Once it gets the
COBIT BO service and /or IS BO service, it calls the ontology,
extracts entities and properties and defines the class of each
concept of the proposed service, eventually equality, inclusion
and difference.
In future works the states of arts of ontologies concepts
comparison will be presented and the algorithm to compare
concepts in terms of “Audit Ontology” will be implemented.
Other reason to implement OWL ontology is the
interoperability of defined services: they could be eventually
manipulated as web service for a better reusability and without
any environmental or architectural integration constraint.
B. Case study and Ontlogy exemple
In this article Protégé 4.3 is used as ontology editor and
“Audit ontology” is based on COBIT 4.1 Business Goals
definition.
In facts COBIT Business Objectives are divided into 4
categories of perspectives (Financial Perspective; Customer
Perspective; Internal Perspective and Learning and Growth
Perspective).
Every perspective contains many Business Objectives;
Audit ontology concepts and properties are defined around
these BO related to the four Perspectives as shown in the figure
bellow.
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<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#"
xml:base="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty
//Object Properties
rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#usful_for"/>
// Classes
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#Reliability">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#Constumer"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty
rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#usful_for"/>
<owl:someValuesFrom
rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#decision"/>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
…..
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#Reliable_Information">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#Reliability"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#Unreliable_information">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/mchergui/ontologies/2014/3/AuditOntology#Reliability"/>
</owl:Class>
…..
</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 7. Audit Ontology overview- Protégé4.3

Fig. 9. Portion of Generated Audit ontology OWL file

To illustrate that, let’s show the part of Audit ontology
about the case study (see Section IV) IS BO = “IS
information’s reliability for top management decisions”.
The key concepts are:
decision.

reliability, information, and

On Audit ontology, “Reliability” and “Decision” are subclasses of “Consumer” which is a sub-class of “Perspective”.
“Reliable information” is a sub-class of “Reliability”.
As for object properties: “Reliable information” is useful for
“Decision” (see Figure 8).

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION
As implementation of the proposed IT Governance IOW, a
multi-agent simulator of Audit operation is developed. Bellow
technical specificities of this simulator are presented:
A. MAS Plateforme choice
As the choice of Multi-Agent platform has a great influence
on the design and implementation of MAS, FIPA has produced
standards that describe how an agent platform should be. These
standards exist to ensure uniform design agents regardless of
the platform.
The platform choice is based on the above comparative
table [18],
TABLE III.
Platforms
ZEUS

Fig. 8. OWL Viz Asserted model of a part of Audit Ontology (Constumor
Perspective concepts)

The generated OWL file arround this part of “Audit
Ontology” is as bellow:

MULT-AGENT PLATFORMS COMPARAISON

MAS Types
Economic
system/
planning
scheduling /

MADKIT

Any kind

JADE

Simple systems
/
pedagogic
illustration

AgentBuilder

Any kind

Agent
Model

Methodology

Language

Collaborati
ve Agent

Agent , Goal ,
Task : Zeus
agent
architecture

Java

AGR
+
adaptive to
other
models
None
/
Hybrid
agent
(JADEX)

AALAADIN

Java/

None

Java

BDI

OMT

Java

MADKIT platform was chosen since it is a generic MAS
platform supporting AGR model in which the IOW conception
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is based. In addition to that, MADKIT can build complex
systems, control Agent life cycle and provide a complete layer
of Agent communication (asynchrony message / broadcast
message, etc).
B. Implementation
The solution is developed with JAVA to ensure system
portability and to benefit from APIs for Agent and ontology
implementation.
Eclipse IDE is used for java development with MADKIT 5
API.
The following roles of the IOW was developed namely:
- IS Workflow Agent Role
- IS Connection Server Role
- Mediator Role
- COBIT Server Role
- COBIT Agent.
The screenshot below present different agents’ execution:

IX. PERSPECTIVE AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper is to deploy an agent based Interorganization Workflow to provide permanent and interactive
Audit operation of Information systems.
Many literature issues were invoked namely:
- Inter-Organizational Workflows
- Multi-agent System and artificial intelligence
- Mediation entities
- Semantic Web and ontologies
The choice of every issue has an added value for this solution;
in fact, Inter-organization Workflows provide the
orchestration of heterogeneous components of an IS in an
autonomic way.
Multi-agent system insures the intelligent dimension of the
solution with high level communication protocol and modeling
architecture.
Mediation in MAS gives a theoretical model of matching
services among intelligent entities.
Ontologies offer the semantic alignment of stakeholders
with COBIT framework vocabulary like experts Audit
operation context.
This paper opens many perspectives of this research work
namely:
-

Fig.10. Overview of IT Governance IOW

In this level, a graphic interface was implemented for each
Agent and a main class java to simulate the audit operation. a
user interface will be proposed later to launch IS Workflow
Agent and IS BO input.
The request now is imitated to find the convenient COBIT
connection server publishing one of COBIT processes (the
choice is based on the mediator matching)
We are working at Mediation entity implementation to
integrate Audit ontology, and preparing mediation algorithm
for its use.

Audit negotiation operation between IS Workflow
Agent and COBIT Agent and detailed architecture of
each of them,
- BO Services better description with SOA,
- IOW Intelligent user interface modeling and
implementation.
- Simulator amelioration in parallel with proposed
architectures.
In fact, the IT Governance IOW role is not only to find the
convenient COBIT Business Objectives for IS goals but to
negotiate COBIT recommendation and measure the reality of
IS alignment with Enterprise Business, so the next main step of
this research is to implement the negotiation infrastructure of
the Inter organizational Workflow. The Second important point
to develop is the Web Service representation of Processes to
benefit from semantic web power and to ensure more
portability of our platform. Of course, this should be in parallel
of modeling and developing ergonomic platform with
[1]
[2]

The screenshot presents:
1: IS connection Server Agent presenting a static business
objective, it asks the mediator to find its supply service and
wait for a request.
3: COBIT Connection Server publishing its service through
the mediator, and waits to be chosen as an auditor.
2: Mediator Agent matches the audited agent with the
convenient auditor agent. It sends service title + COBIT Agent
address to IS Connection server.

[3]
[4]

[5]
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Abstract—the number of open source cloud management
platforms is increasing day-by-day. The features of these
software vary significantly and this creates a difficulty for the
cloud consumers to choose the software based on their business
and scientific requirements. This paper evaluates Eucalyptus and
CloudStack, the two most popular open source platforms used to
build private Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) clouds. The
performance of virtual machines (VMs) initiated and managed
by Eucalyptus and CloudStack are evaluated in terms of CPU
utilization, memory bandwidth, disk I/O access speed, and
network performance using suitable benchmarks. Different VM
management operations such as add, delete and live migration
are also assessed to determine which cloud solution is more
suitable than other to be adopted as a private cloud solution. As a
further performance testing, a simple web application has been
implemented on the both clouds to evaluate their suitability in
web application hosting.

bound together by a standardized or proprietary technology
[4].

Keywords—Cloud Computing; CloudStack; Eucalyptus;
IaaS; Virtual Machine; Performance Evaluation
I.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing as a new Internet service concept has
become popular to provide a variety of services to users. It is a
combination of technologies that have been developed over
the last several decades, which includes virtualization,
dynamic provisioning, internet delivery of services, grid
computing, cluster computing and utility computing [1][2].
According to NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology), “Cloud Computing is a model for enabling
ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction" [3].
There are three deployment models by which Cloud
computing services are delivered: public, private, and hybrid.
Public Cloud is a cloud that is made available as ―pay-asyou-go and accessible to the general public such as Amazon
Web Services. Private Cloud refers to a cloud infrastructure
that is internal to an organization and is not available to the
general public. A private cloud’s data centers can be on
premise and the physical infrastructure is owned and managed
by the organization that owns it [4]. Hybrid cloud is a
composition of two or more cloud deployment models that are

There are certain legal, political, socio-organizational
reasons that may discourage an organization from using public
cloud infrastructure for certain kinds of activities, for example
processing and storing citizens’ private data. There is also the
issue of privacy, security, location and ownership of data [4].
Many companies hesitate to use public cloud in which
computing resource are shared with other companies. These
companies do not have any knowledge of where their
applications are run and their data are stored or control access
to them [1]. Hence, private cloud infrastructure is considered
an appropriate alternative.
Another big reason to increase the interest in setting up and
managing private cloud is the SLA. The public cloud
providers nowadays provide guarantees on their service levels
and when service failures occur, they only offer to refund their
customers regarding the infrastructure outages. However,
service providers are not inclined to pay penalties of low
performance level that would refund customers for loss of
business revenue. Cloud providers are not only required to
supply correct services but, also, to meet their expectations in
the context of performance [5]. Also some software systems
and applications require different performance levels, quality
of services, reliability, and security, which are generally not
guaranteed by a public cloud. Private cloud is an alternative to
companies or researchers that need more control over that data
[1] [6].
There are many commercial and open source cloud
management platforms that are used to build Infrastructure as
a service (IaaS) private cloud solution such as Eucalyptus,
OpenNebula, and Vmware cloud. However the open source
solutions are gaining a lot of popularity and momentum with
their features, rapid developing with low investment cost
which present a viable option for academic and scientific
worlds [7], and enterprises who want first to test the cloud
computing solution suitability to their business environment
before purchase the thousands dollars commercial solution.
The number of cloud platforms related to a private IaaS
cloud is increasing day-by-day. The features of cloud
management software vary significantly and this creates a
difficulty for cloud consumers to choose the software based on
their business requirements.
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An example for this problem is choosing platform much
suitable for hosting web applications or running high
performance computing (HPC) applications, or meeting
specific user usage way like users that demand a few virtual
machines (VMs) but want to run them for a long period of
time with guarantees on high-availability, or scientists
requiring a large number of resources to conduct actual
calculations and analyses of data. The advent of several Open
Source Cloud platforms guarantees the performance and
uptime. It is not easy for non-expert users to choose from the
different platforms without comprehending the characteristics
and advantages of each of this platform [6].
As a consequence, performance evaluation of cloud
computing platforms has been receiving considerable attention
by both the users and service providers as a prominent activity
for exploring the limitations of the cloud platforms and
improving service quality, infrastructure planning, and making
a wiser selection of the platforms. In addition cloud
management software vendors can develop and include
additional features to their software by fixing the platforms
bugs and including the missing features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents related work. Section III describes the test
environment and methodology. Section IV covers the
performance evaluation of Eucalyptus and CloudStack VMs.
Section V assesses VMs startup and release time. Section VI
evaluates live migration of VMs. Section VII presents
response time of web application in the both clouds. Finally
conclusions are drawn in the last section.
II.
RELATED WORK
Many studies have been conducted to evaluate
performance of open source cloud platforms such as
Eucalyptus, Opennebula and Nimbus. However these research
papers did not perform a complete performance analysis of the
cloud platform, and compare only the architectures and
features of the cloud management platforms. Nevertheless a
little work has been done yet to evaluate CloudStack due to
the fact that it is relatively new.

performance of VMs are compared with regard to bare-metal
or traditional IT infrastructure.
III.
TEST ENVIRONMENT AND METHODOLOGY
CloudStack 4.1 cloud with one zone, pod and cluster has
been deployed using 3 identical physical servers. One server is
used as a management server including primary and secondary
storage and the other two servers are used as host machines.
Eucalyptus 3.2 cloud with one cluster has been deployed using
3 identical physical servers each. One server is used as a cloud
controller (CLC) including cluster controller (CC) and Walrus
storage and the other two servers are used as node controllers
(NCs). Our servers are IntelR CoreTM i5-2410M CPU 2.3GHz,
4GB RAM, 500GB SATA Hard Disk and 100MB Ethernet
interface. Centos 6.3 (final) is installed on each server as
native OS. CloudStack with NFS storage configuration is
deployed while Eucalyptus is deployed with local storage
configuration. Each host in both clouds is configured with
kernel-based virtual machine (KVM) as a hypervisor.
In order to evaluate and analyze VMs performance of both
clouds, we have employed a number of benchmarks each for
different evaluation purpose. Table I shows the selected
benchmarks.
A customized CloudStack template (image used to
establish VM) and Eucalyptus VM image have been created in
which all benchmarks are installed and configured to save
time and ease of work.
Each benchmark test is repeated five times consequently
and the average of results is considered. Different numbers
and types of VM are regarded in the performance evaluation.
In each cloud the same VM type is used and the same OS is
run which it Centos 6.3. Moreover, each cloud is built with
similar hardware and uses the same hypervisor (KVM) to
achieve a fair comparison between Eucalyptus and CloudStack
and eliminate virtualization and hardware differences that may
affect evaluation. Table II shows types of VMs that are
provided by Eucalyptus and CloudStack.
TABLE I.

De Sousa et al. [1] evaluated Eucalyptus VMs considered
processing and disk I/O performance only while in [6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11] authors brought out an overview of architectures of
open source platforms and comparison of their general
features and Characteristics. Mao and Humphery [12]
investigated the performance of VM startup and release time
of public clouds. However, D. Steinmetz, et al. [13] evaluated
performance and studied VM launch time of Eucalyptus and
OpenStack but performance benchmarking was not specific
and gave a general view of performance. While Folgar, et al.
[14] evaluated performance of CloudStack primary storage
disk I/O only.
Differently from previous works, this paper evaluates
performance of Eucalyptus and CloudStack clouds VMs
covering versatile parameters including performance of cloud
management platform considering add, delete and live
migration of VMs. Performance of VMs in term of CPU
utilization ,memory bandwidth, disk I/O speed and networking
performance is rated as key point of our evaluation. Also the

BENCHMARKS DEPLOYED FOR VM TESTING

No.

Benchmarks

1

LINPACK

Processor

2

Bonnie++

Disk I/O

3

STREAM

Memory Bandwidth

4

Iperf

Network

5

Lookbusy

Processor

6

UnixBench

Overall System

TABLE II.

Testing Resource

OFFERING VM TYPES

Type

RAM

CPU core

Disk(GB)

Small

512M

1

10

Medium

1G

1

20

Large

2G

2

40

XLarge

4G

4

60
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IV.
PERFORMANCE E VALUATION OF VMS
VMs of both clouds have been evaluated using selected
benchmarks considering different relating metrics. The VM
performance has not been compared just between Eucalyptus
and CloudStack, but it also has been compared in regard to
bare-metal or traditional IT infrastructure.
A. Comparison with Traditional IT infrastructure
The first question that comes in the mind of the cloud users
or organization that plan to adopt the cloud computing
solution is that "does the cloud virtual machine performance is
the same as traditional physical machine? ". To answer this
question, the performance of both machine with same
hardware and software is tested using the same benchmark
that mimic the real workload. UnixBench benchmark has been
run with the traditional hardware stack on the host server of
both cloud, then is run on both Eucalyptus and CloudStack
Cloud on a single VM utilizing the whole host server
resources.

performance Computing) applications. LINPACK is a
benchmark that measures a computer’s floating-point rate of
execution by solving a dense n by n system of linear equations
in double precision. Gflop/s is the rate of execution; it refers to
billions of floating point operations per second.
In this test three scenarios have been applied. First two
types of VMs (small and large) are evaluated as VM
computing power varies according to its type. The number of
linear equations is set to n = 7000 in small VM and n= 10000
in large one. In the Second scenario, performance of VM is
evaluated when there are different numbers of VMs are
running the LINPACK simultaneously in order to test CPU
isolation of VMs and check if there is any interference among
them because of resource sharing. In this scenario a medium
type VM with n=7000 has been used.

As shown in figures 1 and 2, the performance of
Eucalyptus cloud VM is nearly the same as physical one while
there is a 7% gain in performance of the CloudStack VM. This
result suggests that the cloud computing management system
exploits or utilizes the computing resources on the same
hardware stack better than the bare-metal or traditional IT
system.
Fig. 3. CPU Performance of VMs

Fig. 1. Performance of CloudStack vs. Bare-metal system
Fig. 4. CPU Isolation

Figure 3 shows the performance of VMs types. Eucalyptus
and CloudStack VMs get a similar score. The floating point
execution rate is considered very good with 7.7 Gflop/s and
13.8 Gflop/s for small and large VMs respectively in
Eucalyptus, and 13.7Gflop/s and 7.6 Gflop/s in CloudStack as
compared to values with performance of physical machines
with similar hardware specifications as in [15]. Figure 4
represents the performance when the benchmark is running on
a multiple VMs. The figure reveals that CloudStack provides a
slightly better VMs CPU isolation than Eucalyptus. In this
scenario the VMs have been assigned the entire physical cores
of host server.

Fig. 2. Eucalyptus VM vs. Bare-metal system

B. Processing Performance
The Eucalyptus and CloudStack VM computing power has
been assessed to test its ability in running a HPC (High

The third scenario tests the performance when CPUs
overcommitting is implemented. CPU overcommit is the
process of allocating more virtualized CPUs (vCPU) to VM
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than actual physical CPUs of system. This requires underlying
hardware and hypervisor support, and this is one of reason
why KVM has been chosen in the clouds deployment. It
allows resource utilization and running fewer CPU cores
which saves power and money. After testing and customizing
the overcommit ratio in our clouds, it has been set to two times
the number of physical CPUs in the system.

To evaluate and compare the performance of both clouds
VM disk I/O, the Bonnie++ benchmark is adopted in this test.
Bonnie++ is a well-known Disk I/O performance
benchmark suite that uses a series of tests including data read
and write speeds, maximum number of seeks per second,
maximum number of file creations, and deletion or gathering
of file information per second.
Two scenarios are implemented on both clouds. First, Disk
I/O of two types of VMs, small and large are evaluated.
Bonnie++ documentation recommend that file size should be
double RAM size, therefore files with 1GB and 4GB sizes for
small and large VM respectively were considered. Second,
performance of VM when there is another VM performing
intensive disk I/O operation is inspected.
This is done to test isolation between VMs and check if
there is any interference.

Fig. 5. CloudStack CPU Overcommitted Performance

Fig. 7. Disk Access Speed in CloudStack

Fig. 6. Eucalyptus CPU Overcommitted Performance

Figures 5 and 6 represent performance of VMs with vCPU.
LINPACK is run on medium VM with N= 7000. Then the test
was repeated when there are other VMs running with 90%
CPU utilization to test the effects of processor interference due
to overcommiting. Lookbusy has been used to generate a high
CPU utilization in VMs; it is an application for generating
synthetic load on a system by generating fixed, predictable
loads on CPUs, keeping chosen amounts of memory active,
and generating disk traffic.
Figures reveal that assigning VM a vCPUs is appropriate
and works as expected, as there is no effects from other VMs
on the tested VM that run Linpack. Floating-point rate and
time of execution are nearly the same as number of VMs with
high utilization increased in each case on the both cloud
platforms. This scenario revealed that the cloud vCPU solution
is better that using normal CPU core in performance and
isolation; this is due to CPU job scheduling and fair sharing
techniques implementations of CPU overcommit.
C. Disk 1/O Performance
As previously mentioned, Eucalyptus uses host local disk
for VM, while CloudStack uses primary storage that access via
NFS for VMs disks.

Fig. 8. Disk Access Speed in Eucalyptus

Figures 7 and 8 show the performance of VM types of both
clouds. Sequential Output shows the speed in KB/s in which
the data has been written. Sequential Input is the speed the
data has been read, Sequential and Random create refer to the
number of files created per sec.
Eucalyptus has a better overall performance than
CloudStack; this is due to using of local disk configuration for
VMs in Eucalyptus so VM access the host disk locally, while
in CloudStack it accesses shared disk of primary storage over
the network via NFS which declines disk I/O speed and
performance.
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cache on any given system, so that the results are more
indicative of the performance of very large, vector style
applications.
Figure 11 indicates the results of memory performance of
small and large VMs in MB/s of both clouds. The array size
applied in the benchmarking is 10,000,000 elements for small
VM and 70,000,000 elements for large VM.

Fig. 9. Disk Isolation in CloudStack

Fig. 11. Memory Performance

Fig. 10. Disk Isolation in Eucalyptus

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the performance when two VMs
are carrying intensive read write file operations concurrently.
In this scenario medium type VM with 1GB file size is dealt
with. It reveals that disk I/O performance of VM disk is
impacted by the other VM as its performance drops in the both
clouds. In CloudStack NFS configuring, this is expected due
to primary storage disk sharing and available network
bandwidth of VM.
In Eucalyptus, the NC’s disk capacity and bandwidth is
typically shared between VMs. The capacity is shared in a
straightforward way: each virtual machine has a virtual disk
image of a determined size that is allocated at the VM starting
time. It does not change until the termination of the VM
execution. On the other hand, the bandwidth of the disk is
shared between all the resident VMs and there is currently no
method of dividing this bandwidth or imposing limitations on
its consumption by VMs. Therefore, the disk I/O performance
of one user would be interfered by another user’s VM with
intensive disk I/O behavior.

Figures 12 and 13 show the memory isolation between
VMs, residing on the same host server. In this scenario
STREAM benchmark is run on multiple VMs simultaneously.
The tests demonstrates that with only one VM provisioned,
there are plenty of rooms for further utilization of memory but
as the number of VM increase the bandwidth available to each
drops. Hence it requires a scheduler to avoid such effects.
Despite that the memory isolation problem is existed in the
both cloud platforms; CloudStack shows better memory
performance than Eucalyptus.

Fig. 12. Memory Isolation in CloudStack

Despite that the interference problem is existed in both
cloud platforms; Eucalyptus has a better disk performance
than CloudStack. This is due to local storage configuration
where the VM disk is accessed locally (within host server) not
over the network via NFS.
D. Memory Performance
The memory performance stress test is based upon a
bandwidth test, as this is what distinguishes between types of
memories. To measure the memory bandwidth the STREAM
benchmark is used. It is a synthetic benchmark tool that
measures memory bandwidth (in MB/s). It is specifically
designed to work with datasets much larger than the available

Fig. 13. Memory Isolation in Eucalyptus
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E. Network Performance
The network performance tests are performed using Iperf.
It is a network testing tool that allows the user to set various
parameters that can be used for testing a network. It
implements a client and server scheme to measure network
performance
between
two
ends,
by
creating
a TCP and UDP data streams and measuring the throughput of
network that is carrying them.
Three scenarios have been employed. First, bandwidth of
VMs inside the cloud is measured by running two VMs, one as
client and other as a server and TCP bandwidth between them
is measured. Thereafter, the test is repeated when there are
others VMs using the network. Second, packet loss is
calculated at different bandwidths using UDP mode with a
different number of VMs. Third, jitter is determined using
UDP mode when there are more than one VM sending or
receiving data over the network.

using the network, the bandwidth is fairly divided among
them.

Fig. 16. Packets Loss in CloudStack

Fig. 17. Packets Loss in Eucalyptus

As depicted in figures 16 and 17, the packet loss is
persisting around zero when each VM is communicating at a
small bandwidth but as the bandwidth increases the packet
loss increases considerably. However it does not arrive to a
critical loss value in the both clouds.

Fig. 14. Network Bandwidths Inside Eucalyptus Cloud.

Figure 18 expresses jitter when the VM is using 100Mbit/s
bandwidth. As the number of VMs concurrently using
network increases, the jitter is slightly increased in Eucalyptus
while the jitter value is nearly the same in CloudStack. This is
due to that bandwidth is fairly divided among VMs.

Fig. 15. Network Bandwidths Inside CloudStack Cloud.

Having seen the disk I/O interference problems, it is
expected to find similar issues in the process of sharing
another resource that is the network adapter. Figure 14 shows
that performance of VM degrades as number of VMs increase.
It proves that Eucalyptus has no built-in system of bandwidth
fair-sharing between VMs. Every time concurrent TCP
connections in the network are started from the VMs, each of
them gets a different share of the link bandwidth and has the
ability to starve the other depending on which connection
begins first.
Figure 15 shows network performance of CloudStack. It
reveals that when one VM is communicating, it utilizes all
available network bandwidth but when there are others VMs

Fig. 18. Jitters in Eucalyptus and CloudStack

CloudStack has better network connection performance
than Eucalyptus, due to better internal design and using of
vRouter system virtual machine in cloudstak. Also the
network internal traffic does not have to go through the master
node (the CLC in Eucalyptus that act as internal router).
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Therefore, the network connection between internal VMs will
be solely determined by the physical network card which is
around 1Gbps. CloudStack also provides a good bandwidth
sharing among VMs. The network performances for all cloud
solutions are restricted by the physical network environment.
V.
VM PROVISIONING AND RELEASE TIME
One of many advantages of the cloud is the elasticity that
is the ability to dynamically acquire or release computing
resources in response to demand. However, this elasticity is
only meaningful to the cloud users when the acquired VMs
can be provisioned in time and be ready to use within the user
expectation. The long unexpected VM startup time could
result in resource under-provisioning, which will inevitably
hurt the application performance, hence it is required to
evaluate the VM startup and release time to help cloud users to
plan ahead and make in-time resource provisioning and
releasing decisions [12]. A systematic study of VM
provisioning and releasing time has been done for the
Eucalyptus and CloudStack considering different related
factors.
A. Number of VMs
The average provisioning time of VMs in CloudStack
cloud is 16 seconds while in Eucalyptus, it is 127 seconds.
This difference is due to CloudStack NFS storage
configuration, in CloudStack the VM uses primary storage as
its disk access via NFS while other resources (CPU, memory
…) are provided by host server so there is no need to copy
VM image file from image repository in primary storage to
host machine disk. However in Eucalyptus VMs use host local
disk. Therefore when a new VM is provisioning, the image file
(size in Mbytes) is copied from Walrus storage to host
machine (node controller) which is time consuming.
Figure 19 reveals that when the number of VMs requested
increases, the launch time increases accordingly in both
clouds. This is due to that both cloud platforms handle each
VM requested as if it is launched individually (one requested
after other). The provisioning time of 2 VMs request in
CloudStack is 31 seconds which equals the sum of two VMs
startup time requested alone, and the same applies for VMs
request. In Eucalyptus, the launch time of multiple VMs
shows a time difference; for example the time for 3 VM
provisioning is 134 second, which it not a 3 times of
provisioning one VM. This is due to Eucalyptus is not
resending the image file for multiple VM. So when a new VM
is creating, the Eucalyptus checks if the image file exists in the
images cache on host server. Therefore there is no need to
copy it again from the walrus. The little difference in multiple
VMs provisioning is the time consumed in each VM resources
allocation.
B. Type of VMs
The VM provisioning and release time in both cloud
platforms is not influenced by its type as illustrated in figures
20 and 21. VMs with different types have nearly the same
startup and release time around 16 and 28 seconds respectively
in CloudStack and 128 and 10 seconds in Eucalyptus. This
reveals the satisfactory and quick VM resource allocation
schedulers of both Eucalyptus and CloudStack.

Fig. 19. VMs Launch Time vs. Number of VMs

Fig. 20. VMs Startup Time vs. Type of VMs

Fig. 21. VMs Release Time vs. Type of VMs

C. Image Size
The VM provisioning time is not influenced by size of
image or template used to initiate it in CloudStack as depicted
in figure 22. VMs with different image sizes have nearly the
same startup time around 16 seconds. This is due to using
primary storage as shared disk for VMs in CloudStak access
via NFS. Therefore there is no need to copy templates (of
different sizes) from primary storage to hosts which results in
reducing the time of VM startup regardless of template size.
In Eucalyptus, the size of VM image (which depend
mainly on OS) can largely impacts the provisioning time as it
is shown in figure 23. This is due to local disk configuration of
Eucalyptus which requires VM image copying from image
repository in walrus to disk of sever that hosts VM. The larger
the image file , the longer the VM provisioning time will be.
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Fig. 22. VMs Startup Time with Different Image Size in CloudStack

VI.
PERFORMANCE E VALUATION OF VM LIVE MIGRATION
CloudStack supports live migration of VMs between host
servers while Eucalyptus supports only cold migration of VMs
due to local disk configuration and lack of central sharing of
VMs. Cold migration requires stopping the running VM and
then moving it with its data disk to another host machine
where it starts and runs again. So the VM will have a
downtime which may affect user works [16]. Cold migration
has no advantage in disaster recovery since VM disk is located
at the host machine. So if the host fails, the VM and its data
disk will be lost. This is contrast to the live migration in
CloudStack where the VM data disk is at high available
primary storage. Therefore in case of host failure, the VM can
migrate to another host and resume work and access its disk
via NFS.
Time duration of VM live migration in CloudStack has
been expressed considering different factors as pursued.

Fig. 23. VMs Startup Time with Different Image Size in Eucalyptus

D. Adding Additional Disk Space
CloudStack allows users to attach additional volume to
VM disk at time of creation. The VM provisioning and release
time is not affected by adding additional disk volumes as
being requested by the user. The VM startup and release time
is nearly the same when adding different disk size to the VM
which is rated 16 and 29 seconds respectively as shown in
figure 24. This is probably due to that CloudStack uses the
primary storage to provide disks to VMs with a quick resource
allocation scheduler. Eucalyptus allows attaching disk volume
to running VM only.

A. Image Size
Duration of VM migration is influenced by image or
template size used to initiate it as shown in figure 25. There is
no difference when using 1G and 5G image size for VMs
using shared disk. There is no need to move data disk from
source host to destination host. That is the size should not
affect migration time. However, when 600M image has been
deployed, it takes a shorter time than 1G and 5G. This is due
to that these are GUI OS images while 600M is non. This
means that it is lighter and its applications consume less CPU
and memory; the context switch compromising CPU status
and memory pages copied from source to the destination host,
is of small size thus it migrates faster.

Fig. 25. Live Migration with Different Image Size

B. Types of VMs
We have measured migration time of different types of
VMs running normal application. The type of VM can largely
influence the duration of migration as shown in figure 26. This
is due to increasing memory size assigned to VM in each type,
so the duration of live migration increases linearly with it.
Fig. 24. VMs Startup and Release Time vs. Additional Disk
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VII.
WEB APPLICATION OVER CLOUD COMPUTING
One of most popular usage of VM in cloud is web
application hosting. Cloud hosting has many advantages over
traditional web hosting like cost reduction, scalability,
flexibility, backup, security and isolation, and unlimited
storage capacity. The main issues of running web application
over cloud are performance and stability.

Fig. 26. Live Migration with Different VM types

C. Number of VMs
The average time of live migration of VM in the
CloudStack cloud is 40 seconds. When the number of
migrating VM increase, this time increases accordingly, as it is
shown in figure 27.

To evaluate Eucalyptus and CloudStack Clouds in hosting
a web application, we have implemented a web application on
VM in both clouds and measured the response time of web
application to test the stability of running the application on
VM. Etherpad is an open source online office suite similar to
Google Docs. It is a web-based collaborative real-time editor.
Etherpad has been implemented on VMs of both Clouds with
MySQL as the database and Nginx as the web server.

Fig. 29. Response Time in Eucalyptus Cloud

Fig. 27. Live Migration with Different Number of VMs

D. CPU load
We have measured the migration time of VM when the
CPU is running an intensive application to assess its effect on
migration as a relating factor. We have tested two types of
VMs, medium and large and have used Lookbusy tool to
generate a 90% CPU utilization. We have found that the CPU
load can have an impact on the duration of migration as shown
in figure 28.
We can conclude that live migration depends on CPU
utilization and applications running on the VM.

Fig. 30. Response Time in CloudStack Cloud

Figures 29 and 30 showed the response time of Etherpad
which has been run on both clouds for 24 hours. The data is
collected every one hour. The goal is to test VM stability on
running the web application with changing the background
load. Different numbers of VMs are let to run and invoke
different disk and CPU intensive operations to test whether the
cloud resource sharing could affect the running web
application.
The figures 29 and 30 reveal that CloudStack VM is more
stable than Eucalyptus VM in running the web application as
the response time values over the 24 hours are nearly constant
between 20 and 38 ms, while in Eucalyptus, this dramatically
varies between 14 and 380 ms. Hence CloudStack is more
suitable in hosting web application than Eucalyptus cloud.

Fig. 28. Live Migration with CPU Load
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VIII.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed and compared the performance
of Eucalyptus and CloudStack cloud with different storage
configuration thoroughly to assess its suitability to be adopted
as an open source private cloud solution for different business
and scientific purposes. We have considered the performance
of VM as the key point of evaluation. It has been found that
storage configuration of the cloud largely affects VMs
performance. CloudStack NFS configuration is 69% faster in
VMs provisioning than Eucalyptus local disk configuration,
while VM disk I/O performance in Eucalyptus local disk
configuration outperformed the VM disk performance in
CloudStack NFS configuration.
VMs performance of both clouds was evaluated in regard
to CPU utilization, disk I/O speed, Memory bandwidth,
Network performance, and VM management operations such
as VM provisioning time and live migration. The result
showed that there is always a performance decrease due to colocated VMs running resource-intensive tasks. The drop in
performance is slight for CPU and memory intensive workload
and very significant for disk and network I/O intensive
workloads. The major lessons learned related to the
performance evaluation of VM management operation are: (1)
the duration for the live migration changes with the CPU load;
(2) the duration for the live migration increases linearly as the
memory assigned to the VM increases; (3) the startup and
release time have not been impaired by the VM type; (4) the
startup and release time have not been impaired by image size
or by adding additional disk volumes in CloudStack, while the
startup time is largely affected by image size in Eucalyptus.
Also, Eucalyptus and CloudStack clouds ability in hosting
web applications was tested by measuring the response time of
web application that was hosted on their VMs. It has been
found that CloudStack is more suitable in hosting web
applications and as private cloud solution in general due to its
stability and fair VMs performance. On the other hand,
Eucalyptus is easier in deployment and more modular, it can
be used in testing a specific application on the cloud so it’s a
good choice for developers and researchers in this field.
IX.
FUTURE WORK
As a future work we intend to analyze security aspects of
Eucalyptus and CloudStack by evaluating the compliance of
them with security standards related to cloud security. Also,
the methodology and the benchmarks used for performance
evaluation in this paper can be used for different cloud
management platforms whatever open source or commercial
platforms (OpenNebula OpenStack, HP cloud, VMware, etc.)
and compare their performance results with this paper to
extend the evaluation of the cloud management platforms.
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Abstract—Decisions in real world applications are often made
under the presence of conflicting, uncertain, incomplete and
imprecise information. Fuzzy multi Criteria Decision making
(FMCDM) approach provides a powerful approach for drawing
rational decisions under uncertainty given in the form of
linguistic values.
Linguistic values are usually represented as fuzzy numbers.
Most of researchers adopt either triangle or trapezoidal fuzzy
numbers. Since triangle, intervals, and even singleton are special
cases of Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, so, for most researchers’
Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are considered, generalized fuzzy
numbers (GFN). In this paper, we introduce polygon fuzzy
number (PFN) as the actual form of GFN. The proposed form of
PFN provides higher flexibility to decision makers to express
their own linguistic rather than other form of fuzzy numbers.
The given illustrative example ensures such ability for better
handling of the FMCDM problems.
Keywords—Fuzzy multi criteria decision making; linguistic
values; polygon fuzzy number; level set.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Decision making is the procedure to find the best
alternatives among a set of feasible alternatives and also
ranking them as their priorities. Under a fuzzy environment,
fuzzy multi criteria decision making (FMCDM) needs
linguistic values (e.g. excellent, very good, good, bad) to
enable the decision makers to express their own opinions.
Such linguistic values need fuzzy tools to evaluate their
calculations [1].
Examples of FMCDM tools are T-Norm Based, Gaussian
fuzzy numbers, Interval fuzzy numbers, Interval type two
fuzzy number, Triangle fuzzy numbers and Trapezoidal fuzzy
numbers [2].
Interval, Triangle and Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are more
popular due to their conveniences of the arithmetic operations
such as: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
reciprocal, geometric mean, etc. Such operations enable the
decision makers to determine the rank of criteria (alternatives)
powerfully [3].
Several researchers consider Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers a s
Generalized f u z z y numbers [4,5,6]. This mainly due to the

fact that other popular forms of specific fuzzy numbers
including: triangles, intervals, or even singleton can be
obtained as special cases of Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. The
main contribution of this paper is to introduce the polygon
fuzzy number as a general fuzzy number rather than the
trapezoidal on e . Using fuzzy polygon number, several
fuzzy numbers can be obtained (e.g. triangle, trapezoidal,
pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon and etc).
Such generalization introduces more flexibility to decision
makers their own linguistic values. It also to express gives the
possibility to standardize different fuzzy numbers into a specific
polygon fuzzy number to solve various decision making
problems based on different views of decision makers [7, 8, 9].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
defines the problem. Section III introduces the proposed
model and the required definitions of the proposed model.
Section IV introduces a numerical example. Finally section V
presents the conclusion.
II.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
A Trapezoidal fuzzy number with its four vertices, is
considered a generalized number for other forms including:
triangles, intervals and also singletons (i.e. crisp numbers)
[4,5,6].
However, it is intuitively clear that allowing more
vertices to the fuzzy number adds more flexibility to the
decision maker to represent hi s own opinion to deal with
the considered FMCDM problem.
Therefore, the ability to introduce generalized piece-wise
membership function with n-vertices as a fuzzy number with
its own arithmetic operations represents the typical unification
of all other forms of fuzzy numbers. Adopting such new forms
of generalized fuzzy numbers should considerably enhance
modeling and solving FMCDM problems.
III.

POLYGON FUZZY NUMBER

A. Basic Definitions
Polygon fuzzy sets are firstly addressed in [10] in the
context of fuzzy interpolative reasoning. A polygon fuzzy set
A has n characteristic p o i n t s (a0, a1,....,an-1) as shown in fig.
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1. The core of the fuzzy set, at which the membership equals
one, is represented by the interval [a └(n-1/2)┘ , a ┌(n-1/2)┐ ].

computed as follows:

There are └(n-1)/2┘+1 membership levels including
bottom and top levels. Thus the cardinality of the level
set of a polygon fuzzy set is denoted by V as given in (1)
V = └(n-1)/2┘+1

(1)

It is clear that V represents the number of α-cuts of the
polygon fuzzy sets, namely:
α0= 0, ...., α└(n-1)/2┘+1 =1.
Fig. 2. Polygon characterized

Fig. 3. Sub- polygon area
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x
xi 1
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Fig. 1. Polygon fuzzy set

A polygon fuzzy number (PFN) is defined as a convex
and normal polygon fuzzy set.
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Computing the centroid of a general polygon f u z z y
num ber c a n be obtained b y the following theorem.
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Theorem 1: Let A be a polygon fuzzy number that is
characterized by the n-points ((x0, x1,....,xn1). Let yi = µA(xi), be the membership level for
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B. Ranking of Polygon fuzzy number
The c e n t r e o f a r e a o f a fuzzy n u m b e r i s considered
the most popular ranking method [11] [12].
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Then, performing the integrations for both I1 and I2, we
have:

Proof:

x

The polygon fuzzy number A with its n vertices

i

see fig 2, can be divided into (n-1) sub-polygons.
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Each sub-polygon can generally be represented as a
trapezoidal with 4-vertices. Thus the ith sub-polygon as shown
in fig.3, has an area equals Ai and its centroid
is
x
i

i 1

)]

i 1

Also, it is clear that the area of the ith sub-polygon shown in
fig. 3 is:
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TABLE I.

i 1

CRITERIA-ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION MATRIX

2
Criteria

C.
Arithmetic Operations
The arithmetic operations of two polygon fuzzy numbers
should satisfy the following two rules:

C1

C2

C3

A

A11

A12

A13

B

B 11

B 12

B 13

Alternatives

1) Both fuzzy numbers should have the same number of
vertices.
2) Both fuzzy numbers should have the same
level set.
Thus, if we have to add two different polygon fuzzy
numbers, e.g triangle T(a0, a1, a2) and hexagon H(b0, b1,
b2, b3, b4, b5). If the level set of the triangle is:
{T(a0)=T(a2)=0, (a1)=1} , and the level
set of the
H(b1)=H(b4)=0.6,
hexagon
is: {H(b0) =H(b5 )=0,
H(b2)=H(b3 )=1}.

TABLE II.

Then additional level set value at 0.6 should be added to
the triangle fuzzy number and consequently more vertices
appears for that triangle to be in the form: T(a0, a1, a2, a3, a4,
a5) so that its level set
becomes:
{T(a0)=T(a5)=0,
T(a1)=T(a4)=0.6, T(a2)=T(a3)=1}.

THE EVALUATION PFNS

Fuzzy number

Type

Level set

A11(1,2,3,4)

Trapezoid

A12 ((3,4,5)

Triangle

A13 (4,5,6,7,8,9)

Hexagon

B11(1,2,3,4, 5)

Pentagon

B12 ((2, 3, 4, 6)

Trapezoid

B13 (4,5,7,8,9)

Pentagon

{ A11 (1)= A11 (4)=0,
A11(2)
=0.8, A11 (3)=1}
{ A12 (3)= A12 (5)=0,
A12(4)
=1}
{ A13 (4)= A13 (9)=0,
A13(5)
=0.6, A13 (6)= A13
(7)=1, A13(8) = 0.7}
{ B11(1)= B 11(5)=0,
B11(2)=0.6, B11(3)
=B11(4)
=1}
{B12(2)=B12(6)
=0,
B12(3)=B12(4)=
1} (4)=B (9)=0,
{B
13
13
B13(5) = B13(8)=0.5,
B13(7)=1}

Thus, keeping the a b o v e two r u l e s i n m i n d ,
Assume that there two PFNs A(a0, a1, a2 , ...., an-1)
and B(b0, b1, b2 , ...., bn-1), then the arithmetic operations can
be defined as follows:
1- PFNs Addition
A

 B = (a0+b0, a1+b1, a2+b2, ....., an-1+bn-1)
Now, get the normalized ranked PFN for each alternative

2- PFNs Subtraction

as:

A ϴ B = (a0-bn-1, a1-bn-2, a2-bn-3, ....., an-1-b0 )

R(A) = ∑ A1k / (∑ A1k + ∑ B1k ) , k=1,2,3

3- PFNs Multiplication
A

B1k / (∑ A1k + ∑ B1k ) , k=1,2,3

 B = (a0×b0, a1×b1, a2×b2, ....., an-1×bn-1)

(5) R(B) = ∑

(6)

Table 4 shows the obtained normalized ranked
PFNs.

4- PFNs Divisions
A  B = (a0/bn-1, a1/ bn-2, a2/bn-3, ....., an-1/b0 )

TABLE III.

Where b0 ≠0, b1 ≠0, ....... and bn-1 ≠0.

PFN

THE NEW FORMS OF EVALUATION PFNS

A11

A12

A13

B 11

B 12

B 13

1
1.62
1.75
1.88
2
3
3
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
4

3
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
4
4
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5

4
4.83
5
5.25
5.5
6
7
7.67
8
8.14
8.29
9

1
1.83
2
2.25
2.5
3
4
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5

2
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
3
4
4.4
4.6
4.8
5
6

4
5
5.4
5.8
6.2
7
7
7.4
7.6
7.8
8
9

level

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE E XAMPE
Assume two alternatives are evaluated w.r.t three criteria
C1, C2 and C3 as shown in table 1. The scale of evaluation
extends from 1 to 9. Let the decision maker put his
evaluation va l ues in the form of polygon fuzzy numbers as
shown in table1.
According to table 2, the whole level set is
{0,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,1}. Therefore, all the above PFNs should
be rewritten according to the whole level set. This of
course will add more vertices as shown in table 3. It is
clear, that the obtained unified PFNs are all having twelve
vertices at the above six values of the level set.

0
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
1
1
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0
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TABLE IV.

THE NORMALIZED RANKING PFNS

ranking PFNs is given using the centroid method.

Normalized

The arithmetic operations for PFNs are clearly illustrated
and an illustrative example shows how to adopt such
generalized fuzzy numbers for solving FMCDM problems.

Ranked
PFNs

R(A)

R(B)

level
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0

0.21

0.18

0.5

0.295

0.276

0.6

0.316

0.3

0.7

0.337

0.335

0.8

0.363

0.37

1

0.448

0.445

1

0.538

0.58

0.8

0.66

0.7

0.7

0.723

0.765

0.6

0.783

0.83

0.5

0.845

0.91

0

1.2

1.33

Now, applying the above centroid theorem for PFN,
then the final crisp rank value for each alternative is found as
follows:
COA(R(A)) = 0.5244 ,
COA(R(B)) = 0.468.
Thus it is clear that alternative A should be selected as the
best choice.
V.

CONCLUSION

This paper introduced a way for adopting PFNs in FMCDM
problems. The proposed forms of PFN ensure its generality over
other popular forms of fuzzy numbers. A general formula for
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Abstract—Splitting is a conventional process in most of
Indian languages according to their grammar rules. It is called
‘pada vicchEdanam’ (a Sanskrit term for word splitting) and is
widely used by most of the Indian languages. Splitting plays a
key role in Machine Translation (MT) particularly when the
source language (SL) is an Indian language. Though this splitting
may not succeed completely in extracting the root words of which
the compound is formed, but it shows considerable impact in
Natural Language Processing (NLP) as an important phase.
Though there are many types of splitting, this paper considers
only consonant based and phrase based splitting.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Combining / conjunction of two or more words to form
bigrams or n-grams is a conventional process in Indian
languages which plays an important role [1], for instance,
‘vibhakti’ (inflection) attachment to a root word that can be
noun, pronoun, verb, etc. Inflections become postpositions and
they are attached to the rear end of the root word. In many
foreign languages like English, French, etc., inflections are
prepositions and they are separate words. This is the reason
why foreign languages strictly maintain word order. If the
word order is changed, then the meaning of the sentence will
be changed. For example, in the sentence ‘Krishna is playing
with snake’, the word ‘with’ is preposition and related to
‘snake’. The word order of ‘with’ and ‘snake’ should not be
disturbed, and if changed, it may yield a sentence like ‘snake
is playing with Krishna’. Now, this sentence may be
grammatically valid but gives incorrect meaning and objective
of the sentence is changed.
But in most of the Indian languages, word order is
negotiated [5] since there is no change in meaning as the
inflections become part of the words. e.g. ‘kRshNuDu pAmutO
ADutunnADu’. Here ‘kRshNuDu’ is the Subject, ‘pAmu’ is the
Object, ‘tO’ is the inflection, ‘ADu’ is the verb and ‘tunnADu’
is the tense and gender describer. Inflection and object are
combined together to form single word using conjunction rules
and meaning does not change whatever the word order may
be. The above sentence can also be written with no change in
meaning as:
1.
2.
3.

‘pAmutO kRshNuDu ADutunnADu’
‘pAmutO ADutunnADu kRshNuDu’
‘ADutunnADu kRshNuDu pAmutO’

4.
5.

‘ADutunnADu pAmutO kRshNuDu’
‘kRshNuDu ADutunnADu pAmutO’

This happens because of attaching inflection with root
word i.e. ‘tO’ with ‘pAmu’. If these two are not combined,
word order affects the sentence considerably and may change
the meaning or become meaningless. For example,
‘kRshNuDu pAmu tO ADutunnADu’. This can be written as
'pAmu kRshNuDu tO ADutunnADu’ (absurd meaning).
Another example is ‘rAmuDi valana rAvANuDi cAvu’
(rAvaNa’s death is due to rAma). Here ‘valana’ is inflection
and relates strictly with ‘rAmuDi’. Ignoring word order, in
case this sentence is written as ‘rAvANuDi valana rAmuDi
cAvu’ (rAma’s death is due to rAvaNa) and the meaning is
drastically changed.
All these examples conclude that when the inflections are
properly attached to appropriate root words, then the word
order cannot be an obligation, or else word order changes the
meaning in a wrong direction and may render the sentence
meaningless. The primary objective of the MT is to maintain
the meaning. But in general, databases or dictionaries do not
contain words with their inflection forms. As a consequence,
splitting of those compounds is a mandatory step in MT to
improve ease as well as accuracy in translation.
II. ISSUES IN CONJUNCTION AND SPLITTING
Just as the issue of handling splitting leading to word order
was discussed above, similar issue is faced with conjunctions
also. Translators must be aware of when and where
conjunctions are to be and not to be employed. If not, either
unnecessary meanings are generated or sentence becomes
either meaningless or non-informative. Two instances are
given, one each for conjunction and splitting:
 Issues in conjunction: When the sentence. ‘doMga
rAmuNNi koTTADu’ (literally meaning thief beat
rAma) is examined, the word ‘doMga’ is subject and a
noun, ‘rAmuNNi’ is inflected object and ‘koTTADu’ is
verb and also acts as gender representative. There is
nothing wrong in combining ‘rAmuNNi’ and
‘koTTADu’
to
form
a
compound
‘rAmuNNikoTTADu’ from the meaning’s perspective.
Issues arise if the words ‘doMga’ and ‘rAmuNNi’ are
combined to form the compound ‘doMgarAmuNNi’
which literally means ‘thief natured rAma’, a disturbed
meaning. This happened since the noun ‘doMga’ is
converted in to an adjective when it is combined with
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‘rAmuNNi’. Moreover, since the sentence missed the
subject, one cannot understand who has hit ‘rAma’.
 Issues in splitting: Examine the sentence ‘lakshmi
piccikukkani caMpinadi’ (literally meaning lakshmi
killed mad dog). Here ‘lakshmi’ is subject and is a
noun, ‘kukkani’ is object and is inflected and
‘caMpinadi’ is verb as well as tense and gender
representative. Splitting of ‘piccikukkani’ is to be done
in such a way that it is to be considered as a whole
word for translation. Otherwise, mere splitting in the
sentence may result as ‘lakshmi picci kukkani
caMpinadi’ (literally means lakshmi’s madness killed
the dog) which is absurd though grammatically correct.
III. SANDHIS AS AN AID FOR SPLITTING
Amongst all Indian languages, Sanskrit and Telugu have
well structured and numerous grammar rules [4]. Especially,
the richness of Telugu language is with its huge number of
words which can help express the meaning and mood much
precisely [6]. Translation of compound-words (or simply
compounds) or n-grams can be an obligation in MT as they are
not available in database as they are. It becomes an overhead
to maintain a database that consists of every possible
conjunctional combination of n-grams. It is, therefore,
impossible to translate compounds without splitting.
Though conjunction (known as ‘sandhi’ in Sanskrit, as
well as in Telugu ) is seemed to be combining of two words
(pUrva-pada and uttara-pada), actual ‘sandhi’ occurs
between only two letters, i.e. last letter of the first word
(‘pUrva-svara’) and first letter of the second word (‘parasvara’). A sandhi will results in at least one of the following
 Concatenation of pUrva-pada and para-pada
 Either pUrva-svara or para-svara is dropped
 A new vowel / consonant is inserted
 Some specific words are inserted
This paper handles only consonant and specific word
issues.
‘sandhis’ are categorized in to five types in Sanskrit. They
are 1. ‘ach sandhis’ 2. ‘prakRti bhAva sandhis’ 3. ‘hal
sandhis’ 4. ‘visarga sandhis’ and 5. ‘svAdi sandhis’.
Among all these categories, only ‘hal sandhis’ are
considered in this paper as they involves necessarily a
consonant (consonant is called ‘hal’ in Sanskrit) in compound
as a result. These ‘hal sandhis’ are listed in table 1.
TABLE I.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SANSKRIT ‘HAL SANDHIS’ AND THEIR RESULTANT
CONSONANTS

‘sandhi’ name
Scutva sandhi
shTutva sandhi
jastva sandhi
anunAsika sandhi
pUrva savarNa sandhi
para savarNa sandhi
chatva sandhi

Resultant Consonant
S, c, ch, j, Q
sh, T
g, j, D, d, b
G, Q, N, n, m
ggh, jjh, DDh, ddh, bbh
Ll
Cch

Though Telugu adopted all ‘sandhis’ from Sanskrit
grammar, it has its own ‘sandhis’ as well as their precise
formulae. Some of them involve only vowels [7], some of
them involve only consonants and some involves both vowels
and consonants. Later two cases are briefly considered as
consonant resultant ‘sandhis’ in this paper. Table 2 describes
the list of Telugu consonant ‘sandhis’.
There are some other ‘sandhis’ which works with phrases.
They are discussed in later sections.
TABLE II.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

TELUGU ‘HAL SANDHIS’ AND THEIR RESULTANT CONSONANTS
‘sandhi’ name
yaDAgama sandhi
dviruktaTakAra sandhi
gasaDadavAdESa sandhi
druta / saraLAdESa sandhi
pumpvAdESa sandhi
penvAdi sandhi*
AmrEDita sandhi
pampavarNAdESa sandhi
trika sandhi
lu la na la sandhi
dugAgama sandhi
nakArAdESa sandhi

Resultant Consonant
y
TT
g, s, D, d, v
g, j, D, d, b
p / Mp
nn
TT / rr / ll/ tt
Pa
Two consonants other than S,sh,s,h
Two consonants
du
nn / NN

*This ‘sandhi’ is listed in phrase based splitting also
IV. CONSONANT BASED SPLITTING
Consonant based splitting is not a special kind of splitting
rather finding the possibilities to split a compound with the
help of a consonant. When the consonants which are listed in
Table 2 are encountered in a compound, splitting the
compound by using appropriate ‘sandhi’ rules yields good
results in extracting root words with which the compound is
formed. Except in some special cases, in majority of cases,
this process is successfully extracted the root words of the
compound. This paper deals with splitting rather than ‘sandhi’
formation. In view of this, deep explanation about ‘sandhi’ or
compound formation is negotiated.
1) yaDAgama sandhi:
This ‘sandhi’ involves the
consonant ‘y’ as a result in compound. (See Table 3)
TABLE III.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5

Root words
mA + amma
mI + illu
mA + Uru
hari + ataDu
tella + Enugu

EXAMPLES OF YADAGAMA SANDHI
Compound
mAyamma
mIyillu
mAyUru
hariyataDu
tellayEnugu

Replace ‘y’ with
A whitespace
A whitespace
A whitespace
NA
NA

When a ‘y’ is observed in the compound, Ensuring the
previous vowel of the consonant ‘y’ is a long vowel (in this
case ‘A’ or ‘I’) then applying yaDAgama sandhi rules in
splitting yields good results in extracting root words.
Splitting: In this case root words can be extracted by
replacing ‘y’ with a whitespace (i.e. removal of ‘y’). Splitting
has to be done before ‘y’ and ‘y’ is replaced with a whitespace
where second root word starts.
2) dviruktaTakAra sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ involves the
consonant ‘TT’ as a result in compound. dviruktaTakAra
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literally means the letter ‘Ta’ is twice derived. Examples are
given in Table 4.
TABLE IV.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

EXAMPLES OF DVIRUKTATAKARA SANDHI

Root words
kuru + usuru
ciru + aDavi
kaDu + eduru
naDu + aDavi
niDu + Urpu
naDu + illu

Compound
kuTTusuru
ciTTaDavi
kaTTeduru
naTTaDavi
niTTUrpu
naTTillu

Replace ‘TT’ with
ru + whitespace
ru + whitespace
Du + whitespace
Du + whitespace
Du + whitespace
Du + whitespace

When ‘TT’ is observed in the compound, dviruktaTakAra
sandhi rules are applied in splitting to extract root words.
Splitting: ‘TT’ can be suitably replaced with ‘ru / Du’ and
split. There are two special cases in this ‘TT’ issue, as
mentioned in Table 5 and 6.
TABLE V.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5

Root words
ciTTi + eluka
ciTTi + aDavi
ciTTi + Amudamu
ciTTi + Idu
ciTTi + uDuku

SPECIAL CASE 1 OF HANDLING ‘TT’
Compound
ciTTeluka
ciTTaDavi
ciTTAmudamu
ciTTIdu
ciTTuDuku

Replace with
TTi + whitespace
TTi + whitespace
TTi + whitespace
TTi + whitespace
TTi + whitespace

*In the above mentioned special cases, ‘TT’ can be replaced with ‘TTi’ and split.
TABLE VI.
S.No
1
2
3

Root words
ciTTi + cApa
ciTTi + pApa
ciTTi + tALamu

1) gasaDadavAdESa sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ involves the
consonant ‘g/s/D/d/v’ as a result in compound. (Table 7)

SPECIAL CASE 2 OF HANDLING ‘TT’
Compound
ciTTicApa
ciTTipApa
ciTTitALamu

Replace ‘TT’ with
NA
NA
NA

In the above case, ‘parasvara’ is consonant. In a
compound, ‘parasvara’ is neither available nor identifiable.
For this case, vowel based splitting gives better results.
Replacement for ‘TT’ is not applicable in this case, rather
separating ‘ciTTi’ as a root word. Splitting has to be done after
‘ru/Du/TTi’ where first root word ends.
Issue 1: ‘TT’ based splitting fails in the case of
‘ceTTekkaDa’ (literally means where tree is). It is known that
its root words are ‘ceTTu’ + ‘ekkaDa’. But according to Table
4, it become ‘ceDu’ + ‘ekkaDa’ (literally means where bad is)
which gives an incorrect meaning after translation.
This can be avoided by applying vowel based splitting [7]
which gives longest word among all combinations of root
words, i.e ‘ceTTu’ and ‘ceDu’ can be formed according to split
rules. But ‘ceTTu’ is longer word than ‘ceDu’ and is returned
as a first root word.
Issue 2: This ‘sandhi’ rules fail in splitting of the compound
‘miTTamadhyAhnamu’, since it is formed with an unusual
logic by combining the root words ‘madhyAnamu’ +
‘madhyAnamu’.
N.B: Better idea to translate this category of words is to
consider them as a single word rather bigram and enter them
in to database, e.g. ‘ciTTaDavi, ciTTeluka, naTTaDavi.
Note: More issues are discussed in Phrase based splitting.

TABLE VII.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

EXAMPLES OF GASADADAVADESA SANDHI

Root words
rAru + kadA
apuDu + caniye
nIvu + Takkari
mIru + talaci
vAru + pOduru
ataDu + kalaDu
vADu + cEsenu
Ame + tolagenu

Compound
rArugadA
apuDusaniye
nIvuDakkari
mIrudalaci
vAruvOduru
ataDugalaDu
vADusEsenu
Amedolagenu

Replace with
A whitespace + k
A whitespace + c
A whitespace + T
A whitespace + t
A whitespace + p
A whitespace + k
A whitespace + c
A whitespace + t

When ‘g/s/D/d/v’ is identified in the compound,
gasaDadavAdESa sandhi rules are applied in splitting to
extract root words.
Splitting: In this case, root words can be extracted by
simply replacing ‘g/s/D/d/v’ with ‘k/c/T/t/p’ appropriately with
a whitespace prefixed. Splitting has to be done before
‘g/s/D/d/v’ where second root word starts.
Issue: ‘tallidamDrulu’ can be split according to this
‘sandhi’ rule by replacing ‘d’ with a whitespace + ‘t’. But in
the case of ‘Akalidappulu’ (literally means hungry and thirsty)
this sandhi fails in giving correct meaning after translation as
it splits the word into ‘Akali’ + ‘tappulu’(literally means
hungry and mistakes). This also fails when it try to split the
compound ‘cerukugaDa’(literally means stem of sugarcane).
It splits it into ‘ceruku + kaDa’(literally means near
sugarcane / at the end of the sugar cane) which is an incorrect
translation.
Same problem is repeated in the case of ‘nOrujAru’ which
is formed by two root words ‘nOru, jAru’ (logically means
tongue slip). If this rule is applied on this it splits as ‘nOru,
cAru’ (literally means juice of mouth, i.e. spit) which is an
incorrect translation.
2) druta / saraLAdESa sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ involves the
consonant ‘g/j/D/d/b’ as a result in compound. (Table 8)
TABLE VIII.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

EXAMPLES OF DRUTA / SARALADESA SANDHI

Root words
pUcenu + kamala
Kanenu + cukkalu
cEsenu + Takkulu
namilenu + tamba
virisenu + padmam
nannu + cUci
bhAryanu + cEse
kappanu + tine

Compound
pUcenugamala
Kanenujukkalu
cEsenuDakkulu
Namilenudamba
Virisenubadmam
nannujUci
bhAryanujEse
Kappanudine

Replace with
whitespace + k
whitespace + c
whitespace + T
whitespace + t
whitespace + p
whitespace + c
whitespace + c
whitespace + t

When ‘g/j/D/d/b’ is identified in the compound, druta /
saraLAdESa sandhi rules are applied in splitting to extract
root words.
Splitting: In this, root words can be extracted by simply
replacing ‘g/j/D/d/b’ with ‘k/c/T/t/p’ appropriately with a
whitespace prefixed. Splitting has to be done before
‘g/j/D/d/b’ and the consonant is replaced (as in Table 8) where
second root word starts.
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Issues: This sandhi can form the compounds in different
ways. They are listed in Table 9.
TABLE IX.

TYPES OF DRUTA/ SARALADESA SANDHI COMPOUND
FORMATIONS

S.No

Root words

Compound

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

pUcenu + kamala
kanenu + cukkalu
cEsenu + Takku
namilenu + tamba
virisenu + padma
nannun + cUci
bhAryan + cEse
kappan + tine

pUceMgamala/ pUcengamala
kaneMjukkalu /kanenjukkalu
cEseMDakkulu/cEsenDakku
namileMdamba/namilendamba
viriseMbadma /virisenbadma
nannuMjUci /nannunjUci
bhAryanjEse /bhAryaMjEse
kappandine /kappaMdine

Replac
e with
WS+ k
WS+ c
WS+ T
WS+ t
WS+ p
WS+ c
WS+ c
WS+ t

*WS stands for whitespace

N.B: To improve accuracy in splitting, it is to be ensured
that if the previous vowel of ‘g/j/D/d/b’ is ‘M/n’ abefore
applying druta/ saraLAdESa sandhi rule. If so, then first
replace ‘M/n’ with ‘nu’ and then replace the consonant
according to Table 9.
Issue 1: This ‘sandhi’ rules fails in splitting the compound
‘vEsenugAlamu’. It is known that its root words are ‘vEsenu +
gAlamu’(literally meaning anchored). But according to
‘sandhi’ rules, root words become ‘vEsenu + kAlamu’
(literally meaning time is thrown), an incorrect translation.
Issue 2: If the compound is ‘vaccenugOvulu’ formed by
the words ‘vaccenu, gOvulu’ (literally meaning cows came).
‘sandih’ rules changes ‘gOvulu’ into ‘kOvulu’ and then
searches in Database which is not a proper word and is not
available. As a consequence, the compound cannot be split.
One more example for this type of failure is
‘pADenugandharvuDu’ formed by ‘pADenu, gandharvuDu’
(literally meaning ‘gandharva’ sung).
Note: Sometimes ‘pUrvapada’ is a past tense of a verb
which cannot be a root word and is not available in Database.
E.g. ‘pUcenu’ (blossomed), ‘kanenu’ (saw / delivered),
‘cEsenu’ (done). Their root words are ‘pUyu’ (To blossom),
‘kanu’ (To see / To deliver), ‘cEyu’(To do) respectively.
Sometimes ‘pUrva pada’ is terminated with a ‘druta’(half M
i.e. n, e.g. pucen)[2] which is not available in Database.
If a morphological algorithm is developed to morph the
word ‘pUcenu’ into ‘pUyu’ and ‘nannun’ into ‘nannu’ and so
on properly, then this ‘sandhi’ rules are suitable for splitting.
1) puMpvAdESa sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ involves ‘pu/Mpu’
as a result in compound. Examples are given in Table 10.
TABLE X.
S.
No
1
2
3

EXAMPLES OF PU MPVADESA SANDHI

Root words

Compound

sarasamu + mATa
virasamu + cUpu
nikkamu + nIlamu

sarasapumATa/sarasaMpumATa
virasapucUpu /virasaMpucUpu
nikkapunIlamu /nikkaMpunIlamu

Replace
with
mu + W
mu + W
mu + W

*W stands for whitespace

When a ‘pu/Mpu’ is observed in the compound,
puMpvAdESa sandhi rules are applied for splitting.

Splitting: In this case root words can be extracted by
replacing ‘pu/Mpu’ with ‘mu’ with a whitespace appended.
Splitting has to be done next to ‘mu’ after ‘pu/Mpu’ replaced
with ‘mu’ appended with a whitespace where second root
word starts.
2) penvAdi sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ involves ‘nn’ as a result
in compound. (Table 11)
TABLE XI.
S.No
1
2
3
4

Root words
penu + adurulu
kanu + Aku
anu + urvISuDu
penu + oDalu

EXAMPLES OF PENVADI SANDHI
Compound
Pennadurulu
kannAku
annurvISuDu
pennoDalu

Replace with
nu + whitespace
nu + whitespace
nu + whitespace
nu + whitespace

If ‘nn’ is observed in the compound, penvAdi sandhi rules
are applied in splitting to extract root words.
Splitting: In this case root words can be extracted by replacing
‘nn’ with ‘nu’ with a whitespace appended. Splitting has to be
done next to ‘nu’ after ‘nn’ replaced with ‘nu’ appended with
a whitespace where second root word starts.
3) AmrEDita sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ also involves the
consonant ‘TT’ as a result in compound like dviruktaTakAra
sandhi. But this ‘sandhi’ forms compounds in three types but
this paper considers only one type as the second type does not
involve consonant as a result and third type is more
ambiguous and the nature is unidentifiable which is discussed
as a special issue in this concept. (Table 12)
TABLE XII.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Root words
kaDa + kaDa
civara + civara
eduru + eduru
naDuma + naDuma
pagalu + pagalu
bayalu + bayalu
modaTa + modaTa
tuda + tuda
kona + kona
piDugu + piDugu

EXAMPLES OF AMREDITA SANDHI
Compound
KaTTakaDa
CiTTacivara
ETTaeduru
naTTanaDuma
paTTapagalu
baTTabayalu
moTTamodaTa
TuTTatuda
KoTTakona
piTTapiDugu

Replace with
Handled with a
different logic.

Case 1: When ‘TT’ is observed in the compound then,
search for the immediate next consonant in the compound not
allowing to surpass two vowels. If only one vowel is placed
between ‘TT’ and its next immediate consonant, then check
immediate previous consonant in the compound. If both are
same then, extract a word starting from the next immediate
consonant to the end of the compound; and identify the
compound is formed of two words of that extracted word kind.
See all examples of Table 12 except 3.
Case 2: If two vowels are passed in finding the next
immediate consonant in compound, then identify the second
vowel and identify the immediate previous vowel in the
compound. If both are same, then extract a word starting from
second vowel to the end of the compound; and identify the
compound is formed of two words of that extracted word kind.
See the third example in Table 12.
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Issues: Special issues are given in Table 13.
TABLE XIII.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TABLE XV.

SPECIAL ISSUES OF AMREDITASANDHI

Root words
iMkulu + iMkulu
iggulu + iggulu
ceduru + ceduru
tuniyalu + tuniyalu
miTlu + miTlu
atuku + atuku
iMkulu + iMkulu
tumuru + tumuru

Compound
irriMkulu
irriggulu
cellaceduru
Tuttuniyalu
mirumiTlu
aMdatuku
irriMkulu
Tuttumuru

Replace with
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

*NA stands for Not-Applicable

If these compounds are tried to split using this sandhi
rules, they cannot extract proper root words as well as proper
translation. However, if some rules are implemented to split
above compounds, then there are very high chances of
improper splitting of other compounds which are not formed
based on this sandhi rule. For example, a rule is developed to
split ‘cellaceduru’ into ‘ceduru + ceduru’ then it splits the
compound ‘tellateppalu’ which is formed of ‘tella, teppalu’
(literally means white boats) into ‘teppalu + teppalu’ which is
an incorrect splitting.
NB: Entry of above category of words as it is in to the
Database gives better results than splitting.

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Root words
A + kanya
I + kAlamu
E + lOkamu
A + aSvamu
A + bhaMgi
I + adi
I + dharaNi

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

EXAMPLES OF PA MPAVARNADESA SANDHI

Root words
nAmu + cEnu
pAmu + rEDu
janumu + nAra
vEmu + kAya
ammu + Sayya
inumu + kaDDi
enumu + guMpu
minumu + gAre
emmu + gUDu
kanumu + cEnu

Compound
nApacEnu
pAparEDu
janupanAra
vEpakAya
ampaSayya
inupakdaDDi
enupaguMpu
minupagAre
eMpagUDu
kanupacEnu

Replace with
mu + whitespace
mu + whitespace
mu + whitespace
mu + whitespace
mu + whitespace
mu + whitespace
mu + whitespace
mu + whitespace
mu + whitespace
mu + whitespace

When a ‘pa’ is observed in the
paMpavarNAdESa sandhi rules are applied .

compound,

Splitting: In this case, root words can be extracted by
replacing ‘pa’ with ‘mu’ with a whitespace appended.
Splitting has to be done next to ‘pa’ after ‘pa’ replaced with
‘mu’ appended with a whitespace where second root word
starts.
Issues: This ‘sandhi’ rules fail when applied to split the
compound ‘pApakannu’ which is formed by two root words
‘pApa, kannu’ (literally means baby’s eye). ‘pAmu, kannu’
(literally means snake’s eye) will be the root words after
splitting the compound using this rules which is an incorrect
translation.
2) trika sandhi:
This ‘sandhi’ involves two same
consonants other than ‘S,sh,s,h’ as a result in compound. In
Sanskrit grammar, ‘a, i, e’ are called ‘trika’[3]. (See Table
15)

Compound
Akkanya
ikkAlamu
ellOkamu
ayyaSvamu
abbhaMgi
Iyyadi
iddharaNi

Replace with
A
precise
procedure is used
rather than mere
replacement

When any two consonants other than ‘S,sh,s,h’ are
observed in the compound as in the above table, trika sandhi
rules are applied in splitting to extract root words.
N.B: To apply this rule, ensure the immediate preceding
character of two consonants is any one of the vowels ‘a/i/e’.
Otherwise this rule is not applicable.
Splitting: In this case, root words are to be extracted by
replacing first consonant along with its preceding short vowel
with the long form of the vowel. Splitting has to be done
between two consonants.
3) lu-la-na-la sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ involves two same
consonants as a result in compound. This ‘sandhi’ is also
called ‘Du-varNalOpa sandhi’ as it eliminates the rear
consonant ‘Du’ of ‘purvapada’ in compound. In this case
‘purvapada’ is mandatorily ‘mUDu’. (Table 16)

1) paMpavarNAdESa sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ involves ‘pa’
as a result in compound. Examples are given in Table 14.
TABLE XIV.

EXAMPLES OF TRIKA SANDHI

TABLE XVI.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Root words
mUDu + jagamulu
mUDu + lOkamulu
mUDu + Arulu
mUDu + maDugu
mUDu + kAru
mUDu + pAtika

EXAMPLES OF LU-LA-NA-LA SANDHI
Compound
mujjagamulu
mullOkamulu
muyyArulu
mummaDugu
mukkAru
muppAtika

Replace with
First consonant of
the
two
is
replaced
with
‘Du’

If two consonants are observed in the compound as in the
above table, lu-la-na-la sandhi rules are applied if and only if
the two preceding letters of two consonants are ‘mu’.
Splitting: In this case, root words are to be extracted by
replacing first consonant with ‘Du’. Splitting has to be done
between two consonants.
4) dugAgama sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ involves ‘du’ as a
result in compound. Examples are given in Table 15.
TABLE XVII. EXAMPLES OF DUGAGAMA SANDHI
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Root words
nI + karuNa
nA + nEramu
tana + rUpu
mana + sAyamu
tama + karuNa
nA + rUpu
mI + cUpu
mA + snEhamu

Compound
nIdukaruNa
nAdunEramu
tanadurUpu
manadusAyamu
tamadukaruNa
nAdurUpu
mIducUpu
mAdusnEhamu

Replace with
‘du’ is replaced
with a
white
space

When ‘du’ is observed in the compound, dugAgama
sandhi rules are applied in splitting to extract root words.
Splitting: In this case, root words are to be extracted by
replacing ‘du’ with a whitespace.
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5) nakArAdESa sandhi: This ‘sandhi’ involves two same
consonants either ‘nn’ or ‘NN’ as a result in compound.
Examples are given in Table 18.
TABLE XVIII. EXAMPLES OF NAKAR ADESA SANDHI
S.No
1
2

Root words
mUDu + nALLu
reMDu + nALLu

Compound
mUnnALLu / mUNNALLu
rennALLu / reNNALLu

Replace with
Different
logic
is
applied

When ‘nn/NN’ observed in the compound as in the above
table, nakArAdESa sandhi rule is applied in splitting to extract
root words.
Splitting: In this case, root words are to be extracted by
replacing first ‘n/N’ of the pattern ‘nn/NN’ with ‘MDu’ + a
whitespace. If the second consonant of the pattern is ‘N’, then,
change it in to ‘n’. Split two consonants.
Issues: This ‘sandhi’ rule fails in yielding proper words in
the case of ‘vENNILLu’(literally meaning hot water), a
compound formed by two proper words ‘vEDi, nILLu’. This
rule can split the compound as ‘vEDu, nILLu’ (literally
meaning requesting water) which is an improper splitting.
V. PHRASE BASED SPLITTING
Here the phrase is referred to be the ‘pUrvapada’. The
‘sandhis’, like ‘rugAgama sandhi’ of Telugu, directly deal
with phrases instead of single vowel or consonant. If the
phrase is identified, compound can be split by applying these
‘sandhi’ rules. But over dependency on these rules leads to
improper results. These ‘sandhis’ are listed in Table 19.
TABLE XIX.

LIST OF PHRASE BASED ‘SANDHIS’

S.
No
1

‘sandhi’

sandhi Phrases

rugAgama sandhi

2

prAtAdi sandhi

3
4
5

penvAdi sandhi
lu – la – na – la sandhi
dviruktaTakAra sandhi

pEda, bIda, mudda, bAliMta, manuma,
goDDu, komma, vidhava, dhIra and
some words which ends with ‘aMta’ like
SrImaMta, guNavaMta, dhImaMta,
bhAgyavaMta, etc.
prAta, krotta, lEta, pUta, pUvu, mIdu,
muMdu, keMpu, cennu, kriMdu, etc.
penu, kanu, anu, etc
mUDu
kuru, ciru, kaDu, niDu, naDu

*4 and 5 ‘sandhis’ are listed in ‘hal sandhis’ section also.

In this phrase based ‘sandhis’, phrase is ‘pUrva-pada’ in
majority of cases. In many instances, these ‘sandhis’ does not
result in the ‘pUrva-pada’ as it is in the compound. For this
reason, it is required to create a new phrase as an independent
phrase or as a reference of ‘pUrva-pada’. A search is done for
this phrase in compound for better results. Table 20 a,b,c, d &
e describes the possibility of phrase based splitting.
TABLE XX.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5

Root words
pEda + Alu
bIda + Alu
bAliMta + Alu
goDDu + Alu
komma + Alu

(A). POSSIBILITIES OF ‘RUGAGAMA SANDHI’
Compound
pEdarAlu
bIdarAlu
bAliMtarAlu
goDDurAlu
kommarAlu

Phrase searched for
arAlu
arAlu
arAlu
urAlu
urAlu

A/NA
A
A
A
NA
NA

Splitting: According to grammar rules, the ‘para-pada’ of
this sandhi is always ‘Alu’. For better results, ensuring the
presence of the new phrase ‘arAl/urAl’ in the compound is
essential. Then, separate the root word from the compound as
in the Table 20 (a). Next, as per rules, the second part’s first
letter i.e. ‘r’ is to be removed to make it ‘Alu’. As the word
‘Alu’ have two meanings – ‘wife and lady’, replacing ‘r’ with
a meaningless character (it becomes @Alu/ #Alu / *Alu etc.)
avoids the ambiguity in the selection of the suitable meaning
of ‘Alu’. For this, a rule is to be implemented to pick the word
‘lady’ from the database when ‘Alu’ is preceded with a special
symbol. If not, it becomes ‘poor wife’ instead of ‘poor lady’.
In the case of ‘dhanavaMturAlu/ guNavaMturAlu/
dhIrurAlu / bhAgyavaMturAlu’ etc. replace ‘u’ with ‘a’ of
‘urAl’, and separate the root word. Remaining process can be
same. These cases give improper meaning after splitting.
Because ‘goDDurAlu’ literally means a married lady who
have no children. It can be merely split into ‘goDDu’ + ‘Alu’,
when this rule is applied. This is acceptable according to
grammar rule, but the meaning becomes ‘buffalo lady’.
Though ordinary splitting is applied on this compound, it can
be split in to ‘goDDu’ + ‘rAlu’ literally means ‘buffalo to fell’
which is a misinterpretation. Better way to solve these splitting
problems is, to include these compounds in database not
considering them as bigrams.
TABLE XX.

(B). POSSIBILITIES OF ‘PRATADI SANDHI’

S.No

Root words

Compound

Phrase searched

A/NA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

kriMdu + kaDupu
kriMdu + kannu
kriMdu + kAlu
kriMdu + toDa
krotta + cAya
krotta + pasiDi
krotta + mAvi
prAta + illu
lEta + dUDa
pUvu + tOTa
mIdu + kaDa
krotta + gaMDi

krIgaDupu
krIgannu
krIgAlu
krIdoDa
kroMjAya
kroMbasiDi
krommAvi
prAyillu
lEdUDa
pUdOTa
mIgADa
kroggaMDi

krI
krI
krI
krI
kroM
kroM
kro*
prA*
lE*
pU*
mI
kro*

A
A
A
A
A
A
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Splitting: If the first three characters of a compound are
‘krI’, then, they are to be replaced with ‘krimda’ and if first
four characters of a compound are ‘kroM’, then they are to be
replaced with ‘krotta’ if and only if the immediate next
character of the phrase are ‘g/j/D/d/b’. For these two cases.
change it to ‘k/c/T/t/p’ respectively.
Sometimes ‘g/j/D/d/b’ is also included into the phrase
to improve the quality in splitting. For example,
‘muMgOpamu’ is the bigram formed by the root words
‘muMdu’ + ‘kOpamu’. For this case, phrase will be ‘muMg’.
But only ‘muM’ is replaced with ‘muMdu’ and ‘g’ (/j/D/d/b) of
the phrase is changed to ‘k’ (/c/T/t/p). Remaining process is
same.
*Issues: Though they are acceptable according to the
grammar rules, sometimes they mislead the proper words. For
example, ‘prAraMbhasamayamu’ is the compound (literally
means starting time). It can become ‘prAta’ +
‘raMbhasamayamu’ (literally means the time of old raMbha –
a divine dancer) when split using this rule where the phrase
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used is ‘prA’ as in the above table. This is incorrect
translation.
TABLE XX.
S.No
1
2
3
4

(C). POSSIBILITIES OF ‘PENVADI SANDHI’

Root words
penu + aduru
penu + Uta
kannu + Aku
penu + Eru

Compound
Pennaduru
pennUta
kannAku
pennEru

Phrase searched for
Penn
Penn
kann
penn

A/NA
A
A
A
A

Splitting: If the first four characters of a compound are
‘penn/kann’ then replacing with ‘penu/kannu’ is the phrase
based splitting using ‘penvAdi sandhi’ as in the above table.
Issues: ‘pennidhi’ (literally means great treasure) is a
compound formed by two root words ‘penu’+ ‘nidhi’. For this
case ‘n’ is prefixed to the second word after splitting.
TABLE XX.

(D). POSSIBILITIES OF ‘LU- LA- NA- LA SANDHI

S.No

Root words

Compound

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

mUDu + jagamulu
mUDu + yEDulu
mUDu + lOkamulu
mUDu + pAtika
mUDu + kArulu
mUDu + ciccu
mUDu + trIva
mUDu + cemaTalu

mujjagamulu
muyyEDulu
mullOkamulu
muppAtika
mukkArulu
mucciccu
muttrOva
muccemaTalu

Phrase to be
searched for
mujj
muyy
mull
mupp*
mukk*
mucc*
mutt
mucc*

A/N
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

*Issues: Sometimes a root word like ‘muccaTa’ (literally
means fondness) can also be split into ‘mUDu’ + ‘caTa’ (an
absurd) lead to incorrect translation.
TABLE XX.

Compound
kuTTusuru
ciTTaDavi
kaTTeduru
naTTaDavi
niTTUrpu

Phrase searched for
kuTT*
ciTT*
kaTT*
naTT*
niTT*

A/NA
A
A
A
A
A

Some descriptions are given about this in previous section.

*Issues: This sort of compounds highly conflicts with
‘AmrEDita sandhi’ as in the Table 21.
COMPOUNDS OF DVIRUKTATAKARA AND AMR ED ITA
SANDHIS

S.No
1
2
3
4
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21.

APPENDIX
Pronunciation: Letter pronunciation is as in Table 20 and

(E). POSSIBILITIES OF ‘DVIRUKTATAKARA SANDHI’

Root words
kuru + usuru
ciru + aDavi
kaDu + eduru
naDu + aDavi
niDu + Urpu

TABLE XXI.

VI. CONCLUSION
Though there are many issues involved in consonant and
phrase based splitting that lead to incorrect translation, these
rules extracts root words from the bigrams considerably. Many
problems can be solved either by implementing a rule which
finds out the longest root word among many combinations or
entry of critical compounds in to database. For instance, the
compound ‘muppYokaTi’ (literally means thirty one) formed
by root words ‘muppY’ + ‘okaTi’. It can be split as ‘mUDu’+
‘pYokaTi’. If further splitting process continues, the word
‘muppY’ will be available in database as it is a root word, and
it can be separated. This becomes ‘muppY’ + ‘okaTi’. As the
word ‘muppY’ is longer than ‘mupp’, it becomes the result.
[1]

Splitting: When first two characters are ‘mu’ and next two
characters are any same consonants, then ‘mu’ is replaced with
‘mUDu’ and separated. First character from the second word
i.e. first consonant is removed as in the above table.

S.No
1
2
3
4
5

raised in splitting the compounds, enter them in database as
they are.

Compounds of
dviruktaTakAra sandhi rule
kaTTeduTa(kaDu + eduTa)
ciTTaDavi(ciru + aDavi)
naTTaDavi (naDu + aDavi)
niTTUrpu (niDu + Urpu)

Compounds of
AmrEDita sandhi rule
kaTTakaDa(kaDa + kaDa)
ciTTacivara(civara + civara)
naTTanaDi(naDi+ naDi)
niTTaniluvu(niluvu + niluvu)

Some issues of ‘dviruktaTakAra sandhi’ are described above.

As the ‘pUrva-pada’ does not appear in the compound
except some portion, the compounds formed by the AmrEDita
sandhi rule also looking same and is not possible to decide
which rule is to be used to split. To avoid unnecessary issues

TABLE XXII. VOWEL PRONUNCIATION
RT
a
A
i
I
u
U

Usage as
a in – That
a in - Father
i in - His
Ea in - Eagle
u in – Put
oo in – fool

RT
R
Ru
e
U
E
Y

Usage as
Ru in – Ruk
roo in – roof
e in - When
oo in – fool
a in - Hate
I in - Ice

RT
o
O
W
aM
aH

Usage as
O in - Obey
oa in - Roar
ou in - Shout
um in - sum
aH in – aH

RT means Roman Telugu

TABLE XXIII. CONSONANT PRONUNCIATION
RT
k
kh

Usage as
C in – Cut
che in – Ache

RT
Dh
N

g
gh
G
c
Ch
J
Jh
T
Th
D

g in - Dog
gh in -Vagha
Gy in - Gyan
ch in – Catch
Ch in – Chunk
J in – Jar
Jh in - Jhaveri
t in – Cat
T in - Tagore
d in – God

t
th
d
dh
n
p
ph
b
bh
M

Usage as
Dh in – Dhamaru
Na in – Jana gaNa
mana
th in – Path
th in - sthambh
Th in – The
dh in – dharma
n in – Pen
P in – Pot
Ph in – Phal
B in – Bat
bh in – prabhu
M in - Mat

RT
y
r

Usage as
Y in – Yak
R in – Rat

l
L
v
S
sh
h

L in – Lip
l in – mahila
V in – Van
S in – Sand
Sh in - Sharp
H in – Hen

The capitalized letters should be pronounced with greater emphasis on them.
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Abstract—Since 2011, The Limerick Institute of Technology
(School of Applied Science Engineering & Technology) has
actively engaged in a course of research to determine if SMS can
be used to (1) increase student’s preparation for class, (2)
increase their motivational levels towards learning and (3) to
assist with memory retention. The purpose of this paper is to
introduce the concept of the technology and to summarise the
academic arguments that have been made both for and against
the use of such technology for teaching and learning activities in
higher education. A full quantitate and qualitative analysis of the
research will take place in 2014. The project forms part of a
school wide Scholarship of Teaching & Learning approach
(SoTL). This paper will be of interest to academic managers,
program managers, e-learning support staff, administrators and
lecturers.
Keywords—SMS; text message; higher education; motivation

I. INTRODUCTION
Since 2011, the School of Applied Science, Engineering
and Technology at the Limerick Institute of Technology has
used SMS as a communication tool as part of its institute wide
Scholarship towards Teaching and Learning (SoTL). Almost
10,000 text messages have been delivered to 1st and 2nd year
mechanical engineering students in that period. The pilot
scheme was designed to increase student’s motivation and
preparedness for class. Motivational texts were scheduled and
delivered using a unique SMS portal. The following
discussion presents the background to the research and should
be of interest to educational managers and lecturers in the
cognitive areas of science, engineering, information
technology and math. A full statistical analysis of the results
will be available publically in January of 2014.
Supporting students at vulnerable points in their academic
career has always presented challenges. The step-up in
maturity required from post-primary to higher education can
be difficult for students to manage. Reaching this generation
irrespective of the maturity challenge also presents its own
difficulties. Fortunately, the latest
generation of
undergraduates has grown up in a world of persuasive digital
technology which has caused them to develop fundamentally
different ways of thinking and processing information from
their predecessors and teachers [1]. SMS offers the ability to
communicate directly with the students in a personal manner
and can assist with not only enhancing the first year learning
environment [2] but with a raft of other directly related areas
including (1) communication and administrative support [3],

(2) teaching and learning support [3] and (3) encouraging
interactivity [4].
As a communication tool, SMS allows senders to transmit
short messages of 160 alphanumeric characters to any suitable
receiving device operating over the GSM network. The fact
that children are growing up with wireless mobile technologies
with positive outcomes in modern society is an indicator that
SMS technologies should be embedded in the epistemologies
of modern universities [5]. The potential success of any SMS
education program is reinforced by the ever-growing
popularity of mobile devices. In the UK alone, OFCOM
reported that 96% of 15-24 age groups own GSM enabled
devices [6] while a study at the University of Dundee found
that 96% of students in their university owned a mobile phone
[7]. Further research by Harley et al. reported that students
were happy to receive pastoral support via SMS from
university staff [8].
Use of SMS in education supports students to learn in “no
fixed location or time” [9] and therefore the learning is
facilitated at a time and location which suits the students
(mobile devices have the capability to store and retrieve
information). The learning aspect of SMS can operate on
either a push model or a pull model [10]. In a push model, the
teacher dictates which information is sent and at what time;
the student is not afforded the opportunity to reply.
Conversations are one way and are limited to motivational and
preparatory elements of the lesson plan. The pull model is a
closed loop system where students can reply, give answers and
receive feedback. Other usages of SMS services include fill in
the blanks, true false questions, multiple choice questions etc.
[11]. The current research suggests that being accessible,
contextualised and collaborated are the main appeal for mobile
phones in learning [12]. The learning curve and familiarity for
the periphery devices is also reduced given the overwhelming
number of students who own and operate phones, therefore,
mobile devices can be more easily integrated across the
curriculum than desktops or SMART™ boards [13]. Also, as
these devices are convenient and provide an expedited
learning experience in student appropriate locations.
II. WHERE IS THE TEACHING & LEARNING EVIDENCE?
Evidence within the higher education sphere includes but
is not limited to the following:
Evidence of SMS as a teaching aid in higher education:
Wallace has used SMS successfully to teach business
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information systems development to undergraduates at the
University of the West of England. He concluded that the
simplicity of the technology made it viable and that it
“encouraged good development practices” amongst the final
year undergraduates [14]. Hagos successfully used SMS
technology to promote on-going learning in the area of
mathematics. The research concluded that SMS proved to be a
valuable asset in focusing the students’ attention towards the
learning of mathematics even when the lecturer was late or
absent from class [15]. So, a researcher at the Hong Kong
Institute of Education developed a bespoke SMS texting
service and used the system to increase participation amongst
students on a Bachelor of Education degree program.
Although the research lacked supporting data, it is an excellent
example of the technical development required to integrate
SMS into the Teaching Tutee Tool paradigm [3].
Evidence of SMS as a transitional support technology:
Jones et al. used SMS as a support tool to aid the transition of
post primary students to higher education. The research
suggested that students reacted differently to the SMS service
but that overall the advantages outweighed the disadvantages.
Interestingly, Jones et al. found no evidence to suggest that
students saw texting as in intrusion into their personal space
[2].
Evidence of SMS as an encouraging communication tool:
In a survey of 532 students, Leung found those students who
used SMS the most were motivated by its convenience, lowcost and its utility for coordinating events. The research also
found evidence to suggest that SMS helped students overcome
shyness and an un-willingness to communicate in an
educational setting [16].
Evidence of SMS as an advocacy service: Young et al.
used SMS texting to provide an advocacy service for student
nurses, occupational therapists and radiographers on clinical
placement in the United Kingdom. The research found that the
students and staff embraced the technology but concerns were
raised about the uptake of the service. The research concluded
that safeguards must be established to ensure inclusion of all
(even those who do not own their own personal phones) [17].
Evidence of SMS as an administrative support tool: Nordin
et al., albeit with a limited sample size, suggests that school
administrators view the use of SMS as an appropriate
communication tool for learner-teacher activities. 80% of
those administrators surveyed responded positively to SMS as
a teaching and learning assistive protocol [18].
Example of SMS as a tool for encouraging interactivity:
Researchers from Trinity College Dublin successfully used
SMS to successfully increase the interactivity of higher
education students drawn from undergraduate and
postgraduate sample pools. The “PLS TXT UR Thoughts”
project concluded that SMS led to a more active learning
environment, a greater provision of feedback for lecturers and
increased student interest and motivation.
III. ADVANTAGES OF SMS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Advantages of SMS technology within the educational
context include:
 Low cost of operation from an academic institution’s
perspective as the technology is owned by the students
[6].

 Instant communication and real time feedback is
possible [19].
 Transactional distances and geographical barriers are no
longer constraints [20].
Students readily accept the use of SMS as a
communication device and research has indicated that
communicating on such a personal level helps to foster a sense
of community and gives a sense of “belonging to the
university” [21] [8]. Jones et al. produced a body of research
which indicated that SMS usage makes a valuable contribution
towards the teacher as a “facilitator” or “broker” and can help
to motivate participation in appropriate activities [2]. Overall,
it would appear that the advantages of using SMS for
supporting higher education outweigh the disadvantages.
IV. DISADVANTAGES OF SMS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
The disadvantages of SMS within the learning
environment have been extensively reviewed by Jones et al.
[2]. Issues can arise over the ownership and control of the
periphery device. Despite the teachers best intentions,
intrusions into class time can detract from the teachers overall
control of the class and the students focus. Mifsud has termed
this the “intruder” effect [19]. Also, mobile phones tend to
have small screens and the length of the messages is limited to
160 characters. This makes it difficult to communicate as
effectively compared to conventional devices (e-mail etc.).
Other researchers have raised concerns about the cost of such
a program although the cost issue has failed to make a strong
argument against the use of the technology when comparisons
are drawn against other technological devices such as student
response systems and PDA’s etc. [4].
Sharples has called for caution and suggests that the
introduction of mobile learning into an academic environment
is not a panacea as it can bring problems as well as solutions;
in particular the perception that young people may see the use
of SMS for formal learning as an attempt to colonise and
intrude on social spaces [20]. Markett et al. found that the
interaction between face-to-face teaching methods and
challenges set by SMS protocols became blurred and provided
an unwelcome distraction [4]. He concluded that this may
make the transition to higher education more challenging for
the user. Horstmanshof has concluded that the additional
workload in establishing a new communication media may
prove difficult for existing teaching staff [21]. He also
concluded that students may become addicted to the overdependency that SMS communication may foster; and that this
in turn may hamper the “natural development of more selfregulatory strategies”. Noble has concluded that the use of
such technology can turn universities into “digital diploma
mills” and reminds the reader that education is a process that
necessarily entails an interpersonal (not merely interactive)
relationship between people [22].
V. CONCLUSIONS
Although SMS has some detractors, there is no doubt that
it can have significant benefits for educators and education
management. Anecdotal evidence from the research currently
being conducted at the Limerick Institute of Technology
suggests that students associate similar gratification elements
of SMS usage to other communication media such as TV or
the internet. Significantly, students have also indicated that
they do not consider SMS as an intrusion into their personal
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space. Some interesting topics have been raised by the current
research; such as the ability of SMS to function equally well in
classrooms where varying contradictory educational
paradigms exist, in particular both behaviorism and
constructivism. When available and fully analysed, the results
of the current research and its limitations will be made public
in keeping with The Limerick Institute of Technology’s
commitment to the SoTL framework.
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Abstract—The current evolution of the Web, known as Web
2.0 and characterized by providing a diverse global service
ecosystem, has marked a change in the role played by telecom
operators. In order to maintain high competitive market
dynamism and generate new revenue sources, many operators
seek to leverage the wide variety of existing Web services and
integrate them with its infrastructure capabilities. Such
integration leads to various challenges from a technological
perspective, where the heterogeneity on networks and the need
for highly qualified personnel for the development of these
services are highlighted. This paper is propose the definition of a
mechanism for integrating both Web and Telco services which
facilitates and speeds the development of new services,
considering the dynamic conditions of its execution.
Keywords—Web Services; Telco Services; JAIN SLEE;
Integration; Adaptation

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently there is a trend in the telecommunications
industry that has created a scenario in which a new model
known as Telco 2.0 [1] has been defined. This model relates
the concepts, services and Web 2.0 technologies with
traditional telecommunications features (Telco services),
allowing operators to expand their service portfolio and have a
greater impact on the market by reaching end-users with more
complex and personalized services. These new kind of services
are known as converged services due to its integration of
functionalities form the telecommunications domain (voice,
video and data) with Information Technology (IT) services
from the Web domain.
Such integration demands complex and robust platforms
that support the interoperability of different technologies and
communication protocols, characteristic of services from both
Telco and Web domains. Different approaches have been
proposed such as the SIP Servlets Specification [2], the
Ericsson Converged Service Studio [3], Alcatel-Lucent uReach
CSF (Converged Services Framework) [4], among others. An
alternative that stands out is the JAIN SLEE Specification [5],
which proposes a standard and robust environment for the
creation and execution of converged services, meeting the
rigorous performance requirements typical of Telco services
(high availability, low latency, asynchronous behavior, etc.)
and allowing its integration with Web technologies.
Generally Telco services belonging to an operator reside on
platforms located within its network, where they are managed

and executed. On the other hand, Web services tend to be
distributed applications that belong to 3rd party providers,
therefore integrating them to the operator infrastructure,
requires the development of modules that represent them and
manage the data interaction present during their invocation.
This implies an extra effort on developing terms considering
that, for each Web service that wants to be integrated, a module
must be designed and built.
Another issue related to the integration of Web and Telco
services over an operator network is that due to the distributed
nature of Web services, when failures occur on runtime, the
operator usually does not have access to the platforms where
Web services reside to address and correct them. Such failures
become a major issue and could compromise the correct
operation of converged services that relay on those Web
services. This issue poses the need for operators to implement
contingency mechanisms that adapt to Web service invocation
failures at runtime, in order to provide high quality converged
services.
This paper introduces the definition of a mechanism for
integrating Web and Telco services over a converged platform,
specifically JAIN SLEE. The proposed mechanism facilitates
the inclusion of Web services into telecommunications
networks by defining an interaction model between JAIN
SLEE and Web environments that allows integrating different
Web services without having to develop additional modules for
each Web service that wants to be integrated. The interaction
model also considers the dynamic conditions of Web services
invocation by detecting possible failures at runtime and
adapting to alternative ones, defined by the converged service
designer at creation time. The rest of the paper is arranged as
follows. Next section presents a conceptual base of the
different technologies related with this work. Section 3
describes different proposals that address the integration of
Web and Telco services. On section 4 is presented a detailed
description of the proposed integration mechanism. Section 5
presents the fault handling and adaptation functions included in
the mechanisms. Section 6 presents a case study through which
the proposed mechanism is evaluated. Finally, on section 7 are
presented the conclusions and future work.
II. BACKGROUND
The integration of Web and Telco services contemplates the
use of diverse technologies that comprise both domains.
Telecommunications protocols such as SIP, SS7 stack and
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SMPP, and Web frameworks like WSDL/SOAP services and
Apache Axis2 are among the technologies that must be taken
into consideration. Is also important the platform that supports
the integration of these services, which determines how
converged services are built and executed. As stated before, the
selected platform for developing this proposal is the JAIN
SLEE specification. Next is presented a description of the main
technologies and concepts that comprises this proposal.
A. Web Services
According to the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium)
definition, a Web service is a software system designed to
support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a
network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable
format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the
Web service in a manner prescribed by its description using
SOAP messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an
XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related
standards [6]. Following such definition, Web services can be
characterized as distributed software components which can be
described, published, discovered and invoked with standard
protocols. Web services communicate using XML and Web
protocols, working internally and across the Internet. They
support heterogeneous interoperability and use SOAP for
service calls and WSDL for service descriptions [7].
B. Apache Axis2
The Apache Axis2 project is a Java-based implementation
of both the client and server sides of the Web services
equation. Designed to take advantage of the lessons learned
from Apache Axis 1.0, Apache Axis2 provides a complete
object model and a modular architecture that makes it easy to
add functionality and support for new Web services-related
specifications and recommendations [8].
Among the functionalities provided by Apache Axis2 is the
creation of implementation classes for both the server and
client using WSDL documents. This is a significant advantage
for dynamic invocation of Web Services considering that Web
service clients usually are hard coded implementations that
cannot be modified at runtime and are designed to deal with the
invocation and data interaction of a single Web service.
Therefore, Apache Axis2 is able to infer data requirements and
interactions of Web services from its WSDL description
documents and dynamically implement the necessary classes
for its invocation at runtime.
C. JAIN SLEE Specification
JAIN SLEE aims at defining a new kind of application
server designed for hosting carrier-grade Telco services. In
particular, a JSLEE container is designed for hosting
communication applications while typical application servers
have been designed for enterprise applications and they usually
do not consider high-availability and performance concerns.
JSLEE containers relay on an event based model, with
asynchronous interactions among components [9]. The atomic
element define by JSLEE is the SBB (Service Building Block).
An SBB is a software component that sends and receives
events, and performs computations based on the receipt of such
events and its current state. Events are used to represent
occurrences of importance that may occur at arbitrary points of

time. An event may asynchronously originate from different
sources such as communications protocol stacks, network
elements or from application components within the SLEE.
The SLEE deals with those events through elements called
resource Adaptors which adapt the particular interfaces of an
external resource into the interfaces and requirements of the
SLEE [10].
D. TelComp 2.0 Project
The present work is framed within the Project TelComp
2.0: Retrieval and Composition of Complex Components for
the Creation of Telco 2.0 Services [11], funded by
COLCIENCIAS and developed by the Telematics Engineering
Group of the University of Cauca. The TelComp 2.0 project
proposes the generation of a platform aimed to support the
process of creation, composition and execution of new
converged services, providing developers with tools that allow
them to articulate atomic services (Web/Telco) over a unified
environment for defining new value-added functionalities.
TelComp 2.0 execution environment is based on the JAIN
SLEE specification which must support the execution of Telco
services and its integration with Web services. Therefore, the
present proposal represents a major contribution to this project
by defining a dynamic and adaptable mechanism for
integrating Web and Telco services that facilitates and allows
automating the creation of converged services.
III. RELATED WORKS
There are several proposals that address the integration of
Web and Telco services, defining interaction models that
mainly focus on representing and exporting Telco service
functionalities as Web services so they can be composed in
business processes platforms such as BPEL (Business Process
Execution Language) or ESB (Enterprise Service Bus).
One of these proposals is the Parlay X specification which
details a set of simple web services that can be used as building
blocks for telecom applications. The key design point for all of
these web services was simplicity. Parlay-X combines sets of
communications functions into useful but non application
specific building blocks. The capabilities are restricted to those
which can be performed with a single SOAP message
exchange, since this simplifies use for the non-professional
programmer. The Parlay-X functions are documented in a selfdocumenting XML interface [12]. Following this line of
development, in [7] is proposed a mechanism to encapsulate
Telco functionalities running on JAIN SLEE platforms as
WSDL/SOAP Web services, for them to be integrated with
other Web services through an ESB. However, such
encapsulation enforces a synchronous behavior of Telco
services and does not allow managing communication sessions
during the execution of converged services. Another approach
is the one presented in [13] where a set of design patterns to
represent Telco services behavior are proposed. The patterns
are implemented using Parlay X interfaces and composite
applications are built over a BPEL engine. This work address
the complexity of managing Telco service transactions on a
synchronous environment but this requires the extension of the
BPEL standard by adding additional parameters that consider
the asynchronous nature of Telco services, significantly
increasing the complexity of implementing such system.
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On [14] is presented a description and analysis of different
approaches to formally describe Telco service functionalities
for its integration on Web based execution environments. This
work presents an UML based modelling approach to describe
Telco services, that considers asynchronous behavior but does
not address execution or integration issues. Another type of
analysis is made on [15] where the advantages and
disadvantages of different programming frameworks are
considered for integrating Web applications on IMS (IP
Multimedia
Subsystem)
based
telecommunications
architectures. This work presents a more convenient approach
from operators perspective, considering that Web applications
are integrated into its telecommunications infrastructure
without having to design or implement Web based platforms
for composing new converged services. However, the analysis
made mainly focus on the programming complexity of using
languages such as Java or Ruby for developing Web
applications that could be integrated into IMS environments,
but does not specifies how such integration should be carried
out. It is also important to highlight the work presented in [16]
where a model to describe and export Telco Services as Web
services is defined. Such model is based on the development
and inclusion of a SOAP resource adaptor to a JAIN SLEE
environment which receives invocation requests for activating
Telco services on the SLEE. As pointed out before, exporting
Telco services as Web services allows to integrate them into
Web based composition engines but does not permit to manage
asynchronous transactions from the converged services
execution flow perspective. Finally, the work presented in [17]
defines a converged platform for executing composed services,
comprising both Web and Telco domains. In this approach,
integration is achieved through a composition engine which
manages service invocations and data interactions in a
centralized manner. However, undesired scenarios during the
execution of converged services, such as possible invocation
failures are not considered. Without relying on adaptable
mechanisms, problems presented at runtime may cause major
failures, preventing converged services to carry out its
purposes.
Related works show a strong trend towards the integration
of Web and Telco services, by representing and describing
Telco services as Web services through initiatives such as
Parlay X, so they can be included in Web based composition
engines. Our approach pretends to achieve such integration by
defining an interaction mechanism to include Web services into
a Telco service capable environment like JAIN SLEE, where
asynchronous behavior and transaction based interactions can
be managed and executed. This type of integration helps to
reduce the complexity for operators to develop converged
services by not having to include Web based platforms within
its network infrastructures and using additional interfaces for
describing its Telco capabilities. We also consider the dynamic
behavior of Web service invocations by adding failure
detection and adaptive capabilities to the proposed interaction
mechanism.
IV.

INTEGRATION MECHANISM

As stated before, this proposal is framed within the project
TelComp 2.0. Within this project a generalized structure for

building converged services has been defined, as shown on
Figure 1. The execution logic of a converged service is
managed by an orchestrator SBB which communicates with a
set of atomic services (Web or Telco) through firing and
receiving events. These events may be provided by resource
adaptors or defined by each atomic service as custom events
developed for specific tasks. An entity called Event Router,
defined by the JAIN SLEE specification, is responsible for
delivering events to its corresponding destinies.
Telco services implementation reside along with converged
services in the JAIN SLEE environment due to the capabilities
of this specification for supporting the execution of this kind of
services. On the other hand, Web services implementations are
distributed across the Internet, generally belonging to 3rd party
providers. Therefore, invoking Web services from within the
SLEE during the execution flow of converged services requires
a mechanism to generate requests and receive responses while
managing its data interactions. One possible approach is to
implement a JAIN SLEE module for each Web service that
wants to be invoked. However this is a complex and time
consuming task due to the large number of existing Web
Services.
JSLEE Environment

Converged Service
Orchestraror SBB

Atomic Services

Event
Router

Service 1

Service 2

Service n

Resource Adaptors (SIP, CAMEL, INAP, HTTP, etc.)

Fig. 1.

Converged service general structure.

The proposed integration mechanism defines a generalized
and unique component to perform Web service invocations and
manage its data interactions. For this, two main modules are
defined. The first module is called Web Service Invocator and
is implemented as a JAIN SLEE application. This module is
responsible for representing Web services within the SLEE and
for communicating with other Telco services involved in the
execution flow of converged services. The second module is
called Dynamic WS Client which is implemented as a Java
Web application, based on the Apache Axis2 framework. This
module is responsible for dynamically creating Web services
invocation clients from its WSDL description documents.
Figure 2 presents a modular scheme of the integration
mechanism.
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managing interaction mechanism using Java HashMaps. A
HashMap is a data structure used to implement associative
arrays based on a Key/Value model. The initial event contains
a HashMap which includes all the input parameters (name and
value) of a Web service for its invocation. Same as the initial
event, the response event also contains a HashMap which
includes all the output parameters, associating its names and
values.

JSLEE Environment

Web Service Invocator
SBB

WS Response
Event

Invoke
WS Event

Once an initial event is received by the module, it extracts
all the parameters contained in the HashMap and builds a
HTTP GET request addressed to the Dynamic WS Client
module to perform the Web service invocation. Table I shows
the parameters that are extracted from the HashMap and
included in the HTTP request.

Event Router

HTTP RA
TABLE I.
Parameter

serviceWSDL

Dynamic WS Client

Web
Web
operationName

SOAP
Request

SOAP
Response

Description
This parameter reference the URL of the Web service
WSDL. For example:
This parameter contains the name of the specific operation
that wants to be invoked form the Web service. For
example:
This parameter contains the name and value of the
different inputs required for the Web service for its
execution. For example:

inputs

Web Container

WEB SERVICE INVOCATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 2. Modular scheme of the integration mechasnism.

For defining a generalized module for invoking different
Web services, it must be considered that despite been described
in a standardized manner using WSDL documents; they present
a high heterogeneity regarding its data interactions. Input and
output parameters of Web services are of different types, being
simple data as integers or strings, or more complex such as
arrays. The number of inputs and outputs of Web services is
another important factor to be considered. For example, a
weather Web service may require one input (location) to
generate a weather forecast, returning two outputs (temperature
and forecast), while a currency convertor Web service may
require three inputs (source, target and value) to generate the
equivalency between to different currencies, returning one
output (result). Invoking these Web services requires different
methods to create the invocation requests with the
corresponding input parameters and receive its responses with
the corresponding output data. Below are described the Web
Service Invocation and Dynamic WS Client modules and how
is addressed Web service data interaction heterogeneity.
A. Web Service Invocator
As pointed out above, Web Service Invocation module has
been implemented as a JAIN SLEE application. The interaction
with this module is made through an initial event which
contains the required data for a Web service invocation, and a
response event which contains the invocation results, as shown
on Figure 2. To deal with different number of input and output
parameters with different data types, it has been defined a data

The HTTP response returned by the Dynamic WS Client,
which contains the output parameters resulting from invoking a
Web service, presents such information using a predefined
XML structure which will be described later. Web Service
Invocator module extracts the data contained in the HTTP
response through an XML parser and generates a HashMap
that presents the outputs in a Name/Value manner which is
included in the response event. Table II presents an example of
the output HashMap, resulting from the invocation of a weather
Web Service.
TABLE II.
Key

OUTPUT H ASHMAP STRUCTURE EXAMPLE
Value

HashMaps represent a very convenient mechanism to
present the output parameters of a Web service due to their
capacity of relating different type of data such as primitive
variables, or arrays.
B. Dynamic WS Client
This module receives the HTTP GET request coming from
the Web Service Invocator module which contains all the
parameters needed to invoke a Web service. Using the Apache
Axis2 functions, it retrieves the WSDL of the Web service and
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maps the input parameter values to create an appropriate client
that generates SOAP requests to the Web service. Upon
receiving a SOAP response, it takes the output parameter
values and generates an XML document which organizes the
information. Figure 3 presents an example of a Web service
response structured through an XML document.

Communication Faults are detected by establishing an
execution timer for every invocation request sent by the Web
Service Invocator module. The maximum waiting time for a
Web service response is configured by the converged service
developer at the creation stage. The timer is set using the Timer
Facility defined by the JAIN SLEE specification. Once a fault
is detected, the Web Service Invocator module adapts itself to
perform the invocation of backup Web services defined at
creation time through a list provided by the converged service
developer. The adaptation process is formally defined in
algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Adaptation Process for Web Service
Invocation

INPUTS:
OUTPUTS:

Fig. 3. Example of response structured as an XML document.

The response XML documents are defined by a structure
which contains a main tag called outputs that encapsulate all
the output parameters of a Web service response. A specific
parameter is represented by the tag output which contains the
name of the parameter and its corresponding value. To
represent parameters as arrays, its content is separated in
different output structures which have the same name but
possibly a different value. Having output structures with the
same name allows the Web Service Invocator module to
identify arrays and build them to be included in the response
HashMap, preventing them to be considered as independent
parameters. Once the XML document including all the output
parameter has been created, the Dynamic WS Client module
generates an HTTP 200 OK response including the XML
document and addressed to the Web Service Invocator Module.
V. FAULT HANDLING AND ADAPTATION
The fault handling and adaptation functions added to the
integration mechanism are aimed to detect possible failures
during the invocation of Web services and to adapt the
mechanism for invocating backup services which are defined at
creation time, allowing converged services to carry out its
purpose. Based on the service fault taxonomy defined in [18],
the fault handling mechanism identifies two different types of
faults:

BEGIN

while
if

then

end if
end while
if

then
if

then

else do
for

 Service Provider Faults: reference possible faults that
occur on platforms hosting Web services
implementation. For example a Web service being
unavailable won’t be able to process and respond
invocation requests.
 Communication Faults: reference possible faults that
may occur due to network issues. For example sending
to a Web service an invocation request over a network
holding heavy traffic may result on a delayed response
or no response at all.
The detection of Service Provider Faults is made by
capturing exceptions generated in the Dynamic WS Client
module during the invocation of Web services. Once an
exception is captured, it sends a HTTP error response to the
Web Service Invocator module. On the other hand,

is active do

in

if

do

then
break

end if
end for
end if
else do
for

in

if

do

then
break
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end if
Start

end for
end if

Receive IM

END
As stated before, Web Service Invocator module initiates a
Web service invocation by creating an HTTP request which
includes the invocation parameters (
).
Immediately after sending the request to the Dynamic WS
Client module, it sets a timer which indicates the maximum
waiting time (
) for a response. While waiting, if a
response is received the timer is deactivated and the response is
analyzed. If the response corresponds to an HTTP 200 OK
response,
the
output
parameters
are
retrieved
(
) and the response event is fired. Otherwise,
either if the response did not arrive within the established time
or if it corresponds to an HTTP error response, backup Web
services ( ) retrieved from the list (
)
provided by the converged service developer are invoked until
a successful invocation is achieved. However if no successful
invocation is completed an error in the execution flow of the
converged service will be produced. This adaptation
mechanism helps to reduce the probability of major faults
occurring during the execution of converged services.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND CASE STUDY
The implementation of the Web Service Invocation and
Dynamic Web Service modules was made over the Mobicents
JAIN SLEE server and Apache Tomcat Web container
respectively. A functional test of the integration mechanism
was performed through a converged service called Twitter
Financial Message which is composed of two Web services
(Finance WS and Twitter WS) and two Telco services (Receive
IM and Send IM). This service initiates its execution upon
receiving a SIP instant message (Receive IM) from the user
containing the code name of a NASDAQ stock from which the
user wants to know its current value. With the code name is
invoked a Web service (Finance WS) that returns the stock
current value. Then, the stock information is sent
simultaneously to the user as an instant message (Send IM) and
as a private message in the Twitter account of the user through
a Web service (Twitter WS). Figure 4 shows the converged
service diagram and Figure 5 presents the implementation
modules needed for its execution.
Through the modules developed, invoking and integrating
Web services into a Telco environment requires only for
converged service developers to specify data flow between
component services, leaving Web service clients’
implementation details to the modules.

Finance WS

Twitter WS

Send IM

End

Fig. 4. Twitter Financial Message diagram.

To test the adaptation functions of the integration
mechanism was set an undesired scenario where Twitter WS
was made unavailable. As a backup Web service, another
instance of Twitter WS was configured with a different name.
The test results show that the mechanism adapts to invoke a
backup Web service in an average time of 41.9 milliseconds
after detecting a fault, indicating a high performance of the
adaptation process as seen in Figure 6.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a dynamic and adaptable approach for
integrating Web and Telco services in JAIN SLEE
environments. This approach defines a generalized set of
modules which allow invoking Web services regardless of their
functionality or required data structure. The proposed
mechanism facilitates for developers to invoke Web services
and integrate them into the execution flow of converged
services, by only specifying the data flow required by each one
without having to deal with the implementation details of Web
service clients. An adaptation mechanism that detects faults
occurred during the invocation of Web services is also
implemented with very satisfying results. The adaptation
process is carried out in a transparent manner from the user
perspective, adapting to invoke backup Web services defined at
the creation stage, upon the detection of failures with very low
execution times. Such process helps reducing the probability of
major faults during the execution of converged services.
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Twitter WS
Mobicents JAIN SLEE
Twitter
Financial
Message
Receive
IM

HTTP
RA

SIP
RA

Web
Service
Invocator

Send
IM

Dynamic
WS Client

WEB
WEB

Apache Tomcat

Finance WS

Time in milliseconds

Fig. 5. Implementation of Twitter Financial Message.
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Fig. 6. Performance Adaptation Tests.

This work comprises an important contribution to the
TelComp 2.0 project, specifically on the automation of
converged service creation and composition. As future work, is
proposed to automate the process of retrieving backup services
based on functional and semantic analysis, without needing to
be specified by the developer at creation time. Other approach
that could be addressed is to include REST services into the
integration mechanism, considering the large proliferation of
this type of services. Another future approach is the design and
development of a monitoring mechanism which enables to be
aware of the current status of all services and detect undesired
behaviors that may compromise the proper operation of
converged services.
VIII.
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Abstract—In making forecasting, there are many kinds of
data. Stationary time series data are relatively easy to make
forecasting but random data are very difficult in its execution for
forecasting. Intermittent data are often seen in industries. But it
is rather difficult to make forecasting in general. In recent years,
the needs for intermittent demand forecasting are increasing
because of the constraints of strict Supply Chain Management.
How to improve the forecasting accuracy is an important issue.
There are many researches made on this. But there are rooms for
improvement. In this paper, a new method for cumulative
forecasting method is proposed. The data is cumulated and to
this cumulated time series, the following method is applied to
improve the forecasting accuracy. Trend removing by the
combination of linear and 2nd order non-linear function and 3rd
order non-linear function is executed to the production data of Xray image intensifier tube device and Diagnostic X-ray image
processing apparatus. The forecasting result is compared with
those of the non-cumulative forecasting method. The new method
shows that it is useful for the forecasting of intermittent demand
data. The effectiveness of this method should be examined in
various cases.
Keywords—intermittent demand forecasting;
variance; exponential smoothing method; trend

minimum

I. INTRODUCTION
Supply chain management is inevitable in industries in
recent years. Demand forecasting is the basis in supply chain
management. In industries, how to improve forecasting
accuracy such as sales, shipping is an important issue. There
are cases that intermittent demand forecasting is required. But
the mere application of the past method does not bear good
estimation of parameters and exquisite forecasting.
There are many researchers made on this.
Based upon the Croston’s model (Box et al.2008),
Shenstone and Hyndma (2005) analyzed the intermittent
demand forecasting. Troung et al. (2011) applied Neural
Network to intermittent demand forecasting. Tanaka et al.
(2012) has built sales forecasting model for book publishing,
where they have devised cumulative forecasting method.
In this paper, we further develop this cumulative
forecasting method in order to improve the forecasting
accuracy for intermittent demand.

Kazuhiro Takeyasu3
3

College of Business Administration,
Tokoha University, Shizuoka, Japan

A new method for cumulative forecasting method is
proposed.
The data is cumulated and to this cumulated time series,
the following method is applied to improve the forecasting
accuracy. Focusing that the equation of exponential smoothing
method(ESM) is equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA model
equation, a new method of estimation of smoothing constant
in exponential smoothing method is proposed before by us
which satisfies minimum variance of forecasting error[7].
Generally, smoothing constant is selected arbitrarily. But in
this paper, we utilize above stated theoretical solution. Firstly,
we make estimation of ARMA model parameter and then
estimate smoothing constants.
Thus theoretical solution is derived in a simple way and it
may be utilized in various fields. Furthermore, combining the
trend removing method with this method, we aim to improve
the forecasting accuracy. An approach to this method is
executed in the following method. Trend removing by the
combination of linear and 2nd order non-linear function and 3rd
order non-linear function is executed to the data of X-ray
image intensifier tube device and Diagnostic X-ray image
processing apparatus. The weights for these functions are set
0.5 for two patterns at first and then varied by 0.01 increment
for three patterns and optimal weights are searched. For the
comparison, monthly trend is removed after that. Theoretical
solution of smoothing constant of ESM is calculated for both
of the monthly trend removing data and the non-monthly trend
removing data. Then forecasting is executed on these data.
The forecasting result is compared with those of the noncumulative forecasting method. The new method shows that it
is useful for the forecasting of intermittent demand data. The
effectiveness of this method should be examined in various
cases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
the new method is described. ESM is stated by ARMA model
and estimation method of smoothing constant is derived using
ARMA model identification. The combination of linear and
non-linear function is introduced for trend removing and the
Monthly Ratio is also referred. Forecasting is executed in
section 3, and estimation accuracy is examined, which is
followed by the Discussion of section 4
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II.

From (1), (6),

DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW METHOD
[5]

A. Description of ESM Using ARMA Model
In ESM, forecasting at time t +1 is stated in the following
equation.

  1 
Therefore, we get

xˆt 1  xˆt   xt  xˆt 

a1  1

 xt  1   xˆt

From above, we can get estimation of smoothing constant
after we identify the parameter of MA part of ARMA model.
But, generally MA part of ARMA model become non-linear
equations which are described below. Let (4) be

Here,

xˆ t 1 : forecasting at t  1
xt : realized value at t
 : smoothing constant 0    1

p

~
xt  xt   ai xt i

(1) is re-stated as
l
xˆt 1    1    xt l

q

(2)

~
xt  et   b j et  j

l 0

By the way, we consider the following (1,1) order ARMA
model.

xt  xt 1  et  et 1

(3)

 p, q  order ARMA model is stated as
p

q

i 1

j 1

(9)

j 1

We express the autocorrelation function of ~
x t as ~r k and
from (8), (9), we get the following non-linear equations which
are well known.
q k

~
rk   e2  b j bk  j

(k  q)

j 0

xt   ai xt i  et   b j et  j

(4)

Here,

xt :

(8)

i 1



Generally,

(7)

b1       1

(1)

(k  q  1)

0

(10)

q

Sample process of Stationary Ergodic Gaussian

Process xt  t  1,2,, N ,

~
r0   e2  b 2j
j 0

For these equations, a recursive algorithm has been
developed. In this paper, parameter to be estimated is only b1 ,
so it can be solved in the following way.

et  : Gaussian White Noise with 0 mean  e2 variance
MA process in (4) is supposed to satisfy convertibility
condition. Utilizing the relation that

From (3) (4) (7) (10), we get

q 1

Eet et 1 , et 2 ,  0

a1  1
b1       1
~
r  1  b2  2

we get the following equation from (3).

xˆt  xt 1  et 1
Operating this scheme on t +1, we finally get

xˆt 1  xˆt  1   et
 xˆt  1   xt  xˆt 



1

e

~
r1  b1 e2
If we set

~
r

(6)

If we set 1     , the above equation is the same with
(1), i.e., equation of ESM is equivalent to (1,1) order ARMA
model, or is said to be (0,1,1) order ARIMA model because
1st order AR parameter is 1 [1].
Comparing with (3) and (4), we obtain



0

(5)

(11)

 k  ~k
r

(12)

0

the following equation is derived.

1 

b1
1  b12

(13)

We can get b1 as follows.

a1  1

b1 

b1   

1  1  4 12
2 1

(14)
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In order to have real roots,

1 

1 must satisfy

1
2

From invertibility condition,

We set

b1 must satisfy

(19)

y  a3 x 3  b3 x 2  c3 x  d 3

(20)

as a 2nd and a 3rd order non-linear function.

b1  1

[3] The combination of linear and non-linear function
We set

From (13), using the next relation,

1  b1 2  0
1  b1 2  0



y  1 a1 x  b1    2 a2 x 2  b2 x  c2



y γ1 a1 x  b1  γ2 a2 x 2  b2 x  c2

b1 is within the range of



γ3 a3 x 3  b3 x 2  c3 x  d 3

 1  b1  0



(22)


(23)



as the combination of linear and 2nd order non-linear and
3rd order non-linear function. Here,  2  1  1 , β2  1 β1 ,
γ3  1  (γ1 γ2 ) . Comparative discussion concerning (21),
(22) and (23) are described in section 5.

Finally we get

1  2 1  1  4 12
2 1

(21)



  b1  1

1  1  4 12
b1 
2 1



y β1 a1 x  b1  β2 a3 x3  b3 x 2  c3 x  d3

(15) always holds. As



y  a2 x 2  b2 x  c2

(15)

(16)

C. Monthly Ratio[5]
For example, if there is the monthly data of L years as
stated bellow:

x  i  1,, L  j  1,,12
ij

which satisfy above condition. Thus we can obtain a
theoretical solution by a simple way.
Here 1 must satisfy



1
 1  0
2

(17)

B. Trend Removal Method[5]
As trend removal method, we describe the combination of
linear and non-linear function.
[1] Linear function
We set

as a linear function.
[2] Non-linear function

year and xij is a shipping data of i-th year, j-th month. Then,
monthly ratio

in order to satisfy 0    1 .
Focusing on the idea that the equation of ESM is equivalent to
(1,1) order ARMA model equation, we can estimate
smoothing constant after estimating ARMA model parameter.
It can be estimated only by calculating 0th and 1st order
autocorrelation function.

y  a1 x  b1

Where, xij  R in which j means month and i means

(18)

~
x j  j  1,,12

is calculated as follows.

1 L
 xij
L i 1
~
xj 
1 1 L 12
  xij
L 12 i 1 j 1
III.

(24)

FORECASTING THE PRODUCTION DATA

A. Analysis Procedure
Sum total data of production data of X-ray image
intensifier tube device and Diagnostic X-ray image processing
apparatus from January 2010 to December 2012 are analyzed.
These data are obtained from the Annual Report of Statistical
Investigation
on
Statistical-Survey-on-Trends-inPharmaceutical-Production by Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare in Japan.
The original data are accumulated for X-ray image
intensifier tube device data and Diagnostic X-ray image
processing apparatus data.
Analysis procedure is as follows. There are 36 monthly
data for each case. We use 24 data (1 to 24) and remove trend
by the method stated in 2.2. Then we calculate monthly ratio
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by the method stated in 2.3. After removing monthly trend, the
method stated in 2 is applied and Exponential Smoothing
Constant with minimum variance of forecasting error is
estimated. Then 1 step forecast is executed. Thus, data is
shifted to 2nd to 25th and the forecast for 26th data is
executed consecutively, which finally reaches forecast of 36th
data. To examine the accuracy of forecasting, variance of
forecasting error is calculated for the data of 25th to 36th data.
Final forecasting data is obtained by multiplying monthly ratio
and trend. Forecasting error is expressed as:

 i  xˆi  xi
 

1
N

(25)

N



i

(26)

i 1

Variance of forecasting error is calculated by:

 2 

N

(27)

B. Trend Removing
Trend is removed by dividing original data
by,(21),(22),(23). The patterns of trend removal are exhibited
in Table 1.
TABLE I.

The intermittent demand data often include 0 data. If there
are so many 0 data, there is a case we cannot calculate the
theoretical solation of smoothing constant.
In that case, we add very tiny data which is not 0 but close
to 0 that does not affect anything in calculating parameters (i.e.
negligible small).
E. Forecasting AND Variance of Forecasting Error
Utilizing smoothing constant estimated in the previous
section, forecasting is executed for the data of 25th to 36th
data. Final forecasting data is obtained by multiplying
monthly ratio and trend. Variance of forecasting error is
calculated by (27).
As we have made accumulated data case and tiny data
close to 0 added case, we have the following cases altogether.

2

1
  i   
N  1 i 1

In those cases, Smoothing Constant with minimum
variance of forecasting error is derived by shifting variable
from 0.01 to 0.99 with 0.01 interval.

THE PATTERNS OF TREND REMOVAL

1. Non Monthly Trend Removal
(1) Accumulated Data
(2) Non Accumulated Data
(2-1) Forecasting from the Accumulated data
(Accumulated forecasting data at time n－Accumulated data
(at time n-1) )
A. Pattern1 B. Pattern2 C. Pattern3 D. Pattern4 E. Pattern5

Pattern1

 1 ,  2 are set 0.5 in the equation (21)

Pattern2

1 ,  2 are set 0.5 in the equation (22)

Pattern3

 1 is shifted by 0.01 increment in (21)

2. Monthly Trend Removal

Pattern4

 1 is shifted by 0.01 increment in (22)

(1) Accumulated Data

Pattern5

γ1 and γ2 are shifted by 0.01 increment in (23)

(2) Non Accumulated Data

(2-2) Forecasting from the tiny data close to 0 added case
A. Pattern1 B. Pattern2 C. Pattern3 D. Pattern4 E. Pattern5

In pattern1 and 2, the weight of  1 ,  2 , 1 ,  2 are set 0.5
in the equation (21),(22). In pattern3, the weight of  1 is
shifted by 0.01 increment in (21) which satisfy the range
0  1  1.00 . In pattern4, the weight of  1 is shifted in the
same way which satisfy the range 0  1  1.00 . In pattern5,
the weight of  1 and  2 are shifted by 0.01 increment in (23)
which satisfy the range 0   1  1.00 , 0   2  1.00 .The
best solution is selected which minimizes the variance of
forecasting error.
C. Removing trend of monthly ratio
After removing trend, monthly ratio is calculated by the
method stated in 2.3.
D. Estimation of Smoothing Constant with Minimum Variance
of Forecasting Error
After removing monthly trend, Smoothing Constant with
minimum variance of forecasting error is estimated utilizing
(16). There are cases that we cannot obtain a theoretical
solution because they do not satisfy the condition of (15).

(2-1) Forecasting from the Accumulated data
(Accumulated forecasting data at time n－Accumulated data
(at time n-1) )
A. Pattern1 B. Pattern2 C. Pattern3 D. Pattern4 E. Pattern5
(2-2) Forecasting from the tiny data close to 0 added case
A. Pattern1 B. Pattern2 C. Pattern3 D. Pattern4 E. Pattern5
We can make forecasting by reversely making the data
from the forecasting accumulated data, i.e., that is shown at
(2-1).
Now, we show them at Figure1 through 6.
Figure 1,2 and 3 show the Non-monthly Trend Removal
Case in X-ray image intensifier tube device.
It includes all cases classified above.
Figure 1 shows the Accumulated Data Case in NonMonthly Trend Removal.
Figure 2 shows the Forecasting from the Accumulated
Data Case in Non-Monthly Trend Removal.
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Figure 3 shows the Forecasting from the tiny data close to
0 added case in Non-Monthly Trend Removal.
Table 2,3 and 4 show the corresponding variance of
forecasting error for each Figure 1,2 and 3.

Fig. 3. Forecasting from the Tiny Data close to 0 Added case in NonMonthly Trend Removal (1-(2-2))
TABLE IV.

Fig. 1. Forecasting from the Accumulated Data Case in Non-Monthly Trend
Removal (1-(1))
TABLE II.

Pattern1
582758.5
794

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (1-(1))

Pattern2
553598.6
015

Pattern3
655627.9
015

Pattern4
672911.8
873

Pattern5
655627.9
015

Pattern1
110237.5
688

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (1-(2-2))

Pattern2
141410.2
624

Pattern3
108230.8
417

Pattern4
121685.9
633

Pattern5
108230.8
417

Next, we see the Monthly Trend Removal case.
Figure 4,5 and 6 show the Monthly Trend Removal Case
in X-ray image intensifier tube device.
It includes all cases classified above.
Figure 4 shows the Accumulated Data Case in Monthly
Trend Removal.
Figure 5 shows the Forecasting from the Accumulated
Data Case in Monthly Trend Removal.
Figure 6 shows the Forecasting from the tiny data close to
0 added case in Monthly Trend Removal.
Table 5,6 and 7 show the corresponding variance of
forecasting error for each Figure 4,5 and 6.

Fig. 2. Forecasting from the Accumulated Data Case in Non-monthly Trend
Removal (1-(2-1))
TABLE III.

Pattern1
140940.0
69

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (1-(2-1))

Pattern2
183864.2
572

Pattern3
134016.6
212

Pattern4
134302.4
864

Pattern5
134016.6
212
Fig. 4. Accumulated Data case in Monthly Trend Removal (2-(1))
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TABLE V.

Pattern1
657839.2
024

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (2-(1))

Pattern2
505482.4
188

Pattern3
621118.7
598

Pattern4
636984.8
635

Pattern5
655587.0
73

Now, we proceed to the case of Diagnostic X-ray image
processing apparatus. Figure 7,8 and 9 show the Non-monthly
Trend Removal Case in Diagnostic X-ray image processing
apparatus.
It includes all cases classified above.
Figure 7 shows the Accumulated Data Case in NonMonthly Trend Removal.
Figure 8 shows the Forecasting from the Accumulated
Data Case in Non-Monthly Trend Removal.
Figure 9 shows the Forecasting from the tiny data close to
0 added case in Non-Monthly Trend Removal.
Table 9,10 and 11 show the corresponding variance of
forecasting error for each Figure 7,8 and 9.

Fig. 5. Forecasting from the accumulated Data case in Monthly Trend
Removal (2-(2-1))
TABLE VI.

Pattern1
153367.9
683

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (2-(2-1))

Pattern2
210960.3
255

Pattern3
139068.3
784

Pattern4
129896.7
705

Pattern5
103268.0
731

Fig. 7. Accumulated Data case in Non-Monthly Trend Removal (1-(1))
TABLE IX.

Pattern1
12144.26
114

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (1-(1))

Pattern2
13893.64
686

Pattern3
11033.83
677

Pattern4
11033.83
677

Pattern5
11033.83
677

Fig. 6. Forecasting from the Tiny Data close to 0 Added case in Monthly
Trend Removal (2-(2-2))
TABLE VII.

Pattern1
115474.9
994

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (2-(2-2))

Pattern2
131347.7
067

Pattern3
108078.5
346

Pattern4
108078.5
346

Pattern5
108078.5
346

Table 8 shows the summary for X-ray image intensifier
tube devic by the Variance of forecasting error.
TABLE VIII.

Name

SUMMARY FOR X-RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBE DEVICE

Monthly Trend Removal
Non Monthly Trend Removal
Forecasting
Forecasting
X-ray image
Tiny data
Tiny data
Accumulate Value－
Accumulate Value－
intensifier
close to 0
close to 0
d Data
Accumulate
d Data
Accumulate
tube device
added case
added case
d Value
d Value

Minimum variance of
Forecasting Error

505482.4188 103268.0731 108078.5346 553598.6015 134016.6212

108230.8417

Fig. 8. Forecasting from the accumulated Data case in Non-Monthly Trend
Removal (1-(2-1))
TABLE X.

Pattern1
642.6679
766

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (1-(2-1))

Pattern2
714.8801
978

Pattern3
515.2469
097

Pattern4
515.2469
097

Pattern5
515.2469
097
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Fig. 9. Forecasting from the Tiny Data close to 0 Added case in NonMonthly Trend Removal (1-(2-2))
TABLE XI.

Pattern1
365.3419
523

Fig. 11. Forecasting from the accumulated Data case in Monthly Trend
Removal (2-(2-1))

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (1-(2-2))

Pattern2
381.0283
782

Pattern3
345.9402
412

Pattern4
336.4640
944

Pattern5
336.4640
944

TABLE XIII.

Pattern1
463.52944
54

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (2-(2-1))

Pattern2
804.97669
78

Pattern3
379.28200
22

Pattern4
697.531
27

Pattern5
1206.97
5423

Next, we see the Monthly Trend Removal case.
Figure 10,11 and 12 show the Monthly Trend Removal
Case in Diagnostic X-ray image processing apparatus..
It includes all cases classified above.
Figure 10 shows the Accumulated Data Case in Monthly
Trend Removal.
Figure 11 shows the Forecasting from the Accumulated
Data Case in Monthly Trend Removal.
Figure 12 shows the Forecasting from the tiny data close to
0 added case in Monthly Trend Removal.
Table 12,13 and 14 show the corresponding variance of
forecasting error for each Figure 10,11 and 12.

Fig. 12. Forecasting from the Tiny Data close to 0 Added case in Monthly
Trend Removal (2-(2-2))
TABLE XIV.

Pattern1
603.303
7984

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (2-(2-2))

Pattern2
579.916
3939

Pattern3
585.7549
099

Pattern4
565.5003
321

Pattern5
565.5003
321

Table 17 shows the summary for Diagnostic X-ray image
processing apparatus by the Variance of forecasting error.
TABLE XV.

SUMMARY FOR D IAGNOSTIC X-RAY IMAGE PROCESSING
APPARATUS

Fig. 10. Accumulated Data case in Monthly Trend Removal (2-(1))
TABLE XII.

Pattern1
13726.72
311

Name

VARIANCE OF FORECASTING ERROR (2-(1))

Pattern2
19516.74
892

Pattern3
15344.88
764

Pattern4
20527.68
403

Pattern5
13453.32
873

Monthly Trend Removal
Non Monthly Trend Removal
Diagnostic
Forecasting
Forecasting
X-ray image
Tiny data
Tiny data
Accumulate Value－
Accumulate Value－
processing
close to 0
close to 0
d Data
Accumulate
d Data
Accumulate
apparatus of
added case
added case
d Value
d Value
other

Minimum variance of
Forecasting Error

13453.32873 379.2820022 565.5003321 11033.83677 515.2469097

IV.

336.4640944

DISCUSSION

In the case of X-ray image intensifier tube device, Monthly
Trend Removal case was better than Non-Monthly Trend
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Removal case. This time series had a rather clear monthly
trend and the result had reflected them. Forecasting from the
accumulated data case (2-(2-1)) was better than those of the
tiny data close to 0 added case (2-(2-2)) in this Monthly Trend
Removal case for X-ray image intensifier tube device. On the
other hand, in the case of Diagnostic X-ray image processing
apparatus, Non-Monthly Trend Removal case was better than
Monthly Trend Removal case. The time series of Diagnostic
X-ray image processing apparatus does not have clear monthly
trend. Forecasting from the tiny data close to 0 added case (1(2-2)) was better than those of Accumulated data case (1-(21)). By the way, forecasting of accumulated data (1-(1), 2-(1))
shows rather good result. It can be used as one of the tool to
decide when and how much volume to procure the materials
etc.. It can be utilized as a new method to procure in supply
chain management.

apparatus, forecasting from the tiny data close to 0 added case
(1-(2-2)) was better than those of Accumulated data case (1(2-1)). Among them, forecasting of accumulated data (1-(1),
2-(1)) shows rather good result. It can be used as one of the
tool to decide when and how much volume to procure the
materials etc.. It can be utilized as a new method to procure in
supply chain management.

V. CONCLUSION
The needs for intermittent demand forecasting are
increasing. In this paper, a new method for cumulative
forecasting method was proposed. The data was cumulated
and to this cumulated time series, the new method was applied
to improve the forecasting accuracy. The forecasting result
was compared with those of the non-cumulative forecasting
method. The new method shows that it is useful for the
forecasting of intermittent demand data. Forecasting from the
accumulated data case (2-(2-1)) was better than those of the
tiny data close to 0 added case (2-(2-2)) in this Monthly Trend
Removal case for X-ray image intensifier tube device. On the
other hand, in the case of Diagnostic X-ray image processing

[2]

VI. FUTURE WORKS
It is our future works to investigate much further cases to
confirm the effectiveness of our new method. The
effectiveness of this method should be examined in various
cases.
[1]

[3]

[4]

[5]
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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the extended linear
complementarity problem on supply chain management
optimization model. We first give a global error bound for the
extended linear complementarity problem, and then propose a
new type of algorithm based on the error bound estimation. Both
the global and quadratic rate of convergence are established.
These conclusions can be viewed as extensions of previously
known results.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

We consider a solution method for the extended linear
complementarity problem on supply chain management
optimization model. Letting F ( x)  Mx  p , G( x)  Nx  q ,
the extended linear complementarity problem, abbreviated as
ELCP, is to find a vector x*  R n such that

F ( x* )  K , G( x* )  K 0 , F ( x* )T G( x* )  0,

(1)

where M , N  Rmn , p, q  R m , A  R sm , B  Rtm , and

K  {v  Rm | Av  0, Bv  0}, 
K 0  {u  Rm | u  AT 1  BT 2 , 1  Rs , 2  Rt }.
*

The solution set of the ELCP is denoted by X , which is
assumed to be nonempty throughout this paper.
As is well-known, the extended linear complementarity
problem (ELCP) is a special case of the extended nonlinear
complementarity (ENCP) which plays a significant role in
supply chain management. The topics of supply chain
modeling, analysis, computation, and management are of great
interests, both from practical and research perspectives.
Research in this area is interdisciplinary by nature since it
involves manufacturing, transportation, logistics, and
retailing/marketing.
A lot of literatures have paid much attention to this area.
See [1,2,3] for a recent surveys. Nagurney et al. ([4])
developed a variational inequality based supply chain network
equilibrium model consisting of three tiers of decision-makers
in the network. They established some governing equilibrium
conditions based on the optimality conditions of the decision-

makers along with the market equilibrium conditions. Dong et
al.([5]) establish the finite-dimensional variational inequality
formulation for a supply chain network model consisting of
manufacturers and retailers in which the demands associated
with the retail outlets are random. Nagurney et al. ([6])
establish the finite-dimensional variational inequality
formulation for a supply chain network model in which both
physical and electronic transactions are allowed and in which
supply side risk as well as demand side risk are included in the
formulation. The model consists of three tiers of decisionmakers: the manufacturers, the distributors, and the retailers,
with the demands associated with the retail outlets being
random.
In recent years, many efficient solution methods have been
proposed for solving it ([7, 8]). The basic idea of these methods
is to reformulate the problem as an unconstrained or simply
constrained optimization problem ([7,8]).
It is well-known that nonsingularity of Jacobian at a
solution guarantees that the famous Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method for ELCP has a quadratic rate of convergence ([8]).
Recently, Yamashita and Fukushima showed that the L-M
method has a quadratic rate of convergence under the
assumption of local error bound, which is much weaker than
the nonsingularity of Jacobian([9]). This motivates us to
consider the error bound estimation for the ELCP.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall
the error bound for the ELCP. In Section 3, using the obtained
result of error bound, the famousL-M algorithm is employed
for obtaining solution of the ELCP, and we establish its the
global and quadratic convergence based on the established
error bound. Section 4 concludes this paper. Moreover, we do
not require M and N to be square, and compared with the
algorithm converges in [8], our conditions are weaker. These
conclusions can be viewed as extensions of results in [8].
Some notations used in this paper are in order. Use Rn to
denote the nonnegative orthant in R n ; x and x denote the
orthogonal projections of vector x  R n onto Rn , that is,
( x )i : max{xi ,0},( x )i : max{ xi ,0},1  i  n; the norm
||  || denotes the Euclidean 2-norm, the transpose of a matrix
M be denoted by M T . Without of making confusion, we
denote a nonnegative vector x  R n by x  0 .
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II. PRELIMINARY
In this section, we mainly quote some known results on the
error bound from [10] for ELCP. First, we give the needed
assumptions.

 (a, b)  0  a  0, b  0, ab  0.
For arbitrary vectors a, b  R n , we define a vector-valued
function as follows
  (a1 , b1 ) 

 (a2 , b2 ) 
 ( a, b)  
, （）
  


  (an , bn ) 

Assumption 1 For A, M , N are the matrices defined in (1).
(A1) The matrix M T N is semi-definite (not necessarily
symmetric);
(A2) The matrix AT is column-full rank.
Under Assumption (A2), we can establish the following
equivalent formulation of the ELCP([4]).
 AF ( x)  0,
 BF ( x)  0,

•
( F ( x)) G ( x)  0, 
 UG ( x)  0,

 VG ( x)  0,

where a  (a1 , a2 , , an )T , b  (b1 , b2 , , bn )T . Obviously,

(a, b)  0  a  0, b  0, aT b  0.
Using (4), we define a vector-valued function

 : Rn  Rs  mt 
and a real-valued function f : Rn  R as follows:
 ( AF ( x),UG ( x)) 

 （）
 ( x)  
BF ( x)
,


VG ( x)



where
U  { AL1 B• [( A• AL1  I ) B • ] [ A• AL1  I ]  AL1},
V  { A• { AL1 B• [( A• AL1  I ) B • ] [ A• AL1  I ]  AL1}

f ( x) 

 B• [( A• AL1  I ) B• ] [ A• AL1  I ]  I }.

The following result from Ref.4 mainly discusses the error
bound for ELCP which will be applied to convergence of
algorithm in next section.
Assumption 2 For system (2), there exists point xˆ  ,
such that AF ( xˆ)  0,UG( xˆ)  0,
  x  Rn | BF ( x)  0,VG( x)  0.

Theorem 1 Suppose that that Assumption 1(A1) and (A2)

hold, and matrix  ( AM ) ,(UN )
T



T T

is of column full rank.

Then there exists constant 1  0 such that
dist ( x, X * )  1{‖B( Mx  p‖‖
)  V ( Nx  q‖
)
 r ( x)}, x  R n ,

then the following result is straightforward.
Theorem 2 x* is a solution of the ELCP if and only if
( x* )  0.
In this following, allows us to extend above error bound in
Theorem 1 to another residual function ( x) . First, we give the
following result in which Tseng ([12]) showed.
Lemma 1 For any (a, b)  R2 , we have

(2  2) | min{a, b}||  (a, b) | ( 2  2) | min{a, b}| . 
By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we have the following result.



Theorem 3 Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold,
then there exists a constant 2  0 such that

where r ( x) || min{Mx  p), Nx  q}|| .
III.

1
1
( x)T ( x)  || ( x) ||2 , （）
2
2

dist ( x, X * )  2 || ( x) ||, x  Rn . 

ALGORITHM AND CONVERGENCE

Proof Using Theorem 1, we have

In this section, we propose a new type of solution method
to solve the ELCP based on the error bound results in Theorem
1, and the global and quadratic rate of convergence is also
established, which was introduced first by Wang ([8]) for
ENCP, but result of it was not given.

dist ( x, X * )  1{‖B( Mx  p‖‖
)  V ( Nx  q‖+
) r ( x)}

We now formulate the ELCP as a system of equations via
the Fischer function ([11])  : R2  R1 defined by

 1{‖B( Mx  p‖
) 1 ‖V ( Nx  q‖
)1
+c1 ( AF ( x),UG ( x)) 1}
 1 max{1, c1}{‖B( Mx  p‖
)1
‖V ( Nx  q‖+
) 1 ( AF ( x), UG ( x)) 1}

 1 max{1, c1}{‖( x‖
) 1}

 (a, b)  a 2  b2  a  b, a, b  R.

 1 max{1, c1} 2m  t {‖( x‖
) },

A basic property of this function is that
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where the second inequality follows from Lemma 1 with
constant c1  0 , the third inequality follows from the fact that

‖‖
x ‖‖
x 1 , x  Rn , the last inequality follows from the fact
that
‖‖
x 1  n‖‖
x , x  R ,

The function  : Rn  Rm is said to be strongly semismooth at x if  is semi-smooth at x and for any
V ( x  h), h  0, it holds that

Vh   '( x; h)  o(|| h ||2 ).

n

by letting 2  1 max{1, c1} 2m  t , then the desired result
follows.
Clearly, this bound is an extensions of Theorem 2.1 in
Mangasarian and Ren ([13]), Lemma 1 in Pang ([14]), and
Corollary 3.2 in Xiu and Zhang ([15]).
Next, we review some definitions and basic results which
will be used in the sequel.
The function ( x) is not differentiable everywhere with

A favorable property of the function f ( x) is that it is
continuously differentiable on the whole space R n although
( x) is not in general. We summarize the differential
properties of  and f defined by (5) and (6) in the following
lemma ([19,20]).
Lemma 3 For the vector-valued function  and realvalued function f defined by (5) and (6), the following
statements hold.
(a)  is strongly semi-smooth.

respect to x  R . However, it is locally Lipschitzian, and
therefore has a nonempty generalized Jacobian in the sense of
Clarke ([16]). In the following, for a locally Lipschitzian
mapping  : Rn  Rm , we let ( x) to denote the Clarke's

point x  R n is given by f ( x)  V T ( x) , where V is an
arbitrary element belonging to V  ( x).

generalized Jacobian of ( x) at x  R n which can be
expressed as the convex hull of the set  B ( x) ([17]), where

From Lemma 3 and discussion above, we can obtain the
following result.

n

(b) f is continuously differentiable, and its gradient at a

Theorem 4 For x  X * , there exist constants   (0,1) and
3  0 such that

 B ( x)  {V  R mn | V  lim
 '( x k ),
k
x 

( x) is differentiable at x k for all k}.

|| ( x  h)   ( x)  Vh |||| h ||2 ,

Now, we recall some basic definitions about semismoothness and strong semi-smoothness.
A locally Lipschitz continuous vector valued function
 : Rn  Rm is said to be semi-smooth at x  R n , if the limit
lim {Vh '}

x  h, x  {x  R n ||| x  x* ||  }.

In this following, a method for solving the ELCP is outlined.
It is similar to that in [8, 9], But we consider method for ELCP
with Armijo step size rule, and discuss its global convergence.
Algorithm 1

V  ( x  th ')
h ' h ,t  0

exists for any h  R n .
It is well known that the directional derivative, denoted by
 '( x; h) , of  at x in the direction h exists for any h  R n if
 is semi-smooth at x . The following properties about the
semi-smooth function are due to Qi and Sun in [18].
Lemma 2 Suppose that  : Rn  Rm is a locally Lipschitz
function and semi-smooth, then
a) for any V ( x  h), h  0,

Step 1: Choose any point x0  R n ,
 ,  ,   (0,1) and   0 . Let k  0. 

parameters

Step 2: If || f ( xk ) ||  , stop; Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3: Choose an element V k ( xk ) . Let d k  R n be
the solution of the linear system

((V k )T V k   k I )d  (V k )T ( xk ).
If d k satisfies

Vh   '( x; h)  o(|| h ||);

|| ( xk  d k ) ||  || ( xk ) ||,

b) for any h  0,

then xk 1  xk  d k , k : k  1 , go to Step 5. Otherwise, go to
Step 4.

( x  h)  ( x)   '( x; h)  o(|| h ||).
Semi-smooth functions lie between Lipschitz functions and
continuously differentiable functions, and both continuously
differentiable functions and convex functions are semi-smooth.
A stronger notion than semi-smoothness is strong semismoothness.

Step 4: Let mk be the smallest non-negative integer m
such that

f ( xk   m d k )  f ( xk )   mf ( xk )T d k .
Let xk 1 : xk   m d k .
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Step 5: Let  k 1 || ( xk 1 ) ||2 , k : k  1 , go to Step 2.
For the above Algorithm 1, we assume that Algorithm 1
generates an infinite sequence {x k } . By Theorem 3, Theorem 4,
combining the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [9], we can obtain the
following global convergence theorem.
Theorem 5 Let {x k } be generated by Algorithm 1 for
ELCP with line search, then any accumulation point of the
sequence {x k } is a stationary point of f . Moreover, if an
accumulation point x* of the sequence {x k } is a solution of
(5). Then dist ( x k , X * ) converges to 0 quadratically.
In Theorem 5, we have showed that Algorithm 1 has a
quadratic rate of convergence under local error bound, which is
much weaker than the nonsingularity of Jacobian. it is an
extensions of the algorithm converges conclusion in [8], which
is a new result for ELCP.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider an algorithm for the extended
linear complementarity problem on supply chain management
optimization model. To this end, we first give the global error
bound for the ELCP, and use the error bound estimation to
establish the global and quadratic convergence of algorithm for
solving the ELCP.
Surely, under milder conditions, we may established global
error bound for ELCP with the mapping being nonmonotone,
and may use the error bound estimation to establish quick
convergence rate of the Newton-type method for solving the
ELCP instead of the nonsingular assumption just as was done
for nonlinear equations in [9], this is a topic for future research.
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Abstract—Performance tuning process of database management
system (DBMS) is an expensive, complex and time consuming
process to be handled by human experts. A proposed adaptive
controller is developed that utilizes a hybrid model from fuzzy logic
and regression analysis to tune the memory-resident data structures
of DBMS. The fuzzy logic module uses flexible rule matrix with
adaption techniques to deal with fluctuations and abrupt changes in
the operation environment. The regression module predicts
fluctuations in operation environment so the controller can take
former action. Experimental results on standard benchmarks
showed significant performance enhancement as compared to builtin self-tuning features.
Keywords—automatic database tuning; fuzzy logic; adaptive
controller; regression; self-tuning; DBMS

The term self-tuning databases[2] was coined for the aim of
having a database that can learn and adapt with its environment
with low or no interference from the human experts. To achieve
this goal we have to depend on dynamic and adaptive control
techniques such as fuzzy logic and nonlinear regression analysis.
In this paper, an adaptive hybrid controller (AHC) for DBMS
memory-resident data structures is introduced. The controller
utilizes hybrid model derived from fuzzy logic and regression
analysis. The controller periodically monitors and feeds
performance indicators of DBMS memory-resident data
structures into fuzzy logic engine. The fuzzy logic engine fires
corrective actions rules. The regression analysis module provides
the controller with the ability to predict abrupt changes in the
operation environment to further enhance the tuning process.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Database management system performance tuning is a
complex process with multiple objectives and tuning parameters.
To know how to enhance such a process we need first to
understand its characteristics and components. DBMS
performance tuning can be generally described as a group of six
activities to optimize the performance of a database[1].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes preliminary concepts. Section III reviews previous
work. Section IV introduces our proposed solution. Section V
illustrates the experimental evaluations and results. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper and lists future work.

Design Tuning tries to follow DB design best practices and
normalizing DB tables to reveal un-optimized design issues that
can degrade the performance. SQL Tuning tries to enhance the
formulation of SQL statements to optimize the execution of the
queries. Memory Tuning deals with allocating suitable values to
the DB memory-resident data structures such as Shared Pool,
Buffer Cache or Redo Log Buffer. I/O Tuning deals with I/O
read/write anomalies such as disk fragmentation levels and tries
to adjust its parameters for performance enhancements.
Connection Tuning monitors network bandwidth and traffic and
tries to optimize communication. OS Tuning investigates the
system parameters and tries to adjust operation parameters such
as virtual memory amount or size of memory page to enhance
the performance of the DB environment.

A. DBMS Memory-Resident Data Structures
DBMS memory resident data structures play a critical role in
the process of tuning the DBMS performance. As it may
decrease/increase the time and memory needed to execute
queries and transaction on the database. There are three common
data structures in any modern DBMS; Redo Log Buffer, Shared
SQL Pool and Data Block Buffer [3] we are going to introduce
the Data Block Buffer as it is the focus of this research in the
following section.

DBMS performance tuning isn't an atomic process and it has
a dynamic nature which makes its management harder and
expensive due to need for an expert Database Administrator
(DBA). The changes in the operation environment such as
number of concurrent users, queries load, available memory
space or network bandwidth can tend any performance tuning
model to be unfeasible and outdated quickly if it can't adapt with
these changes.

II.

BACKGROUND

The data block buffer cache (DBB) is the space reserved in
memory for holding data blocks. The larger the DBB parameter
value, the more memory is available for holding data blocks. The
actual size of the DBB in bytes is computed as follows:
DBB = DB_BLOCK_BUFFERS x DB_BLOCK_SIZE

(1)

The efficiency of the cache is measured by a metric called the
data block buffer hit ratio (DBB-HR) that records the percentage
of times a requested data block is available in the cache out of
the total number of requests. When a data block is read in cache,
it is called a logical read (LR). When the block is read from disk,
it is called a physical read (PR).
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(2)
For less than 20 concurrent users DBB-HR should be
between 91% and 94%. Otherwise, it should exceed 94% in a
healthy DBMS instance [3].
B. Fuzzy logic
Fuzzy logic (FL) mimics the ability of human brain in the
usage of reasoning modes that are approximate rather than exact
[4]. In traditional computing models, decisions are based on
certainty and vigor but, this carries a cost of failure to deal with
non-linear and complex problems that involve uncertainty in its
characteristics. Examples to those problems can be,
understanding human speech, sloppy handwriting, summarizing
text or recognizing images.

Fig. 1. Fuzzy Control Process

With Fuzzy Logic, decision rules are mapped to words rather
than numbers. Computing based on words rather than exact
number has tolerance to deal with uncertainty[5]. Broadly
described, FL working scenario involves converting inputs of the
problem from numerical nature (exact) to word based
(approximate) nature in a process called Fuzzification. Then, the
fuzzified inputs are supplied to the fuzzy inference engine which
contains the inference rules to reach conclusions. Finally, the
outputs are transformed from their approximate nature to an
exact nature in a process called Defuzzification.
C. Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is a statistical technique used to predict
the value of dependent variable (Y) given the values of
independent variables (X1 … Xn)[6]. If the relation between the
dependent and the independent variables is following a linear
equation it is called linear regression and it can be represented by
the following equation[7]:










Where, a is intercept (the value of Y when x =0) and set (b1
… bn) represents slope of the line according to multiple (n)
dimensions [X1… Xn]

If the relation between the dependent and the independent
variables is following a non-linear equation it is called non-linear
regression. There are multiple models for nonlinear regression
for example exponential model, power model or polynomial
model[8].
III. RELEATED WROK
The work in databases performance tuning started from
decades and has been refined many times starting from the
relational databases design concepts such as normalization forms
and relational constraints to self-tuning databases ideas.
Ways in databases design tuning such as index pruning table
and materialized views were addressed in [9][10]. Physical
database tuning and the use of self-healing performance tuning
methodologies were introduced in [11][12]. In [13], an modular
approach was presented for providing self-healing database
functionalities.
Each module in the system is assigned to a specific
monitoring handler. In [14], a new way for physical data file
organization based on search queries was proposed. Search
queries are used to cluster similar records and to store them in
one cluster block. So, I/O operations can be optimized in the
physical layer. [1] Introduced a statistical approach to rank and
evaluate the effect of database performance tuning parameters. In
[15], operation research (OR) techniques were used to probe the
SQL queries to optimize database logical design structures
(schema) such as indexes or materialized views. [16] Introduced a
neural networks based controller. Data mining techniques were
used to analyze the database’s log file to extract operation
features.
Then, the result is used to train the neural network for
controlling database’s buffer cache levels. In [17], a fuzzy logic
controller was introduced to tune the performance of web servers
in terms of request response-time over multiple service level
classes. Each Service level class will be assigned response-time
level. The controller task is to maintain those service levels of
response-time for each class when the server is heavy loaded. The
work in [17] was extended in [18] to manage configuration of
virtual machines on cloud-computing environments according to
user’s quality of service classes.
IV. CONTRIBUTION
This research proposes a controller that employs hybrid
criteria between fuzzy logic and regression analysis to adaptively
tune the size of DBMS memory-resident data structures. The
following figure describes the main components of the proposed
controller:
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(5)
As, a is the intercept and β is the regression coefficient for
variables X1 … Xk and y is the value to predict. Regression
module is used to predict next error value. The input error value is
the average between the current and predicted error values to help
the controller to deal with abrupt changes in the environment.
3) Input Normalization
The input error value is normalized to avoid overshooting
resource allocation due to peaks or dynamic resources changes.
The error e(res) and error difference Δe(res) are normalized using
the following equations [17]:

(6)
(7)
stands for the normalized error,
for normalized error
difference and γ for the constant weight which equals to 0.8. This
normalization technique homogenizes the current error value
with its past values while, giving more weight for the current
one. Note that the actual input to the resource controller module
is
and
. The sign is positive in
equation (6) as error values take different signs in fluctuations
and it is negative in equation (7) as the values of error difference
take the same sign in fluctuations.
B. Processing Stage
1) Fuzzification
The input values e(res) and Δe(res) are fuzzified using
triangular membership functions[5]. In triangular membership
function the membership is calculated according to equation (8).
Fig. 2. Proposed System Architecture

In the next section we are going to explore AHC framework
in a modular approach.
A. Preprocessing Stage
1) Operation Profiler
That module is responsible for collecting the current error
values for each configured performance parameter. Performance
parameters are configured in XML file. The DB admin
configures the set of performance parameters along with their
reference values. The error calculation depends on the current
parameter value and its reference value equated as follows:
(4)
c(res) stands for the current resource value, r(res) for its
reference value and e(res) for the error value.
2) Regression Analysis
Regression module is activated after a configured number of
tuning cycles to collect sufficient amount of data. Regression
type - linear or nonlinear - can be configured by the DB admin.
For linear regression equation (5) is utilized to calculate the next
value for the performance parameter. For, nonlinear regression
the polynomial regression[8] is utilized using the following
equation:

Fig. 3. Input Membership functions Graph

(8)
Where a, b (center) and c are triangle membership vertices
from left to right.
Table I.

INPUT MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS

Membership Function

a

b

c

Negative Large (NL)

-∞

-1

-2/3

Negative Medium (NM)

-1

-2/3

-1/3

Negative Small (NS)

-2/3

-1/3

0

Zero (ZE)

-1/3

Positive Small (PS)

1/3
1/3

Positive Medium (PM)

1/3

Positive Large (PL)

2/3

2/3

2/3
∞
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2) Inference Engine
The utilized inference mechanism is derived from [17] [18]
and adjustment value is calculated using equation (9):
(9)
As
value,

represents the adjustment for the current resource
the current value of the resource in interval (i),

,
are the output optimization factors and
the
inference engine output. ,
are illustrated in output
optimization section.

Input: e(res) , Δe(res).
Output:
Steps:
for each mf ϵ Input_MembershipFunctions
x = TriangularMembership(e(res), mf)
y = TriangularMembership(Δe(res), mf)
if x > 0 THEN
add x to e(res)_MembershipFunctions
if y > 0 THEN
add y to Δe(res)_ MembershipFunctions
rules = combine(e(res)_MembershipFunctions,
Δe(res)_ MembershipFunctions)
for each r ϵ rules
match = getMatrixMatch(r)
center = Center(match)
μr = MIN(r)
add center to Centers
add μr to WeightSet
Output = CenterOfGravity(Centers, WeightSet)

e(res)

Rule2 (PS,PS) with μ = MIN(0.3,0.75) = 0.3
Rule1 gives us the match NS from the rule matrix which has a
center = Rule2 gives us the match NM from the rule matrix which has a
center = -

(10)
According to our example

1) Output Optimization
The output optimization factor (α) is used to handle process
delay during resource allocation. It is summarized as the time
between sending the new adjustment of a resource and the time
the resource value is actually updated[19].

α is calculated with the same criteria as
different membership functions and rule matrix.

Table III.

Δe(res)
PM

but with

Fig. 4. α membership functions Graph

RULE MATRIX FOR

PS

will equal

C. Post-processing Stage

The following table represents the proposed rule matrix.
Columns and rows represent membership functions of Δe(res)
and e(res) respectively. Each element in the table construct a
rule for example, (NL,NL) > PL

ΔU(i)

Rule1 (ZE,PS) with μ = MIN(0.6,0.75) = 0.6

3) Defuzzification
In defuzzification, the output
is calculated using the
Center of Gravity equation (10) [5]:

The following algorithm specifies steps for calculating

Table II.

Then, combinations are generated from previous rules:

MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS

Membership Function

a

b

c

Zero (ZE)

-∞

0

1/6

NL

NM

NS

ZE

PL

NL

PL

PL

PL

PL

PM

PS

ZE

Very Small (VS)

0

1/6

1/3

NM

PL

PL

PM

PM

PS

ZE

NS

Small Medium (SM)

1/6

1/3

1/2

NS

PL

PL

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

Small Large (SL)

1/3

1/2

2/3

Medium Large (ML)

1/2

2/3

5/6

Large (LG)

2/3

5/6

Very Large (VL)

5/6

ZE

PM

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

NM

PS

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

NL

NL

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

NL

NL

NL

PL

ZE

NS

NM

NL

NL

NL

NL

Suppose for e(res) = 0.075 and Δe(res) = 0.3 the following
membership functions have non zero membership
ZE (e(res)) = 0.6 , PS(e(res)) = 0.3

∞

The value of α is used to speed up or slow down the change
magnitude of the resource value. In fluctuations periods it is set
to small value to prevent overshooting in adjustment. When the
current value is going away from the reference value it is set to
relative large value to invert the change.

And for Δe(res) PS(Δe(res) ) = 0.75
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Table IV.

160

Δe(res)
NL

NM

NS

ZE

PS

PM

NL

VL

VL

VL

SM

VS

VS

ZE

NM

VL

VL

LG

SL

SM

SM

SM

NS

VL

VL

LG

ML

VS

SM

SL

ZE

LG

ML

SL

ZE

SL

ML

LG

PS

SL

SM

VS

ML

LG

LG

VL

PM

SM

SM

SM

SL

LG

VL

VL

PL

ZE

VS

VS

SM

VL

VL

VL

140

PL

Response Time (ms)

ΔU(i)

e(res)

RULE MATRIX FOR Α

120
100

Without
Tuning

80
60
40

With
Tuning

20
0
3

5

7

is the max adjustment value that can be allocated. It
is calculated as follows:

9 11 13 15 17 19
User Load

Fig. 5. TPC-C benchmark, comparing response time with and without tuning

Where c is the current resource value. This equation is based
on heuristic control rule[19] which states that the max resource
adjustment shouldn't exceed half of the current resource value for
stability of the system and to be proportional to the current error
value for adaptability of the system.
2) Resource Allocator
This module concludes the work of the control cycle by
sending the adjustment value(s) to the DBMS API for allocation
using SQL commands.
V. EVALUATION AND EXPERIEMENTS
TPC-C and TPC-H benchmarks[20] are used to conduct the
evaluation on data block buffer data structure; TPC-C is an
online transaction processing (OLTP) benchmark. It involves a
mix of five concurrent transactions of different types and
complexity. TPC-H is a decision support benchmark. It consists
of ad-hoc and concurrent queries. The operation environment for
the experiments runs on Windows server 2008 with ORACLE
10g database server installed. Our proposed system is deployed
as windows service. The user load is defined as 20 concurrent
users that start with 2 concurrent users in the first transaction
cycle and increase gradually by 2 until reaching 20 in the
following run cycles. The tuning cycle period for the controller is
set to 30 seconds (defined by trial and error to pose the minimum
overhead on the DBMS performance while keeping track of
workload changes). Regression is activated after 30 tuning
cycles. It is configured to be nonlinear with variables; number of
users per cycle and number of transactions per minute.
Figure 5 shows results for conducting TPC-C benchmark.
The average response for the DBMS without tuning was 87 ms
while the average response time after AHC tuning was 46 ms
with 52% better than without tuning.
Figure 6 shows results for conducting TPC-H benchmark.
The average response for the DBMS without tuning was 93.1 ms
while the average response time after AHC tuning was 46.5 ms
with 49% better than without tuning.

140
120
Response Time (ms)

(11)

100
80

Without
Tuning

60
40

With
Tuning

20
0
2

4

6

8 10 12 14 16 18 20
User Load

Fig. 6. TPC-H benchmark, comparing response time with and without tuning

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes an adaptive hybrid controller (AHC) for
tuning DBMS performance based on its resident data structures.
AHC is featured by both generalization and adaptability. AHC
generalization is achieved in three ways. First, operation profiler
and resource allocator are developed to deal with any type of
DBMS using Microsoft generic ADO API[21]. Second, the
proposed rule matrices can be totally configured and adjusted
using XML configuration file to adapt with different workload
scenarios in a generic way. Third, regression analysis module
allows the system to take former action with fluctuations and
abrupt changes in the operation environment and workload. It
can be configured by the DBA according to each resource case
giving more flexibility to deal with different scenarios. AHC is
adaptable in two ways. First, input normalization module
normalizes inputs with its past values to reveal the fluctuations
effect. Second, output optimization factors deal with process
delay effect and scale the output to prevent down or over
shooting in resources allocation.
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Future work can include covering other memory-resident
data structures of DBMS. Using machine learning techniques
such as Neural Networks to equip our controller with the ability
to learn the characteristics of its operation environment and to
dynamically adjust its membership functions and rule matrices
according to characteristics of work load on the operation
environment.
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Abstract—This paper presents a multi-agents architecture
which facilitates the integration of three major IT governance
frameworks: COBIT5, ITIL V3 and ISO/IEC27002, to optimize
the construction of a distributed system. This architecture
proposes a new and easier method to develop a distributed multi
agents system, where agents involved in this system can
communicate in a distributed way thanks to functionalities
offered by the system. It gives finally an overview of
implementation of a prototype of the proposed solution limited
for the moment to integration of processes most used in the
majority of information systems.
Keywords— IT Governance; Multi Agent System; COBIT 5;
ITIL V3; ISO/IEC 27001/27001; Process; Information System
Introduction

I. INTODUCTION
Governance ensures that enterprise objectives are achieved
by evaluating stakeholder needs, conditions and options; setting
direction through prioritization and decision making; and
monitoring performance, compliance and progress against
agreed-on direction and objectives [1].
There are several methodologies, standards, frameworks
and good practices for Governance of information system. The
most applicable and used today are ISO/IEC 27002, COBIT
and ITIL [2]. Each has its positive aspects and its limitations.
As a result, this paper aims to combine the three major
frameworks for IT governance: ISO / IEC 27002, COBIT and
ITIL in a comprehensive manner and propose an IT governance
structure that covers broader aspects and supports all the needs
of the organizations for more efficient IT management.
This paper describes a multi-agents architecture based on
three major IT governance frameworks which are COBIT 5,
ITIL V3 and ISO/IEC 27002. One of the most characteristics is
the use of intelligent agents as the main components which
focus on distributing the majority of the system’s
functionalities into processes [3].
We focused our multi-agents system architecture for IT
governance by configuring our paper with the following parts:
abstract of paper, brief introduction of technically
requirements, fundamental aspects of state of the art which
gives an idea about the theme of IT governance and the three
major frameworks: COBIT 5, ITIL V3 and ISO/IEC27002,
then we present an overview of multi agents system
architecture and agents aspects, after that we present an IT

Governance prototype which integrate some governance
processes, finally a conclusion for this paper and references.
II.

IT GOVERNANCE AND FRAMEWORKS OF GOOD
PRACTICES

A. What is IT Governance?
Governance of information systems is an expression
frequently used today in the world of management information
technology [4] [5]. In fact, until we heard about the governance
in administrative and policy areas but not in the computer
world [6]. The word is obviously subject to multiple uses. In its
broadest sense, governance can sign a way to direct; to manage
or control [7].
IT governance corresponds to the implementation of tools
which stakeholders consider it in the operation of the
information system (IS) [8] [9]. IT governance aims to define
the objectives of the information system in order to plan, define
and implement processes related to the management of the
lifecycle of the IS [10].
These activities are based on the control and performance
measurement of these processes [11]. The famous organization
ISACA (Information Systems Audit and Control Association)
who gives a lot of interest in the governance field defines five
main axis:
•

Strategic Alignment

•

Value Creation

•

Risk Management

•

Resource Management

•

Performance measurement.

B. Frameworks
IT department has recourse to good practice’s guidelines:
Production with ITIL, governance with COBIT, security with
ISO 27000, project management with PMBOK ... [12]. These
standards promote broadcasting of good practices in the
company, continuous improvement, homogeneity of the
process and contributing to the professionalization of the
services delivery [13] [14].
1) COBIT 5
COBIT (Control Objectives for Information Business year
related Technology) is a methodology for evaluating IT
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services in the company [15]. This approach is based on an
association of 37 processes (best practices collected from
experts SI) and on objective indicators (KGI) and (KPIs), to put
the process under control in order to provide data for the
company to achieve its objectives (alignment of technology on
business strategy).
This is a control framework that aims to manage risks
(security, reliability, compliance) and investment. [16] It does
not provide guidance or recommendations to technical
(technological choices, consolidation, crisis management ...). In
other words, COBIT focuses on what the company needs to do,
not how it should do. "
2) ITIL V3
ITIL [5] is an acronym for "Information Technology
Infrastructure Library” ( IT Infrastructure Library ) .
ITIL Version 3 describes the service as an organization of
human resources and IT (hardware and software) , whose
objective is the provision of value for the company and the
beneficiary of the service . [17]
ITIL provides an IT organization:


Show that IT delivers value to the enterprise;



Identify the business needs of the company and adapt IT
to these needs and not the reverse ;



Do not lose sight of the intake value that can have
computers ;



Focus on Quality of IT service;



Improve the perception of IT services by customers /
users ;



Ensure the sustainability and development of the
company.

practical recommendations , addressing both technical and
organizational aspects .
The standard defines a code of good practice for use by
those responsible for implementing or maintaining a
management system for information security . The information
security is defined as " the preservation of confidentiality,
integrity and availability of information" [20] .
The standard offers 11 major fields of security using 133
security objectives ( controls ) :


Security Policy Information



Organization of information security



Asset Management



Security related to human resources



physical and environmental safeties



Operation and Communications Management



Access Control



Acquisition , development
information systems



Incident Management



Management Business Continuity



Compliance.

III.

ITIL Version 3 is interested in service throughout: the
genesis of service to its end of life . [18] Five groups of
activities have been identified:


Service Strategy: Align IT strategy on business
strategy , ensuring that the input value will enable the
company to achieve its objectives .



Service Design: Design Services from requirements
collected by the Service Strategy .



Service Transition: Ensuring the quality of the
transition of a new service between studies and
operations.



Service Operation: Operate services effectively and
efficiently .



Continual Service Improvement : Creating conditions
for continuous improvement of services .

3) ISO/IEC 27001/27002
ISO / IEC 27001 describes a process approach for
establishing an ISMS ( system safety management information
system ) . But if it sets the goal , it does not state specifically
how it should achieve [19] . ISO 27002 presents a series of

and maintenance

of

OVERVIEW OF MULTI AGENTS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
FOR IT GOVERNANCE

A. Problematic
The responsible of information systems is facing a problem
of IT governance due to blooming standards of good practice,
there are those who want comprehensive, dealing with all areas
of activity of IS without quite detailed, and those who treat a
particular area in detail without a global view. Each share of
particular concern: security, quality, customer services,
auditing, project development, etc...
It is a necessary evil to recognize that each function in its
own practices. Simultaneously raises the question of the
establishment of a global, single framework for the IT
department, which meets all expectations.
It’s in this perspective that this work was done, the idea is
to design a platform able to integrate three major IT
governance frameworks which are COBIT 5, ITIL V3 and
ISO/IEC 27002, using intelligent agents as the main
components which focus on distributing the majority of the
system’s functionalities into processes.
B. The Multi -agent system
We conducted several studies to identify the best needs of
the platform, and meet the expectations of users. The Modeling
of the platform is based on the principle of SMA which is
everyone must cooperate to achieve the same goal. For this
reason, the architecture is composed of a set of different agents
which communicate and cooperate with them in an intelligent
manner.
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1)
What is an agent?
An agent is an entity (physical or abstract), characterized by
the fact that it is autonomous in decision making, by his
knowledge of itself and others, and its ability to act [21] [22] .
Experts in multi-agent systems have classified agents into
three major categories according to an essential criteria that is
the representation of its environment, these agents are:
Reagents agents, Cognitive agents and Hybrid agents.
2)
What is a multi agent system
A multi-agent system(MAS) is a distributed system
consisting of a set of entities (programs)-relatively independent
agents, each with their own thread, specific to fulfill goals, and
ways to communicate and negotiate with other to accomplish
their goal [23] [24].
MAS are ideally designed as a set of agents interacting in
the cooperation, competition and coexistence manner.
Multi agents systems is a system composed of the following
elements:
 An environment with a metric in general.


A set of objects, which can associate a position in an
environment in a given time. Agents can perceive,
create, destroy and modify these objects.



A set of agents, which represents the active entities of
the system,



A set of relationships between agents between them
[25] [26].



A set of operators that allow agents to perceive,
produce, consume, transform and manipulate objects.

3)
Contribution of MAS
The Multi-agent approach is justified by:
- Adaptation to reality
- Cooperation,
- The resolution of complex problems,
- Integration of incomplete expertise,
- Modularity,
- Efficiency,
- Reliability,
- Reuse.
C. IT Governance architecture based on MAS
The proposed model is a modular multi-agents architecture
where all components are managed and controlled by different
types of agents which are able to cooperate, propose solutions
on very dynamic environments and face real problems.
There are different kinds of agents in the architecture, each
one with specific roles, capabilities and characteristics. This
fact facilitates the flexibility of the architecture in incorporating
new agents.
As can be seen on Figure 3, the architecture defines three
basic blocks which provide all functionalities of the
architecture.
Fig. 1. The proposed multi-agent system model.
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4) INTERFACE LAYER:
This represents all the users that can use to exploit the
system functionalities.

This model minimizes the coupling between business logic
and data presentation to web user.

5) AGENTS PLATFORM:
This is the core of this architecture, integrating a set of
agents, each one with special characteristics and behavior.
These are agents participating in the functioning of the system:
a) Communication Agent: This agent is responsible for
all communications between users and the platform. It
manages the incoming requests from users to be managed by
Agent Query. And send answers to Interface Layer.
b) Agent Query: This agent receives requests from
communication agent and decides which agent process must
be called by taking into account the request of users. Users
can explicitly invoke a process, or can let the Agent Query
decide which process from which framework is best to
accomplish the requested task.
c) Agent’s Processes: These agents manage the list of
processes that can be used by the system; they represent
processes of the three integrated frameworks: COBIT 5, ITIL
V3 and ISO/IEC 27002.
d) Connection Agent: This agent manages interaction
between the platform of agent’s process and database of the
system. It retrieves adequate data and sends it the agent
process concerned.
6) DATABASE:
This part of the system includes all the data and tables used
by all components of the platform, including static data,
indicators related to agents, and appropriate decisions to the
various scenarios of behavior to be submitted to Query Agent
depending on the state of the collaboration between process
agents.

Fig. 2. Software architecture.

B. Use case diagram
Figure 3 shows use cases of the various features provided
by various functionalities of the platform. All these
functionalities can be managed by users after a successful
authentication.

IV.

PRESENTATION OF THE PROTOTYPE OF THE IT
GOVERNANCE PLATFORM
Considering the large number of processes of the three
governance frameworks integrated into our platform, we
conducted research to develop a prototype that takes into
account processes most important and used by information
systems, in order to integrate them firstly. Here below the
selected process for implementing this prototype:
ITIL: incident management, problem management, change
management, request fulfillment.
COBIT: risk management, management of enterprise
architecture, program management, portfolio management,
project management.
ISO / IEC 27002: Managing Security Policies,
In addition, our platform takes into consideration both
profile management and access rights and user management.
A. Software architecture
Since our platform is a web application, we chose to adopt
the MVC architecture (Model-View-Controller) which is used
for interactive web-applications.

Fig. 3. Use case diagram of the prototype of IT Governance paltform.

V.

PERSPECTIVES

Future work consists on extending our prototype by
defining a detailed architecture of each agent and specifying
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communication between these agents. Our objective is to
validate the architecture that we propose in this paper by
developing a distributed platform that will allow companies to
establish effective governance of their information system.
VI.

CONCLUSION

This article propose an architecture of IT Governance based
on three major frameworks : COBIT 5, ITIL V3 and ISO/IEC
27002.
One of the most characteristics of proposed solution is the
use of intelligent agents which communicate and cooperate in
order to deliver answers of user’s requests and to establish
governance in the information system.
It briefly talked after that, about prototype of the IT
Governance platform which integrate some processes from the
integrated frameworks in order to validate the proposed
architecture.
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Abstract—This paper presents an automatic system for
controlling and dominating building gate based on digital image
processing. The system begins with a digital camera, which
captures a picture for that vehicle which intends to enter the
building, then sends the picture to the computer. Image analyses
performed to detect and recognize the vehicle, and matching the
vehicle’s image with the stored database of the permissible
vehicles. Then, the computer sends a signal to the electromechanical part that controls gate to open and permits the
vehicle to enter the building in case of the vehicle’s image
matches any image in the database, or sends an apology voice
message in case of no identical image.

Due to increasing need for protecting the materials and the
articles in the houses, directorates, etc, this paper used a digital
images and microcontroller to control opening and closing a
building gate.

The system is regarded as an empirical and it was applied on
various types of vehicles. Results obtained were accurate and the
system is successful for all vehicles used in the system test.

II. RELATED WORK
There are many recent ways to control entering building
gates e.g. techniques for recognition such as fingerprint, iris
print and face features by using remote control hardware or
special identity card. The recognition applications on digital
images are developed such as in case of fingerprint recognition
or recognition of hidden text in the images[4].

Keywords—image
recognition

processing;

color

recognition;

patch

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the technical difficulties and their complexity in
some fields, researchers worked hard to find efficient
algorithms that help to find alternative solutions appropriate to
reach speedy solution of the problems[1]. Especially in using
computer in the field of security and protection, the objects
recognition by using computer becomes very necessary for
making decisions.
Nowadays, there is a big scientific development in the
informatics and programming techniques, in which the images
took a very important role in various zone such as medicine
media, education, design, industry, security etc [2]. The main
reason for this development is the wide using of computer in all
these zones. The digital image permits to get images instantly
without needing for chemical treatments. The image processing
is used in many computer vision applications [3].
It notice that the most researches nowadays, especially
image processing researches, tend to use in security field,
because the digital images become the main dependent
component in most electronic devices used in this field. Where
it can store a group of images in a computer database and then
using images processing programs to recognize the captured
pictures from monitoring camera can make the right decision
depending on matching the recognized image with the stored
database.

In the section (III.A) of this paper, there is a declaration and
illustration of the program used to recognize the vehicle and the
main block diagram for decision making reinforced by figures
of recognition stages. While section (III.B) talks about
hardware part used as a model to represent the building gate
controlled by Arduino. Section (IV) includes an application
example. In addition, the conclusions are in section (V).

In (2005) Yang proposed two algorithms for security
system: the first was a system for humane face recognition and
the other was a system for motion detection, the system based
on Eigen edge technique [5]. In (2006), Kouma introduced
real_time representation for security system based on real time
principle to recognize the human face [6]. In (2010), Wael
designed real time system to control the security of the building
by using distribution mobile technique [7].
III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system consists of a software part and a
hardware part as follows:
A. Software
This paper used the patch of each vehicle to permit it to
enter the building through the gate. The proposed algorithm for
recognition (based on recognizing the patch of the vehicle)
consists of two main stages: the first stage recognizes the
border of the patch, and the second stage recognizes the patch
contents.
Fig. 1 illustrates the general diagram of the algorithm, as
presented by [8][9] with changes to be adequate with the patch
image.
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Recognition Process.

1) Patch's Border Recognition Steps:
Step1: A captured image enters to the computer and the
program read it. Fig. 2 represents a scene for vehicle intended
to enter the building.

Step3: Segmentation, in this step the patch segment is
clipped from the original colored image by taking the
maximum and minimum values of X and Y coordinates for the
image. See Fig. 4.
Step4: Edge detection for the patch image is applied, see
Fig. 5. Then, converting the border shape of the patch into a
chain code and checking that the shape is circle, or stopping the
processing because the patch is illegal and send an apology
voice message.

Fig. 2. Scene for vehicle intended to enter the building.

Step2: Apply preprocessing step which involves the
following:
a) Reduinge the image size to reduce the execution time.
b) Converting the color image into red, green, and blue
layers.
c) Choosing threshold value for each layer by using
trial and error method. The threshold used in this research
was (95,130,88) for red, green and blue layers respectively for
patch border in green color.
d) Converting the previous image into binary image
depending on threshold values to ease data process.
e) Removing the noise outside the border of the patch
from the produced image, see Fig. 3 .

Fig. 4. A clipped image of patch
Fig. 5. The border of patch

2) Recognizing The Inside Contents Of The Patch
This involves the following steps:
Step1: Converting the clipped segment of the colored image
into a binary image.
Step2: Removing the border of the patch's image from the
image, see Fig. 6.
Step3: Appling edge detection on the objects inside the
patch by using chain code. In this step, the recognition depends
on a number of objects included the patch's image and the
chain code to achieve the objective.

Fig. 3. The image after preprocessing.

Step4: Matching between the chain code of each object
with the database to recognize the vehicle is permissible to
enter or not.
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Fig. 6. The inside patch contents.

B. Hardware Components
They include of the following parts:

Fig. 8. Inside view of the gate

1) Simulated Model
A small model used to simulate the real building. The
model 1*1 m2 area represents 10*10 m2 real building i.e. the
scale is 1:10 the height of the model is 28.5cm, the slide gate is
20 cm high and 28.5 width. See Fig. 7. Small electronic motor
uses (12V) to move the gate by arm joining the motor with
gate. Fig. 8 illustrates the mechanical components fixed to the
model gate.

2) Arduino board
The Arduino board is a small microcontroller board. The
Arduino board can write programs and create interface circuits
to read switches and other sensors [10]. Arduino UNO is used
in this paper.

Fig. 7. Front view of the gate.

Fig. 9. Drivers Components

3) driver
Driver is the join between the motor and the Arduino UNO.
It consists of: relay, diode, copper pin, headers 18 pin, board,
and capacitor, see Fig. 9.
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4) Electronic Circuit
The electronic circuit used in the model of proposed system
to open, close, and stop the building gate is illustrated in
Fig.10.
Fig. 11 shows the flowchart of the system procedure.
The system procedure begins with a picture captured by a
digital camera for the vehicle that stopped before the building
gate intending to enter the building. The camera sends a
captured picture to the computer. The computer recognition
program runs to recognize the vehicle depending on the color
and shape of the patch and matching it with sorted database. In
case of the matching occurred, the system will permit the
vehicle to enter, by sending a signal (means open) to the
electromechanical part (which is fixed to the gate to control
opening and closing the gate), then the gate will open.

Fig. 11. The flowchart of the system procedure

Pin2: p2
Pin4:p4

While in case of the no matching occurs the system will
send an apology voice message (means that the vehicle is not
permissible to enter), and the system electronic circuit works as
follows:
Opening the gate : In case of that the patch of the vehicle
matches one in database, the computer will sends a signal(5V)
to pin2 in the Arduino board which in its role sends a
signal(5V) to the ULN2003 in the driver board, the driver
sends(5V) to the fist relay, the first relay sends(12V) to the
motor which will work to open the gate after getting the
current. See Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Electronic circuit Hardware parts.The system procedure

;
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Closing the gate: When the time of entering the vehicle to
the building through the gate is out, the segment of code that
related to closing the gate will be executed in the computer and
sends a (5V) signal to the Arduino board which in its role sends
a signal to the ULN2003 in the driver board.The ULN2003
sends a signal to the second relay. The second relay sends
(12V) to the motor which begins to move to close the gate by
switching the polarity of the (12V). See Fig. 10.
Stopping the motor: When opening time is out, the segment
of code related to stop the motor will be execute in the
computer and sends a (0V) signal to in the Arduino board
which in its role sends these signals to the ULN2003 which
sends signals to the first and second relays which in their role
stop the motor current and the motor will stop, see Fig. 10.

Fig. 12. Captured picture

IV. EXAMPLE
The proposed algorithm of recognition applied on various
types of real vehicles and the sample of dummy vehicle used to
apply the simulated model to open and close the gate. See Fig.
12-14, scene for the gate to permit the vehicle to enter into the
building.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Automatic controlling and domination on the building gates
are regarded as an important matter nowadays whether for
vehicles or persons, that’s due to the difficulty of the traditional
systems because they are not accurate and required too much
time, effort and cost. Even recent systems need for fixing
special sensors in the building or needs mobile network
connection to work. While the hardware and software in this
proposed system are simple, inexpensive and available.

Fig. 13. Scene before opening the gate

The matter of using computer to control and dominate the
gate systems became very urgent to arrange, manage and
control the security of the buildings. Thus, the proposed system
is a computer system based on digital image processing and
pattern recognition techniques. This system invests these
techniques in the security field through recognizing the patch
of the vehicle, which intends to enter the building. The results
show 95% recognition percentage for the used samples of the
real passenger's cars and the simulated dummy vehicles.
To increase security of system, it is recommended for
future works to add recognition of license plate of vehicle in
addition to patch recognition, which will increase the system
authentication and reliability that mean increasing the
efficiency of security work.
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Abstract—In the fast growing information era utility of
technology are more precise than completing the assignment
manually. The digital information technology creates a
knowledge-based society with high-tech global economy which
spreads over and influence the corporate and service sector to
operate in more efficient and convenient way. Here an attempt
was made on Extract Technology based on research. In this
technology data could be refined and sourced with certainty and
relevance. The application of artificial intelligence matched with
the theories of machine learning would prove to be very effective.
Sometime summarization of paragraph required rather than
page or pages. So, Auto Summarization Model is an agnostic
content summarization technology that automatically parses
news, information, documents and many more into relevant and
contextually accurate abbreviated summaries. This is a concept
to convert a whole paragraph into one third. The Auto
summarization technology reads a document, much better way
than manually prepared, where, keywords and key phrases
accurately weighted as they are found in the document, text or
web page.

Auto Summarization is exceptionally good in summarizing
the text i.e. important part of the paragraph automatically
without changing meaning of the paragraph. It will summarize
text, emails, news, speech, etc into weighted lists of keywords
and key phrases extracting the primary contextual sentence
highlight of how the keyword / key phrase has been used [15,
29]. Uniquely positioned for web services, Auto
Summarization is immediately capable of consuming
documents of any length and subject matter, distilling the
precise, contextual meaning of the content into keyword and
key phrase summary formats. Extractor's unique patented
technology delivers precise content summaries of any subject
domain without retraining and without human intervention
[29].

Keyword—Data
Intelligence

In contrast, a synopsis is a subjective interpretation of a
document providing the end user with a high level statement
of what that person believes the author intended the reader to
comprehend. Such as an abstract Subjective is an important
note - to date automated processes for generating a synopsis
has not been perfected - and why they remain a human based
process [12, 15].

Mining;

Data

Warehouse;

Artificial

I.
INTRODUCTION
In present paper an attempt is made to introduce the
essential research area of the data mining algorithm
implementation and suggest important line on the basis of ‘cue
words’. Where, Auto Summarization uses a patented set of
core algorithms to extract keywords and key phrases from any
text-based document [24, 7]. In essence a machine learned
method for reading or summarizing any text written in an
electronic text format [27]. On the basis of cue word analysis
one can select important lines from one paragraph [10, 12].
Auto Summarization is exceptionally good at content
summarization incorporating its patented technology to
summarize text, e-mail and html content into weighted lists of
structuring of Web data and solve the problem about
effectiveness in retrieval accordingly [7, 10].

Auto Summarization is extremely effective for objectively
distilling a document down to its key concepts providing users
with highly focused keywords and key phrases including
contextual examples of exactly how the keywords / key
phrases have been used in the document - an extraction [20].

II.

THE ASPECTS OF AUTO SUMMARIZATION

Not just information but contextually accurate, relevant
information is a critical tool for the success of business today.
Rather than working through traditional, time consuming, and
interactive search engine processes, incorporating Auto
Summarization into Enterprise systems, empowers corporate
information with relevant and meaningful representations
meeting the needs of today's social workforce [7, 12]. Simple
demonstration of auto summarization shows the
summarization of notes from paragraph as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1

Process of Auto Summarization

A. Artificial Intelligence Approach
It is based on fuzzy logic in which artificial intelligence
tool also works. This technology is based on fuzzy logic and
artificial intelligence [20, 9, 16]. Here artificial intelligence
help to maintain the discipline in calculation of percentage
through which one signify the actual subject percentage,
while, fuzzy logic is to calculate the percentage of frequency.
With combination of both approaches that are fuzzy logic
and artificial intelligence a unique formula prepared for the
word, which help the user to identify the words of paragraph
more accurately without wasting the time and money [20, 9].

Fig. 2

Frequency of words in database

C. Data Mining Approach
Data mining is very helpful for extracting word or sentence
after comparing each word from data warehouse. In present
approach, comparison of cue words with new word in
paragraph and make frequency table, is worked as Data
Mining Fig. 3 [2, 28, 13]. Here the role of Data mining is to
match the frequency of cue words to find out how many times
the paragraph word is coming in the compared text. By this
approach this model works more efficiently [5].

In present research, summarization of cue words and
maintaining frequency of each word and sentence by
comparing it with cue word collections and stop word
collections belongs under Artificial Intelligence approach.
B. Data Warehouse Approach
It is a central repository of data which is created by
integrating data from one or more disparate sources [20]. Data
warehouses store current as well as historical data and are used
for creating trending reports for senior management reporting
such as annual and quarterly comparisons [14, 25].
By this approach, proposed model collect the cue words
means from the high frequency word store in respective
subject at the time of adding paragraph of new subject. This
process is going on for future reference when these words will
match by auto arranger for final distribution of single note into
different subject’s collection [20]. Fig. 2 shows the collection
or summarization of cue words and stop words, which
maintain their frequency after comparison with each word,
worked as Data Warehouse.

Fig. 3

Process of storing frequency table
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D. Natural Processing Language (NLP)
A branch of Artificial Intelligence with analyzing
understanding and generating the languages, which is used
naturally in order to interface with computers in both written
and spoken contexts using natural human languages instead of
computer languages [17]. One of the challenges inherent in
natural language processing is teaching computers to
understand the way one can learn and use language. In the
course of human communication, the meaning of the sentence
depends on both the context in which it was communicated
and each person understands the ambiguity in human
languages [17, 4]. This sentence poses problems
for software that must first be programmed to understand
context and linguistic structures [6].

A. Algorithm for Summarization
1) Select table word frequency (rs4), world list (rs5),
stop word (rs3).
 Not stop word then frequency=frequency+1.

III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The proposed technique is based on NLP (Natural
Language Processing) known as Gradual NLP algorithm.
Automatic document summarization is an important research
area in natural language processing (NLP). The technology of
automatic document summarization is developing and may
provide a solution to the information overload problem [17].

 If sentence contain cue word then freq=freq+1 for each
word.

The process of summarization can be decomposed into
three phases: analysis, transformation, and synthesis. The
analysis phase analyzes the input text and selects a few salient
features. The transformation phase transforms the results of
the analysis into a summary representation. Finally, the
synthesis phase takes the summary representation, and
produces an appropriate summary corresponding to users’
needs [2, 7]. In the overall process, compression rate, which is
defined as the ratio between the length of the summary and
that of the original, is an important factor that influences the
quality of the summary. As the compression rate decreases,
the summary will be more concise; however, more
information is lost. While the compression rate increases, the
summary will be larger; relatively, more insignificant
information is contained. In fact, when the compression rate is
5–30%, the quality of the summary is acceptable as shown in
Fig. 4.

4) Find total words in paragraph.
5) Find average length=total no. of words/no. in
sentence
6) Find final score=score* (average/length of sentence).
7) Find total frequency=add all final score of the entire
sentence.
8) Find average frequency= total frequency/no. of
sentence.
9) If sentence frequency>avg frequency
 Extract that sentence.

 Find total frequency and no. of words.
 Find average= total frequency/no. of words.
 If frequency used>average then store in rs5.
2) Open sentence (rs) and store each sentence with
frequency 0.
3) Open cue word (rs6), basic id (rs7).
 If sentence contain number then freq= freq+1.

 If sentence contain wordlist then frequency=freq+1 for
each word.
 If sentence not contain basic id then freq=freq+1 for
each word.

10) Average frequency=total final score frequency/no. of
sentence
11) Abstract summarized
B. Algorithm of summarization
Step 1: Implement Simple NLP algorithm in which first
create 3 tables in the database with the names word frequency,
word list, stop word, respectively. Then add a new paragraph
in the summarization model. The words in the paragraph will
be matched with the words available in the stop word. If the
matched words are not stop word then the frequency will be
increased by one. Then repeat the process for all the words in
the paragraph and find the total frequency and count the
number of words. In the last, find the average by using the
formula given below:
Average = total frequency/no. of words.
Step 2: If the frequency used is greater than average then
store and write the words in the word list table. Now, open the
sentence from the paragraph that are added before and store in
the newly created table sentence with zero frequency.

Fig. 4

Process NLP (Natural Language Processing)

Now create a basic cue word table and store useful words.
In “cue words” store the important words like noun, adjective
and adverb. While, phrasing the sentence if found a number
then increase the frequency by 1.
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Average frequency = total final score frequency/no. of
sentence
Step 7: Check Final score if it is greater than average
frequency then extract those sentences and show the final
abstracted or summarized paragraph as in result form in front
of user.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In present work it is clear that not only information but
contextually accurate, relevant information is a critical tool for
the success of business today. Being able to source relevant
information in context of the subject matter gives
organizations an ultimate competitive advantage rather than
working through traditional, time consuming, and iterative
search engine processes, thus, incorporating extractor into
enterprise systems. This empowers corporate information with
relevant and meaningful representations, meeting the needs of
today’s social workforce.

Fig. 5

Progressive representation of algorithm

If cue word is present in the sentence which is being
phrased then increase the frequency by 1 of each word. If
sentence contains wordlist then increase the frequency by 1
for each word. If basic is not found in the sentence, while
phrasing then increases the frequency by 1.
Find the total number of words in the paragraph and
average length of the sentence by using the formula below:
Average length = total no. of words/no. in sentence
Step 3: Find the Final score by using given formula:
Final score = score* (average/length of sentence)
Step 4: After receiving the final score of the sentence find
the total frequency by using the given formula:
Total frequency = add all final score of the entire sentence
Step 5: Get the average frequency by using the given
formula below:
Average frequency = total frequency/no. of sentence

In this context, paragraph break down into one third where
one third part is abstract or summary for that whole paragraph.
This helps to generate or convert whole paragraph into one
third with highly important part as in the form of extract
without violating the meaning of paragraph. Sometimes, it is
required to extract a paragraph rather than whole page. So, this
model is very effective and efficient to extract a paragraph. In
this research we summarize only a paragraph but in future
aspect we can summarize whole document into one-third. It is
very much helpful for those students or people who cannot tell
or express their knowledge. So, with the help of this technique
they express their extract content of particular subject Auto
Summarization is responsible for summarize the textual
information approximately one-third valuable information for
further decision support system or management information
system. It can also be used for fetching important headline
from the news. So, this model is very effective in retrieving
the correct information and reduces the time complexity of the
user.
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Abstract—Electronic payment is the very important
step of the electronic business system, and its security must
be ensured. SSL/TLS and SET are two widely discussed
means of securing online credit card payments. Because of
implementation issues, SET has not really been adopted by
e-commerce participants, whereas, despite the fact that it
does not address all security issues, SSL/TLS is commonly
used for Internet e-commerce security. The three-domain
(3D) security schemes, including 3-D Secure and 3D SET
have recently been proposed as ways of improving
ecommerce transaction security. Based on our research
about SSL, SET, 3D security schemes and the
requirements of electronic payment, we designed a secure
and efficient E-Payment protocol. The new protocol offers
an extra layer of protection for cardholders and merchants.
Customers are asked to enter an additional password after
checkout completion to verify they are truly the
cardholder; the authentication is done directly between the
cardholder and card issuer using the issuer security
certificate and without involving the third party (Visa,
MasterCard).
Keywords—E-commerce; Secure Socket Layer (SSL); Secure
Electronic Transaction (SET); 3D-Secure

I.
INTRODUCTION
Electronic commerce or e-commerce provides participants,
including consumers and merchants, with a number of benefits,
such as convenience and time savings. E-commerce
transactions can be categorized into business to business
(B2B), business to consumer (B2C), consumer to consumer
(C2C), and public/private sectors to government [1]; we focus
on B2C transactions in this paper.
In B2C transactions, the credit card is the most widely
used method of payment for Internet ecommerce transactions.
According to an Internet shopping habits survey conducted by
Survey.Net (http://www.survey.net), 36% of Internet users
purchase goods by transmitting their credit card number via a
secure form; the percentages for other payment methods are
significantly lower. Given that the debit/credit card is the
primary means for consumers to purchase products or services
online, the possible compromise of credit card numbers is a
serious threat to the consumer. The E-payment system brings
users with higher efficiency, credibility and speeding-up
transactions settlement, which reduce the pay risks caused by

time lags in handling the bills. However, it also comes with
new risks, i.e. security problem of transactions.
The research reported here builds on the electronic
payment security; we study the security of e-commerce
protocols and we propose a new efficient protocol to ensure a
high security for electronic payment transactions.
The objective of our protocol is to provide issuers with the
ability to authenticate cardholders during an online purchase
without involving the third party VISA or MasterCard. We
define a new transaction flow involving cardholder, merchant,
payment gateway and card issuer, and allowed parties to
identify themselves to each other and exchange information
securely using digital certificate. For some implementation
reasons, the cardholder is not requested to have his digital
certificate, he use the password code to be authenticated by the
card issuer.
II.
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF E-PAYMENT
It goes as follows [2]:
A. Information confidentiality
All information during the transactions has the request of
being kept confidential. For instance, account number and user
name may be embezzled by others who have access to them;
business opportunity may be lost if order and payment
information of your customer’s are obtained by competitors.
Thus, encryption is required in the E-C information
transmission.
B. Data integrity
E-C should provide medium to identify data integration,
ensuring the Web data do not be altered in transmission.
C. Authentication of participants
The parts involved may have never met each other. So to
make the transaction successful, the first step is to identify the
two parts, which is the essential prerequisite of transactions.
D. Non-repudiation
The transaction must have such services that enable one
party to prevent another party denying having taken a
particular action, e.g. sending order/payment information,
confirmation of order/payment. Both consumer and merchant
also require this service.
E. End-user implementation Requirements
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We focus here on the major barriers causing
implementation failures in SET and other protocols including
usability, flexibility, affordability, speed of transaction, and
interoperability.
 Usability – The system must be easy to implement,
including installation. The consumer requires the card
issuer and merchant to provide a secure system that is
not complex, while the merchant requires the acquirer
and security software developers to provide a simple
application that meets the security requirements.
 Flexibility – The system must allow e-commerce
consumers to order products or services from any
location, and not just from one PC. Here, the consumer
is the entity requiring theflexibility service, while the
merchant is the entity providing the service.
 Affordability – The costs of implementing and using
the system must be affordable for consumers and
merchants, since these end-users are unlikely to be
prepared to pay significantly extra to participate in
Internet e-commerce transactions. For example,
consumers are not willing to pay for a digital certificate
in order to conduct e-commerce transactions although it
is required in some e-payment scheme such a SET.
Merchants will also not wish to invest significantly in
engineering e-payment infrastructure.
 Reliability – The system must be reliable since it is
used for the transmission and manipulation of sensitive
information.
 Availability – The system must be available when
needed.
 Speed of transaction – The transaction speed must be
acceptable for e-commerce end-users.
 Interoperability – The system must be interoperable
between different computing platforms, web browsers
and server software packages in order to enable its use
by the widest possible spectrum of e-commerce
consumers and merchants.
E-C secure protocols are the widely recognizes logical
operating standards for secure completion of information
exchange, as well as the critical technique to ensure the
confidentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation
of online transactions. Their completion serves as a key to
provide online security. Internet E-C security protocol is the
central research areas in E-C as the endeavors to promote the
development of E-C, and guarantee its security. The prevalent
protocols are Security Socket Layer (SSL), Secure Electronic
Transactions (SET) and 3D-Secure.
These protocols allow using cryptography to send
confidential information on the Internet without being
readable to malicious individuals. However, it turned out that
these protocols are not as secure as we thought they would be.
Indeed, several errors were discovered in cryptographic
protocols after some years of use. The consequences that can
generate vulnerability in a cryptographic protocol can be
costly and irreversible for companies and individuals.

In this paper, we consider how E-commerce security
requirements are fulfilled by our new protocol based on
payment gateway and digital signature.
III. RELATED WORK
There have been many studies of E-commerce security.
Security in E-commerce was described in the paper written by
Dhilon [3] who introduce the stages to be provided for online
purchase, the approach is based on encryption and
compression for making information unreadable. However, Ecommerce security has become a consistent and growing
problem as new internet technologies and application are
developed; it needs new architecture to adapt to many changes.
Al-SLamy [4] described the role of Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)
to provide confidentiality, authentication, compression and
segmentation services for E-commerce security. Byung Lee [5]
introduced The Advanced Secure electronic payment (ASEP)
which use ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem), SHA (Secure
Hash Algorithm) and 3BC (Block Byte Bit Cipher) instead of
RSA and DES in order to improve the strength of encryption
and the speed of processing. Xuan Zhang [6] designed and
implemented a new payment process to guarantee goods
atomicity, certified delivery atomicity and protects sensitive
information of cardholder and merchant.
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a commonly used protocol
used to encrypt messages between web browsers and web
servers [7]. It encrypts the datagrams of the Transport Layer
protocols. SSL is also widely used by merchants to protect the
consumer’s information during transmission, such as credit
card numbers and other sensitive information. SSL is used to
provide security and data integrity over the Internet and thus
plays an important role. SSL has now become part of
Transport Layer Security (TLS), which is an overall security
protocol. One of the major problems of SSL is that the
merchant can store the sensitive information of the cardholder,
and the protocol does not prevent the non repudiation because
the client authentication is optional.
SET (Secure Electronic Transaction) come to resolve the
weakness of SSL in authentication and protection of sensitive
information, SET ensures payment integrity, confidentiality
and authentication of merchants and cardholders [8]. But SET
is characterized by the complexity and the cost supported by
the merchant (compared to the alternative proposed by SSL)
because of the logistics of certificates distributing and client
software installation, also it’s difficult to manage nonrepudiation. To deal with it, VISA introduce 3D-secure [9],
this protocol is based on the introduction of additional control
when buying online in addition to the classic sensitive
cardholder data. The customer validates the payment in new
window by entering a secret data agreed with its own bank
(password, date of birth, code received by SMS or generated
by a personal drive).
IV. SECURE ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROTOCOL DESIGN
Our main idea is to design a secure and efficient protocol
to protect online payment transactions against the fraud
without involving the third party, our protocol respond to the
requirements of e-payment security: confidentiality, integrity,
authentication and non-repudiation.
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Fig. 1. Entities in SEP protocol

Our Secure Electronic Payment (SEP) protocol avoids the
complexities relating to the implementation unlike SET and
3D-secure, integration and utilization are also easier than
before.
For the convenience of written expression, we use the
following notational conventions in this paper.
C : Cardholder
M : Merchant
PG : Payment Gateway
IB : Issuer Bank or Cardholder Bank
CA: Certificate authority
Vshop : Virtual Shopping Site
PAN: Card Number
CVV2: Card Verification Value or Crypto (three digits)
ExD: Expiry date of the card
OI: Order Information
PI: Payment Instructions
OIMD: OI Message Digest
PIMD: PI Message Digest
POMD: Payment Order Message Digest
K: Symmetric key generated randomly
Kum: Public key of merchant
Kupg: Public key of payment gateway
Kuis: Public key of issuer bank
Krm: Private key of merchant
Krpg: Private key of payment gateway
Kris: Private key of issuer bank
S: Sign
E: Encrypt
D: Decrypt
V: Verify signature
H: Hash
||: Concatenation
#: Disconnect
Eq: Equal

: Certificate
Our SEP protocol includes the following entities (see
figure 1).
The standard description of SEP is illustrated in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Description of SEP protocol

A. Registration process
Merchant, payment gateway and issuer bank should
register and obtain certificates from certificate authority (CA)
before they involve in the SEP transaction.
Cardholder should register and obtain a password from his
issuer bank (IB) before he involve in the SEP transaction.
Purchase Request
Cardholder browses for items, select items to be purchased
from the Vshop and get an order which contain the list of
items to be purchased. Before stating purchase the cardholder
and the merchant agree upon the order description amount.
The cardholder then sends to the merchant his local ID and a
fresh random challenge. The purpose of this is to give the
cardholder with the merchant's signature certificate and the
payment encryption certificate.
1) Cardholder generates OI, encrypted PI and dual
signature. The dual signature is encrypted under a symmetric
key generated randomly for the encryption; the cardholder is
not requested to have his own certificate (see figure 3).
2) Cardholder prepares the purchase request and sends
it to the merchant (see figure 4).
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Fig. 3. Dual signature

3) The merchant extract the symmetric key, process the
OI and transmit the encrypted PI to the payment gateway. (see
figure 5)
B. Authorization Request
1) Merchant signs and sends authorization request to
payment gateway, he sends the symmetric key K1 used for
dual signature, the encrypted PI. The authorization request is
encrypted under a symmetric key generated randomly. The
payment gateway verifies the dual signature and gets PI. (see
figure 5)
2) The payment gateway transmits the authorization
with PI to the issuer bank through a secure and private
interbank financial network. (See figure 6)
C. Authorization Response
1) The issuer bank verifies PI, verifies authorization
request and run some issuer controls to check if the
cardholder is allowed to make this transaction.
2) The issuer sends an authorization response and
issuer bank certificate to the payment gateway through the
secure interbank financial network (see figure 7). The
authorization response contains the response code and the
action code. The response code indicates if the authorization
request is approved or no, the action code indicates if the
cardholder is asked to be authenticated using his password.
The purpose of this step is to give the cardholder with issuer
bank encryption certificate.
3) The payment gateway signs and sends the
authorization response and issuer certificate to the merchant.
(see figure 8). The merchant check the action code, if the
action code equals to ‘Y’ witch mean that the cardholder
should be authenticated then, the merchant sends an
authentication request to the cardholder containing the issuer
certificate and some authorization data(see figure 9).
D. Cardholder Authentication Request
1) The cardholder verifies the issuer certificates and
sends his personal password encrypted under the symmetric
key. (see figure 10)
2) The merchant verifies the authorization data and
transmit the encrypted password to the payment gateway. (See

figure 11)
3) The payment gateway verifies authorization data, the
hash of the encrypted password and transmits the encrypted
password to the issuer for verification. The issuer decrypts the
encrypted password and checks if is it the correct one for this
cardholder. (see figure 12)
E. Cardholder Authentication Response and final payment
1) The issuer bank decrypts and verifies the password
code, ensures the consistency between the authorization
request and cardholder authentication request, debits the
cardholder account and sends a payment response to the
payment gateway. (see figure 13)
2) Finally the payment gateway transmits the payment
response to the merchant (see figure 14). Merchant verifies the
response and ships the good to the cardholder.
F. SEP and Information Confidentiality
For each step of transmission a symmetric key is generated
randomly to encrypt electronic payment data. The encryption
prevents the illegal information access and information
stealing in transmission.
G.





SEP and Authentication
Cardholder authenticates merchant and issuer bank
Merchant authenticates payment gateway and issuer bank
Payment gateway authenticates merchant and issuer bank
Issuer bank authenticates cardholder using the password
code.

H. SEP and Information Integrity
Data integrity is ensured by using MACs (Message
Authentication Code) based on hash functions MD5 (16 bytes)
or SHA-1 (20 bytes). The MAC is sent for every message
transmitted between ecommerce actors.
I. SEP and Non-Repudiation
The non-repudiation property is guarantee by using the
password code during the cardholder authentication request.
The issuer bank authenticates the card and the cardholder,
so the cardholder cannot deny the fact that he had sent
information afterwards.
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Fig. 5. Authorization request from merchant to payment gateway

Purchase request from cardholder to merchant
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J. SEP and End-user Implementation Requirements
 Usability: cardholder, merchant needs to install a
special plug. The initialization process is so simple,
since the cardholder does not need to have his
certificate.
 Flexibility: SEP protocol have the desirable property
that it can be used from any PC, as is currently the
case for e-commerce transactions relying simply on
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SSL/TLS for cardholder- merchant communication
security.
Affordability: if we compare SEP with 3D-Secure,
3D-Secure needs more investment in term of
connectivity with VISA and ACS setup cost, also the
merchant should be able to manage the cardholder
authentication redirection to VISA. SEP needs just
the attribution of security certificates to merchant,
payment gateway and issuer bank, and plug-in setup.
Reliability: Of course, whilst the presence of
incorrect functionality in security critical elements of
SEP protocol is unlikely, there is still a significant
possibility that accidental vulnerabilities will be
present in implementation. Past experience indicates
that it is very difficult to produce software which
does not possess vulnerabilities exploitable by
malicious software.
Availability: Unlike 3D-Secure, for SEP protocol
card issuers and acquirers are not required to
implement any system with VISA. Once the issuer
has the software, they can support SEP transactions.
Equally, consumer will be happy to perform a simple
registration process to get the password coder and
install the plug-in, no security certificate is needed.
Speed of transaction: SEP protocol employs DES for
symmetric encryption and RSA for certificate
verification. The issuer verification of cardholder
identity is an important factor for transaction
performance. The SEP protocol avoid the complexity
of 3D-Secure related to Visa directory. It’s difficult
to decide about transaction speed because it’s related
also to networking speed and server’s performance.

 Interoperability: SEP plug-ins can be installed on the
consumer PC easily, so interoperability issues are
less likely to arise.
V.

CONCLUSION

SEP protocol is a good transaction protocol for credit card
payment. In this paper we improved how well SEP protocol
meets the e-payment security requirements and identified enduser implementation requirement. A future research topic is to
analysis the security and the performance of our protocol.
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Abstract—Social media constitutes a major component of
Web 2.0 and includes social networks, blogs, forum discussions,
micro-blogs, etc. Users of social media generate a huge volume of
reviews and comments on daily basis. These reviews and
comments reflect the opinions of users about different issues,
such as: products, news, entertainments, or sports. Therefore
different establishments may need to analyze these reviews and
comments. For examples: It is essential for companies to know
the pros and cons of their products or services in the eyes of
customers. Governments may want In addition to know the
attitude of people towards certain decisions, services, etc.
Although the manual analysis of textual reviews and comments
can be more accurate than the automatic methods, nonetheless, it
is time consuming, expensive, and can be In addition subjective.
In addition, the huge amount of data contained in social networks
can make it impractical to perform analysis manually. This paper
focuses on evaluating social content in Arabic language and
contexts. Currently, Middle East is an area rich of major political
and social reforms. The social media can be a rich source of
information to evaluate such contexts. In this research we
developed an opinion mining and analysis tool to collect different
forms of Arabic language (i.e. Standard or MSA, and colloquial).
The tool accepts comments or opinions as input and generates
polarity based outputs related to the comments. For example the
output can be whether the comment or review is: (subjective or
objective), (positive or negative), and (strong or weak). The
evaluation of the performance of the developed tool showed that
it yields more accurate results when it is applied on domainbased Arabic reviews relative to general-based Arabic reviews.
Keywords—Sentiment Analysis; Arabic Sentiment Analysis;
Opinion mining; Opinion Subjectivity; Opinion Polarity

I.

INTRODUCTION

The use of Internet is changed significantly through
decades, where in the beginning it was restricted to the
connection of four major U.S. universities and a number of
government agencies in 1969. Since then the number of

servers start to increase rapidly. In 1989 a major event occurs
when Tim Berners-Lee casts the term World Wide Web
(WWW) which is based on hypertext, and changed the way of
communication through the Internet. In 2004 the term Web 2.0
is used and a number of services and tools are released, which
makes the WWW more cooperative and sharable. Therefore
the key component of Web 2.0 is social media, which helps to
serve different societies all around the world.
Web 2.0 is offering products and services that are different
from its predecessor WWW. The number of Web 2.0 users
increases on a daily base, where it is impossible for a single
user to learn and use all these products and services. Web 2.0
helps to let it users to be more collaborative. YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter, etc are examples of Web 2.0 services.
Arabic language is spoken by many people in many
countries. Arabs constitute around 5% of World population
and around 3.8% of Internet users [1]. Recent years witnessed
an explosive increase in the volumes of social media data
which is broadcasted and shared related to different daily
activities. This may include data which use Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) and colloquial Arabic. The colloquial Arabic is
greatly varied, and is classified into five main regional forms
in the Middle East [2]:
1) Arabian Peninsula Arabic (Khaliji Arabic): Includes
Gulf, Baharna, Najdi, Omani, Hejazi, Shihhi, Dhofari, and
Yemeni Arabic slangs.
2) Mesopotamian Arabic: Includes Iraqi and North
Mesopotamian Arabics.
3) Syro-Palestinian Arabic: Includes Levantine, Judeo,
Mediterranean Sea or Cypriot, and Bedawi Arabic.
4) Egyptian Arabic: includes Chadic and Sudanese
Arabic including: (Nubi, Juba and DarfuriArabics), Sa'idi and
Egyptian Arabic.
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5) Maghrebi Arabic: includes the Arabic Vernaculars
used in North African coast of the Mediterranean Sea such as:
Moroccan, Tunisian, Arabic, Arabic, Arabic, and Saharan
Arabics.
The Arabs who used Arabian Peninsula Arabic (i.e. Khaliji
Arabic) could not understand the accent used in Maghrebi
Arabic, so in this case both have to use MSA to communicate
with and understand each other.
Social media data include: News stories, opinions, current
status, different activities, and comments and reviews about
these items. Opinions are essential to people and before the
Internet era when somebody needs an opinion he/she asks
his/her family, relative or a friend. Customer opinions are In
addition essential to companies; therefore they used to conduct
surveys in different forms before the evolution of the Internet
to evaluate people opinion on some issue or event.
Opinions are then very important. Whenever we need to
make a decision we want to hear others’ opinions. This is not
only true for individuals who may use advices from the others,
but In addition true for organizations and governments. Many
tools were built and developed to analyze English opinions.
The interest in opinion analysis and mining has grown due to
different reasons. On one side it is due to the rapid evolution
of the World Wide Web (WWW), which changed the view
and the use of the Internet. It has changed the web into a
collaborative framework where technological and social trends
come together. On the other side, the huge use of the services
has been accompanied with an increase in freely available
online reviews and opinions about different topics, subjects or
entities [3].
Opinion mining/sentiment analysis is a new emerging field
of study and a very active research area since the year 2003. It
is concerned with the analysis of people’s sentiments,
opinions, attitudes, evaluations, and emotions expressed in one
of the known natural languages towards entities such as:
persons, products, services, companies, events, issues, or
topics. Studies in this field are conducted as part of computer
science studies. However, it is In addition conducted in
management and social sciences, since some of these studies
are important to the business and society [4]. Sentiment
analysis and Opinion mining were first explored in 2003 by [5,
6]. Although these two terms (Sentiment analysis and Opinion
mining) are not exactly the same, but they used
interchangeably by a number of authors, where the meaning of
term opinion is broader than the meaning of the term
sentiment.
Web-based social network services such as: Twitter,
Facebook, and Google+ enable different users with common
interests or real-life connections to connect with each other
through those virtual networks to share their opinions, ideas,
and information. These Web services are applied in different
domains such as: Government, Business, Dating, Education,
Finance, Medical/health, Social and political applications [7].
According to the leading free provider of Internet Web
metrics, Alexa: www.alexa.com, [8], social network sites such
as: Facebook were ranked second globally at the time of
conducting this study [9]. In addition, YouTube is ranked

third, and Twitter ranked tenth. Those social networks in the
top ten showed that such websites and services are widely
used by humans all over the world. In the Arab countries these
Web metrics are similar to those presented on the global level.
In Egypt the largest Arab country for example, Facebook is In
addition ranked first, YouTube ranked third, etc. Same thing
can be said to most of the other countries in the region.
Most opinion analysis and mining methods have been
developed for English text and are difficult to generalize to
other natural languages such as: Arabic which is highly
inflectional. The number of studies in this field which are
conducted on Arabic text whether it is expressed in MSA or
colloquial Arabic is limited when it’s compared to the studies
conducted in English sentiments and opinions. Arabic is one
of the Semitic languages which is written from right to left,
and written in a cursive way. In addition Arabic language has
28 consonants, and has no upper and lower case consonants as
in English.
Arabic is a challenging language for a number of reasons:
It has a very complex morphology relative to the morphology
of other languages such as: English. Arabic language is a
highly inflectional and derivational language which makes
monophonically analysis a very complex and difficult task
[10]. Further Arabic opinions are highly subjective to context
domains, where you may face words that have different
polarity categories in different contexts. Arabic Internet users
mostly used colloquial Arabic rather than using MSA, where
colloquial Arabic resources are scarce. The percentage of
spelling mistakes within these Arabic opinions is high, and
this represents an additional challenge.
These few lines would not be sufficient to list the
differences between Arabic and English languages. Therefore
it is impossible to apply most of the opinion analysis and
mining methods which are proposed and implemented on
English sentiments and opinions directly on Arabic sentiments
and opinions. Some of the studies related to Arabic
opinions/sentiments analysis are using the analysis methods
developed mainly, but not directly for English language. These
studies use machine translation (MT) to automatically
translate Arabic sentiments and opinions to English, in order
to be able to use those analytical methods which are designed
mainly for English opinions/sentiments. For example Bautinet
et al. study [11] and Rushdi-Saleh et al. [12] study conclude
that this approach is an attractive one. The use of MT will lead
to degradation of the accuracy of final results of the opinion
analysis and mining, as a result of the incapability of MT
systems nowadays to accurately translate from one natural
language into another, as accurately as professional human
translators. Our intuition or idea is that such translation is not
necessary and is not effective and does not yield more accurate
results than methods that are applied directly on mining
opinions and sentiments directly, without using machine
translation.
In this research, we have developed a tool to analyze
different Arabic opinions whether they are written in
colloquial Arabic or Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) or both.
This was an ambitious goal to develop a tool to deal with both
standard and colloquial Arabic. In comparison with previous
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tools such as those mentioned in Rushdi-Saleh et al. [12] study
which is restricted to MSA, Almas and Ahmad [13] study
which is restricted to MSA Arabic financial terms, and ElHalees [14] study which In addition uses MSA, our tool can be
hence more comprehensive.
In this study different opinions written in MSA or/and
colloquial Arabic are classified into predefined set of
categories based on their contents. Classifying those different
opinions is not a straight forward process, since the essential
lexical resources are not there, especially those related to
colloquial Arabic. Implicitly this study includes a manual
building of two general purpose lexicons to discern the
polarity of an opinion expression, whether the opinion uses
MSA or/and colloquial Arabic. In addition, another sixteen
domain-specific lexicons were built manually. Those domainspecific lexicons were built to decide automatically the
polarity of a sentiment expression within the following eight
domains: Technology, Books, Education, Movies, Places,
Politics, Products, and Society. So the total number of lexicons
built is 18, where nine of these polarity lexicons are dedicated
to positive polarity, and the other nine lexicons are dedicated
to negative polarity. An opinion is considered neutral, when its
tokens are divided equally between positive and negative
lexicons. The tool is In addition capable to determine whether
Arabic social media reviews are (subjective or objective),
(positive or negative), and (strong or weak).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
overviews related work. Section 3 describes the methodology
followed with examples showing exactly how our tool works.
In Section 4, we present the algorithms implemented in the
opinion mining tool. Section 5 presents the results of the
experimental analysis and evaluation. Finally in section 5,
conclusions and possible future work are discussed.
II.

RELATED WORKS

A review to previous studies conducted in this field shows
that researchers proposed and used several approaches which
provide variant solutions to automatic sentiment analysis and
opinion mining. This section exhibits a number of these
studies about this field, with an emphasis on studies related to
automatic analysis of Arabic sentiments and reviews.
Sentiment analysis systems can be divided according to the
scope of the input, therefore we have document-level (where
the classification of opinions depend on the whole document),
sentence-level, or phrasal-level which analyze part of the
sentence. Sentence-level sentiment analysis classify
sentiments after segmenting the document into several
sentences and compute the polarity, while document-level
sentiment analysis systems do not segment sentiment's
document into several sentences. Pang et al. [15] used a
document level polarity categorization to classify opinions. ElHalees [14] study evaluated three different methods to identify
the polarity of documents. Yi et al. [16], Kim et al. [17],
Elhawary and Elfeky [18], and Abdul-Mageed et al. [19] on
the other hand dealt with sentence level polarity categorization
attempts to classify positive and negative sentiments for each
analyzed sentence. Phrase-level sentiment analysis is
conducted by Wilson et al. [20], where they determine first
whether the expression is neutral or has a polarity. Afterward

if the expression under consideration is not neutral, the
contextual polarity is determined.
Elhawary and Elfeky [18] study and similar our study
discussed the lack of a standard Arabic dataset for business
reviews and sentiments. For Arabic, the Internet lacks
websites similar to www.yelp.com which has many English
business reviews. Therefore their study started by collecting
Arabic business reviews, and dedicating 80% of the collected
business reviews to train their classifier which is used to
identify review documents. They In addition constructed a
number of Arabic lexicons used to analyze different Arabic
reviews and sentiments. The polarity of each Arabic business
review whether it is: positive, negative, neutral or mixed is
judged based on the built lexicons.
A manually annotated corpus of Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) and a polarity lexicon are developed by [19]. The
authors In addition developed high performance automatic
Subjectivity and Sentiment Analysis (SSA) system which is
based on manually annotated MSA corpus.
Different methods were used by El-Halees [14] to
determine the polarity of a number of Arabic documents. The
polarity of the whole Arabic documents is determined first
using lexicon-based method, where the output from the first
method (lexicon-based) is considered as a training set for
maximum entropy method, which is In addition used to
classify these documents. Author In addition used KNN
method in her study to classify collected Arabic documents.
Sentiment analysis can be divided according to the type of
output or the desired classification. Traditionally, sentiment
analysis indicates whether a review or comment is positive,
negative or neutral. Wilson et al. [21], Abbasi et al. [22],
Elhawary and Elfeky [18] studies depend on lexicons
containing positive and negative words/phrases ranked by
their score, and classify opinions into positive, negative,
neutral or mixed. In other classification category the opinions
were determined as strong or weak. Some studies proposed a
feature weighting schemes that can enhance classification
accuracy. Paltoglou et al. [23] study assigns weights to
features and applies weighting functions scale linearly related
to the number of times a term occurs in a document. This was
a significant factor to increase the accuracy of sentiment
classification.
One of the earlier approaches adopted in a number of
studies is based on translating the source Arabic document
(opinions) into English and then use the same applicable
techniques to analyze English sentiments. Almas and Ahmad
in [13] used machine translation systems to translate the
source document or review from (Arabic, Italian, French,
Chinese, Korean, German, Japanese, and Spanish) to English
language before passing them to an English based sentiment
analysis system. The problem of this approach was the loss of
nuance after translating the source to English. Rushdi-Saleh et
al. [12] used different machine learning algorithms to classify
the polarity of Arabic reviews extracted from specialized Web
pages related to movies and films. Inui et al. [24] study adopts
translating opinions from English to Japanese, followed by
sentiment analysis. They applied sentiment-oriented sentence
filtering method to mitigate many translation errors that occur
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as a side-effect of translation to reduce the influence of
translation errors in multilingual document-level review.
The use of machine translation followed by sentiment
analysis is not restricted to Arabic comments and reviews, but
it includes other languages. As a sample of these studies the
Banea et al. [25] is presented in this section, which used
machine translation to translate Romanian and Spanish
reviews and comments to English, and then apply the
sentiment analysis tools on the translated materials. In addition
they improve their study and conduct another study Banea et
al. [26], where in this study they added Arabic, French, and
German reviews in addition to Romanian and Spanish reviews
and comments used in their previous study.
Some of the studies in this field are domain based studies.
Domain features should be collected for the domain under
consideration, as exhibited in the study of Balahur et al. [27],
where the term is used to describe special product classes.
Afterward the polarity (i.e. positive or negative) is determined
for each of the features attributes using an annotated corpus.
Other researchers select domain specific features plus the topic
of the opinion as a clue. Choi et al. [28] presents a framework
for sentiment analysis, focus on the sentiment clue that is
related to a sentiment topic (defined as a primary subject of
sentiment expression in a sentence), such as: company, person
or event. They use a domain-specific sentiment classifier for
each domain with the newly aggregated clues (e.g. a subject or
the topic of the opinion) based on a proposed semi-supervised
method. Yi et al. [17], Kim et al. [18], Choi et al. [28] extract
opinion about a subject focus on the sentiment clue that is
related to a sentiment topic. This is defined as a primary
subject of sentiment expression in a sentence such as:
company, person or event.
Ortiz et al. [29] study views and evaluate a domain
independent sentiment analysis system against a multipledomain opinion corpus. The results showed that high accuracy
can be achieved by relying entirely on high quality, manually
acquired and linguistic knowledge.
Al-Subaihin et al. [30] study exhibits a design for a
sentiment analysis tool for Modern Arabic which segments the
reviews into sentences, then collect sentimental meaning of
words in each sentence based on sentiment lexicons. The tool
can get the pattern of words’ role in the sentence and use that
pattern to match from a set of the acquired annotated patterns
that map the sentence to get the polarity. The whole polarity is
deducted from the sentiments of sentences. Their tool focused
on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) only while in this paper
we tried to enable the tool to deal with both (Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) and Colloquial Arabic).
Al-Kabi et al. [31] conducted a study to compare two free
online sentiment analysis tools: SocialMention and Twendz
using Arabic and English comments and reviews. To conduct
their study they constructed three polarity dictionaries: English

polarity dictionary, Arabic polarity dictionary, and Emoticon
polarity dictionary. They conclude that SocialMention is more
effective than Twendz. Another study compares two free
online sentiment analysis tools (SocialMention and
SentiStrength) that support Arabic language is conducted by
Khasawneh et al. [32] and based on 1,000 Arabic comments
and reviews collected from Twitter and Facebook. They
conclude that SentiStrength tool is more effective than
SocialMention.
Al-Kabi et al. [33] collected 4625 Arabic reviews and
comments from Yahoo!-Maktoob Website. The collected
reviews and comments are classified manually into four
domains (Arts, Politics, Science and Technology, and Social).
They analyze different aspects of the collected dataset such as
the reviews’ length, the numbers of likes/dislikes, the polarity
distribution and the languages used.
III.

THE METHODOLOGY

This section presents the adopted approach to
automatically analyze large volumes of Arabic user’s reviews
using both Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and colloquial
Arabic, where the analysis includes adopting classification
algorithms to determine: Subjectivity, Polarity, and Intensity.
We first developed a basic lexicon-based tool for Arabic
opinion mining. This tool can process Arabic opinions
collected from different social media resources, regardless of
their domain. Therefore this proposed tool uses word/phrasal
sentiment features to handle Arabic textual opinions whether
they are using MSA or colloquial Arabic or both. The
following steps have to be followed to identify subjectivity,
polarity, and intensity.
A. Opinion Analysis Schema
Sentiment analysis is concerned with analyzing the attitude
of the opinion holder (i.e. the person who presented the
opinion) or in other words analyzing the subjective opinions
text (i.e. text containing opinions, emotions or sentiments).
This study presents an automatic tool to analyze Arabic
opinions regardless of the Arabic language style used whether
it is MSA or colloquial Arabic or both. The tool is capable to
determine the subjectivity, polarity and intensity of the
evaluated Arabic opinions, where specific syntactical features
are used to determine the strength of the opinion. The
schematic overview of our approach is exhibited in figure 1.
This study is composed of the following five phases:
1) Dataset collection.
2) Text normalization.
3) Specific features extraction from the opinions text
that was collected.
4) Lexicons creation.
5) Using classification algorithms to classify opinions
into several categories based on the lexicon that was built.
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Fig. 1. Opinion Analysis Schema

B. Dataset collection
This study started by collecting Arabic reviews from 72
social media websites. The total number of the collected
Arabic reviews was 1,080. These reviews use colloquial
Arabic or Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) or both.
1) Dataset Characteristics
This section exhibits some of the characteristics of the
collected Arabic reviews:
Some reviews consist of only one word, e.g. good,""جيد.
Chat language is used to express some reviews such as:” 7ilwi
awi” which means in English "very sweet".
Latin letters and English phonetics (transliteration) are
used
to
express
Arabic
phrases
such
as
“jamiljidannnnnnnnnnn” which means in English "very nice".
An appropriate method has to handle repeated Latin and
Arabic letters.
In addition some of the collected Arabic reviews use
elongation, through the use of dash-like “kashida” character to
stretch the Arabic word, i.e.,  حــلــــو جـــــــــــــــــــــــــداwhich
means very sweet. This extension or Kashida should be
handled by the developed system as well.
Most of the collected Arabic reviews use a mixture of
colloquial Arabic and MSA, such as (very nice, ")"وايد جميل,
where the Arabic word (very, " )" وايدis a colloquial Arabic
word, and the Arabic word (nice, " )"جميلis an MSA word.
Many of the collected Arabic reviews contain spelling
errors, such as (very beautiful, "  جميل جدا،)"جمي جدا.
Some of the textual reviews are mixtures of Arabic and
English. This mixture between Arabic and English is called
Arabizi language, i.e.”  حبيت التصميمit was very nice”, which
means I like the design it was very nice.
Some of reviews weren’t related to the topic of the review,
so it is considered a spam review.
There is no exact or specific style or pattern the users have
to follow to write their reviews. Therefore we are dealing with
fully unstructured Arabic text.

Around 90% of the Arabic reviews in the dataset were
opinions or subjective text, and around 10% were objective
text (facts).
The above characteristics represent a summary of the
Arabic opinions’ analysis problems that should be usually
handled by any proposed automatic solution or handling
system.
C. Preprocessing Steps
The opinion mining tool performs a number of
preprocessing steps to normalize and prepare the opinions for
processing. First, the tool removes punctuations and nonArabic letters. In addition, some Arabic letters are normalized
such as: ( أ,إ, and  )آare converted to (bare Alif, )ا, and (Yaa’,
" ئ, )"يreplaced by (Yaa’,  )يand, (taa’, haa’, "ه, )"ةreplaced
by (haa’,)ه. These steps are shown below:
1) Remove digits, punctuations, special symbols and
non- letters.
2) Normalization:
a) Convert (Alif, آ،ى،إ،آ،ا، )أto (bare Alif, )ا.
b) Convert (Yaa’, " ئ, )"يto (Yaa’, )ي.
c) Convert (Taa’ Marbuuta , ""ة, final haa', " )"هto (final
haa’, ")"ه.
d) Convert (Waaw ""ؤ," )"وto (Waaw, ")"و.
3) Filtering non-Arabic text
4) Tokenization
D. Taxonomy of Opinion Analysis
Here is the taxonomy for the major concepts and steps
used to analyze different Arabic reviews. Table 1 presents
different main taxonomies generated by the tool.
TABLE I.

MAIN CLASSIFICATION CATEGORIES

Classification Category
Subjectivity Classes
Polarity Classes
Strength (Intensity) Classes
Domain Classes

Description
Opinion/Fact
Positive/Negative/Neutral Sentiments
Strong/Weak/Normal Opinion Text
Determine on what domain is the opinion
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The tool uses the features shown in table 2 to generate the
taxonomies shown in table 1. Features shown in table 2 are
extracted manually from the collected Arabic reviews.
TABLE II.

Social
Media WEB

FEATURES CATEGORIES

Feature Category
Domain Features

Description
All words or bag of words which can
distinguish domains from each other.
All words/phrases yield (positive or
negative) sentiment in opinion text.
All words that preclude the word or
sentence.

Polarity Features
Negation Features

Extract reviews

Test bed

Table 3 exhibits the main techniques adopted in this study
to classify different Arabic reviews.

Domain classification

Classification Category
General Domain
Specific-Domain Arabic
Opinion
Web Media Corpus

Extract positive/negative sentiment

CLASSIFICATION DOMAINS

Set weight
(Score)
Positive/Negative
sentiment

Description
Independent Base Domain.
Technology, Books, Education, Movies,
Places, Politics, Products, and Society.
Social media web pages e.g. (Facebook,
blogs, online news, forums).

Extract negation
word

Our tool is based on more than one lexicon to classify
different Arabic opinions. These lexicons contain the extracted
features included in the dataset collection, where the content
of each lexicon is shown in table 5.

Domain feature Extraction

Positive /
negative
Sentiment
lexicons

This tool can handle Arabic general opinions collected
from different social media recourses, and try to categorize
them into specific domains. Table 4 shows the domains of
different Arabic reviews covered in this study.

Extract Domain Features

Sentiment feature extraction

Strength/
Weakness
Weight
lexicons

Normalization and Tokenization

Description
Naïve Bayes Technique.
Word/Phrase Matching, frequency term
counts, weight score.
Prepare Arabic opinions before
analysis.

Domain
feature
set

OPINION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Classification Category
Machine Learning
Similarity Score

TABLE IV.

Classify opinions
manually

Set a weight for Pos/Neg
Domain sentiment

Negative
words

TABLE III.

Classify opinions in
domains

Negation feature

Fig. 2. Outline of Feature Extraction.
TABLE V.
Category
Polarity Lexicon
Domain Lexicon
Strength Lexicon
Negation Lexicon

LEXICON CATEGORIES
Description
Contains the Positive and Negative
Sentiment's features.
Contains the features that discriminate
specific domain from the others.
Polarity lexicons with weight for each
entry.
Contains the negation words.

E. Feature Extraction
Opinion features are extracted manually. After collecting
opinions’ dataset, these features are used to construct different
lexicons used in the analysis and classification steps. Figure 2
shows the essential steps to extract different types of features
which are used in this study.

1) Domain Features
Domain features are used as clues to determine the domain
to which the opinion may belong to using classification
algorithms [34, 36]. These features are collected from the
training dataset after classifying them manually into domains,
to select the features that can discriminate one domain from
another. In other words to use them as inputs (training data) to
the classifier, to determine the instance reviews related to any
domain automatically (domain adaptation).Our dataset is
classified into eight domains: Technology, Books, Education,
Movies, Places, Politics, Products, and Society.
To prepare the domain sentiment lexicons, we extract the
domain features from the opinions text after classifying the
dataset manually into the different domains.
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2) Polarity Features
Polarity features are divided into positive and negative
(sentiments). These features are extracted from the collected
Arabic reviews to build the polarity lexicons. Arabic polarity
features are Arabic words or phrases that express the positivity
or the negativity of the user attitude related to a specific topic.
These features are considered from syntactical point of view
such as: “adjectives”, “verbs”, “nouns”, “adverbs”. They may
also come as a mixture of a “group of words”.
As mentioned before the main challenge to researchers in
Arabic opinion analysis field is the lack of necessary
resources, especially the lack of polarity sentiment lexicons.
Therefore we have to create these lexicons which contain the
positive and negative features already extracted manually from
Arabic reviews. Two polarity examples are shown in this
subsection. The first example shows how to extract a positive
polarity feature, while the second example shows how to
extract a negative polarity feature.
3) Negation Features
Arabic negation words represent all the words that negate
Arabic words and sentences. Arabic negation keywords such
as: (no, “ )”الand (not, " )"لمconvert the sentiment polarity state
to an opposite state.
4) Examples
The examples exhibited in this section show how to extract
manually the essential features from the collected Arabic
Opinions.
Example 1: Consider the following sample in the next
excerpt, of the collected Arabic reviews (Movies domain) with
its English translation:
فيلم رائع جدا وممتع استمتعوا بمشاهدة هذا الفيلم و هو
يعتبر نقلة في صناعة هوليود الفيلم خليط من أفالم زي
ماتريكس و سبيدرمان
“A wonderful and enjoyable movie. Enjoy
watching this movie, it is considered as a
shift in the Hollywood industry. It is a
mix between movies like Matrix and
Spiderman "

Arabic Comment

English Translation

Table 6 exhibits manually the extracted domain features
from the above Arabic excerpt. This sample is taken from the
domain of movies. Domain features are used to determine the
domain of each Arabic review within the dataset. To be more
specific, a classifier (e.g. NB) is used to determine the domain
of each Arabic review and comment.

TABLE VII.
Arabic Sentiment
Features
English Translation
Polarity

A SAMPLE OF POSITIVE POLARITY FEATURES
ممتع

رائع

Enjoyable
Pos

Wonderful
Pos

Example 2: Consider the following sample in the next
excerpt, of the collected Arabic reviews (Movies domain) with
its English translation:
فيلم طويل وبطيء وممل
"The movie was long, slow and boring "

Arabic Comment
English
Translation

In this case the manually extracted domain features are
restricted to one feature (Movie, ")"فيلم, so the NB classifier is
based on this feature to determine the domain of the above
excerpt. Table 8 exhibits a sample of negative polarity features
extracted from the above Arabic sample excerpt.
TABLE VIII.
Arabic Sentiment
Features
English
Translation
Polarity

A SAMPLE OF NEGATIVE POLARITY FEATURES
بطيء

ممل

طويل

Slow

Boring

Long

Neg

Neg

Neg

In addition two other examples are presented in this study
about political reviews in example 3 and 4. These two
examples show how the tool can determine the polarity of any
review, and how to determine whether the review is a fact or
an opinion.
Example 3:
Consider the following sample in the next excerpt, of the
collected Arabic reviews (Politics domain) with its English
translations:
Arabic Comment
English Translation

. قرار صعب يشكل ازمه للمواطنين،انا ضد هذا القرار السياسي
I am against this political decision, it is a hard decision
It may cause a crisis for citizens

Arabic Comment

. قرار صعب يشكل ازمه للمواطنين،انا ضد هذا القرار السياسي

Table 9 exhibits manually extracted polar features from the
above Arabic political excerpt.
TABLE IX.

MANUALLY EXTRACTED FEATURES FROM AN ARABIC
POLITICAL REVIEW

TABLE VI.

MANUALLY EXTRACTED DOMAIN FEATURES

أفالم

الفيلم

فيلم

بمشاهدة

هوليود

Films
(Movies)

The
film
(movie)

Film
(movie)

watching

Hollywood

Table 7exhibits a sample of positive polarity features
extracted from the above Arabic sample review. These
features are stored in the polarity lexicon to be used later by
the tool to determine the polarity of different Arabic reviews
and comments.

Arabic Sentiment
Features

ازمه

صعب

ضد

English Translation
Polarity

Crisis
Neg

Hard
Neg

Against
Neg

Therefore the tool considers the above Arabic political
excerpt as a negative point of view. Next is another example
that shows the review under consideration as a fact, where this
review is free from any sentiment. This review expresses a
fact and not an opinion.
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Example 4:
Consider the following Arabic excerpt which is considered
by the tool as a fact, since it is free from any polarity feature.
Fact:
Arabic Comment

هذا القرار جاء لتنفيذ احكام القانون فقط

English
Translation

This decision was made to implement the provisions of
the law only.

F. The Lexicons
Our tool depends on the lexicons already built and
composed of the manually extracted features as it is a lexiconbased tool. So in the following subsections we will present a
brief summary about each one of these lexicons.
1) Domain Lexicons
Domain features were extracted manually to be used by the
classification process to identify automatically the domain of
each evaluated Arabic review.
2) General Polarity Lexicons
Two lexicons were created to classify opinions. The first
lexicon is for positive sentiment features which contain 2,404
positive features or sentiments. The second lexicon is for
negative features or sentiments which contain 5,521 ones.
These positive and negative features/terms sentiments were
collected from the training dataset and there is a part added by
translating an English sentiment lexicon presented in [36].
3) Domain-based Sentiment Lexicons
Two lexicons were built for every domain. One for Arabic
positive opinions and the other for Arabic negative opinions.
4) Score (Weight) Lexicon
Polarity lexicons used in this study have a weighting score
for each Arabic term/feature in these lexicons. Those weights
were proposed by the authors of this study. The values of the
weighting scores are in range of: (1 to 9) for both positive and
negative features/terms, where 1 indicates that the feature/term
is the weakest possible positive or negative feature/term, and 9
indicate that the feature/term is the strongest possible positive
or negative term/feature.

review. The tool considers the evaluated Arabic review as
negative when the frequency of negative features/terms in it
exceeds the frequency of positive terms/features in the same
Arabic review. The evaluated Arabic review is considered by
the tool as neutral if the frequency of positive terms/features in
the evaluated Arabic review equals the frequency of negative
features/terms. In addition, the tool depends on the scores in
polarity lexicons which are used to determine the strength on
each evaluated Arabic review.
The following paragraphs show the pseudo code used in
our tool to identify different taxonomies of Arabic reviews
evaluated to this tool. The tool considers any evaluated Arabic
review free from any terms in the polarity lexicons a fact and
not an opinion.
Opinion Determination:
If (No. of Positive terms in a review > 0) or (No. of
Negative terms in a review>0) then Review is opinion
Fact Determination: If (No. of Positive terms in a sentiment
= 0) && (No. of Negative terms in a sentiment = 0) then
Review is Fact.
Let
P={Pos, Neg, NU,U}, where Pos: Positive review, Neg:
Negative review, NU: Neutral review, and U: undetermined
n

 Pos  TF : Total number of positive terms in the
evaluated review.
n

 Neg  TF
i 1

i

: Total number of negative terms in the

evaluated review.
Then the polarity is determined as shown in the following
pseudo code:
Review Positive Polarity Determination:

 n
  n

If   Pos  TFi     Neg  TFi  then
 i 1
  i 1

P  Pos

G. The Classification Categories Set
This study is based on the syntactical features using the
sentiment term frequencies to identify the subjectivity and the
polarity of different Arabic reviews and comments. In addition
the weight scores of sentiment features are used to determine
the polarity and the strength of each Arabic review and
comment.
The sentiment features used in this study are terms
extracted manually from the collected Arabic comments and
reviews which correspond to documents in this field. Where
TF (term frequency) refers to the number of times a specific
term Ti occurs in D (Arabic comment/review). The weight of
each sentiment feature is determined manually.

i

i 1

n

Ppos% 

 Pos  TF
i 1

i

 n
  n

Pos

TF

i     Neg  TFi 
 i 1
  i 1


100

Review Negative Polarity Determination:

The tool depends on the frequency of positive and negative
features/terms to identify the polarity of evaluated Arabic
review. The evaluated Arabic review is considered positive
when the frequency of positive terms/features in it exceeds the
frequency of negative terms/features in the same Arabic

 n
  n

If   Pos  TFi     Neg  TFi  then
 i 1
  i 1

P  Neg
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Review Undetermined Polarity Determination:

n

Pneg % 

 Neg  TFi
i 1

 n
  n

  Pos  TFi     Neg  TFi 
 i 1
  i 1


100

If (Max_Pos_Score = Max_Neg_Score) and
(Max_Pos_Score≠0) then
IU

Review Neutral Polarity Determination:

 n
  n

If   Pos  TFi     Neg  TFi  then
 i 1
  i 1

P  NU
Undermined Polarity Determination:
If (Pos-TF = Neg-TF) and (Pos-TF ≠ 0) then
PU

Max_Neg_Score) and
(Max_Neg_Score<5) then
IWN
5) Examples:
Consider the following Arabic excerpts from the places
domain with its English translations. This example includes
four Arabic reviews considered by the tool as: Positive,
Negative, Undetermined, or Neutral.
Example 1:

The tool second step is dedicated to compute the
(strength/intensity) of each evaluated Arabic review with its
polarity. The computation of the strength/intensity is based on
emotions closeness to (sentiments/opinions) as shown in [3]
and [37].The following pseudo code shows different types of
strength/intensity and the formulas used to compute them:

Positive Review:
Arabic Comment

English Translation

Let
I={SP,SN,WP,WN, NU,U }, where SP: strong
positive, SN: strong negative WP: weak positive, WN: weak
negative, NU: neutral, U: undetermined.

Max_Pos_Score : Max of the set of Pos-Weights of the
positive sentiments

So the algorithm identifies the above Arabic review from
the places domain as a positive review since it has three
positive terms and one negative term shown in table 10.
TABLE X.

Max_Neg_Score : Max of the set of Neg-Weights of the
negative sentiments
Then the polarity is determined as shown in the following
pseudo code:

 انبسطت كثير،الخدمه في هذا الفندق اكثر من رائعه
 جد جميل هالمكان ولو انه،على التصاميم داخل المبنى
.بعيد
The service in this hotel is more than
wonderful; I really enjoy many designs
inside the building, very beautiful place
even that far.

MANUALLY EXTRACTED FEATURES FROM A POSITIVE
ARABIC REVIEW RELATED TO PLACES

Arabic Sentiment
Feature
English Translation

بعيد

جميل

انبسطت

رائعه

Far

Beautiful

Enjoyed

Wonderful

Polarity

Neg

Pos

Pos

Pos

Review's Strong Positive Polarity Determination:
If (Max_Pos_Score>Max_Neg_Score) and
(Max_Pos_Score≥5) then
ISP
Review's Strong Negative Polarity Determination:
If (Max_Pos_Score<Max_Neg_Score) and
(Max_Neg_Score≥5) then
ISN
If (Max_Pos_Score>Max_Neg_Score) and
(Max_Pos_Score<5) then
IWP
Review's Weak Negative Polarity Determination:
If (Max_Pos_Score<Max_Neg_Score) and
(Max_Neg_Score<5) then
IWN
If (Max_Pos_Score =0) and (Max_Neg_Score =0) then
INU

Another example is provided in this section to show how
he tool identifies an evaluated Arabic review as undetermined.
Example 2:
The Arabic comment shown in this example is selected
from places domain. The tool identifies an Arabic
comment/review as undetermined when the number of
positive polarity features is equal to the number of negative
polarity features.
Undetermined:
Arabic Comment

خدمتهم سيئه ولكن المكان جميل

English Translation

Their services are bad, but the place is beautiful

Table 11 shows the essential two extracted Arabic features
with their polarities and English translations. This table shows
equality in the number of positive and negative Arabic
features/terms extracted from the above Arabic comment. The
tool labeled the above Arabic comment as undetermined when
the frequencies of opposite polarities are equal.
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TABLE XI.

MANUALLY EXTRACTED FEATURES FROM AN
UNDETERMINED ARABIC REVIEW RELATED TO PLACES

Arabic Sentiment Feature

جميل

سيئه

English Translation

Beautiful

Bad

Polarity

Pos

Neg

The Arabic comment shown in example 9 is considered by
the tool as a fact and not an opinion (subjectivity
classification). In addition the tool identifies the same
comment as neutral and not as a positive or negative (polarity
classification).
Example 3:
The Arabic comment presented in this example is
identified by the tool as a fact within subjectivity category,
and as neutral within polarity category since it is free from any
extracted feature.
Fact/Neutral:
Arabic Comment

هذا الفندق يقع في شمال عمان

English Translation

This hotel is located north of Amman.

A number of Arabic reviews related to books domain are
presented below to show how we can determine the strength
and polarity using weight scores for the terms in the review.

Three positive features are extracted from the above
Arabic excerpt with their strength weights are shown in table
12.
TABLE XII.
MANUALLY EXTRACTED FEATURES WITH THEIR STRENGTH
WEIGHTS FROM AN ARABIC REVIEW RELATED TO BOOKS
Arabic Sentiment Feature

مميزه

جيد

رائع

English Translation

Distinctive

Good

Wonderful

Polarity (Weight)

Pos (w=10)

Pos (w=4)

Pos (w=10)

In addition consider the following Arabic review from the
domain of books which considered by our tool as weak
positive.
Example 5:
Consider the following Arabic review from the domain of
books which considered as a weak positive by our tool, since it
has only one weak positive feature/term so it will considered
positive and it intensity it will be considered weak since the
weight of this feature/term is 4 which is less than 5, so it will
be identified as weak.
Weak Positive:
Arabic Comment

.كتاب جيد الى حد ما

English Translation

A good book to some extent.

Example 4:
Consider the following Arabic comment which belongs to
domain of books. This review is characterized by using only
positive features/terms, so it will be identified by the tool as a
positive Arabic comment. This tool will search for the highest
score (weight) in such cases, where the highest weight of the
extracted features from the Arabic comment presented in this
example is 10. If the value of the highest weight of features
extracted from the Arabic comment exceeds 5 the tool will
consider the strength of comment under consideration as
strong, otherwise the strength of the comment will be
considered weak.
In such cases, the tool will consider the above Arabic
comment as a strong positive, since the highest weight shown
in table 12 is 10, which implicitly means that this comment is
strong, and since all comment features are positive, it
considered a strong positive comment. This method to identify
the strength of each Arabic review and comments is suggested
by the authors of this study.

Table 13 exhibits the extracted feature from the above
Arabic review about a certain book.
TABLE XIII.

MANUALLY EXTRACTED FEATURE WITH IT STRENGTH
WEIGHT FROM THE ABOVE EXAMPLE 7

Arabic Sentiment Feature

جيد

English Translation

Good

Polarity (Weight)

Pos (w=4)

Example 6:
Consider another Arabic review related to books domain,
and considered by the tool as strong negative review. The
following Arabic comment has only negative extracted
features, so it will be considered a negative comment by the
tool.
In the case the tool has six negative weight, so the tool
output is based on the highest score (weight) in such cases.
Therefore in this example there are 3 weight values (4, 7, and
10), and since 10 is the highest our tool will identify the
Arabic comment presented in this example as a strong
negative.
Strong Negative:

Strong Positive:
Arabic Comment
English Translation

 محتواه جيد والمواضيع فيه مميزه، كتاب رائع
A wonderful book, the content is good and the
topics are distinctive

Arabic
Comment
English
Translation

ال يستحق،  انا ما حبيته وما عجبني، كتاب ممل وال يوجد ترابط بن المواضيع
معلوماته سطحيه، كل هالحكي لغته ضعيفه
Boring book with no association between its topics. I do not
like it, it is not worth mentioning, since its language is weak
with superficial information.
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TABLE XIV.
Arabic
Sentiment
Features
English
Translation
Polarity
(Weight)

MANUALLY EXTRACTED FEATURES WITH IT STRENGTH
WEIGHTS FOR THE ABOVE EXAMPLE
سطحيه

ضعيفه

Superficial

Weak

Neg(w =4)

Neg
(w=7)

ال يستحق

Not
worth
Neg
(w=7)

ما
عجبني

ما حبيته

I
dislike
it
Neg
(w=10)

I do
not
like it
Neg
(w=10)

ممل
TABLE XVI.

Neg
(w=7)

Example 7:
It is usual in Arabic and English to face sentences which
have words that used before or after the extracted
features/terms and leads to reduce the weights ere some words,
so in the following Arabic comment the user uses the Arabic
colloquial word (Somewhat, " )" شويafter the MSA word
(Difficult, " )"صعبهand this leads to a change in the strength of
phrase, where the feature (Difficult, " )"صعبهis saved in
negative polarity lexicon and given a weight of 8, but these
two terms are stored in negative polarity lexicon and the
phrase (Somewhat difficult) given a weight equals to 4. This
weight is considered by the tool as a weak negative review.
Weak Negative:
English Translation

كتاب مفاهيمه صعبه شوي وتحتاج الى توضيح يا ريت الكاتب
. بس الصراحه محتاج تعديالت، راعى مستويات القراء
A book with somewhat difficult concepts, and
need to be clarified. It would be better if the writer
took into account the levels of readers, but frankly
it needs a revision.

The polarity and strength weight shown in table 15 are
used by the tool to identify the above review as weak negative
review.
TABLE XV.

MANUALLY EXTRACTED FEATURE WITH IT STRENGTH
WEIGHT

Arabic Sentiment Feature

صعبه شوي

English Translation

Somewhat difficult

Polarity (Weight)

Neg (w=4)

Example 8:
This example shows how the tool identifies an Arabic
review as undetermined. Strength determining algorithm
labeled Arabic review as undetermined when the values of
high strength weights are equal as shown in the following
sample review from books domain. This example is based on
Algorithm 3 which is presented in section 4.3 of this study.
Undetermined:
Arabic Comment
English Translation

MANUALLY EXTRACTED FEATURES WITH IT STRENGTH
WEIGHTS FOR THE ABOVE EXAMPLE

Boring

The tool uses the extracted features in table 14 to identify
the above Arabic review as strong negative. Consider another
Arabic review related to books domain, and considered by the
tool as a weak negative review.

Arabic Comment

The tool uses the polarity and strength in table 16 to
identify the above review as undetermined.

كتاب مميز في طرح المواضيع ولكنه ال يعرض المواضيع بشكل
.مترابط وهذه سيئه في الكتاب
Distinguished book in presenting topics, but does
not present topics coherently, and this is a
disadvantage of the book.

Arabic sentiment

سيئه

مميز

English Translation

disadvantage

Distinguished

Polarity (Weight)

Neg(w=10)

Pos(w=10)

IV.

ALGORITHMS

This section presents the pseudo code of the algorithms
adopted in the opinion mining tool. The tool enables its users
to input a single Arabic review/comment or a group of Arabic
reviews/comments to identify their subjectivity (fact/opinion),
polarity (Pos/Neg/Neut), and strength.
A. Subjectivity Algorithm
The following algorithm is adopted by the tool to identify
different Arabic reviews evaluated as facts or opinions.
Algorithm 1: CNSA-MSA-SAT "determining the

subjectivity"
Input:
R= Review/Document Text
T= the set of the Opinion tokens
PD= the set of Positive Sentiment Dictionary
ND= the set of Negative Sentiment Dictionary
Output:
R1={F,O} where F is a Fact and O is a Opinion
Initialization:
Pos-TF =0 where Pos-TF: term frequency for Positive Sentiments
Neg-TF =0 where Neg-TF: term frequency for Negative
Sentiments
Begin
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
End

For each ti Є T do
Find ti Є PD where ti Є T
If ti Є PD then
Pos-TF Pos-TF +1
End if
Find ti Є ND where ti Є T
If ti Є ND then
Neg-TF Neg-TF +1
End if
end for
If Pos-TF >1 or Neg-TF >1 then
R1O
Display R1
Else
R1F
Display R1
end if

B. Polarity Algorithm
The following algorithm is adopted by the tool to
determine the polarity of evaluated Arabic reviews regardless
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whether they are using MSA or colloquial Arabic. Each
evaluated Arabic review is considered either as positive,
negative, neutral or undetermined review. This algorithm is In
addition used in [38] and to build this tool.
Algorithm 2: CNSA-MSA-SAT" determining the polarity"
Input:
R: Review/Document Text
T: the set of the Opinion tokens
PD: the set of Positive Sentiment Dictionary
ND: the set of Negative Sentiment Dictionary
Output:
P={Pos, Neg, NU, U}, where Pos: Positive, Neg: Negative,
NU: Neutral, U:Undetermined

Algorithm 3: CNSA-MSA-SAT" determining the intensity

and the polarity depend on the weight "
Input:

R= Review/Document Text
T= the set of the Review tokens
PD= the set of Positive Sentiment Dictionary
ND= the set of Negative Sentiment Dictionary
Pos-Weight=the value of Positive Weight
Neg-Weight= the value of Positive Weight
Output:

I={SP,SN,WP,WN,NT,U} where SP: strong positive,
SN: strong negative WP: weak positive, WN: weak
negative, NT: neutral, U: undetermined
Max_Pos_score = Max of the set of Pos-Weight of the
positive sentiments
Max_Neg_Score= Max of the set of Neg-Weight of
the negative sentiments

n

Ppos% 

 Pos  TF
i 1

i

 n
  n

  Pos  TFi     Neg  TFi 
 i 1
  i 1


 100

n

Pneg % 

 Neg  TF
i 1

i

 n
  n

  Pos  TFi     Neg  TFi 
 i 1
  i 1


 100

Initialization:
Pos-TF=0, where Pos-TF is the term frequency for positive
sentiments
Neg-TF=0, where Neg-TF is the term frequency for negative
sentiments
Begin
1: For each ti T do
2:
Search for ti in PD where ti T
3:
If ti PD then
4: Pos-TFPos-TF + 1
5:
Else
6:
Search for ti in ND where ti T
7:
If ti ND then
8: Neg-TF Neg-TF +1
9: End For
10: If (Pos-TF 2) and (Pos-TF >Neg-TF) then
11: PPos
12: Return Ppos%
13: End If
14: If (Neg-TF 2) and (Pos-TF <Neg-TF) then
15: P Neg
16: Return Pneg%
17: End If
18: If (Pos-TF = Neg-TF) and (Pos-TF = 0)then
19: PNU
20: Display P
21: If (Pos-TF = Neg-TF) and (Pos-TF ≠ 0)then
22: PU
23: Display P
24: End If
End

C. Strength/Intensity Algorithm
This section presents the algorithm used to determine the
Strength/Intensity of evaluated Arabic reviews this tool. Each
evaluated Arabic review is considered either as: strong
positive, strong negative, weak positive, weak negative,
neutral or an undetermined review.

Begin:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

For each ti Є T do
Find ti Є PD where ti Є T
Find Pos-Weight
End for
Find Max_Pos_score
For each ti Є T do
Find ti Є ND where ti Є T
Find Neg-Weight
End for
Find Max_neg_Score
Else
Return Max_Pos_score= Max_Neg_Score=0
If (Max_Pos_Score>Max_Neg_Score and
Max_Pos_Score>= 5) then
ISP
Return I
End If
If (Max_Neg_Score>Max_Pos_Score and
Max_Neg_Score>= 5) then
ISN
Return I
End If
If (Max_Pos_Score>Max_Neg_Score and
Max_Pos_Score< 5) then
IWP
Return I
End If
If (Max_Neg_Score>Max_Pos_Score and
Max_Neg_Score< 5) then
IWN
Return I
End If
If (Max_Pos_Score = 0 and Max_Neg_Score =0) then
INU
Return I
End If
If (Max_Neg_Score =Max_Pos_Score and
Max_Pos_Score ≠0) then
IU
Return I
End If

End
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V.

TABLE XVII. NAIVE BAYES SUBJECTIVITY RESULTS

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents and discusses experimental results.
The conducted tests aim to evaluate the effectiveness of the
developed opinion mining tool to identify domains,
subjectivity, polarity and strength of evaluated Arabic reviews.
The results in this section are presented in the following three
subsections.
The first subsection is presenting the results of the tests
related to subjectivity classification, the second subsection is
presenting the results related polarity, and the third subsection
is presenting results related to the identification of the
intensity of each evaluated Arabic review to the tool.
In the experiments for all classifiers, we used 66% of the
dataset as a Training Dataset and 34% as a Testing Dataset.

Class
Opinion
Fact
Dataset

The Accuracy is defined by the formula (5.1):

Accuracy 

TP  TN
………..... (5.1)
TP  FP  TN  FN

Where TP is a true positive rate, FP is a false positive rate,
TN is a true negative rate, and FN is a false negative rate [36].
Error: Is the degree of closeness that a measured value
represents the incorrect value [39].
The formulas of the other two performance metrics (Recall
and Precision) are shown next.
The Recall is defined by formula (5.2) [40]:

Recall i 

TP
………………......………. (5.2)
TP  FN

where TP is the number of documents correctly classified
as belonging to a class i (“true positive”), FP is the number of
documents falsely classified as belonging to a class i (“false
positive”) and FN is the number of documents falsely
classified as not belonging to a class i (“false negative”) [37].
A. Subjectivity Results
This subsection presents the results of the tests conducted
on the tool to evaluate its effectiveness to identify Arabic facts
and opinions. A Naive Bayes Classifier proves it is more
effective than others classification algorithms such as Decision
Tree, K-NN, SVM to identify Arabic facts and opinions.
Therefore it's adopted and used.
The overall accuracy shown in table 17 is 93.9%. In
addition table 17 presents recall and precision values
according to 5.2 and 5.3 formulas.

Recall
0.96
0.85
0.93

Class
Positive

Accuracy
-

Error
-

Precision
0.8

Recall
1

Negative

-

-

1

0.3

Neutral

-

-

1

1

Dataset

90%

10%

0.9

0.9

Table 18 shows that the effectiveness of tool to identify
neutral Arabic reviews is optimum.
C. Intensity Evaluation Result
This subsection presents the results of the tests conducted
on the tool to evaluate its effectiveness to identify the intensity
of different Arabic reviews. Once again Naive Bayes
Classifier proves it is more effective than others classification
algorithms such as Decision Tree, K-NN, SVM to identify
Arabic the strength of the evaluated Arabic review. Therefore
Naive Bayes is adopted and used. The overall accuracy shown
in table 19 is 96.6%. In addition table 19 presents recall and
precision values according to 5.2 and 5.3 formulas.
TABLE XIX.

TP
.……..………. (5.3)
TP  FP

Precision
0.96
0.85
0.93

TABLE XVIII. K-NN POLARITY RESULTS

The Precision is defined by the formula (5.3) [40]:

Precision i 

Error
6.01%

B. Polarity Evaluation Result
This subsection presents an evaluation to accuracy of the
tool to identify the polarity of each evaluated Arabic review. A
K-NN Classifier proves it is more effective than others
classification algorithms such as Decision Tree, Naive Bayes,
and SVM to identify the polarities of different Arabic reviews.
The overall accuracy shown in table 18 is 90%. In addition
table 18 presents recall and precision values according to 5.2
and 5.3 formulas.

We used the following four metrics to evaluate the quality
of the tool in terms of opinion decision:
Accuracy: Is the degree of closeness that a measured value
represents the correct value.

Accuracy
93.9%

Class
Dataset

NAÏVE BAYES INTENSITY RESULTS

Accuracy
96.9%

VI.

Error
3.1%

Precision
0.95

Recall
0.97

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study presented a basic tool which can be used to
analyze Arabic reviews and comments regardless of the type
of the Arabic language (MSA or Colloquial) they used. In
order to evaluate the proposed tool, we need a standard dataset
to test its effectiveness.
We found that there is no standard dataset to be used.
Therefore we collected Arabic reviews and comments. The
collected Arabic reviews use only MSA and the first four
Arabic Vernaculars presented in the section 1: Arabian
Peninsula Arabic (Khaliji Arabic), Mesopotamian Arabic,
Syro-Palestinian Arabic, and Egyptian Arabic. The proposed
tool presented in this study is a lexicon-based tool. The
collection of Arabic comments and review phase is followed
by lexicon creation phase.
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The lexicons used in this study are manually created, since
they have manually extracted features, terms, and phrases
from the collected reviews and comments. The tool is capable
to identify the polarity, subjectivity, and strength/intensity of
each evaluated Arabic review and comment. This study is
based on 18 lexicons which built manually. Two general
purpose lexicons were built to be used to identify polarity, and
16 domain-specific lexicons were built to be used to identify
the polarity with eight different domains Technology, Books,
Education, Movies, Places, Politics, Products, and Society.
The last phase of this study includes an evaluation to the
effectiveness of the tool.
The evaluation of this tool yields: a 93.9 % accuracy to
classify the evaluated Arabic comments and reviews into their
proper domains, a 90% accuracy to identify the real polarity of
the evaluated Arabic comments and reviews, and a 96.9%
accuracy to identify the strength/intensity of the evaluated
Arabic comments and reviews. Tests on the tool reveal the
reasons behind errors. The main reasons behind these errors
are summarized by the use of spam reviews, spelling mistakes,
and short comment length (One word).
We plan to enhance and extend this study by using a larger
dataset which has more Arabic comments and reviews written
in a wider range of Arabic Vernaculars. This tool is incapable
to deal with Emoticons, chat language, Arabizi, so we plan to
enhance this tool to be able to deal with these inputs. Future
plans include adopting semantic techniques to identify
polarity, subjectivity, and strength/intensity. In addition we
plan to create lexicons automatically.
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Abstract---Cloud computing technology helps to improve ICT
based services like e-governance execution and create new
business opportunities and their implementation. Cloud
computing is an evolution of web based internet application and
describes an advance consumption, supplement and delivery
model for Information Technology and ICT services based on the
global network. This enables allocation of resources and costs
across a large pool of users while providing on-demand services
with dynamic scalability. So we can say that a technology that has
the capability and potential to offer solutions for e-governance is
cloud computing. Cloud computing provide service-oriented
access to users least compromising on security. In today's era
software and their services are biggest cost concern for the
implementation of IT environment in an organization. Cloud has
the capability to reduce the cost in dramatic way for the all kind
of the organization even it is small scale Industry or a big
corporate organization. This makes Cloud an excellent platform
to host e-governance services and application. The basic intention
of this paper is whatever improvement happening in cloud
technology and in web technology mention sub sequentially. If we
apply them in existing e-governance application running under
various department then we can minimize the some of the most
basic affected components of application software like cost of the
software in its execution, optimal time for usage and running of
application software, storage capacity for storing of the data and
network infrastructure used for the functioning of the application
software.
Keywords---Cloud; Web Semantics; Burst; SaaS; PaaS; IaaS;
G-Cloud; M-Cloud; TCO; ICT, E-Governance; ITIL; Cloud
legacy; Legacy cloud system silos; Lock-In; RDF; XML; URI

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a new business paradigm in a service
oriented model, delivering business applications and other IT
resources as services over the internet. Cloud computing is
shared environment, multitenant and over-the-internet based
service delivery model [29]. Cloud provides an attractive
alternative to the common man as well as for organizations to
transact and do business online. Another variant of cloud
computing service model is based on the services offering.
Cloud provides infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a
service (PaaS) and software as a service (Saas). A suitable
combinational model for e-governance can be selected based

on the desire. On the other hand, technology service providers
are competing to provide cost effective and innovative
solutions to host services on cloud. There are many providers
partnering with governments to build and operate egovernance platforms on cloud. There are many vendors like
Google, Rackspace and Amazon in US and Europe who are
providing readymade platform for hosting such initiatives [4]
[20][21] [29][30].
TABLE 1.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

PERCENTAGE OF STATE AND FEDERAL CIOS REPORTING
STATUS OF CLOUD COMPUTING IN THEIR GOVERNMENT

Status of Cloud Computing
Investigating the use of cloud computing
but as yet not taken action
Running an active project to move
portions of our computing infrastructure to
a cloud computing environment
Undertaking a cloud computing pilot for a
portion of our computing requirements
No formal plans to use cloud computing
Have been using cloud computing for
years but under another name
Other

Percentage
State
Federal
54
22
21

54

13

16

5
5

8
NA

3

NA

Status of Cloud computing in their governments [21]
Similarly there are few more vendors like Microsoft, IBM
and HP are some key players engaged in developing SaaS
based applications for governance initiatives. E-governance
architecture calls for scalability and interoperability given the
various interconnects that need to deployed [26][29].
Typically a cloud infrastructure is built with virtualization as
key foundation component at all possible levels like server,
storage, application, etc. This feature supports all nonfunctional requirements of e-governance applications
seamlessly [4] [12][20] [21] [30].
II.
CLOUD SERVICE MODELS
Cloud services models are as follows [4] [20][21] [30].
 Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS)
 Cloud Platform as a Service (PaaS)
 Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
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If we see below diagram then we can easily understand.
What are the actual differences between these models of the
cloud?
Software as a
Service

Cloud Services Models
Platform as a Service

Infrastructure as a
Service

Business operations
over a network

Deploy customercreated applications to a
Cloud

Rent processing,
storage, network,
other computing
resources

"SaaS"

"PaaS"

"IaaS"

A. . Software AS A Service (SaaS)
SaaS is a complete online IT solution built and maintained
by the SaaS provider.
Examples: Sales & Customer Database Services in the
Cloud asSalesforce.com and Collaboration Services as
Yammer.
There are many mobile Apps don’t store data on the phone
but are in fact SaaS. For example: Dropbox in a cloud solution
that stores your data in another cloud (Amazon). There are
many web applications that store our data like Prezi and
Google Apps are also SaaS. SaaS can be utilized for various
E-Governance services (G2B, G2G, G2E and G2C) [2]. The
basic long-term vision of SaaS is centered around separating
maintenance, software control and ownership from its actual
use. SaaS providers will often not only provide one service of
a certain software suite, but might typically provide a bundle
of services, while models are possible in which SaaS services
are provided by the company who has developed the software.
By delivering services for set of software, the idea is that
many of the present limitations constraining its utilization,
deployment and evolution can be minimize. The shift in
offering services also has implications for the SaaS providers’
revenue models. Traditionally, the customer buys a license to
use an application and installs it on their owned or controlled
hardware [31].
Over time new updates can be including security patches
installed other control and update activities. By buying a
license, the customer gets unlimited usage of the software. Per
user or per installed system additional licenses might be
required. In contrast in the SaaS delivery models the user does
not buy a lifetime license. The user need to pay only a certain
amount for the software running on a third-party server and
loses access when he ceases payment. This can be achieved as
pay per use or pay per duration basis. The payment can either
be charged as a pre-paid subscription or on a pay-as-you-go
basis.
B. Platform AS A Service (PaaS)
PaaS is a platform on which you are expected to develop
your own solution. Imagine a blank web site or empty
database built and maintained by the PaaS provider.
Examples: Database – Oracle Cloud DB and Web site –
Amazon AWS.

PaaS providers are able to manage the lower layers and
relieve PaaS subscribers of the responsibility to select, install,
maintain and operating the platform components.
Infrastructure charges are implicitly available in PaaS
offerings because PaaS consumes infrastructure resources in
some form and the infrastructure charges are bundled in the
rates charged for the PaaS execution environment resources
(e.g., CPU, bandwidth, storage) [28] [31].
C. Infrastructure AS A Service (IaaS)
IaaS is when the service only provides raw components of
a solution. Imagine a company that only provides you data
storage and nothing else means you just taking services as for
storing the data.
Examples: Laptop backup Mozy and Storage Amazon S3.
The capability provided to the consumer is to provision of
processing, storage, networks and other fundamental
computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy and
run arbitrary software that can include operating systems and
applications. Consumer does not manage or control the core
cloud infrastructure but has control over operating systems,
storage, deployed applications and possibly partial control of
select networking components (e.g., host firewalls)[28][31].
III. CLOUD DEPLOYMENT MODELS
Independent of the specific cloud services model used,
NIST defined four deployment models [4] [6] [20][21].
What are those models we can see in below pictorial
diagram? It is classifying the different deployment model run
under the cloud.
Cloud Deployment Models
Private
Community
Operated for a single organizations
Shared by several organizations
supporting a specific community
Public
Hybrid
Available to the general public or
Two or more Clouds that remain
large industry group owned by an
unique but are bound by technology
organization selling Cloud services
that enables data and application
portability

 Private cloud
 Community cloud
 Public cloud
 Hybrid cloud
There are obvious co relation between the features of the
cloud computing and their deployment models. See in below
diagram how features of the cloud computing varies and
demonstrate the different behavior under their deployment
models.
Actually it is basic comparison between the legacy system
which is non cloud under running in different deployment
model and cloud system running under the cloud deployment
model. We can see features like cost, liability and assurance of
availability is more mature compare to old and exiting legacy
system in “Fig. 1”.
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Fig. 1. Features of Public, Community, Private Clouds and Non-Cloud

Government continues to explore innovations for
optimizing and harmonizing IT services across state
government specially government business services as well.
Multiple cloud computing deployment models ranging from
internal private clouds to government community clouds to
government line of business community clouds to public
clouds [30]. As government explores its options, and the
various scenarios for engaging cloud computing services,
consideration must be given to a number of issues. These are
including but cannot limit to the following.
 Actual total cost of a service
 User fees / access fees
 Exit strategy / switching strategy
 Potential for data breach
 Legal liability – assigned and assumed
 Access and use of government data – including emails
and the content of email attachments to Service provider
 Provider’s economic model for pricing which may
include reselling government data, or reselling analytics
about the data
 Location of the data and applications
 Jurisdictional issues related to the physical, virtual, and
legal location of data and applications
 Proximity and threats from other data tenants – intended
and unintended
 Risks related with the multi-tenant or multiplexing
physical infrastructure environment
 The list continues to grow thus the need for agile,
dynamic enterprise architectures
IV.

RELATED WORK

There are several organizations in US and India working
for the implementation of the latest cloud and web technology
for the e-governance model. There are several hurdles and
blocks at operation level and technology levels. Some of them
are like the structure of the data used for the e-governance

operation if the structure of the data is in manageable format
then it is easy to make it more relational. Government of India
is also working for the proper and more logical structure of the
data they are designing data in more appropriate and suitable
format so it can be easy to manageable and can be integrated
smoothly. Similarly in the area of the shared services
governments are trying to make it more identical so it can be
used by the multiple organizations. Suppose we have passport
number then if a service is implemented based on the passport
number then it can be benefitted by multiple departments like
if visa department want to verify the visa details then by
entering the passport number they can get all the related
information of the visa. In the same way immigration
department can check the authenticity and validity of the
passport and visa by using the shared services provided by
passport department. In more broad way suppose police
department want to check criminal verification provided on
the particular passport then they can verify it just entering the
passport number under the shared services provided by
passport department. So data management and shared services
are the some of the major area where most of the government
are working for e-governance program.
V.

TECHNOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENT IN CLOUD AND WEB

A. Improvement in Cloud
The Basic idea behind the cloud model is that anything that
could be done in computing whether on an individual PC or in
a corporate data center from storing data to collaborating on
documents or crunching numbers on large data sets can be
shifted to the cloud. Certainly cloud computing facilitates a
new platform and location-independent perspective on how we
are communicating, collaborating and working. So long as you
can access the web you are able to work when and where you
wish.
By using fast reliable Internet connectivity and computer
power it does not matter where the document and e-mail or the
data comes from for user sees on the screen. Cloud computing
enables providers to use distant data centers for cloud
computing. While some have predicted the end of the PC era
with the rise of the cloud computing model many believe that
most organizations and even individuals will continue to make
use of traditional PCs and Laptops even if more and more of
their use will be to access the cloud. For individuals, cloud
computing means photo sharing, accessing web-based email
and productivity software much of it for free [28]. For
organizations shifting to the cloud means having the ability to
contract for computing services on-demand rather than having
to invest to host all the necessary software, hardware and
support personnel necessary to provide a given level of
services [28]. For governments, the value proposition of the
cloud is mainly appealing, given both changing demands for
Information Technology and challenging economic conditions
[4][20] [21] [30] [31].
The essence of rolling out e-governance services is to
ensure reach and high availability of the service and both these
tenets have to be provided by the technology platform [29].
Surely, cloud computing provides both. Reach is ensured as it
is hosted on internet. With the basic construct of the
infrastructure, availability of the platform is ensured by
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virtualization technologies with these underlying technologies
and storage. The threat of having data read during
transmission can be mitigated through encryption. Encryption
in transit protects data as it is being transmitted to and from
the cloud service. Encryption protects data that is stored at the
service provider. Encrypting data in an on-premises cloud
service on-ramp system can provide both kinds of encryption
protection [17] [20] [21] [22].
B. Improvement in Web
The social work profession has acceptance of Web 2.0
technologies. One of the first references to Social Work 2.0
was made in “The New Social Worker” magazine which was
started by Linda May Grobman in spring of 1994.Online
publication continues to explore the application of web
technology within the social work community. The first article
of an ongoing social work 2.0 series was entitled "Caring
Bridge: A Valuable Tool for Social Workers and those with
Critical Illness" written by Karen Zgoda. It was followed by a
column entitled Social Work There's a Blog for that by Karen
Zgoda. The article noted that blogging was rapidly becoming a
phenomenon within the social work community. Students and
professionals had begun chronicling their career development
as well as sharing information from their respective practice
areas [17].In 2007, Jonathan Singer, started The Social Work
Podcast which provides information about all the things in
social work followed by a more formalized outline of the
meaning of Social Work 2.0 in 2009 [15].
Web 3.0 or Semantic Web – The definitions of Web 3.0
vary significantly. Some believe its most important features
are the Semantic Web and personalization. Concentrating on
the computer elements Conrad Wolfram has argued that Web
3.0 is where "the computer is generating new information"
rather than humans [32].
Andrew Keen, author of The Cult of the Amateur
considers the Semantic Web an "unrealizable abstraction" and
observes Web 3.0 as the return of experts and authorities to the
Web. As example he points to Bertelsmann's deal with the
German Wikipedia to produce an edited print version of that
encyclopedia. CNN Money's Jessi Hempel looks forward Web
3.0 to emerge from new and innovative Web 2.0 services with
a beneficial business model [33].
We can see how much improvement and advancement
happened in web technology. By defining these technologies
according to their versions, we can describe them briefly
below.
a) Web 1.0
That Geocities & Hotmail era was all about read-only
content and static HTML websites. People preferred
navigating the web through link directories of Yahoo! and
dmoz [27][28] [31].
b) Web 2.0
This is about user-generated content and the read-write
web. People are overriding as well as contributing information
through blogs or sites like Flickr, YouTube, Diggetc. The line
dividing a consumer and content publisher is increasingly
getting blurred in the Web 2.0 era[27][28][31].

c) Web 3.0
This will be about semantic web (or the meaning of data)
personalization (example iGoogle) intelligent search and
behavioral advertising among other things [27][28][31].
The semantic web is the next Big Thing. The Semantic
Web is “a web of data”. In Semantic Web basically HTML
describes documents and RDF describes things. Why talk
about a “page” in terms of style and links when you know a
book has chapters and a CD has tracks?
d) Challenges
 Human error and system abuse
 Selfishness, why take the time to teach the machine how
to teach me?
e) Opportunities
 Young people love their RSS feeds
 Data portability and sharing standards are 2008
 If we were all so selfish, Web 2.0 would have never
worked (etc Wikipedia)
f) Bottom line (why we should care)
It’s not just for academics anymore. People will use the
tools that they find most useful. Where the people are
advertisers they must follow.
C. Introducing Web 3.0
Web 3.0 creates a big collection of databases which can be
connected on demand. The semantic web is about the meaning
of data. What could it mean? It means as following
 How will be our information in organized?
 Will we still do the “surfing” or will the machine surf
for us?
 The look of web will be the same for me as it does for
everyone else?
 What are the technologies that will become usual?
VI. FUTURE WORK
This is the era of the service, when anybody taking any
kind of the services then they do not want to take pain of the
managing the services that’s why people like the concept of
the cloud technology and since there are very rapid
improvement in web technology that why it is making it more
sharpen because by using these web technology like semantic
web technology we can get better result in term of
personalization and customization of the interface. We can get
our data result in more structured and order format. By using
java script and json we can design and manage a complete
application and we can manage a huge amount of the data in
very optimize timing. In the legacy system for using services
we need to manage the many areas. Suppose we want to create
the profile of the employees in an organization then we need
to deploy a complete application for the profile creation of the
employees. Now for this application we need resources in term
of the software, hardware, storage and network infrastructure.
So it is costing a huge operational and maintenance cost for
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the just creation of the profile of the some employees in an
organization. Suppose we take this service from some cloud
provider company who is providing “SaaS” services then just
by paying some amount for this service we can use the service
without investing the money in other related area of the
infrastructure like software, hardware, storage and network.
VII. CONCLUSION
The attractive features of Cloud Computing like on
demand self-service, network entrance, sites self-governing
reserves of pool components, quick enhancement and
calculated pre-planned services for the effective e-governance.
As various researchers estimated that till year 2015 50%
Cloud Computing is used in e-governance for its proper
execution [29].

services in education, healthcare and social up liftmen of the
citizens of the developing countries.
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The advanced development in the ICT field point out that
government all over the world will make use of cloud
technology. Cloud Computing can ensure the changes in the
government scenarios and their policies for the proper working
as well as the execution of their e – services. E-Governance
system requires entities like hardware, software, service,
network, management, business, policy, security etc to survive
and function properly. This framework is created to suit the
needs of any organization which is keen to develop an
enterprise architecture framework to promote reusability
agility and flexibility in its IT systems. Framework contains
business architecture and functional (software) architecture
built on the basis of business requirements. Technical
(Software) architecture encompasses application data and
technology architecture. The framework also contains
management disciplines such as Change Management,
Strategic Control and Program (Project) Management. The
overall aim is in building and delivering application to bring
effectiveness, transparency, efficiency and accountability. The
above research is that we can get the better services than
traditional computing with reduced cost with the help of cloud
computing. The cloud model will ultimately serve to transform
- in a big way - not just government Information Technology,
but Information Technology in the corporate world as well.
The transition still will take time But cloud computing is one
of the best option to implement or enhance the Government
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a real time method based
on some video and image processing algorithms for eye blink
detection. The motivation of this research is the need of disabling
who cannot control the calls with human mobile interaction
directly without the need of hands. A Haar Cascade Classifier is
applied for face and eye detection for getting eye and facial axis
information. In addition, the same classifier is used based on
Haar- like features to find out the relationship between the eyes
and the facial axis for positioning the eyes. An efficient eye
tracking method is proposed which uses the position of detected
face. Finally, an eye blinking detection based on eyelids state
(close or open) is used for controlling android mobile phones. The
method is used with and without smoothing filter to show the
improvement of detection accuracy. The application is used in
real time for studying the effect of light and distance between the
eyes and the mobile device in order to evaluate the accuracy
detection and overall accuracy of the system. Test results show
that our proposed method provides a 98% overall accuracy and
100% detection accuracy for a distance of 35 cm and an artificial
light.

mediums associated with the field of human computer
interaction, as advances continue to improve the cost and
accuracy of eye tracking systems they stand poised to contend
for this role [3]. An open and close eye template for blink
pattern decisions based on correlation measurement is used in
[4]. The method was specifically useful for people with
severely paralyzed. A real-time eye blinking detection was
proposed based on SIFT feature tracking with GPU based
implementation [5].

Keywords—eye detection; eye tracking; eye blinking; smoothing
filter; detection accuracy

An EyePhone application which is developed in [7] is a
system that capable of driving mobile applications/functions
using only the user’s eyes movement and actions (e.g., wink).
EyePhone tracks the user’s eye movement across the phone’s
display using the camera mounted on the front of the phone.
The results indicate that EyePhone is a promising approach to
driving mobile applications in a hand-free manner.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years due to the rapid advancement in the
technology there has been a great demand of human computer
or mobile interaction (HCI or HMI). Eye blink is a quick action
of closing and opening of the eyelids. Blink detection is an
important enabling component in various domains such as
human computer interaction, mobile interaction, health care,
and driving safety. For example, blink has been used as an
input modality for people with disabilities to interact with
computers and mobile phones [1].
In Viola [2] the chain of single-feature filters, Haar Cascade
Classifier for identifying sub-region image is used. With the
fast calculation of integral image technique, it can work in real
time.
Eye tracking provides an almost seamless form of
interaction with the modern graphical user interface,
representing the fastest non-invasive method of measuring user
interest and attention. While the mouse, keyboard, and other
touch-based interfaces have long reigned as the primary input

An efficient method is proposed in [6]. A method is based
on image processing techniques for detecting human eye blinks
and generating inter-eye-blink intervals. A Haar Cascade
Classifier and Camshift algorithms for face tracking and
consequently are applied for getting facial axis information.
Adaptive Haar Cascade Classifier from a cascade of boosted
classifiers based on Haar-like features using the relationship
between the eyes and the facial axis applied for positioning the
eyes. The algorithm results show that the proposed method can
work efficiently in real-time applications.

An efficient eye tracking system is presented in [1, 8]
having a feature of blink detection for controlling an interface
that provides an alternative way of Communication for the
people who are suffering from some kind of severe physical
disabilities the proposed system uses pupil portion for
tracking the movement of eyes.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section II, the
proposed methods are presented. Section III studies the test
results of a real time application for two cases: normal light and
artificial light condition with and without using filter.
Conclusions and future remarks are described in section IV.
II. PROPOSED EYE BLINK DETECTION
In figure 1 the major steps of the proposed Eye Blink to
Control Mobile Phones EBCM are shown.
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Capture
Frame
from
Video

Face
Detection
Haar
Cascade
Classifier)

Eye Detection
AdaBoost
Classifier

C. Eye Detection
To detect the eye, first, the Haar cascade classifier should
be trained, in order to train the classifiers, the AdaBoost
algorithm and Haar feature algorithms must be implemented,
two set of images are needed. One set contains an image or
scene that does not contain the object.
The EBCM used all detected elements from the Haar
Cascade Classifier, and the result show the detected eye in
color rectangle as shown in figure 3.

Mobile
Control

Blink
Detection
Threshold +
Median Filter

Eye
Tracking

Fig. 1. EBCM general block diagram.

A. Frame Capturing
The first step of the proposed EBCM application is the
initialization. After taking a short video of the participant’s face
using the front camera of the Samsung mobile. A process
Frame method will be used to create the frames from the
captured video. Afterwards the colored frames will be
converted to gray scale frames by extracting only the
luminance component as shown in figure 2.

Mobile Camera
Take Video

Frames

Fig. 3. Face and eye detection using Haar – like features

D. Eye Tracking
The corneal-reflection and pupil-center are the two eye’s
parts that are the most important parts to extract the features
that will be used in EBCM method. These features help us in
tracking the eyes movement. By identifying the center of the
pupil and the location of the corneal reflection, the vector
between them is measured. Besides, with further trigonometric
calculations, point-of-regard can be found. The EBCM method
succeeded in making the face and the eye's pupil moved
together in the same direction synchronously and with the same
direction. Let suppose that X is the human face which has been
detected, P1 and P2 are two points related to the left eye, and
they are moving synchronously with the movement of X as
shown in figure 4.

RGB to Gray

P1

Eye
X
Fig. 2. Gray frames capturing.

B. Face Detection
The Haar classifier is used in EBCM algorithm for face
detection. Haar classifier rapidly detects any object, based on
detected feature not pixels, like facial feature. However, the
area of the image being analyzed for a facial feature needs to be
regionalized to the location with the highest probability of
containing the feature. By regionalizing the detection area,
false positives are eliminated. As the result, the face is detected
and marked with color rectangle and will be used later to
approximate an axis of the eyes for eye detection step.

P2

X = detected face
Fig. 4. Movement of face and the Eye's points

E. Eye Blinking
Eye blinking and movement can be detected with relatively
high reliability by unobtrusive techniques. Though, there are
few techniques discovered for the active scene where the face
and the camera device move independently and the eye moves
freely in every direction independently of the face. Although,
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care must be taken, that eye-gaze tracking data is used in a
sensible way, since the nature of human eye movements is a
combination of several voluntary and involuntary cognitive
processes.
Case 1: Without Filtering
The frames that have been detected earlier will be used in
this step to find the status of the eye, if it is open or close. The
algorithm gets 15 frames to identify the correct position of the
eye. To determine the frame's pixels threshold, a binary
threshold using the following equation has been applied. The
threshold is initialized to 70 after experimentation we found
that 70 is the best number to use.

In the binary frames, 0 represent the black color and 1
represent the white color for each pixel. These frames will go
through a series of operations to convert all points of black and
gray to zeroes and determine the length and width of the part
under the eyebrows. If the index is not equal to zero, the points
gray will increase. Otherwise, the number of black points will
increase and this process help to discover whether the eye is
open or closed .Consequently if the black points greater than 3,
it means the case is open, otherwise the eye is close as shown
in figure 6.

If the intensity of the pixel src(x,y) in the frame is higher
than threshold, then the new pixel intensity is set to a maxVal.
Otherwise, the pixels are set to zero. Figure 5 depicts the
flowchart of the binarization process of the given frames.

Fig. 6. Eye blinking flowchart.

Case 2: With Filtering
After detecting the eye blink successfully, the same steps
that have been applied before will be used but with applying
the Medium Blur Filter on the binary frames. The major
objective of smoothing or blurring image is to decrease the
noise. Such noise reduction is a typical image pre-processing
method which will improve the accuracy of detection.

Fig. 5. Frame thresholding flowchart.

 max Val
dst ( x, y)  
 0

if src( x, y)  threshold
(1)
otherwise

After applying the median filter on the frames, the
algorithm will check if at least one black pixel appears. If there
is no black pixel, the threshold value will increase and follow
the same sequence, but if there is more than one black pixel,
the process will terminate and get the state of eye value as that
threshold.
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F. Mobile Phone Controlling with Eye Blinking
The last step of the EBCM algorithm is controlling the
mobile activity by making a phone call depending on the result
of previous step. If the state of the eye is close which means the
human eye blinked, a call phone to specific phone number will
be made, otherwise no phone call will be made as shown in
figure 7. The EBCM application used ACTION_CALL action
to trigger built-in phone call functionality available in Android
device.

windows applications, which benefits from its features to
design a user interface for android mobile application. The
mobile that held the tests is Samsung Galaxy S3 that has
Android version 4.3 with model number GT-19300. Finally,
the software executed under Windows7 as the operating
system.
The Performance parameters that are used in order to
evaluate the proposed (EBCM) method are:
 The distance between the volunteer's eye and the mobile
camera are taken into account, ranging (15, 20, 25, 30,
35, 40, 45) cm.
 The light condition
o

Normal room light or,

o

High quality artificial room light.

Figure 8 present a screen shot of our application.

Fig. 7. The eyelid status

G. Performance Parameters
The main parameters that affect the proposed EBCM are
the distance and the lighting. If the distance between the user’s
eye and the mobile phone is long the process of detecting will
be difficult or impossible in some cases. The light also affects
the process of detecting the eye either in a normal light
condition or in an artificial light.
To find the accuracy of the eye detection in the proposed
algorithm the following equations has been used [6].
Over all Accuracy =
((TP+TN)/(TP+FP+FN+TN))*100%

(2)

Fig. 8. Disable volunteer during application test

(3)

A. Normal Light Condition (without Filtering)
Table I presents the test results of the case that the normal
light is used without applying a filter.

Detection Accuracy =
(TP/(TP+FN))*100%

Where TP is the number of frames that are correctly
detected eye blinks (true positive); FN is the number of frames
that show eye blinks but the program is not detected (false
negative); FP is the number of frames that are reported as eye
blinks but they are not (false positive); and TN is the number of
frames that are correctly reported as no blinks (true negative).

TABLE I.

OVERALL AND DETECTION ACCURACY VS. D ISTANCE

Distance
(cm)

TP

FP

15

0

0

0

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The test are conducted by using Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Due
CPU P8400 ,2.10 GHZ, 32 Bit processer with 4.00 GB of
RAM.

20

0

0

18

25
30
35

1
3
221

0
0
77

99
265
4

40

142

16

The simulation program is compiled by using Eclipse
Platform Juno (4.2) that supports Java code, OpenCV library
[9, 10] (as an image processing and computer vision tools), and

45

2

0

FN

TN

Overall
%

Detection
%

0
53

0
75

0
0

30

2489
2300
1355
2671

96
90
95
98

1
1
98
83

10

26

74

17
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B. Normal Light Condition (with Filtering)
Figure 9 shows the test results of overall and detection
accuracy versus distance under the normal light using a median
filter.

detection and blinking. When an artificial light is used the
overall and detection accuracy are 98% and 100% respectively
for a distance equal to 35 cm. Each frame takes an average of
71 ms for time execution which is very efficient for real time
application.
The future work will be improving the security level of the
proposed eye tracking system using voice recognition
algorithm and adapting the application for a non-frontal face.
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Fig. 9. Overall and detection accuracy vs. distance (with filter)

C. Best Light Condition (with Filtering)
In this case the detection accuracy rate is very optimal
because of the effect of the filter as shown in figure 10.

Fig. 10. Optimal detection accuracy

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Eye blink detection is a very challenge problem for
controlling mobile phones in a real time application. This is
due to the movement of eyes and the variation of light for
different distances from the mobile camera. The proposed
method provides 8% of accuracy improvement for eye
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Abstract—This article defines a new algorithm for a secret
key cryptosystem using cellular automata which is a promising
approach to cryptography. Our algorithm is based on cellular
automata built on a set of reversible rules which have the ability
to construct unpredictable secret keys using MARGOLUS
neighborhood. To prove the feasibility of the algorithm, we
present some tests of encryption, decryption and diffusion; a
CPU time comparison with an encryption algorithm by blocks as
for instance AES-256 is established. On the other hand, the
security of the algorithm is proved and the implemented
algorithm resists against a brute force attack.
Keywords—AES; Cellular automata; Diffusion; Cryptosystem;
MARGOLUS neighborhood

I.
INTRODUCTION
Cryptographic algorithms are used to secure computer
networks, electronic transactions or information exchanges.
They are implemented in security protocols, electronic chips,
etc. Otherwise, and since its appearance, the field of
cryptography has experienced a great evolution, mainly in the
design of many methods of encryption based on public or
secret keys.
The methods of modern cryptography can be divided into
two main categories: symmetric and asymmetric
cryptography. Each cryptosystem uses keys to generate from
the clear text a cipher text. The most known symmetric
cryptography systems are DES, AES, RC4 and RC5, [1]. They
are used in a secure communication protocols as TLS. Unlike
symmetric cryptography, the asymmetric cryptography uses
public and secret keys for encryption and decryption. The best
known algorithm is RSA [1]; it is implemented in the SSL
protocol.
Our work is part of a new approach to cryptosystems based
on cellular automata (CA) which presents a promising
approach to cryptography. CA gives a secret key for the
encryption which cannot be predicted since it evolves a
chaotic and complex system starting from an initial state [810]. A Brief history of CA can be found in [4].
In one dimension, many encryption concepts based on CA
was studied, the most known ones belong to Wolfram [13-14].
In two dimension, some cryptosystems based on CA have
been constructed for public and secret keys [9],[11],[15]; for

example, CA were used to construct cryptosystem based on
Vernam cipher and generated keys with a pseudo-random
numbers sequence; CA were also used for block cipher.
Concerning our work, we aim to design and to implement a
novel two dimensional secret key cryptosystem based on
reversible CA using MARGOLUS neighborhood [2]. We
remind however that reversibility concept has been used for
block encryption in one dimension; for more details, see [8].
This paper is organized as follows. The first section
consists on a brief review of symmetric and asymmetric
cryptographic methods based on secret and public keys.
Section 2 outlines CA and section 3 focuses on MARGOLUS
neighborhood. Section 4 describes our cryptosystem. To prove
its feasibility, a simulation will be presented in section 5; it
holds on the diffusion and performance tests where a
comparison with the AES algorithm is established. Section 6
concludes the paper.
II.
CELLULAR AUTOMATA AND REVERSIBILITY
A cellular automaton (CA) is a dynamic system defined by
the following 4-tuple: dimension, set of finite states,
neighborhood and set of rules. Dimension defines number of
cells. Cells are updated accordingly to some rule. Such rule is
based on the state of the cell and the neighborhood.
More precisely, let be a cellular automaton defined by
where:
 S is a finite set of states,


is the set of integers,

 d is the size of the automaton,



is the space of the automaton,
is the rule (transition function),
is the set of
neighborhood,
.

We call configuration the allocation of the state of each
automaton cell. To illustrate, we present the following test:



, two states,
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(the neighbors of the cell i are i-1, i+0,
i+1),



is defined by the following box:
7
0

(*)

6
0

5
1

4
0

3
0

2
1

1
0

0
1

Expressed in the basis 10 (5  s[i]=0, s[i-1]=1, s[i+1]=1).

Let the configuration at time :
1

0

1

0

0

0

0

At time +1 the configuration will be:
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

1

1

0

1
0

0

According to the definition table of we have in binary
00100101 which are worth 37 in decimal, we are talking about
the rule 37. In total, there are
rules. For an
automaton of dimension where the set of states is
we can use
rules.
In this work, we use a reversible cellular automaton
according to this definition: the automaton
with the
evolution function
is reversible if there is an
automaton with the evolution function such that for each
configuration
. For more details, we can refer to
the works published in [3-6]. For the one-dimensional CA, it is
possible to check if the automaton is reversible [7]. For the CA
of other dimensions, the reversibility is undecidable [6].

Fig. 1. Bits interpretation Sense

Four cells imply the use of four bits, thus the minimum
value is 0000 (in binary) and the maximum value is 1111 (in
binary and 15 in decimal). Each cell may contain a value of
the set D = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}.
Therefore, to construct a reversible rule, we just need to take a
bijective application
.
Figure 2 explains the concept of the MARGOLUS
neighborhood. First, we take the original automaton « »,
then we partition into blocks of n cells (4 cells in this case).
Second, we partition starting with the first index (even
partitioning
on Figure 2).
Finally, we redo the odd partitioning starting with an odd
index
, see Figure 2.

III. MARGOLUS NEIGHBORHOODS
We construct two-dimensional CA by blocks based on
MARGOLUS neighborhood. We remind that if we consider
two-dimensional grid then it is possible to define different
kinds of neighborhoods; the most common ones are Von
Neumann (related to four neighborhoods), Moore (associated
to nine neighborhoods) or MARGOLUS [4],[9],[12]. To
justify our choice, MARGOLUS neighborhood allows
creation of reversible CA and this reversibility gives more
security to the encryption procedure.
For MARGOLUS neighborhood, the automaton cell is
divided into blocks of n cells (four cells for example), we
applied the transition function to each block. To create
reversibility, we use the reversible transition function that can
be built by creating a mapping between the set of states.
To illustrate, let be a cellular automaton of dimension 2,
with two states S = {0, 1}, we construct a block of four cells
as indicated in Figure 1. The arrow indicates the conventional
sense.

Fig. 2. Partitioning
neighborhood basis.

of a

2-D

cellular

automaton

in

MARGOLUS

IV. PROPOSED CRYPTO-SYSTEM
The proposed cryptosystem is based on two-dimensional
reversible CA using MARGOLUS neighborhood, its secret
key is the transition rule of the cellular automaton.
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PRule(), IRule() are the functions that evolve the cellular
automaton, they use the MARGOLUS neighborhood
described above.

A. Description of the algorithm
Encryption step
 Divide the unencrypted data into blocks of
(for example 1024-bits)

-bits

 Arrange the
-bits in a square matrix M of
dimension 2 with a size of
 Generate a reversible transition rule
inverse rule of )

(

is the

 Generate a key K={R, Rr}


M=PRule(K,M)
M=IRule(K,M)
End
 Group the bits of the matrix M to obtain the encrypted
data.
Decryption step
As already mentioned, the proposed system is symmetric;
for the decryption, we use the same key as in the encryption
step.
-bits (for

 Arrange the
-bits in a square matrix M of two
dimension with a size of
For i1util 6
M=IRule(K,M)
M=PRule(K,M)
End

B. Transformation PRule() and IRule()
Consider the following data presented in Figure 3:

V.

SIMULATION

For the simulation, we used a cellular automaton by blocks
with the following data:
 Number of blocks per cell: 4 (2X2)
 Cardinal of the set of states : 2 (0 and 1)
 Transition rule:
R={0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15} and
inverse Rr={3,2,5,8,9,7,0,4,1,13,6,14,10,15,11,12}

its

For the system parameters, we used the following data:
 Message = « Crypto-system based on the CAs. »
 K={R, Rr}
 256-bits in each data block.

 Group the bits of the matrix M to obtain the
unencrypted data.

Fig. 3. Illustration data

C. Security of the algorithm
The security of this algorithm is based on the choice of CA
parameters: we can increase or decrease the neighborhood size
or/and the number of states.
Let be the neighborhood size and the number of states.
The maximum possible number of keys is
which
making impossible to apply a brute force attack with an
exhaustive search of keys; for example, if =2 and
then we have to try
=256!
combinations that
are impossible to achieve within a reasonable time.

For i1 until 6

 Divide the encrypted data into blocks of
example 1024-bits)

PRule() applies on the even blocks (the red blocks in the
graph), in opposite, IRule() applies on the odd blocks (the
green blocks in the graph).

To make the encrypted data readable, we used the Base64
encoding.
The clear message encoded by Base64 is:
« Q3J5cHRvLXN5c3Q/bWUgYmFzPyBzdXIgbGVzIEFDcy4
=»
The encrypted message is:
« isFbk69OTBjYrZdRdOb46riq+5NlrrYZN/uuYE5sQF8= ».
A. Diffusion application
The diffusion calculates the influence to change the bits in
the clear message (plain text) onto the encrypted
message keeping constant the key. Figure 4 gives diffusion
tests of CA cryptosystem and AES algorithm by taking a plain
text of size 256-bits with a key of 256-bits. It is observed that
diffusion levels obtained by CA cryptosystem are better than
AES.
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We realized a test of diffusion and a CPU time comparison
with a block cipher algorithm; the comparison shows that the
proposed algorithm is faster than AES-256. The security is
proved and the implemented algorithm resists against a brute
force attack. We remind that some new research works focus
on network sensor security and use encryption algorithms to
improve the security of data and energy consumption [16-18];
in this context, we aim to implement our CA cryptosystem as a
lightweight security protocol.
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[1]

Number of bits changed in plain text
[2]
Fig. 4. Diffusion tests: Red curve corresponds to CA cryptosystem and blue
curve corresponds to AES algorithm.

B. Performance test
We compare our CA cryptosystem with a block algorithm
as for instance AES-256. This is illustrated in Figure 5. The
comparison focuses on the performance tests (CPU time in
ms). The encryption using CA is faster than AES algorithm

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
Fig. 5. Comparison of CPU times between CA cryptosystem (blue curve) and
AES algorithm (red curve).

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a brief review of symmetric
and asymmetric cryptographic methods; we introduced the
concept of cellular automata as a promising approach to
cryptography allowing creation of unpredictable cryptosystem
keys born through a chaotic and complex system. We outlined
also the neighborhood concept that is linked to the creation of
cellular automaton and we described Margolus neighborhood
which we selected to build our two-dimensional reversible
CA. We constructed a fast secret key cryptosystem and we
demonstrated its feasibility.

[13]
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Abstract—Identifying and recognition of herbal plant green
leaves is essential in botanical study. In[8] Thai herb leaf image
recognition system used for recognition of leaves with accuracy
of 93.29%, in this paper, we propose a recognition system of
leaves based on the eigenvalues of Dirichlet Laplacian that used
to generate three different sets of features for shape analysis
and classification in binary images[4]. First leaf images are
preprocessed to remove unwanted background, converted to
binary form; used to build the images database, finally Queries
made on the system. The correct classification rates without
noise is 100% and with noise is ∼ 90%.
Keywords: Eigenvalues, Finite difference method, Curve descriptor, Binary image classification, noise, leave recognition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Shape recognition is the field of computer vision which
addresses the problem of finding out whether a query shape
lies or not in a shape database, up to a certain invariance.
Most shape recognition methods simply sort shapes from
the database along some similarity measure to the query
shape. Shape analysis is a key component in object recognition, matching, registration and analysis. A shape description
method generates a feature vector that will uniquely characterize the silhouette of the object. This vector should in many
cases, be translation-, rotation-, and size-invariant. Depending
on the application at hand, a certain level of robustness and tolerance to shape deformation and noise is also required. As an
important application of shape recognition, leave recognition
which has significant attention in botanical study. However,
by far the most popular classification in Loncaric [6] of shape
techniques divides the different methods into two groups:
boundary methods and global methods. Boundary methods
treat the boundary or exterior points of the shape, while global
methods deal with the interior points of the object. There is
no clear consensus which method or category of methods
works best. Each method seems to give a good result in
some applications and fail in some others or in presence of
noise. The method presented in this paper is a numerical nonpreserving global method that attempts to use the ratios of
eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplacian operator of a certain
shape as the feature vector.
The paper structured as follows, a brief mathematical overview

of the model and the evaluation of the eigenvalues in sections(II and III), feature set evaluation in section(IV), algorithmic implementation in section(V), and finally the simulation.
II. T HE D IRICHLET L APLACIAN EIGENVALUES
Let Ω be a bounded domain in Rn , n ≥ 2. Consider the
eigenvalue problem for the Laplace operator with Dirichlet
boundary condition,

−∆u = λu
in Ω,
(1)
u|∂Ω = 0.
∂2
∂2
is the Laplacian. As is
2 +
∂x
∂y 2
well known, the Dirichlet Laplacian (Laplacian with Dirichlet
boundary condition) has diverse applications in science and
engineering, and we refer to Cureton and Kuttler [2] and
Kuttler [5] on the detailed study of Dirichlet Laplacian in two
dimensional polygons.
Let us denote the eigenvalues by λ1 (Ω), λ2 (Ω), · · · , (we
will sometimes omit explicit dependence on Ω when speaking
about generic domain), where

Here in (1), ∆ =

0 < λ1 < λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ · · · −→ ∞.

(2)

It is also well known that the eigenvalues of the Dirichlet
Laplacian are preserved if the underlying domain Ω is translated or rotated (see Courant and Hilbert [1]). In the next
section it will be discussed how to evaluate the eigenvalues.
III. C OMPUTATION OF THE EIGENVALUES
A. Finite difference method
In order to evaluate the approximate numerical solution of
(1), there are several methods. Among those we choose the
finite difference scheme which was first proposed in Pólya
[11]. The scheme is to replace (1) by the recursive formula
ui+1,j + ui,j+1 + ui−1,j + ui,j−1 − 4ui,j
= −λui,j . (3)
h2
Here the domain Ω is divided into squares of side h, and
uij is the value of the eigenfunction corresponding to λ at
the lattice point (ih, jh) (see Figure 3.1). This scheme can be
written in compact form as
Lu = λu,
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To test the consistency of these feature sets for a given image
class, their tolerance to noise, experiments are conducted and
the simulation discussed in next section.
V. I MPLEMENTATION
In this section, an algorithm is developed based on the above
discussion to evaluate F1 , F2 , and F3 of a all images, also for
the query image; compare to get the minimum value of the
norm as explained in fig. (5.1). Figure (5.2) shows the flow
diagram of the GUI
Input: query image iq ,
Output: the most similar image (iout ), from the image
database(IDB).
Fig. 3.1: five-stencil approximation for the Laplacian.
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Here, n is inversely proportional to h and accounts for the size
of the domain Ω. The eigenvalues λ01 , λ02 , · · · of this finite
dimensional problem provide, in general, lower bounds for
λ1 , λ2 , · · · (cf. [10]).

Step

IV. F EATURES GENERATION AND EVALUATION

Step

For a given binary image Ω, ([12] and [4]) proposed the
following three feature sets based on the above described
eigenvalues
n λ λ λ
λ1 o
1
1
1
, , ,··· ,
,
(4a)
F1 (Ω) ≡
λ2 λ3 λ4
λn
n λ λ λ
o
λn−1
2
3
1
F2 (Ω) ≡
, , ,··· ,
,
(4b)
λ2 λ3 λ4
λn
n λ
d1 λ 1
d1
λ1
d1 o
1
F3 (Ω) ≡
− ,
− ,··· ,
−
.(4c)
λ2
d2 λ 3
d3
λn
dn
Here n counts the number of the desired features to be used
for the recognition scheme, and d1 < d2 ≤ d3 ≤ · · · ≤ dn
are the first n eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) of a disk.
All three features are obviously size-invariant [4]. The F1
features were first proposed by Zuliani et al. [12]. The values
of F1 (Ω) and F2 (Ω) are in the unit cube, while those of F3 (Ω)
are between ±1 a useful range when using neural networks.
This later descriptor is a good measure of the deviation of
Ω from a disk. The optimal number of features n depends on
the problem being addressed and is determined experimentally.

Step

a) Read the images (i = 1, · · · , n) from the stored
Database images(IDB)
b) Convert all the images in IDB to binary images.
c) Evaluate F1i , F2i , & F3i for each images of the
IDB.
d) Calculate the norms of F1i , F2i , & F3i ;
NF i1 := kF1i k, NF i2 := kF2i k, and NF i3 :=
kF3i k
2: Let the query image q, repeat Step 1:(b - d) to
calculate the norms of
NF q1 := kF1q k, NF q2 := kF2q k, and NF q3 :=
q
kF3 k
3:For i := 1 to N ; (N = no. of images),
a) Calculate NdF ij := (NF ij − NF qj ), (j =
1, 2, 3).
b) Store the values of NdF ij in an array A
4:Find min(A) and the corresponding index; which is
the index of the retrieved image.
5:Display the images of the query image; iq and the
retrieved image; iout along side.
6:Add noise to the images and apply steps 1-5.
Fig. 5.1: Leaf recognition system algorithm.
VI. S IMULATIONS

In this part we focus on testing the above described algorithm, it was implemented using Matlab version 8.0; figure(
6.2). The leave images was refined by removing background
using Adobe Photoshop as shown in figure() A particular
feature should have a fairly constant value for all images
from a particular class. The consistency of a feature can be
measured using its standard deviation from the mean for that
image class. To test the consistency of the three feature sets
being used, experiments were conducted on different images
with and without noise.
Example 1: image resolution at 256 pixels
a) noise = 0.0
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Load images Database

Invert
Invertimages
imagestotobinary
binaryformat
format

Set noise density level

Choose a query Image (Iq)

Display name and image of Iq

Run the Program

Display name and image of
retrieved image

(a) input and retrieved images.

Show simulation analysis

Fig. 5.2: flow-diagram of the algorithm GUI-interface.

(b) average and standard deviation of the first 25 features from F1 , F2 , and F3 .

Fig. 6.3: output at noise=0.0.
Fig. 6.1: Leaf background removal.
b) noise = 0.1, figure (6.4(b)) shows almost identical values
of F1 for the images without noise and the others with
noise
Example 2: image resolution at 128 pixels
a) noise = 0.0
b) noise = 0.1, figure (6.6(b)) shows almost identical values
of F1 for the images without noise and the others with
noise
Example 3:

Fig. 6.2: GUI of Leave recognition System.
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(a) input and retrieved images.

(a) input and retrieved images.

(b) average and standard deviation of F1 for images with/without noise.

(b) average and standard deviation of the first 25features from F1 , F2 , and F3 .

Fig. 6.5: output at noise=0.0.

Fig. 6.4: output at noise=0.1.

retrieved).

A. Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of the proposed method in
terms of precision, recall, and accuracy see[7]. Image retrieval system has the goal to retrieve relevant images while
not retrieving irrelevant ones. The measures of performance
used in image retrieval borrowd from the field of document
information retrieval and are based on two primary figures of
merit: precision and recall.
•

Precision(P) is the number of relevant documents retrieved by the system divided by the total number of
documents retrieved(i.e., true positives plus false alarms).
P =

•

TP
TP + FP

TP
(6)
TP + FN
Precision can be interpreted as a measure of exactness,
whereas recall provides a measure of completeness.
Accuracy(A) is the probability that the retrieval is correctly performed
R=

•

A=

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(7)

where,
T P (True Positive) - correctly classified positive,
T N (True Negative) - correctly classified neg-

(5)

Recall(R) is the number of relevant documents retrieved
by the system divided by the total number of relevant
documents in the data base(which should have been

ative,
F P (False Positive) - incorrectly classified
negative, and
F N (False Negative) - incorrectly classified
positive.
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Noise = 0
Noise = 0.1

TP
200
200

TN
50
50

FP
0
15

FN
0
11

P(%)
100
93%

R(%)
100
94.8%

A(%)
100
90.6%

Fig. 6.8: Performance of the used techniques.

VII. C ONCLUSION
The three sets of features based on the eigenvalues of
Dirichlet Laplacian, was used to develop a user friendly leave
recognition system. The system used successfully to classify
images with a high degree of accuracy and using a relatively
small number of features. At first it was run on leave database
images for the purpose of recognition. Initially without noise
and the obtained result was good and then a noise was add to
the images but still showed a good result but when increasing
the noise level the input and output was different.
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Abstract—The RC4 stream cipher has shown to be quite
resilient to cryptanalysis for the 26 years it has been around.
The algorithm is still one of the most widely used methods of
encryption over the Internet today being implemented through
the Secure Socket Layer and Transport Layer Security protocols.
Genetic algorithms are a sub-class of evolutionary algorithms
that have been used to help solve many different problems of
optimization in a variety of disciplines. In this paper we will
examine the abilities of the genetic algorithm as a tool to help
solve the permutation that is stored as the state register of the
RC4 stream cipher. Finally, we will show that on average the
genetic algorithm can solve 100% of the keystream in 2121.5
generations.

I.

go online mostly using their phones, and not using some other
device such as a desktop or laptop computer. As can also
be seen on Table I, obtained from the United States Census
Bureau Data [?], the younger population, between the ages of
10 and 90 comprise over 60% of the population of the US, and
according to PewResearch, as can be seen on Table II, about
three-quarters of these have and use Smartphones.
TABLE I: Demographics of the US population, 2012
Age
All ages
Under 5
5 - 9
10 - 14
15 - 19
20 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 64
65 & older

I NTRODUCTION

Over the past twenty years the Internet has evolved astronomically as a tool for education, pleasure, and economics,
to name a few applications. In today’s society there are very
little tasks in one’s daily life which are not facilitated by the
Internet in some way, shape, or form. As the services available
over the Internet continue to expand, new and old problems of
security arise and must be accounted for in order to properly
facilitate these applications.
One of the largest sectors which continues to grow is
on-line banking and other electronic financial transactions
(conveniently distinguished as E-Commerce). These two applications face many of the same problems as traditional physical
banking, but also a new set of challenges that have amounted
due to the use of the Internet. The most obvious contemporary
issue is that of communication. Traditionally a customer simply
communicated with a bank teller where the environment could
be controlled as well as the manor of communication (i.e.
whether something could simply be conveyed through speech
or read privately by the customer). With the advent of online banking there is an unknown communication between the
customer (client computer) and the teller (bank servers). The
very fact that on-line banking improves the ease of use for a
customer by virtually letting them do their banking anywhere
with an Internet connection also hinders their ability to know
specifically how their private communication with the bank
system is being conducted.
Besides this, there it also the convenient and ubiquitous
use of mobile computing. With advent of smart-phones, the
main use of the Internet is quickly shifting to being used
mainly in the mobile computing environment. According to
PewResearch [?] as of May 2013, 63% of adult cell owners
use their phones to go online and 34% of cell internet users

Population

Percentage

Cummulative
Percentage

308,827
20,110
20,416
20,605
21,239
124,607
42,842
17,501
41,506

100.0%
6.5%
6.6%
6.7%
6.9%
40.3%
13.9%
5.7%
13.4%

6.5%
13.1%
19.8%
26.7%
67.0%
80.9%
86.6%
100.0%

TABLE II: Smartphone owners in 2014 [?]
Have a
smartphone
All Adults

58%

Gender
a. Men
b. Women

61%
57%

Race
a. White
b. African American
c. Hispanics

53%
69%
61%

Age Group
a. 18 - 29
b. 30 - 49
c. 50 - 64
d. 65+

83%
74%
49%
19%

With new attacks on Internet-based encryption protocols
coming to light in the past four months, a lot of focus has
shifted from traditional forms of cryptanalysis to methods
of circumvention to attack these ciphers. One cipher that is
still widely used and investigated is the RC4 stream cipher.
Due to it’s simplicity and robustness (efficient for both
software and hardware) [1], the RC4 stream cipher is one of
the most implemented encryption schemes online and over
computer networks. It’s usage is seen in the Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) [2] and Transport Layer Security (TLS) [3]
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protocols as well as the now obsolete Wired Equivalent
Privacy (WEP) [4] protocol. It is also used in Wi-Fi Protected
Access (WPA and WPA 2) protocols (when TKIP is not
selected by default).
In recent years, focus has been drawn to implementing
genetic algorithms as a tool for cryptanalysis. These tools,
from the evolutionary algorithms family, have been used in the
past to help solve permutation problems such as the traveling
salesman problem ( [5], [6], [7], [8]). Since the state register
of RC4 (see Section I-A1) is a permutation, the researchers
would like to investigate the effectiveness of using a genetic
algorithm to attempt and solve the permutation sequence of
the RC4 state register.
This paper is organized into several sections to present our
findings. We will first present the reader with a background of
the RC4 stream cipher and genetic algorithms in Sections I-A
and I-B respectively. Next, we will propose an implementation
of a genetic algorithm in Section II. This will be followed
up with an examination and discussion of the results of
our experiments in Section III. Finally, we will conclude
our findings and present any future avenues of research in
Sections IV and V respectively.
The following paper proposes a genetic algorithm to try
and solve for the state register permutation of the RC4 stream
cipher. The operators that will be investigated include: partially
mapped crossover, edge recombination crossover, swap mutation, and inversion mutation. In addition, an adaptive mutation
method will be utilized in order to reduce the occurrence of a
candidate solution becoming stuck in a local optimum over the
vast search space. Finally, this paper will show that on average
the genetic algorithm will be able to discover 100% of the
keystream and replicate the state register in 2121.5 generations.
A. RC4 Overview
The RC4 stream cipher was invented by Ron Rivest
in 1987 while working at RSA Security and designed as
a non-linear feedback shift register (non-LFSR). It is a
stream cipher meaning: given identical initialization keys, the
algorithm will produce the same keystream for all parties
involved in the communication. RC4 allows the initialization
key K to be of length 40 to 2048 bits. The cipher produces
a keystream z of word size n from a state register S of size
2n consisting of all bit permutations of a n-bit word. Two
word sized index pointers, i and j, are used to help perform
permutations on the register S. Generally RC4 is implemented
with n = 8 bit words.
There are two algorithms that make up RC4. The first
algorithm is called the key scheduling algorithm (KSA) and
is used in conjunction with K to initialize the shift register S
into a pseudo-random ordering (see Algorithm 1). The second
algorithm, the pseudo-random generation algorithm (PRGA),
uses the register S to produce a pseudo-random keystream z
of n-bit words during each iteration of the PRGA loop. The
keystream generation process is witnessed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) for RC4
Input: Shared Key K
Output: State Register S
for i = 0 → 2n − 1 do
Si ← i
j←0
for i = 0 → 2n − 1 do
j ← j + Si + Ki mod 2n
Swap(Si , Sj )
return(S)

Encryption works by dividing the plaintext P into n-bit
words and xor’ing them with the keystream z to produce the
ciphertext C. This can be expressed as:
E(P, z) = P ⊕ z = C
Decryption is done by xor’ing each n-bit word of C with the
keystream z producing P. Decryption can be represented as:
D(C, z) = C ⊕ z = P
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-random Generation Algorithm (PRGA)
for RC4
Input: State Register S
Output: Keystream bytes z
i←0
j←0
while 1 do
i ← i + 1 mod 2n
j ← j + Si mod 2n
Swap(Si , Sj )
z ← SSi +Sj mod 2n
output(z)

1) RC4 State Register: The state register S is represented
in the following way. The register as a whole is represented as
an array S while each word in the array is represented as S[i],
where i ∈ {0, . . . , 2n − 1} making up a unique permutation.
Within each permutation value of S[i], there exists a binary
value denoted as b(i) where i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. An illustration
of this representation can be seen in Figure 1. The standard
word size is n = 8 bits which implies that the total storage
of a particular candidate solution in the algorithm is 2048 bits
or 256 bytes; practical implementations of RC4 would require
2064 bits to account for the two index pointers (i and j).
B. Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were introduced as a viable
optimization algorithm by John Holland in 1975 [9]. The
algorithm utilizes methods found in biology to help evolve
a set of candidate solutions (called chromosomes) to solve
an optimization problem using a cost function over time (
[10], [11], [12], [13]). GAs are members of the evolutionary
family of algorithms due to their implementation of various
evolutionary operators such as reproduction and mutation.
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Fig. 1: State Register bit/byte Representation

Solution strength is measured by fitness and is determined
by a fitness function f (x) which quantifies the quality of the
solution with a desired requirement [14]. A group of solutions
or population are a small sample of all possible solutions,
thus there is no guarantee that a best fit solution will be the
global optimum for the problem. Reproduction or crossover
is conducted each generation of the algorithm so the stronger
candidate solutions have a better probability of entering the
next generation of the algorithms life cycle. This is known as
selection. To ensure that a population does not converge too
quickly on a local optimal solution, a process called mutation is
also introduced in the reproduction process. A basic algorithm
of a GA can be seen in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 General Genetic Algorithm
Input: Generate initial population p of size N randomly
while Max iteration not met or fitness not satisfactory do
for i = 1 → N/2 do
Select p1 and p2 from population
(c1 , c2 ) ← Crossover(p1 , p2 )
Mutate(c1 )
Mutate(c2 )
Insert c1 and c2 into newpoulation
Replace population with newpopulation
for i = 1 → N do
fitness(pi )

C. Related Work
One of the first uses of genetic algorithms to aid in the
cryptanalysis of a cipher was in 1993 by Richard Spillman.
He chose to attack the Knapsack cipher using a genetic
algorithm [15]. A GA was utilized to decrypt cipher text
letter by letter with an average decryption time of 84 seconds
making the attack a practical use of a soft computing
method. In [16], a genetic algorithm was used to attack the
Chor-Rivest Knapsack public key crypto system with very
promising results in all test cases. This also happened to be
the first public attack on the crypto system. The algorithm
was able to attack the cipher with a minimal search space as
well as a very small number of generations. The encryption
algorithm uses modular multiplication as well as logarithmic

functions implying that a genetic algorithm should be able to
tackle the far simpler arithmetic involved in the RC4 stream
cipher. Brown et al. made use of a genetic algorithm to
attack a substitution permutation network. While the study
was intended to find weak keys, it was later noted that a GA
would be a good tool to attack the scheme [17]. The research
used SwM as a genetic operator to attack the network and
it was also a method proposed to attacking other relevant
crypto systems such as AES and 3DES. Surprisingly, no work
has been done on the cryptanalysis of RC4 using genetic
algorithms.

In [18], it was found that the use of a genetic algorithm
could be used to break a simplified implementation of Data
Encryption Standard (DES) called S-DES. The research
was successful in retrieving the key used for encryption
as well as performing the task in less than 1/5 the time
it would take to brute force the key (remember this is
S-DES and is far easier to brute force than regular DES
would be). The following paper will utilize several different
methods than the research just mentioned. The first area
is the method used as a crossover method; the previous
paper used a ring crossover method that does not respect the
properties of ordered chromosomes such as permutations.
The second deviation is the use of letter frequency analysis
as the fitness function which is unnecessary for our GA since
we are solving for the keystream and not a decrypted plaintext.

Genetic Algorithms have had a recent introduction as a
form of not only cryptanalysis, but steganography as well.
In [19], researchers used a genetic algorithm to encode image
information in a watermark that could then be hidden or kept
in plain sight within the image. The method utilized by the
researchers was also highly resilient to many common attacks
of detection [19]. What makes this paper relevant is that the
watermarking problem is encoded as a permutation problem.
As a result, the authors examine several ordered crossover
(OX) methods including partially mapped crossover (PMX)
and edge recombination crossover (ER) as well as a method
called cycle crossover (CX) that was not chosen for this task
due to its larger computational needs over the other methods
proposed. The authors also experimented with both the swap
mutation method (SwM) and the inversion mutation method
(InvM).
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Fig. 2: Example of the steps involved in edge recombination crossover (ER)
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II.

P ROPOSED G ENETIC A LGORITHM

B. Proposed Mutation Methods

The proposed GA will try to solve for the permutation that
is represented as the state register S in RC4 using a variety
of crossover and mutation methods. Due to the requirements
of a permutation, special crossover and mutation algorithms
must be implemented in order to not destroy the ordered
property of a candidate solution. An attempt to brute-force the
permutation would work out to 256! = 8.578x10506 possible
permutations. Any improvement on this value can be seen as
an improvement on such an approach.
The GA will evaluate the fitness of a candidate solution
based on how well it can replicate the keystream that will
be provided. Each keystream will be 256 bytes in length as
suggested in [20] to find a unique solution. The fitness value
will be an integer value from 0 to 256 representing how many
bytes of the keystream were successfully replicated using a
candidate state register.
Through various testing of different parameters for the GA,
a population of size 5 has been selected to help evolve the best
solution. For the proposed experiments, tournament selection
has also been chosen as the selection method with a tournament
size of 2. Finally, elitism will also be implemented which
ensures that the best solution from a generation is carried
over to the next one. This in turn does not allow the genetic
operators to accidentally destroy the best solution found thus
far by selection.

Similar to the crossover methods, the mutation methods
employed must uphold the permutation property that exists
for the candidate solution.
The first method for mutation that is called the swap
mutation method (SwM). This form of mutation is very
straight forward and is conducted by selecting two random
indices in the state register and simply swapping their contents.
The second mutation method that is implemented is the
inversion mutation method (InvM). This algorithm also preserves the permutation requirement of the chromosome. The
process requires two indices in the chromosome to be selected
with the sub-sequence between the two indices being simply
reversed.
1) Adaptive Mutation Method: The GA will also use an
adaptive mutation method. The default rate of mutation is set to
4% but there is a ceiling mutation rate also set at 15%. During
the iterations, the best fitness is sampled at a predetermined
rate proportional to the total amount of iterations. If the fitness
appears to stagnate over these samples, the mutation rate is
increased by 1% until it hits the ceiling rate in order to
encourage more diversity in the population. Conversely if the
fitness seems to improve over this period, the mutation rate
will decrement by 1% until it is back to the original rate of
mutation.

A. Proposed Crossover Methods

III.

Traditional single-point and two-point crossover methods
would destroy the permutation represented in the chromosome.
Due to this constraint, ordered crossover methods are
employed.

E XPERIMENTS AND D ISCUSSION

In the following section we will present the results of our
experiments (see Section III-B) and evaluate the data collected
(see Section III-C).
A. Equipment Used

The first algorithm used for ordered crossover is partially
mapped crossover (PMX). This method resembles two-point
crossover in that two points are selected and the bits (bytes
in our case) between them are exchanged to create two new
children. It differs when the original parents are added to
the child chromosomes, each value is added to the child
in order of appearance until that value is already present
in the child from the original crossover. At this point the
duplicated value is replaced in the child chromosome by one
of the values that was removed also due to the initial crossover.

All experiments were conducted on an Intel i7 dual-core
CPU running at 2.8 GHz. The machine had 4 Gb of DDR3
RAM available to it. All three methods of exploration were
programmed using C and were compiled with gcc version
4.2.1. Aside from certain programming optimizations including
reducing any use of system functions that could be time intensive (i.e. malloc() and free()), optimizations at the compiler
level were done using the -O3 flag built into the gcc compiler.
B. Results

The second method used is edge recombination crossover
(ER). This method uses an adjacency matrix which is a list of
each node and their respected neighbours. A master adjacency
matrix is constructed by taking the union (∪) of the two parent
matrices. From the new matrix, a starting node is randomly
selected and removed from all neighbouring sets and the node
is appended to the empty child list. The next node appended is
the smallest nodes set of the previous set. In the event which
there are multiple sets that are the smallest, the set to use is
randomly chosen. The process is repeated until the child list
is the same length as the parent chromosome. A full example
of ER is seen in Figure 2.

Several experiments were conducted on word sizes 6, 7,
and 8. Of the results collected, PMX and SwM were shown
to be the best operators for the state register problem. Further,
adaptive mutation was shown to be a successful method of
not allowing the candidate solutions to fall into a local optima
too early. The results of utilizing both PMX and SwM with
adaptive and non-adaptive mutation are exhibited in Table III.
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Generations
10000
100000
1000000
10000000

6
non-adaptive
4.5
8.4
11.8
12.8

adaptive
4.7
10.6
11.8
16.2

n
7
non-adaptive
4.7
11.6
17.4
21.4

adaptive
4.2
11.3
16.9
23.9

8
non-adaptive
3
10.5
18.1
29.5

adaptive
3.8
10.5
20.7
26.2

TABLE III: Best average fitness for word size n using a genetic algorithm

The graph in Figure 4 shows that the fitness increases
logarithmically and increases consistently for all sizes of the
problem.
1) Comparison of Crossover Operators: Two crossover
operators were examined. The operators were PMX and
ER. While it was found that ER was more successful when
solving the traveling salesman problem [21], when solving the
RC4 permutation problem, PMX was found to be a far better
technique. It is predicted that due to the requirement that the
register produces the keystream consecutively, PMX disturbs
the candidate solution far less than ER. Thus PMX maintains
the integrity of higher fitness solutions in the crossover phase.
PMX was able to evolve a solution far better than ER by
almost 10%. This is shown in Figure 5 where n = 6 and adaptive mutation is utilized. Both methods grow logarithmically,
but the ER method just does not produce the results that the
PMX achieves. Finally ER was far more time consuming when
running the GA (especially for generations of 1 million and
greater).
2) Comparison of Mutation Operators: The two ordered
mutation operators chosen were SwM and InvM. Each of these
approaches preserves the permutation property of the state
register S. Experiments confirmed that SwM was a far better
candidate for evolving fitness than InvM. The improvements
that SwM improved the percentage fitness over InvM are seen
in Figure 3. In fact, InvM seemed to reduce the best fitness
found after about 1 million generations. This is believed to be
the case because SwM make a number of small changes to the
to the candidate solution while InvM makes a larger impact
on the solution and can potentially mutate the entire solution
if the indexes randomly selected were 0 and 2n − 1.
C. Discussion
From the results displayed in Figure 4, we were able
to extrapolate an equation for the curve of n = 8. Using
logarithmic regression we were able to derive Equation 1.
This equation allowed us to determine on average how many
generations it would take before 100% of the keystream could
be recovered.
f (x) = 0.0131306222ln(x) − 0.1065234375

(1)

attack has a large complexity in terms of computer power
necessary to conduct it, it is still a great improvement over
8.578x10506 , which is what is needed to brute-force the state
register permutation. Finally if the GA was implemented as a
hardware chip, it could pump out one generation each cycle.

IV.

C ONCLUSIONS

In closing, we presented a genetic algorithm capable of
evolving a candidate solution to try and solve the permutation
of the state register S. Further, we added the capability
for the GA to utilize adaptive mutation in order for the
population to converge at a far slower rate since the search
space is so vast to begin with (8.578x10506 ). We also did
a comparison of two common ordered crossover operators
and two common ordered mutation operators and found that
PMX out-performed ER for this type of problem while SwM
proved to be a much better mutation operator than InvM for
the same problem.
It has been shown that for different sizes of the permutation
problem that the best fitness improves logarithmically over
generations. Finally, it was derived through extrapolation that
on average 100% of the keystream could be derived in about
2121.5 generations. This attack is far better than previously
outlined theoretical attacks.

V.

F UTURE W ORK

Other operators for ordered problems such as cycle
crossover should be investigated to confirm whether the ones
examined in this paper were the best candidates for this
particular problem. The GA could be parallelized to further
improve the running time of the algorithm and allow higher
amounts of generations to be tested in reasonable time.
It would also be interesting to see how well the GA fairs
with other encryption algorithms which would also make an
interesting study of the versatility of the GA when used for
cryptanalysis.

Using Equation 1, it can be predicted that on average the
keystream could be completely replicated after approximately
4.0x1036 or approximately 2121.5 generations. This attack
would be a great improvements over other theoretical attacks
such as [22] which had a complexity of 2241 . While this
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Fig. 3: Swap mutation vs. inversion mutation for n = 6 using adaptive mutation

Fig. 4: Genetic algorithm best average fitness for various word sizes n
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